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professions, and !or other purposes; to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. PELLY:
H .R. 8683. A bill to amend the Internal
R evenue Code or 1954 to allow an income
t ax credit to an individual taxpayer !or tuit ion and fees paid to an institution of higher
education, and to allow a tax credit to all
t axpayers for charitable contributions to instit ution s of higher education; to the Comm ittee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. PRICE:
H .R. 8684. A bill to provide for the issua:::ice of a special series of postage stamps in
commemoration of the 75th anniversary· of
the founding of the General Federation of
Wom en's Clubs; to the Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service.
By Mr. THOMPSON of Louisiana:
H.R. 8685. A bill to amend the Public
Buildings Act of 1959 to provide !or relocation payments to persons displaced by public
building projects, and for other purposes; to
.the Committee on Public Works.
By Mr. BINGHAM:
H.R. 8686. A bill to amend the Public
Buildings Act of 1959 to p r ovide !or relocation payments to persons displaced by public
building projects, and for other purposes; to
the Committee on Public Works.
By Mr. UDALL:
H .R. 8687. A bill to amend the Federal
Power Act, as amended, in respect of the
jurisdiction of the Federal Power Commission over nonprofit cooperatives; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
By Mr. WALKER of Mississippi:
H .R. 8688. A bill to amend title I of the
National Housiµg Act to increase the maximum amount of certain home improvement
loans which may be insured, to extend the
permissible maturity of these loans, and for
other purposes; to the Committee on .Banking and Currency.
By Mr. FARBSTEIN:
H.R. 8689. A bill to appropriate funds to
the Secretary of the Army for the acquisition
of a building on Fort Jay Military Reservation; to the Committee on Appropriations.
By Mr. FULTON of Pennsylvania:
H.R. 8690. A bill to amend section 2 of the
Export Control Act of 1949; to the Committee on Banking and Currency.
By Mr. THOMSON of Wisconsin:
H.R. 8691. A bill prohibiting lithographing
or engraving on envelopes sold by the Post
Office Department, and for other purposes;
to the Committee on Post Office and Civil
Service.
H .R . 8692. A bill to amend the Public
Health Service Act to improve the educationa l quality of schools of medicine, dentistry, optometry, and osteopathy, to authorize grants under that act to such schools for
the awarding of scholarships to needy student s, and to extend expiring provisions of
that act for student loans and for aid in
con struction of teaching facilities for students in such schools and schools !or other
health professions, and for other purposes;
to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce.
By Mr. UDALL:
H.R. 8693. A bill to provide premium pay
under specified conditions to certain employees in the postal field service, and !or
other purposes; to the Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service .
By Mr. TEAGUE of California:
H .J. Res. 493. Join t resolution proposing
a n amendment to the Constitution of the
United States rela tive to equal rights for
men and women; to the Committee on the
J udicia ry .
By Mr . GONZALEZ:
H.J. Res. 494. Joint resolution proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the United
States relative to equal rights for men and
women; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
CXI--765
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By Mr. CURTIS:
By Mr. McFALL:
H. Res. 405. Resolution expressing the sense
H.R. 8698. A bil11 for tbe relief of Miss
of the House that the President should take Fong Chan; to the Committee on the Jusuch action as may be necessary for the dietary.
preparation of an international agreement
By Mr. RONCALIO:
to harmonize the operations and administraH.R. 8699. A bill for the relief of Mule
tion of the antidumping laws of all the · Creek Oil Co., Inc., a Delaware corporation;
countries; to the Committee on Ways and to the Committee on the Interior and InMeans.
sular Affairs.
By Mr. YATES:
By Mr. THOMPSON Of New Jersey:
H. Res. 406. Resolution to authorize the
H.R. 8700. A bill for the relief of Francesco
abolition of the House Committee on Un- Cirrincione; to the Committee on the JuAmerican Activi:ties; to the Committee on dietary.
Rules.

••

MEMORIALS
Under clause 4 of rule XXII, memorials were presented and ref erred as follows:
288. By Mr. RYAN: Memorial of the Legislature of the State of New York relative
to anti-Semitism in the Soviet Uni0n; to the
Committee on Foreign Affairs .
289. By the SPEAKER: Memorial of the
Legisla ture of the State of Florida, urging
construction of an urban male Job Corps
Training Center at Camp Blanding, Fla.; to
the Committee on Education and Labor.
290. Also, memorial of the Legislature o:I!
the State of Hawaii, relative to establishing
a Pacific Medical Center in Hawaii; to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
291. Also, memorial of the Legislature of
the Sta te of Louisiana, expressing admiration
and appreciation of the valor and courage of
the fighti ng men and women of the various
branches of the Armed Forces of the United
States; to the Committee on Armed Services.
292. Also, memorial of the Legislature of
the State of Louisiana, relative to the apportionment of membership in the State legislatures; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
293. Also, memorial of the Legislature of
the State of Ma.ssachusetts, relative to the
retention of Federal excise taxes and to distribute the proceeds thereof to the individual
States in the proportion of amounts collected
from each individual State; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
294. Also, memorial of the Legislature of
the State of New York, relative to amending
the Constitution prohibiting the denial or
abridgment of rights under the laws of the
United States or of any State on account of
sex; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
• 295. Also, memorial of the Legislature of
the State of California, relative to the proposed discontinuance by the U.S . Department of Agriculture of its utilization research program on western rice; to the Committee on Agriculture.

PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 1 of rule XXII, private
bills and resolutions were introduced and
severally referred as follows:
By Mr. BOGGS:
H.R. 8694. A bill conferring jurisdiction
upon the U.S. Court of Claims to hear,
determine, and render judgment upon the
claim of John T. Knight; to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
By Mr. CORMAN:
li.R. 8695. A b111 to con!el' jurisdiction on
the U.S. Court of Claims to reopen and continue case No. 66-55; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
By Mr. McFALL:
H.R. 8696. A bill to confer jurisdiction on
the U.S. Court of Claims to reopen and continue case No. 66-55; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
By Mr. HALPERN:
H.R. 8697. A b111 for the relief of Lorenza
Lawrence; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

....

••

SENATE
TUESDAY, JUNE

1, 1965

The Senate met at 12 o'clock meridian,
and was called to order by the Vice
President.
The Chaplain, Rev. Frederick Brown
Harris, D.D., offered the following
prayer:
Our Father, God, returning to the demands of a new week, we come with
grateful hearts as we have bowed with
all the Nation at the altar of hallowed
memory. In the hours just past, millions have paused in quiet cities of the
dead to acknowledge an unpayable debt
to those who, in heroic yesterdays, paid
for our freedom with their mortal lives.
We come now in the afterglow of that
sacramental memorial, with the prayer,
deep in our hearts, that this generation
to which we belong may be saved from
the supreme folly of decorating tombs
and at the same time desecrating the
heritage it took graves to guarantee.
As bugles are sounding, summoning
the Republic to new tests and decisions
in liberty's cause, solemnize our hearts
with the realization that evergreens of
gratitude and forget-me-nots of love for
the sacrifices of the past will no.t suffice
as weapons with which to preserve the
costly heritage of which Memorial Day
is a solemn reminder. In days as crucial
and as dangerous as any the Republic
has ever known, save us from cowardly
surrender to the easy policy of "safety
first," lest in the future we lose both the
peace and freedom, and so fail b:J.th man
and Thee.
In the Redeemer's name we ask it.
Amen.
THE JOURNAL
On request of Mr. MANSFIELn, and by
unanimous consent, the reading of the
Journal of the proceedings of Thursday,
May 27, 1965, was dispensed with.
MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT
Messages in writing from the President of the United States, were communicated to the Senate by Mr. Jones, one
of his secretaries.
EXECUTIVE MESSAGE REFERRED
As in executive session,
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before the
Senate a message from the President of
the United States submitting sundry
nominations, which was referred to the
Committee on Armed Services.
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<For nominations this day received,
see the end of Senate proceedings.)
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Repre·
sentatives, by Mr. Hackney, one of its
reading clerks, announced that the
House had passed the following bills, in
which it requested the concurrence of
the Senate:
H.R. 5241. An act to amend section 20a(12)
of the Interstate Commerce Act to eliminate
the necessity for prior approval of the Commission for a person to hold the position of
officer or director of more than one carrier
when such carriers are in a single integrated
system of carriers lawfully operated under
common control, and for other purposes; and
H.R. 5883. An act to amend the bonding
provisions of the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 1959 and the Welfare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act.
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niversary of their graduation during the days
of June 13-June 17, 1965; and
Whereas the late beloved President of these
United States, John Fitzgerald Kennedy, was
a member of the class of 1940 and was held
by his classmates in deep bonds of respect,
.loyalty, and affection; and
Whereas the class book memorializing this
occasion.is dedicated to John Fitzgerald Kennedy: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved by the House of Representatives
(the Senate concurring therein), That it is

the sense of Congress that the United States
Information Agency should make appropriate
arrangements to make the film prepared by
it on the late President Kennedy "Years of
Lightning, Day of Drums," available for viewing at a private showing to said Harvard University class of 1940, in the city of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, on or about the days of June
13 to June 17, 1965.

LIMITATION ON STATEMENTS DURING TRANSACTION OF ROUTINE
The message also announced that the
MORNING BUSINESS
House had agreed to a concurrent resolu·.
On
request of Mr. MANSFIELD, and by
tion (H. Con. Res. 426) expressing the
sense of Congress with respect to the unanimous consent, statements during
viewing of the U.S. Information Agency the t'ransaction of routine morning busi:film "Years of Lightning, Day of Drums," ness were ordered limited to 3 minutes.
at the 25th class reunion of the Harvard
class of 1940 in Cambridge, Mass., in ST. MARY COLLEGE COMMENCEwhich it requested the concurrence of the
MENT ADDRESS BY SENATOR
Senate.
MANSFIELD
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, it
ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED
was my privilege to have the honor to
The message further announced that address the graduating class at St. Mary
the Speaker had affixed his signature to College, Xavier, Kans., on Sunday last.
the following enrolled bills, and they were In effect, it was like coming home to
Montana because so many of the sisters
signed by the Vice President:
S. 800. An act to authorize appropriations and the novices were from my State, and
during fiscal year 1966 for procurement of those who were not from Montana had
aircraft, missiles, and naval vessels, and re- been sent up there to teach in our schools
search, development, test, and evaluation, in Butte and Anaconda, to work in our
for the Armed Forces, and for other pur- hospitals, and, in general, to do good for
poses; and
our people.
H.R. 821. An act for the relief of the town
It was a real pleasure for me to meet
of Kure Beach, N.C.
so many Montanans and adopted Montanans, to recognize the daughters of
HOUSE BILLS REFERRED
many of my old friends, and to partici..
The following bills were each read twice pate in the commencement exercises.
by their titles and referred a.S indicated:
This order, within a decade of its
H.R. 5241. An act to amend section 20a(12) founding, set up its first .mission in the
of the Interstate Commerce Act to eliminate State of Montana, and the sister~
the necessity for prior approval of the Com- traveled by boat up the Missouri River,
mission for a person to hold the position of later over the Oregon, Bozeman, and
officer or director of more than one carrier other trails.
Their contributions to
when such carriers are in a single integrated
system of carriers lawfully operated under Montana and the West have been many.
common control, and for other purposes; to They have been most helpful and most
beneficial and we look upon them with rethe Committee on Commerce.
H.R. 5883. An act to amend the bonding spect, admiration, and affection. They
provisions of the Labor-Management Report- are responsible, in large part, for the
ing and Disclosure Act of 1959 and the Wel- close bond between Kansas and Montana
fare and Pension Plans Disclosure Act; to and for that we are grateful.
the Committee on Labor and Public WelMr. President, I ask unanimous confare.
sent that there be printed in the RECORD
the commencement address which I deHOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION livered at St. Mary College, Xavier,
Kans., on Sunday, May 30, 1965.
REFERRED
There being no objection, the adThe concurrent resolution <H. Con.
Res. 426) expressing the sense of Con- dress was ordered to be printed in the
gress with respect to the viewing of the RECORD, as follows:
U.S. Information Agency film "Years of COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS BY SENATOR MIKE
MANSFIELD, OF MONTANA, ST. MARY COL•
Lightning, Day of Drums," at the 25th ·
LEGE, XAVIER, KANS., SUNDAY, MAY 30,
class reunion of the Harvard class of
1965
1940 in Cambridge, Mass., was referred
First, let me thank you, Sister Mary Janet,
to the Committee on Foreign Relations,
for the historical sketch you have just given
as follows:
of the connection between the development
H. CON. RES. 426
Whereas the graduates of Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, of the class
of 1940, will be observing the twenty-fifth an-

of Montana as it applies to your order and
as a result of the close relationship between
Kansas and Montana based on that !act. In
addition to the places you mentioned, we
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could refer to the outstanding work performed by the sisters in my State within
a decade after the founding of the order.
By boat you traveled up the Missouri and
by land over the Oregon, the Bozeman and
other trails. You made your imprint in the
Beaverhead, the Madison, the Bitteroot, the
Silver Bow and many other areas in Montana. Iil return we have contributed many
of our daughters to this order and the work
begun long before Custer's last stand in
the Little Big Horn is being carried forward
to this day. Your contributions have been
many, varied and most deeply appreciated.
It ls my hope and expectation that this relationship will continue to fulfill its promise
in the years ahead as it has over the p ast
century.
Now, let me thank you for the invitation
to come here today and talk with you. No
man is so old or so tired that he likes to admit that he has nothing of interest to say
to a group of attractive young ladies. So,
while I am not sure I can do the trick, I very
much appreciate the chance to try.
I am glad to be here for another reason
as well. For young women along with other
young men and women who have been given
the blessed gift of education,. will bear a special public responsibility in the future. This
is true of course in all areas of national
concern, but nowhere more so than in the
difficult area of our relations with foreign
governments. Here emotionalism easily runs
wild, if it is untempered by education and
contact with the day to day . realities. In
foreign affairs, more than elsewhere, there is
a need for an up-to-date, sophisticated and
restrained outlook. Without it, free government can be locked into postures made obsolete and dangerous by the shifting tides
of international affairs. Without it a nation
is likely to be always fighting the last war
or the last diplomatic encounter over again,
instead of facing directly and with fresh and
penetrating thought the issues of the contemporary situation. And, finally, without
an informed approach on the part of the
people. the Nation may be unable, in !ts foreign policies, to take advantage of changes
which occur continuously in the world, in
order to strengthen the security of the Nation and the prospects for an enduring peace.
It is of some of these international changes
of the past 15 years which I would like to
speak today. These are changes which began as trickles Just after you were born and
are now coming into flood as you enter
adulthood.
An overriding change since the Korean
war has been the emergence of a kind of
stalemate between Russia and the United
States in terms of destructive nuclear capacity. Nuclear technology in both nations
has now reached a point at which no significant military advantage is likely to be gained
merely by pushing the accumulation of more
destructive power. That is not to say that
the Russians are not alert to possible technological breakthroughs or that we have
gone to sleep. The search goes on here and
it also goes on there. But a decisive altering of the basic nuclear stalemate is not in
sight.
The fact is that both Russia and the United States are already in a position in which
each can obliterate at least half the population of the other in a very short time.
That is a sobering reality for all those with
a share of the responsibility for the many
decisions which, in the end, may involve an
ultimate decision as to whether or not these
instruments are used.
The very magnitude of the nuclear threat
which hangs over the earth has had, oddly,
a kind of constructive influence on world
affairs.
It is one of the realities which
underlay the Russian withdrawal of missiles
from Cuba a couple of years ago. And it
was a major factor in the achievement of
the nuclear test ban treaty. That treaty,
in turn, was a precipitant in bringing about
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an improvement in the general! relationsat least until ·Fecently-between the two
p r incipa_l nuclear poweFs. In that respect,
the treaty was a most, significant achievement in the drive for a moFe peaceful world.
It stan ds as an enduring and appropriate
zp.onu:µient to John Fitzgerald Kennedywho wou ld have been 48 yesterday-who refused, with great courage, to be deflected by
political considerations, from his determination to achieve it.
The nuclear stalemate between Russia and
the Uniteci States, then, is, indeed, one of
the most significant changes of the past
decade and a half. It has produced an internat ional situation with which the principal n ations have managed to live in reasonable stability for several years. In its
context, the prospect of a Soviet military invasion of Western Europe which, for example, was once regarded as acute, appears
to have receded. And by the same token,
the military liberation of Eastern Europe
which once was loudly trumpeted is no
longer pressed from any responsible source
as the basis of a sound policy for the Nation.
In short, the overall position of the two
great nuclear powers in today's world appears to have become, increasingly, one of
live and let live. This trend has emerged
largely because the point has sunk home that
the alternative is the opposite on such a scale
as to drain either the triumph of freedom or
the victory of communism of r a tional meaning. But the picture of a gradual easement
in Soviet-United States relations ls not complete unless we also take into consideration
the effect of recent developments in Vietnam. These developments have not helped
the trend which was inaugurated under
President Eisenhower, pursued most effectively by President Kennedy, and vastly encouraged and continued by President Johnson.
The changed situation in Russian-United
States relations in turn has been paralleled
by changes throughout the Soviet bloc. It
is obvious that the greater stability in Russian-United States relations has not set well
with China but it has generally been welcomed by such eastern European nations as
Poland, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Rumania, and
Bulgaria.
Communism did not spring full-blown in
those eastern European nations at the close
of World War II. Communism was in fact
grafted by Soviet power onto several countries with di.tl'erent traditions, even as Stalin
shut down on them an iron lid or ideological uniformity. The clothes of Communist
conformity, however, were uncomfortable in
eastern Europe. and beneath them, the individual national traditions continued to stir.
In recent years, this force for diversity has
begun to find fuller expression.
The growing independence in Eastern
Europe has been encouraged cautiously by
recent policies of the United States. This
was a cardinal principle of the foreign policy
of President Kennedy, who recognized its
value with respect to Poland even when he
was a Senator. The conclusion of trade
agreements and travel ·arrangements with
Eastern European countries which pose no
threat to us, as, for example, with Poland
and Yugoslavia, has tended to increase their
independence from the Soviet Union and
provided some inducement for other satellite countries to follow in their footsteps-and that they have been, in fact, doing.
In this atmosphere of reduced tension in
Europe, a difficult and intricate problem remains as the central roadblock to further
progress toward a stable peace in that region.
That Is the problem of a divided Germany.
In East Germany, the Soviet Union has continued to maintain a harsh and rigid control
over a people who dislike the Communist
system inten~ely. For our part, policy with
respect to Germany is, apparently, OOsed on
an official: assessment of iinmediate Soviet
intentions in Europe which differs consider-
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ably from that of our allies. in Western Europe. It appears to me that these nations-West Germany, Britain, France, Italy, and
others--see the Soviet situation in quite a
d ifferent perspective-at least insofar as this
perspective is reflected in policies. The Europeans, for example, carry on a trade with
the Soviet Union which over recent years has
run in the billions. What we have done in a
most limited way in trade with Poland and
Yugoslavia, they have done many, many
times over with all of Eastern Europe and, of
course, with the Soviet Union itself. Travel
within Europe--East and West-is now very
extensive and the lines of communication by
sea, rail, road, and air between the two parts
of the continent have expanded very markedly. In short, the Europeans generally have
been acting with respect to the Soviet bloc
as though peace had arlived in Europe. we
have not, in policy, shared that optimism.
If there were a fusion of views as to precisely what the situation is, it is conceivable
that, with it, there might also come a parallel recognition that proposals aimed at ending the armed confrontation in Germany and
moving toward reunification a.re worth pursuing most intensely. A number of ideas
have been advanced over the years which
could serve as a beginning, but they have
not as yet led to significant changes in policy.
The shift in Europe over the past few
years is not unique. It is paralleled, for example, by significant changes which involve
the underdeveloped countries. The political
face of Africa has changed and over most of
that continent, control is now exercised by
African leaders rather than by Europeans.
Many new nations have been added to the
ranks of the intensely independent and underdeveloped states. But from the point of
view of the nuclear powers, almost all such
states are, now, of less importance as strategic prizes, to be wooed for their value as
bases in the event of a total war. We ourselves have recognized this change to a considerable degree. We have, for example,
abandoned a number of advanced air bases
in these areas in the light of the development of the intercontinental ballistic missile
and Polaris-carrying nuclear submarines.
Similarly, the control of alien territory to insure access to strategic military raw mate.rials which was once an absolutely vital consideration for all great powers may no longer
carry quite so much weight.
·
This change in attitudes involving the
underdeveloped nations applies in southeast
Asia. President Johnson has said that there
is no need for a forward base in that part of
the world. Our fundamental power in the
Pacific is air and sea power. This power,
supreme throughout the Pacific, is sufficient
to protect American security from any direct
military threat from that part of the world
for some years to come.
We also have in Vietnam, as elsewhere in
southeast Asia, a shared interest with all
free nations in resisting aggression. We can
and will remain prepared to assist in stopping overt attempts to overrun peoples by
force. But beyond this goal of preventing
aggression in order to promote peace and
freedom under the rule of law in the world,
our direct national interests in southeast
Asia are not nearly as great, for example, as
those which we have with respect to Latin
America.
For these reasons, as well as a basic aversion to war itself, the President has made it
clear that we are willing to enter into unconditional discussions in an effort to find
an honorable settlement in Vietnam and a
more stable situation throughout southe9.st
Asia. But if there is ever to be an honorable
settlement, there has to be a beginning.
There has to be a confrontation across the
tables of peace. If such a meeting is to have
any prospect of a successful outcome, there
is also a parallel and simultaneous need for
an interim cease fire and stand fast-both
north and south. Unless the sounds of con-
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fl.let are, first, stilled on all sides, the words
of peace will not be heard on any side.
I am at a loss to understand how those
elsewhere-in Peiping, for example--expect
to be taken seriously in professiE.g to hold
paramount the interests of the people of
Vietnam and a restoration of peace when, at
the same time, they insist upon interpreting the President's words as meaning something other than unconditional discussion.
It- would be in our own best interests no
less than in the best interests of the underdeveloped countries of southeast Asia were
the latter able to concentrate on their own
inner national needs and growth. That was
clearly the President's hope when he offered
to join with the Soviet Union and other nations in a common effort for the development of southeast Asia.
A common effort of this kind is clearly,
too, the best way to help most of the underdeveloped nations, wherever they may be in
the world, to remain free of outside domination and influence and to give indigenous
institutions of freedom an opportunity to
take root. Indeed, in the long run, it may
be just about the only way to help them.
We are not likely to insure freedom within
these nations by taking it upon ourselves
either to overwhelm them with unilateral
help or by turning our backs on their genuine
needs for help. The one is the road to an isolated internationalism for this Nation. The
other is the road to a national isolation for
this Nation. And neither road is likely to
lead to the safeguarding of the basic interests
of this Nation. In short, the great need is
for a discreet and discerning cooperation with
other nations in dealing with underdeveloped
nations.
This principle has relevance for the current
crisis in the Dominican Republic which, after
decades of a cruel dictatorship, is still a most
underdeveloped nation. The President faced
a critical situa~ion-an emergency-there
some weeks ago. He acted to meet it on
humanitarian grounds and he met it well.
And he is acting now to bring fully into play,
the concept of cooperation with others in
that situation. As a member of the Organization of American States, our military
and diplomatic resources in the Dominican
Republic are being used more and more in
support of the Organization. For the problem
in the island is not one of unique responsibility for the United States. It- is one whi.c h
must engage primarily the Dominican people
and their leaders and, to the extent that it is
necessary, the entire Western Hemisphere.
With the development of an inter-American
military force, the heavy initial commitment
of American forces on the island has already
been reduced. And it is to be hoped, moreover, that this reduction will be rapidly accelerated if stability can be restored under
the guidance of the OAS. I would hope, too,
that the inter-American force which would
remain could play two roles-that is, to support the efforts of the OAS and also to help
in the reconstruction of Santo Domingo
which has been seriously damaged in the
struggle. It would also be desirable if other
American states could develop a peace corps
and send contingents to join the young men
and women of this Nation who are already
undertaking in the Dominican Republic
many works of useful and peaceful
construction.
To Americans, even to college students
like you, the affairs of nations outside our
borders may seem remote and unimportant
at times, especially on a day like today. But
I need not remind you-on Memorial Daythat events whose origins lay thousands of
miles from our shores have reached into
tl,lis Nation in the past and called us to
sacrifice. As Americans, as inhabitants of
the only world we have, I ask you to exercise the increasing responsibility which
will be yours in the years ahead to see that
no stone lies unturned, that no outdated
myth or ancient hatred lies unexamined, and
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that no opportun~ty is neglected in the slow
painstaking search for a lasting peace.
And I ask you, too, to give your prayers
to the President of the United States. His is
the enormous burden in these matters. His
is the paramount responsibility. For him,
there is no rest from the incessant pressure
of the problems of the Nation. For him,
·there is a plethora of advice and criticism
which is easily enough extended. But upon
him, in the end, falls the weight of grave
decision as he seeks to follow the slender
path to that stable peace which is the world's
great need.
For our President we give our prayers and
for you, the graduating class of 1965, I express the hope, the wish, and the prayer
as laid down in an old Gaelic blessing:
"May the road rise to meet you.
May the wind always be at your back.
May the sun shine warm upon your face
And the rains fall soft upon your fields.
And, until we meet again, may God hold
you in the hollow of His hand."

EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS,
ETC.
The VICE PRESIDENT laid before
the Senate the following communication
and letters, which were ref erred as indicated:
PROPOSED
SUPPLEMENTAL
APPROPRIATION,
1965, To INCREASE THE U.S. QUOTA TO THE
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FuND (S. Doc,
No. 31)
A communication from the President of
the United States, transmitting a proposed
supplemental appropriation for the fiscal
year 1965, in the amount of $1,035 million,
in order to increase the U.S. quota to the International Monetary Fund (with an accompanying paper); to the Committee on Appropriations, and ordered to be printed.
REPORT ON CONTRACTS FOR EXPERIMENTAL,
DEVELOPMENTAL, OR RESEARCH WORK
A letter from the Deputy Administrator,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C., transmitting, pursuant to law, a report on contracts for experimental, developmental, or research work, for
the 6-month period ended December 31, 1964
(with an accompanying report); to the Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences.
REPORT ON 0VEROBLIGATIONS OF
APPROPRIATIONS
A letter from the Secretary of Labor, reporting, pursuant to law, on the overobligations of certain appropriations within that
Department; to the Committee on Appropriations.
REPORT ON APPROVAL OF LOAN TO EAST RIVER
ELECTRIC POWER COOPERATIVE, INC., MADI•
SON, S.DAK.
A letter from the Administrator, Rural
Electrification Administration, Department
of Agriculture, reporting, pursuant to law,
on the approval of a loan to the East River
Electric Power Cooperative, Inc., of Madison,
S. Dak., in the amount of $5.919,000 (with an
accompanying paper); to the Committee on
Appropriations.
PROSPOSED TRANSFER OF CERTAIN BOATS TO
U.S.S. "ALABAMA" BATTLESHIP COMMISSION
MOBILE, ALA.
A letter from the Assistant Secretary of
the Navy (Installations and Logistics), reporting, pursuant to law, on the proposed
transfer of two motor whaleboats to the
U.S.S. Alabama Battleship Commission, Mobile, Ala.; to the Committee on Armed Services.
REPORT ON DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PROCUREMENT FROM SMALL AND OTH.ER FIRMS
A letter from the Assistant 1;$ecretary of
Defense (Installations and Logistics), transmitting, pursuant to law, a report on De-
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partment of Defense procurement from
small and other firms, for the period. July
1964-March 1965 (with an accompanying report); to the Committee on Banking and
Currency.
SIMPLIFICATION OF ADMEASUREMENT OF SMALL
VESSELS
A letter from the Secretary of the Treasury, transmitting a draft of proposed legislation to simplify the admeasurement of
small vessels (with accompanying papers);
to the Committee on Commerce.
REPORTS OF COMPTROLLER GENERAL
A letter from the Comptroller General of the United States, transmitting,
pursuant to law, a report on observations
on program designed to evaluate effectiveness of controls over highway construction,
Bureau of Public Roads, Department of
Commerce, dated May 1965 (with an accompanying report); to the Committee on Government Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General of
the United States, transmitting, pursuant to
law, a report on additional overpayments of
rentals for automatic data processing machines at Goddard Space Flight Center,
Greenbelt, Md., National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, dated May 1965 (with
an accompanying report); to the Committee
on Government Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General
of the United States, transmitting, pursuant
to law, a report on unnecessary procurement
of Hawk and Nike-Hercules missile spare
components be-Oause of deficiencies in re. quirements oomputations, Department of the
Army, dated May 1965 (with an accompanying -report); to the Committee on Government Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General
of the United States, transmitting, pursuant
to law, a report on savings in interest costs to
the Government attainable by greater use of
Treasury checking account, Federal Home
Loan Bank of Cincinnati, dated May 1965
(with an ~companying report); to the Committee on Government Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General
of the United States, transmitting, pursuant
to law, a report on loss of revenue resulting
from inadequate negotiations for communications services between Alaska and the U.S.
mainland, Department of the Army, dated
May 1965 (with an accompanying report);
to the Committee on Government Operations.
A letter from the Comptroller General
of the United States, transmitting, pursuant
to law, a report on additional costs incurred
under the dairy products price-support program. by purchasing butter outside the general areas of production, Commodity Credit
Oorporation, Department of Agriculture,
dated May 1965 (with an accompanying report); to the Committee on Government
Operations.
RECOMMENDATIONS ON PARTICIPATION BY THE
UNITED STATES IN THE CELEBRATION OF
ALASKA'S 100TH ANNIVERSARY
A letter from the Acting Secretary of Commerce, reporting, pursuant to law, his recommendations on participation by the United
States in the celebration of Alaska's lOOth
anniversary under the American flag (with
accompanying papers); to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
AMENDMENT OF ORGANIC ACTS OF GUAM AND
THE VmGIN ISLANDS .
A letter from the Under Secretary of the
Interior, transmitting drafts of proposed legislation to amend the Organic Act of Guam
to provide for the payment of legislative salaries and expenses by the government of
Guam, and to amend the Revised Organic
Act of the Virgin Islands to provide for the
payment of legislative salaries and expenses
by the government of the Virgin Islands
(with accompanying papers); to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.
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INCREASE IN RETIRED PAY. OF CERTAIN MEMBERS OF THE FORMER .LIGHTHOUSE SE.RVICE
A letter from the Secretar.y of the Treasury,
transmitting a draft of proposed ·1egislation
to provide an increase in the retired pay of
certain members of the former Lighthouse
·Service (with an accompanying paper); to
the Committee on Commerce.

PETITIONS AND MEMORIALS
Petitions, etc., were laid before the
Senate, or presented, and referred as in-dicated:
By the VICE PRESIDENT:
A concurrent resolution of the Legislature
of the State of Louisiana; to the Committee
on the Judiciary:
"SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION. 25
"A concurrent resolution proposing to apply
to the Congress to call a convention for
the purpose of proposing an amendment to
the Constitution of the United States relative to the apportionment by the several
States of membership in the legislatures of
such States
"Be it resolved by the Senate of the State
of Louisiana (the House of Representatives
concurring) That the Legislature of Louisi-

ana respectfully applies to the Congress of
the United States to call a convention for
th~ purpose of proposing the following article as an amendment to the Constitution of
the United States.
"'ARTICLE "'SECTION 1. Nothing in this Constitution
shall prohibit any State which shall have a
bicameral legislature from apportioning the
membership of one house of such legislature
on factors other than population, provided
that the plan of such apportionment shall
have been submitted to and approved by a
vote of the electorate of that State.
"'SEC. 2. Nothing in this Constitution shall
rest rict or limit a State in its determination
of how membership of governing bodies of its
subordinate units shall be apportioned.
"'SEC. 3. This article shall be inoperative
unless it shall have been ratified as an
amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several
States within 7 years from the date of its submission to the States by the Congress.'
"Be it further
"Resolved, That if Congress shall have proposed an amendment to the Constitution
identical with that contained in this resolution prior to June 1, 1965, this application
for a convention shall no longer be of any
force or effect; be it further
"Resolved, That a duly attested copy of this
resolution be' immediately transmitted to the
Secretary of the Senate of the United States,
the Clerk of the House of Representatives of
the United States and to each Member of the
Congress from this State.
"C. C. AYCOCK,
"Lieutenant Governor and President
of the Senate.

"VAIL M . . DELONY,
"Speaker of the House of Representatives."

A concurrent resolution of the Legislature
of the State of New York; to the Committee
on the Judiciary:
"STATE OF NEW YORK RESOLUTION 27
"Concurrent resolution of the Legislature of
the State of New York memorializing the
Congress of the United States to adopt an
appropriate amendment to the Federal
Constitution prohibiting the denial or
abridgment of rights under the laws of the
United States or of any State on account
of sex
"Whereas the women of our Nation have
enjoyed full civil rights since the adoption
of the Nineteenth Amendments; and
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"Whereas all citizens of, our· Nation should
not only share ·equal civil · rights but also
equal legal rights; and
"Whereas there exist many statutes discriminating against women; and
"Whereas such legal differentiations, merely because of sex, lower the nation's prestige
and status in the world community; and
"Whereas both political parties announced
support of equal legal rights in their respective platforms; and
"Whereas such a ·discriminating situation
is outmoded and intolerable: Now, therefore,
be it
"Resolved (if the senate concur), That the
Congress of the United States be memorialized to give favorable consideration to the
required enabling legislation to present to
the States for adoption an amendment to
the U.S. Constitution providing, in substance, that 'equality of rights under the
law shall not be denied or abridged by the
United States or by any State on account of
sex'; and be it further
"Resolved (if the senate concur), That
copies of this resolution be transmitted to
the Vice President of the United .states, the
Speaker of the House of Representatives, and
to each Member of the Congress of the
United States from the State of New York.
"In senate, May 20, 1965. ·
.
"Concurred in, without amendment . .
"By order of the senate:
"GEORGE H. VAN LENGEN,

"Secretary.

"By order of the assembly:
"JOHN T. MCKENNAN,

Clerk."

A joint resolution of the Legislature of
the State of Washington; to the Committee on the Judiciary:
·
"HOUSE JOINT MEMORIAL 30
"To the Honorable Lyndon B . Johnson, the
President of the United States, the President of the Senate and Speaker of the
House of Representatives, and to the
Senate and the House of Representatives
of the United States, in Congress Assembled:

"We your memorialists, the Senate and
House of Representatives of the State of
Washington, in legislative session assembled,
most respectfully represent and petition as
follows:
"Whereas, there is pending before Congress,
the Dodd b11ls, known as S. 1591 and S. 1592,
relating to regulation and registration of interstate firearms sales; and
"Whereas, this legislation, if enacted could:
(1) Deny private citizens their constitutional property rights of selling personal
valuable or rare firearms to other private
citizens through interstate shipment; (2)
force private citizens to sell firearms in interstate commerce only to dealers at a prop.
erty value loss; and (3) infringe upon the
constitutional right of private citizens to
keep and bear arms: Now, therefore,
"Your memorialists respectfully urge the
Congress of the United States to take great
caution not to enact any legislation relating
to the regulation and registration of interstate firearms sales which would tend to
infringe upon the aforementioned constitutional rights of citizens of the United States;
be it
"Resplved, That copies of this memorial be
transmitted· to the Honorable Lyndon B.
Johnson, President of the United States, the
President of the U.S. Senate, the Speaker
of the House of Representatives, anci to each
Member of Congress from the State of Washington.
"Passed the house April 27, 1965.
"ROBERT M. SCHAEFER,

.

"Speaker of the House.

"Passed the senate May 7, 1965.

"JOHN A. CHERBERG,
"President of the Senate.

"I hereby certify this to be a true and correct copy of House Joint Memori0.l 30.
S. R. HOLCOMB,
"Chief Clerk, House of Representatives."
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A concurrent resolution of the Legislature
"Whereas such tax was established as a
of the State of Hawaii; to the Oonimittee on wartime measure, and has long ceased to
Appropriations:
serve the purpose for which originally passed;
· "Whereas funds available for construction, and
renovation, and modernization of hospitals
"Whereas such tax is grossly unfair and disunder the Hill-Harris Act depend upon con- criminatory in that it imposes an undue
gressional appropriations; and
hardship upon millions of households in
"Whereas the amounts appropriated have this country, and ls discriminatory in that
been generally less than the full statutory no other household public utility services are
still so taxed; and
amounts authorized; and
"Whereas there is a direct relationship
"Whereas grants under the Hill-Harris Act
may constitute up to 48 percent of the total between family income and household telecosts of hospital construction, renovation, phone development, and between farm inand modernization but have constituted less come and _farm telephone development, and
than the maximum allocation because of · the reduction in cost of service by eliminainsufficient congressional appropriation; and tion of the excise tax would promote tele"Whereas hospital construction, renova- phone development in this State, which is betion, and modernization in the State of low the Nation's average; and
"Whereas since in today's Great Society,
Hawaii are vital to the health, safety, and
welfare of the people of Hawaii where the telephones are a necessity, the elimination of
projected population growth requiring ex- the excise · tax takes precedence over the
panded health facilities imposes a heavy bur- elimination of the tax on less essential needs;
den on State and local financial resources: and
Now, therefore, be it
"Whereas telephone rates are established
"Resolved by the Senate of the Third Leg- throughout the Nation after careful conislature of the State of Hawaii, regular ses- sideration of all relevant facts, with objecsion of 1965 (the House of Representatives tives of the full development of the indusconcurring) , That the Congress of the United try and provision of the maximum service to
States be and it is hereby respectfully the public at the least possible cost; and
"Whereas the levying of a Federal excise
requested to enact legislation which will
appropriate the full amount of funds au- tax distorts such rates, has a restrictive effect
thorized to the U.S. Public Health Service on the use of communication services, is disunder the Hill-Harris Act for construction, criminatory, adversely affects the earning
renovation, and modernization of hospitals; potential of communication companies and
thereby impairs the growth and improvement
and be it further
"Resolved, That duly certified copies of this of such services; and
"Whereas it is believed that the Federal
concurrent resolution be forwarded to the
President of the Senate and the Speaker of excise tax on telephone services should be
the House of Representatives of the U.S. modified to exempt therefrom telephone
Congress and to the members of the Hawaii charges for domestic or household uses or
for long-distance charges resulting from
contingent in Congress."
A concurrent resolution of the Legisla- such uses: Now, therefore, be it
"Resolved by the assembly (the senate conture of the State of Hawaii; to the Conunitcurring), That the Congress of the United
tee on Labor and Public Welfare:
"Whereas prior to statehood a veteran in States be respectfully urged to reconsider
Hawaii could be hospitalized in a hospital the Federal excise tax on telephone services
located in his own island community; and and modify such tax to exempt therefrom
"Whereas the advantages of local commu- telephone charges for domestic or household
nity hospitalization for veterans are many uses or from long-distance charges resulting
and significant in a State comprised of from such uses; be it further
"Resolved, That copies of this resolution be
islands separated by ocean waters, including
the advantages of economy, convenience, sent to the President of the United States,
the
Secretary of the U.S. Senate, the Chief
comfort, and proximity of family; and
"Whereas prior to statehood, Hawaii's hos- Clerk of the House of Representatives, and to
pitals assumed their full obligation to vet- each Wisconsin Member of Congress.
"ROBERT T. HUBER,
erans and built their facilities with ade"Speaker of the Assembly.
quate beds to care for veterans and such
"JAMES P. BUCKLEY,
facilities are now available to provide care
"Chief Clerk of the Assembly.
and service for veterans: Now, therefore, be it
"Resolved by the Senate of the Third
Legislature of the State of Hawaii, regular
session of 1965 (the House of Repre&entatives
concurring), That the Congress of the United

States be and it is hereby respectfully requested to consider legislation which will
authorize the Veterans' Administration to
contract with local hospitals in -t he State for
hospital services to veterans when there is
no U.S. Government hospital on the island
on which the veteran resides; and be it
further
"Resolved, Th-a t duly certified copies of
this concurrent resolution be forwarded to
the President of the Senate and the Speaker
of the House of Representatives of the U.S.
Congress, to the Administrator of Veterans'
Affairs and to the Members of the Hawaii
contingent in Congress.
A joint resolution of the Legislature of the
State of Wisconsin; to the Committee on
Finance:
"STATE OF WISCONSIN AsSEMBLY JOINT
RESOLUTION 81

"A joint resolution requesting the Congress
of the United States , to exempt domestic
or household telephone services from the
Federal excise tax
"Whereas, the Federal Government charges
an excise tax on domestic or household telephone services, including long-distance services; and

"PATRICK GLUY,

"President of the Senate.
"WILLIAM

P.

NUGENT,

"Chief Clerk of the Senate."

A resolution of the General Assembly of
the State of Rhode Island; to the Committee
on the Judiciary:
"RESOLUTION OF THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

"Resolution of the general assembly memorializing the Congress of the United
States to propose an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States
"Whereas the Supreme Court of the United
States has ruled that membership in both
houses of a bicameral State legislature must
be apportioned according to population and
has thus asserted Federal judicial authority
over the basic structure of government in
the various States; and
"Whereas this rule denies to the people of
the respective States the right to establish
their legii;;latures upon the same pattern of
representation deemed advantageous for the
Congress of the United States and provided
by the Federal Constitution; and
"Whereas this action of the Supreme Court
goes so far as to restrict the .ability of the
citizens of the respective States to designate
the manner in which they shall be represented in their respective legislatures, thereby
depriving the people of their right to determine how they shall be governed; and

"Whereas the implications of this action
by the Supreme Court raised serious doubts
as to the legality of the present form of the
governing bodies of many subordinate units
of government within the States; Now, therefore, be it
"Resolved, That the Congress of the United
Sta tes is hereby memorialized by the general
assembly· to propose an amendment to the
Constitution; such amendment to be in the
following form:
·
"'ARTICLE -

" 'SECTION 1. Nothing in this Constitution
shall prohibit any State which shall have a
bicameral legislature from apportioning the
membership of one house of such legislature
on factors other than population, provided
that the plan of such apportionment shall
have been submitted to and approved by a
vote of the electorate of that State.
"'SEC. 2. Nothing in this Constitution shall
restrict or limit a State in its determination
of how membership of governing bodies of
its subordinate units shall be apportioned.
" 'SEC. 3. This article shall be inoperative
unless it shall have been ratified as an
amendment to the Constitution by the legislatures of three-fourths of th.e several States
within 7 years from the date of its submission to the States by the Congress.'
"Resolved, That the secretary of state is
hereby directed to transmit certified copies
of this resolution to the Secretary of the
Senate of the United States, the Clerk of the
House of Representatives of the United
States, and to each Member of the Congress
from this State."
A resolution adopted at the 31st annual
convention of the Independent Bankers
Association of America, at Hollywood, Fla.,
favoring the proposal for a blue ribbon commission to conduct a fundamental exa mination of the policy of the United States toward agriculture and rural America; to the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry.
Resolutions adopted by the Philadelphia
(Pa.)
Typographical Union, the composing room chapel of the H. Wol:tr
Book Manufacturing Co., Inc., of New York,
NY., the Los Angeles (Calif.)
Allied
Printing Trades Council, the Boston (Mass.)
Allfed Printing Trades Council, and the
Roanoke Typographical Union, of Roanoke, Va., all favoring the enactment of
Senate blll 1781, to prohibit interstate trafficking in strikebreakers; to the Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare.
Resolutions adopted by the 74th Continental Congress of the National Society of
the Daughters of the American Revolution;
ordered to lie on the table.

during the past 20 years, close cooperation
with the United Nations, the most immense
foreign aid program in world history, that
the United States has deteriorated as a world
power, due to massive :failures in the nonmilitary area of political and propaganda
warfare; and
Whereas it is now becoming increasingly
clear that Communist officials are highly
trained and dedicated Marxists whose consistent goal ls world domination of the free
world by a :tnaSter strategic plan, and by
effective political warfare; whose most important factor is the successful training of
over 20,.0 00 student subversives each year
who return to their home countries to promote Communist in:filtratlon and subversion: Be it therefore
Resolved. by the Order of Lafayette in convention assembled, May 8, 1965, That the
United States immediately initiate countermeasures to confront Communist aggression,
infiltration, and political takeover, by establishing a number of Freedom Academies to
enable the citizens of the free world to develop the political skills necessary to preserve
their freedoms; and further
Resolved, That the Order of Lafayette recommends that the House of Representatives
and the Senate take affirmative action on the
Freedom Academy and Freedom Commission
bills as essential measures to confront and
prevent Communist aggression and expansion in the cold war.
RESOLUTION ON NATIONAL DEFENSE

Whereas the survival of freedom is the
single greatest issue in the world; and
Whereas the world Communist conspiracy
ls an ever-increasing menace to the preservation of freedom throughout the world:
Therefore be it
Resolved. by the Order of Lafayette at its
convention assembled. May 8, 1965, That the

Congress of the United States is hereby
urged to maintain an air and missile force
second to none and a Navy far greater and
more powerful than any other Navy.

RESOLUTIONS OF MASSACHUSETTS
GENERAL COURT
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts.
Mr. President, on behalf of the senior
Senator from Massachusetts CMr. SALTONSTALL] and myself, I send to the desk
a certified copy of the following resolutions passed by the General Court of
Massachusetts.
I ask that these resolutions be appropriately referred.
There being no objection, the resoluRESOLUTIONS OF THE ORDER OF tions were received and appropriately
referred; and, under the rule, ordered
LAFAYETTE
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, on
To the Committee on Finance:
May 8, 1965, the Order of Lafayette at
MEMORIALIZING CONGRESS To
its meeting and convention at the Shore- "RESOLUTION
RETAIN THE FEDERAL EXCISE TAXES AND TO
ham Hotel adopted two important resoDISTRIBUTE THE PROCEEDS THEREOF TO THE
lutions by unanimous vote. One enINDIVIDUAL. STATES IN THE PROPORTION OF
dorses the legislation to establish a FreeAMOUNTS COLLECTED FROM EACH INDIVIDdom Academy and the other endorses
UAL STATE
the concept of a national defense pro"Whereas President Lyndon B. Johnson in
gram second to none. I ask unanimous his state of the Union message suggested
consent, Mr. President, that both of that some of the Federal excise taxes be elimand
these resolutions, with which I whole- inated;
"Whereas the individual State a.re conheartedly agree, be printed in the REC- stantly seeking new sources of revenues to
ORD
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and appropriately referred.

There being no objection, the resolutions were referred to the Committee
on Armed Services, as follows:
RESOLUTIO.N ON Fala:DOM ACADEMY
Whereas it is now clearly recognized that
despite economic and military superiority

meet the ever-increasing costs of State government; and
"Whereas if these Federal excise taxes were
retained for at least 6 additional years and
the proceeds thereof distributed to the individual States in proportion to the amounts
collected from each individual State, it would
be a source of great financial a.Ssistance to

the States and would eliminate the necessity of the States seeking new sources of
revenue: Therefore be it
·
..Resolved, · That the Massachusetts House
of Representatives respectfully requests the
Congress of the United States to enact' legislation· that would continue the Federal excise tax program for 6 additional years -and
to permit the distribution ot the proceeds
thereof to the individual States in proportion
of the amounts collected from each individual State; and be it further
"Resolved, That copies of these resolutions
be sent forthwith by the secretary of the
Commonwealth to the Presiding Offlcer of
each branch of the Congress of the United
States, and to each Member th~eof from this
Commonwealth.
"Adopted by the house of representatives,
May 17, 1965.
"WILLLUill C. MAIERS,
"Cferk.

"Attest:
"KEvm H. WHITE,
"Secretary of the Commonwealth."

<The VICE PRESIDENT laid before
the Senate a resolution of the house of
representatives of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, identical with the foregoing, which was referred to the Committee on Finance.)
To the Committee on Public Works:
"RESOLUTION MEMORIALIZING THE CONGRESS
OF THE UNITED STATES To ENACT LEGISLATION PROVIDING FEDERAL GR.ANTS AND ASSISTANCE
TO
ECONOMICALLY
DISTRESSED
AREAS AND REGIONS

"Whereas the Congress of the United States
has recently launched an attack on certain
areas of poverty, undevelopment and underdevelopment by the Appalachian Regional
Development Act of 1965; and
"Whereas there are pending before the
Congress of the United States two bills, cosponsored by Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
one providing grants for public works and
development facilities and other :financial
assistance to alleviate- unemployment in
other economically distressed areas and
regions (S. 1648) and one providing for the
use of public works and other economic programs in a coordinated effort to a id other
economically disadvantaged areas of the Nation (S. 812); and
"Whereas said billS'provide-for the creation
of regional commissions to plan and implement economic programs, designed to foster
regional productivity and growth; and
''Whereas such a regional commission for
New England would be extremely effective
and beneficial in coping with serious economic problems which transcend State
boundaries, and which require Federal assistance founded on sound planning and directed to projects that will enhance longterm growth; and
"Whereas at a joint session of the General
Court of Massachusetts on March 9, 1965,
Senator KENNEDY expressed his hope that the
general court would authorize participation
in a New England Regional Commission
which would work for regional development
and cooperation, and his intention to sponsor major legislation in the U.S. Senate to
provide Federal assistance for development
of the New England region; and
"Whereas said legislation is vital to the
New England region whose economic status
more than qualifies it for the assistance provided by said legislation, because of many
critical problems, the more pressing of which
are caused by the closing of military installations, slack growth, deficient transportation becoming more ~ri~ical each_ day, inadequate water pollution control, high electric power costs, a declining fishing industry,
undeveloped. naiurar resources, and unemployment: Therefore be it ·
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"Resolved, That the General Court of
Massachusetts respectfully urges the Con•,
gress of the United States to enact Senate
bill 1648 and Senate bill 812, thereby provid-.
ing for strong, effective regional development
commissions to coordinate an attack on the
varied regional problems; and be it further
" Resolved, That the General Court of
Massachusetts recognizes the importance of
regional planning in connection with such
legislation, and looks with favor upon the
participation by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in a New England regional development commission; and be it further
"Resolved, That the secretary of the Commonwealth transmit forthwith copies of
these resolutions to the President of the
United States, to the Presiding Officer of each
branch of the Congress, and to each Member
thereof from the Commonwealth.
"Adopted by the senate May 26, 1965.
"THOMAS A. CHADWICK,

"Clerk.

"Attest:
H. WHITE,
"Secretary of the Commonwealth."
"KEVIN

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
The following report of a committee
was submitted:
By Mr. COTTON, from the Committee on
Commerce, with amendments:
S. 1404. A 'bill to establish uniform dates
throughout the United States for the commencing and ending of daylight saving time
1n those States and local jurisdictions where
it is observed, and for other purposes (Rept.
No. 268).
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delay of the administration in acting up- port favorably, without amendment, the
bill (S. 1900) to authorize the President
on this necessary measure.
Mr. President, the time for action on to appoint Gen. William F. McKee-U.S.
the cold war GI b111 is now. The Ameri- Air Force, retired-to the office of Adcan economy is crying for more highly ministrator of the Federal Aviation
educated citizens--Oitizens whose dedi- Agency. I ask unanimous consent that
cation to their country in time of peril the report be printed, together with the
has established their capacity to become minority views of Senators HARTKE and
intellectual and cultural assets rather PEARSON.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temthan useless liabilities on the lists of
the unemployed. Let us at this session pore. The report will be received and
indicate our willingness to extend the the bill will be placed on the calendar;
hand of confidence to those thousands of and, without objection, the report will
men and women who have served their be printed, as requested by the Senator
country well and who return to the civil- from Oklahoma.
ian community without an economic or
educational foothold.
· Mr. President, I am proud to submit to REPORT ENTITLED "A STUDY OF
this great body the cold war GI bill, now
THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL SYSsponsored by more than 40 Senators,
TEM"-REPORT OF A COMMITTEE
more Senators than have ever sponsored
(S. REPT. NO. 272)
the measure in the past.
Mr. TYDINGS. Mr. President, · from
the Committee on the Judiciary I ask ,
INCREASE BED CAPACITY OF VET- unanimous consent to submit a report
entitled "A Study of the Federal Judicial
ERANS' ADMINISTRATION HOS- System" pursuant to· Senate Resolution
PITALS-REPORT OF A COMMIT- 267, 88th Congress, 2d session, and ask
TEE <S. REPT. NO. 270)
that it be printed.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temMr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
from the Committee on Labor and Pub- pore. The report will be received and
lic Welfare, I submit a favorable report printed, as requested by the Senator from
on Senate Concurrent Resolution 13, Maryland.
which expresses the concern of Congress
and declares it shall be the sense of the REPORT OF JOINT COMMITTEE ON
Congress that the authorized bed capacREDUCTION OF NONESSENTIAL
ity limitation of 125,000 for all VA hosFEDERAL EXPENDITURES-FEDpitals which was established by PresiERAL EMPLOYMENT AND PAY
dent Eisenhower in a letter to the Administrator of Veterans' Affairs dated
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President,
Febru·a ry 26, 1959, should, in view of the as chairman of the Joint Committee on
present need for additional bed capacity Reduction of Nonessential Federal Exin such hospitals, be increased by the penditures, I submit a report on Federal
President to a limitation of 130,000. The employment and pay for the month of
resolution asks the President to take April 1965. In accordance with the pracsuch action as soon as practicable and tice of several years' standing I ask
it is reported without amendment.
unanimous consent to have the report
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- printed in the RECORD, together with a
pore. The report will be received and statement by me.
the concurrent resolution will be placed
There being no objection, the report
on the calendar.
and statement were ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

COLD WAR VETERANS READJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE ACT-REPORT
OF A COMMITTEE-MINORITY
VIEWS <S. REPT. NO. 269)
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
from the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, I submit a favorable report
on S. 9, to provide readjustment assistance to veterans who serve in the Armed
Forces during the induction period, with
amendment, together with minority
views of Senators JAVITS, PROUTY, DOMINICK, MURPHY, and FANNIN.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous conFEDERAL PERSONNEL IN EXECUTIVE BRANCH,
sent that the minority views be printed
APRIL 1965 AND MARCH 1965, AND PAY,
APPOINTMENT OF GENERAL McKEE
with the report of the bill.
MARCH 1965 AND FEBRUARY 1965
.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro temAS ADMINISTRATOR OF FEDERAL
PERSONNEL AND PAY SUMMARY
pore. The report will be received and
AVIATION AGENCY-REPORT OF
(See table I, 2)
the bill will be placed on the calendar;
A COMMITTEE-MINORITY VIEWS
and, without objection, the report will be
Information in monthly personnel reports
(S. REPT. NO. 271)
for April 1965 submitted to the Joint Comprinted, as requested by the Senator from
Mr. MONRONEY. Mr. President, mittee on Reduction of Nonessential FedTexas.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President, from the Committee on Commerce, I re- eral Expenditures is summarized as follows:
this marks the fourth occasion upon
which I have stood before this body and
Civilian personnel in executive
Payroll (in thousands) in executive
branch
branch
announced the favorable action of the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare
Total and major categories
In April In March
Increase
Increase
on the cold war GI bill, S. 9. Each sucnumnum(+)or
In March In FebruC+) or
cessive year that I have come here with
wasary wasberedbereddecrease
decrease
the strong sentiments of the majority of
(-)
(-)
the committee and my fell ow Members of
this body who are cosponsors of the b111 Total 1__ ____ _ _______ - -------------- ---- 2, 477,653 2,466, 054
+$183, 061
+11,599 $1,498,683 $1, 315, 622
there has been a growing tide of public
.Agencies exclusive of Department
support for prompt enactment of legisla876,390
771, 530
+7,139
+104, 860
of Defense._-- ------ ---------- --- 1, 455, 184 1,448, 045
622, 293
544, 092
+78, 201
+4,460
Department of Defense_-- --------- 1, 022,400 1,018, 009
tion which will provide equal educational
opportunity for the dedicated veterans
Inside the United States ___________ 2, 317, 715
2,306,468
+n, 247 ------------ ------------ -----------Outside the United States _________
of cold war military service throughout
159, 938
159, 586
+352 ------------ ------------ -----------Industrial employment ____ ____ ___ _
543, 057
538, 310
+l,747 ------------ ------------ -----------the world. The GI educational bill is
131, 361
132, 326
-965
24, 676
23, 538
before us once again and it is more than Foreign nationals_·-------------------+1,138
evident that the people of America
will no longer tolerate our delay or the · 1 Exclusive of foreign nationals shown in the last line of this summary.
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Table I breaks down the above figures on
employment and pay by agencies.
Table II breaks down the above employment figures to show the number inside the
United States by agencies.
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Table m breaks down the above employment figures to show the number outside
the United States by agencies.
Table IV breaks down the above employ-

ment figures to show the number in industrial-type activities by agencies.
Table V shows foreign nationals by agencies not included in tables I, II, m, and IV.

!.-Consolidated tabie of Federal personnel inside and outside the United States employed by the executive agencies during April 1965,
and comparison with March 1965, and pay for March 1965, and comparis<>n with February 1965
Personnel

Pay (in thousands)

Departinentoragency
April
Executive departments (except Department of Defense):
Agriculture_--------------- -------------- ------------------------Commerce __________________
_______________
------------------___ _
Health,
Education, and Welfare---------- ~- --------------------------_
Interior _____________________________________________________________
Justice---- ------ ----------------- -----------------------------------Labor----------------- ---------------------------------------------Post Office------------------- ---------------------------------------State 12-----------------------------------------------------------Treasury _____ __ ------------------------------------------------- --Executive
the President:
White Office
HouseofOffice
____________________________________________ _
Bureau of the Budget-----------------------------------------------Council of Economic Advisent__ ------------------------------------Executive
Mansion and
---- ----------------------------National Aeronautics
andGrounds_-Space CounciL
___________________________ _
National Council on the Arts_--------------------------- --------National Security Council_---- ------------------------------------omce of Economic Opportunity __ ----------------------------------Office of Emergency Planning __ ------------------------------------0 ffice of Science and TcchnologY------------------------------------Office of the Spedal Representative for Trade Negotiations _________ _
President's Commi~.sion on the Ass:>ssinatiC'n of Presirlont Kennedy_
President's Committee on Consumer IntP.rests____ _: ________________ _
President's Committee on Equal Opportunity in Housing __________ _
President's Council on Equal Opportunity &________________________ _
Independent agencies:
.
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations_____________
American Battle Monuments Commission___________________________
Appalachian Regional Commission e~- _-----------------------------Atomic Energy Commission_________________________________________
Battle of New Orleans Sesquicentennial Celebration Commission____
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System_________________
Civil Aeronautics Board------------------------------------------Civil Service Commission--------------------------------------- ---Civil War Centennial Commission---------------------------------Conn:rrlssion of Fine Arts-----------------------------------------Commission on Civil Rights------ ------------------- ---------------DelaWBre River Basin Commission----------------------------------

~=~m~is~:i:~~~-~========================:=======
Federal Aviation Agency_-------------------------------------------

100,800
32, 914
83, 915
64,066

32,390
9,078
596, 536

40i 581

97, 137
318
483
40
73
30
4
39
1,199
374
142

27
(')

11
11
10
25
4~

2

7, 160
1
635
823
3, 731
4
6
89
2

~~

44, 772
7

Federal Coal Mine Safety Board of Review__________________________
Federal Communications Commission------------------------------1, 502
Federal Deposit Insuranee Corporation-----------------------------1, 4M
Federal Development Planning Committee for Appalachia•--------- ------'----Federal Field Committee for Development Planning in Alaska______
1

i=:l Mediation
~=~80~:~:================================
Federal
and Conciliation Service_________________________

~:~:~ ~~d:t~~Co~~~~=========================================
Federal Trade Commission_--------------------------------------

Foreign Claims Settlement Commission_____________________________
General Accounting
Office-------__________
-----------------------------General
Services Administration
_,_______________________
Government Printing Office __ --------------------------------------Homing and Home Finance Agency_________________________________
Indian Claims Commission______ ________________________________
Interstate Commerce Commission_--------------------------------National Aeronautics and Space Administration----------------National Capital Housing Authority______________________________
National Capital Planning Commission_________ _____________________
National Capital Transportation Agency_------------------------National Commission on Food Marketing__ ______ ______ _______ ______
National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic
~- -------------------------------------------------------

Art-------------------------------------------

National GallPry of
National Labor RelatiOD!I Board..--------------------------------National Mediation Board_-----------------------------------------Nat.ional Science Foundation __ -------------------------------------Panama Canal __ --------- ----------------- _---------------- --------President's Advisory Committee on Labor-Management Polley _____ _
Prei>ident's Committee on Equal Employment Opporturuty________ _
Railroad Retlrement Board..--------------------------------Renegotiation Board ___________________________ -------------------8 t. Lawrenre Seaway Denlopment Corporntion___________________ _

Fm;~~~~=~~~~~~========================:::::::

Smithsonian InstitutiOIL - --------------------------------Soldiers' Home ___ ---------·----------------------------------------SubVl'rsive Activities Control Board-------------------------------Tariff Commission _______ ___ ____ --- __ ------ --- ---- ------------------Tax Court of the United States_-----------------------------------Tenne~- Valley Authority _______ ---------------------------------U.S.
Arms Control and Disannam&nt Agency ______________•________ _
U.S. IniJnnatfon Agency_------------------------------------------United States-Puerto Rico Comm.Jssion on the Sea&ua of Puerto Rico_
Vet.erttns' Administration ____ -------------------------------------Virgin Islands Corporation_-------------------------------------Woodrow Wilson Memortal Commission---------------------------Tot~, excluding

Increase

March

~~
1, ~
l, 134

l, 412
1

190
4, 142
35,
255
7, ~

13, 528
20
2, 393

~099

422
55

32
40
9
313
2, 110

135
1,002
15, 281
1
58
1, 728
184
lli8
1,391
7,383
3,591
1,875
1, 109
26
275

1, 801 -----------32, 241
673 -----------83, 928 -----------13
62, 522
1, 544 -----------32,355
35 -----------8,962
116 -----------593, 752
2, 784 -----------40, 725 -----------144
93, 119
4, 018 ------------

February

$58, 669
23,566

50,416
41, 588
24,848
6,844
328, 735
24, 252
62, 357

$50, 467
20,868
45, 204

35, 940
21, 90f
5,959
286,453

24,656
54, 612

Increase

Decrease

$8, 202
2,698
5, 212
5,648
2, 944
885
42,282

-----------------------------------------------------------------

-------$404
----------7, 745 ------------

---------

2
271
320
239
32
483
535
464
71 -----------41
47
1
39
8 -----------3
74
1
39
42 -----------37
32
2
30
7
3
4
2
1 -----------39
42
38
4 ---------172
1848
302474 -------49364
369
320
10 -- --------------------43
85
54
11
57 --·-----·--28 ---------32
29
3
1
(')
(')
(')
11 ---------- ----------9
9 ---------- ---------11 ------------ -----------10
8
2 ----------------10 ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ -----------

------------

--------351- ============

----------------------------- ------------

'Z'l

23

4 ----------

784
2, 621

a 683
2, 312

101 -----------309 ------------

2!1 ----------- ------------

~ ::::======
--------~~~---------~~--------~=====--==
-----7;194- -----------M
(1)6, 560
~· 755
805 -----------~ ============ ----------4498
436 ---------52- ====---=
440

829 -----------6
3, 731 ------------ ------------

i ============ ::::=::::==2

i

91 ------------

67

! ----------1-5 ============
---------

62

29~

=::::::::::= ----------i-

~

2~

235
44, 819
7
1, 507
1, 4M
8
1, 2~
239
415
1, 122
6
1, 142
191
4, 154
35, '01
7, 321
13, 521

-----------3
-----------47
----------- -----------5

197
37, 837
5
1, 270

------------ ------------

1, 090
11

174
33, 031
4
1, 102
976

----------

---------3-

8

============

-----------1
---------3
------------ ----------------------1
-----------8
-----------1
---------12
28 ----------------------13
7 -----------

3~ ============ ----------4-

2,
33, 097
429
52
31
40
19
303
2,108
117
1, 079
15,465
1

2
--------3
1
----------

-----------7

----------10
10 -----------2 ------------

18 --------------------77
-----------184

============ ----------i-9

1, 737
185 -----------lli-S
1,386 ----------57,353
30
3,565
26
1,819
56.
1,095
14
26
275

16,395
162
11,609
26
• 167,821

16,2"

1

::::::::::::
-----------------------------------------

----------2- =========

151 -----------161
1 --------11,649 -----------40
18
8 -----------171,.818 ---------ii'f _____ _:~_
302
1

Departinent of Defense--------------------------- 1, 4M, 184 1, 448, 045
Net mcrease, excluding Department of Defense_------------------ ------------ ----------- -

1, 01~
221
441
964
5
1, 017
123
3, 306
19, 923
5, 040
10, 117

~

l,
29, 185

232
45
34
41

---------------------------------

f\9 ____________

149

1

March

99,~9

151

312

Decrease

11, 782

7, 139

~ 643

5
164
1,808
100
890
6,071
1
t7
1,205
195
115
1,158
2, 702
2, 762
1,016
412
30
241

153
11,428
167
6,847
14

7

--------875198
382
835
4
882
120
2, 900
17, 737
4, 070
8, 802

.7!~

1,
26, 7"
201
39

32
24

----------5- ====----====
23 ------------

4, 806 -----------1 --------168 ------------

ll4 --------4 -----------

2
141
23
59
129
1
135
3
403

2, 186

970
1, 315
3
256

2, 441
31
6

2 ------------

17
2
3
139
2-0
l,5'Z8
124 --------~72.'J
167
6,090 --------2 -----------41
6
l, G.52
lli3
174
21:
102
13
1,009
1492,330
372
2,390
372
928
88
370
42
28

28
13
1,554

14.'i
6,068
9

779

---------15
---------

19
1

5

11,060
5

876, 390

771, fiaO

105,47f

----------- -----------

----------------------

22

79, 598:
113'
(7)

(7)

----------

2

213
140
9,874

118

90,658

----------·
------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

104,860

i=========~========l=======11:=======l======~=====~l=====~i,;;,;,;====

See footnotes at end of table.
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!.-Consolidated table of Federal personnel inside and outside the United States employed by the executive agencies during April 1965,
and comparison with March 1965, and pay for March 1965, and «omparison with February 1965-Continued
Pay (in thousands)

Personnel

Department or agency
April

March

lnc.rease

Decrease

March

February

Increase

Decrease

Department of Defense:
$258
Office of the Secretary of Defense-- -- --------------------------- ----2, 156
2, 126
30 - ----------$2, 140
$1,882
26,5U
Department of the Army __ ------------------------------------------ 20 361, 876
360, 607
1, 269 ----------- 215, 396
188, 882
25,297
Department of the Navy ___ ----------------------------------------- 20 327, 504
326, 035
1, 469 -----------204, 917
179, 620
23, 214
Department of the Air Force ___ -------------------------------.------ 10 292, 270
291, 635
635 -----------176, 187
152, 973
Defense Atomic Support Agency________________________ ____________
2, 044
2, 032
12 -----------1, 178
1, 025
153
124
Defense Communications Agency_____ ________ ___ ______ ______________
958
963 -----------6
819
695
24.2
Defense Int.elligenr.e Agency __---------------- -- --------- -----------2, 169
2, 165
4 -----------1, 855
1, 613
2,3M
Defense Supply Agency ___ ---------------------------------_________
20 32, 953
31, 907
1, 046 - ---------- 19, 447
17, 093
U.S. Court of Military Appeals______ __ ____________________ _____ ____
40
~ -- ---------- - ---------- 42 I
37
5
1
Interdepartmental activities __ --------------------------------------9
9 ------ ------ -----------6
5
International military activitif'S _______ ___ :.________ __________________ _
55
55 ---- -- -- ---- - ---------- 50
43
"i - ----------32
Armed Forces information and education activities_____ ___ __________
435
435 ------------ --- --------256
224
1
Tot~;Departm~ofDe~e ___ __________________________________ ~1-.-o-22-.-46_9_1~~~-0-18-.-00-9~,,~~-~-4.-~~i ~~~~-i -_-___-6_-~
__
-._-2_-~
__-_~-_-_-_-_5_-4_-4_,_-~_-_-__~1 ~~7-8-,20--1~.~-__-_; -----------Net increase, Department of Defense_----- -- ----------------- ----- _______ ____ _ -- ·-- -- 4. 460

78 201

Grand total, including Department of Defense 11 22______ __ ____ _____ 2, 477, 653 1 2, 466, 0541
Net increase, including Department of Defense _______ ___ ~--.; ----- -- ----------------- -- --1 April figure includPs 15 019 employees of the Agency for International Development
1
as compared with 15,324 m March and their pay. These AID fi!!Ur"S include em-

ployee.c; who are paid from foreign currencies deposited by forPign !!"OVt>.rnmcnts in a
trust fund for this purpose. The April figure includes 3,882 of these trust fund employees and the March figure includes 4,174.
2 April figure includes 1,228 employees of the Peace Corps as compared with 1,193
in March and their pay.
' Revised on basis of later information.
4 No employment or pay reported since January 1965. Agency due to expire in June
1965.

New agency, created pursuant to Executive Order 11197 dated Feb. 5, 1965.
New agency. created pursuant to Public Law 89-4..
Less than $500.
s Agency abolished pursuant to Executive Order 11209 dateo Mar. 25, 1965.
9 April figure excludes 4,081 intermitt.ent consultants and attendings (doctors, nurses,
dentists, etc.) on the Veterans' Administration rolls who were not paid during the
month. The March figure has not been adjusted to exclude such persons. For further
information see appendix, p. 13.
&
6
1

TABLE

1=_,_=~=~~=,_=~=-~=_<!l '_=_=:.=_~===~~=~=~=-- 1==1=8=3,=ffl=Ja=!,

$614

16, 247 1===
. 4=,=64=8=!=_=_

11,i699

061

20 In April 1,059 employees were transferred to the Defense Supply Agency as follows: 680 from the Department of the Army. 89 from the Department of the Navy,
and 290 from the Department of the Air Force.
11 Exclusive of personnel and pay of the Central Intelligence Agency and the National Security Agency.
22 Includes employment in the Job Corps by Federal agencies under the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964 (Public Law 88-452), as follows:

Agency

April

Agrirulture Department_ _________ ~ - - ---Interior Department_____________________

March

512
546

Change

3G.5

+207
+114

4.32

1~~--- 1 --~----~~~~

TotaL ______ ----------------------

1, 058

737

I

+321

II.-Federal personnel inside the United States employed by the executive agencies during April 1965, and comparison with
March 1965

Department or agency

I March

April

llncreasel

Decrease

Department or agency

April
.

I March

!Increase

De·
crease

I - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.Executive departments (except Department
of Defense):
99,608
Agriculture-------------------------------32, 3G.5
Com.merce_--- __ ------ -- - -------- -- --- -- --Health, Education, and Welfare __________ _ 83, 255
Interior ______ ------- __________ -------- ____ _ 63,425
32, 026
Justice - _---------------------------------9, 001
Labor ___ ---------------------------------Post Office __ ----------------- ------------- 594, 927
11, 257
State 1 2_ ------------- ---------- - ----------

Exe~~:;~J'flioo-of-thePre8ideiit:-------------

White House Office_____ __________________ _
Bureau of the Budget_----- -- ------------Council of Economic Advisers____________ _
Executive Mansion and Grounds ____ _____ _
National Aeronautics and Space Council __
National Council on the Arts___________ __ _
National Security Council ________________ _
Office of Economic Opportunity __________ _
Office of Emergency Planning ____________ _
Office of Science and. T echnology _________ _
Office of the Special. Representative for
Trade Negotiations _____ ____ ____________ _
President's Committee on Consumer
Interest; __ ------ -- ------------·- --------President's Committee on Equal Opportunity in Housing _______ _______________ _
President's Council on Equal Opportunity 4____ ____ -- ------------- ------- ---Independent agencies:
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations ___ --- ----- ___ __ ______ __
American BattlE' Monuments Commission_
Appalachian Regional Commissions _____ _
Atomic Energy Commission_--- ----- ----Battle of New Orleans Sesquicentennial
Celebration Commission _- -- --- ------ --Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System__ __ _______ __ __ _-- ------------- --Civil Aeronautics Board ____________ _____ __
Civil Servire Commission ___ __ ___________ _
Civil War Centennial Commission_------Commission of Fine Arts ______ ___________ _
Commission on Civil Rights __ -----------Delaware River Basin Commission.. ______ _
Export-Import Bank of Washington.. _____ _
Farm Credit Administration _____________ _
Federal Aviation Agency ____ __ _____ ______ _

F6if!~t~w~~~!--~-~~--~~:~~:--~~~~---~fSee footnotes at end of table.

97,839
31,634
83, 263
61,884
31 . 992
8,892
592, 132
11, 083

96,429

92,413

318

320
483
4.1
74
32
4
39
848
364
85

483
~

73
30

4

39
~199

374
142
27

I

1, 769 -------671 -------8
1, 541
34.
109

2, 795
174
4,016

351
10 -------57 --------

28

11

11 - - - - ---- --------

11

11 -------- --------

10

10 --------

25
7

2

25 -------- -------7 -------- -- ------

7, 129

7, 161

635
823
3, 728
4.

639
928
3, 728

6
89

4.
6
91

2

2

295
232
43,668

296
235
43,698

2 ----- ---

32

4
6

2
1
3
30

7 -------- --------

Independent agencies--Continued
Federal Communications Commission.. ___ _
1, 4.97
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.. __ _
1, 4.32
Federal Development Planning Committee for Appalachia e___ ______ ___ __________ ---------Federal Field Committee for Developmen t Planning in Alaska ______ _________ _
1
Federal Home Loan Bank Board _________ _
1, 251
Federal Maritime Commission ________ ___ _
238
Federal
Mediation and Conciliation _
Service _________________________________
412
1,122
Federal Power Commission_--· ----------Federal Radiation Council_ ___ _______ ____ _
4
Federal Trade Commission __ _____________ _
1, 134
Foreign Claims Settlement Commission __ _
179
General Accounting Office ___ ___ __________ _
.. 085
35,225
General Services Administration_--------Government Printing Office ___ ______ _____ _
7,308
Housing and Home Finance Agency ______ _ JS,319
Indian Claims Commission ____ ___ ________ _
20
Interstate Commerce Commission ___ __ ___ _
2,393
National Aeronautics and Space Admin·
istration.. ____ __________________ ---------33, 083
National Capital Housing Authority _____ _
422
National Capital Planning Commission __ _
65
National Capital Transportation Agency __
32
N ational Commission on Food Marketing_
40
N ational Commission on T echnology,
Automation, and Economic Progress ___ _
9
313
N ational Gallery of Art __ ------- ---------N atio~ Labor Relations Board _________ _
2,076
N a tio~ Mediation Board_ _______________ _
135
Nat:o~ Science Foundation_____ ________ _
998
1.'i6
Panama Canal_- ------ ----- --------------President's Advisory Committee on LaborManagement Policy_---- ---------------President's Committee on Equal Employ58
ment Opportunity
---- --------------Railroad
Retirement___
Board_ _____________ _
I. 728
184.
Renegotiation Board __ ---------- ---------St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation ____ __________________ ----------158
Serurities and Exchange Commission ____ _
l,391
7, 'lZ1
Selective
Service
System
__
--------------Small Business Administration___________ _
3, 621
Smithsonian Institution_ _________________ _
1,852
1,109
Soldiers' Home __ ------- ----_- -------- ----Subversive Activities Control Board _----26
275
Tariff
Commission
__ --------------------Tax
Court
of the United
States
___________ _
151
Tennessee Valley Authority______________ _ 16,392

1,502

1, 4.32
8

8

1, 2J ------3- ========
239

1

4.15

1,122
5
1, 142

180
{, 097
35, 198
7, 321
13, 312

20

-------- -------i
8
1

12
27 -------13
7 --------

2,397

4

33, 081
429
52
31
40

2 -------7
3 -------1 --------

19
303
10
2, 075
1
117
18
1. 075 ------ -155
1

10
--------

--------

-- ------

77

-- -- --- -

1
9
1

69

I. 737

185
158

J..386

7,200
3,495

1, 795
1, 096
26
276

14.9
16, 241

6
27
26
57
14

------2- ::::::::
161 --------
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IL-Federal personnel inside th.e United States employed by the executive agencies during April 1985, and comparison with
March 1985-Continued

Department or agency

April

March

Independent agencies-Continued
U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency ________________________ ---------162
U.S. Information Agency_________________ _
3,467
United States-Puerto Rico Commission
18
on the Status of Puerto Rico__ ----------Veterans' Administration.. ________________ _ 166,838
Woodrow Wilson Memorial Commission __
1

Increase

Department or agency

DP.crease

161
3,642
18
170, 841

6
4,003

1

Total, excluding Department of Defense_ 1, 393, 145 1, 385, 490 11, 906
4, 257
Net increase, excluding Department of
7,649
Defense_------------------------------ ---------- ---------Department of Defense:
Office or the Secretary of Defense ____ _____ _
2, 108
2,078
30
Department of the Army _______ ______ ____ _ 313, 192 312, 217
975
Department of the Navy _________________ _ 304, 018
302, 924
1,094
Department of the Air Force _____________ _ 266, 673
266, 220
453
t April figure includes 3,015 employees of the Agency for International Development
as compared with 2,976 in March.
2 April figure includes 806 employees of the Peace Corps as compared with 773 in
March.

TABLE

March

Increase

Decrease

2,032
12
912 -------6
2, 165
4 -------31, 906
1, 036 ----- -- 40
9
34

435
920, 972

:::n~c:::: i~::::e~:;~:::;:; ---------- ----------

3, 604

3, 598

Defense_---------------------------- 2, 317, 715 2, 306, 468 15, 510
4, 263
Net increase, including Department of
1
Defense.---------------------------- ---------- ---------11, 247
I
a Revised on basis of later information.
.
4 New agency, created pursuant to Executive Order 11197 dated Feb. 5, 1965.
6 New agency, created pursuant to Public Law 89-4.
6 Agency abolished pursuant to Executive Order 11209 dated Mar. 25, 1965.

UL-Federal personnel outside the United States employed by the executive agencies during April 1985, and comparison with March
1985
Department .or agency

Executive departments (except Department
ofAgriculture
Defense): _______________________________ _
Commerce. __ --------------- -------------Health, Education, and Welfare __________ _
Interior. __ ---------------------------- __ __
Justice_--------------------- -------------Labor __ ----------------------------------Post Office.------------------------------State 1 2_ ---------------------------------Treasury_--------------------------------Independent agencies:
American Battle Monuments Commission.
Atomic Energy Commission.------------Civil Service Commission ________________ _
Federal Aviation Agency _________________ _
Federal Communications Commission ___ _
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation __ _
Foreign Claims Settlement Commission __ _
General Accounting Office_--------------General Services Administration _________ _
Housing and Home Finance Agency _____ _
National
and Space
AdministrationAeronautics
_____ .! ______________
____________ _
National Labor Relations Board_--------National Science Foundation_____________ _
Panama CanaL __________________________ _
Selective Service System_----------------Small Business Administration ___________ _

April

March

Department or agency

Decrease

Increase

1,282

609
660
640
364
77
1, 609
29,324
708

1, 250
607
665

638
363
70
1,620
29,642
706

11

433
33
3
1, 121
5
2
11

57
30
209

29
209

437
32

3
1, 104
5

2

16
34
4
15, 125
156
70

Ind:Ei!ft~~~i~naf~~fl~~~~~-t!~~~~-----~ 2 --------

5

2 -------1 -------7 --------

11

318
2

4 -------1

-------- ------17

57

16
33
4

Valley Authority ______________ _
United States Information Agency-------United States-Puerto Rico Commission
on the Status of Puerto Rico ___________ _
Veterans' Administration_---------------Virgin Islands Corporation _______________ _
Tenne~see

32 --------

1 --------

April

March

23
3
8, 142

8
983
312

1 --------

figure includes 12,004 employees of the Agency for International Development
as compared with 12,348 in March. These AID figures include employees who are paid
from foreign currencies deposited by foreign governments in a trust fund for this pur-

Decrease

24

6

977
302

Total, excluding Department of Defense_
62, 039
62, 549
Net decrease, excluding Department of
Defense.------------------------------ ---------- ---------Department of Defense:
Office of the Secretary of Defense _________ _
48
48
Department of the Army _________________ _ 48, 684
48,390
Department of the Navy _________________ "
23, 486
23, 111
Department of the Air Force _____________ _ 25, 597
25,415
Defense Communications Agency ________ _
52
51
Defense Supply .Agency __________________ _
11
1
21
International military activities._--------21

Grand total, including Department of =
=
Defense·------------------------------ 159, 938 . 159, 856
Net increase, including Department of
Defense _______________________________ ---------- ----------

15, 310 -------185
153
3 -------70

Increase

8, 18~ --------

Total, Department of Defense___________
97, 899
97, 037
Net increase, Department of Defense ____ ---------- ----------

1 April

------45

2 --------

6 -------10 --------

583

73
510

294
375
182

1
10
862 -------862

=1=
583

935

352

I
pose. The April figure includes 3,882 of these trust fund employees and the March
figure includes 4,174.
2 April figures includes 422 employees of the Peace Corps as compared with 420 in
March.

IV.-Industrial employees of the Federal Government inside and outside the United States employed by the executive agencies during
April 1965, and comparison with March 1965
Department or agency

Executive departments (except Department of
Defense):
Agriculture______________ ---- ___ --- ---- --- Commerce_____________ ---- ___ -- - --- ---- --Interior----- ______________________________ _
Post Office._--------------------------- --Treasury __ --------·- ----------------------Independent agencies:
Atomic Energy Commission ______________ _

~~~~~~\
~:i:f~
f J~~~fsfratioil~~========
Government
Printing
Office ______________ _
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.CanaL
___ -----------------------------Panama
__________________________ _
St.poration
Lawrence
Seaway
Development Cor-_
____ ---________________________
Tennessee Valley Authority______________ _
Virgin Islands Corporation _______________ _

April

March

3,621
5, 726
9,822
268
5,477

3,629
6,025
9,557
264
5,483

257
2,508
2,223
7,308

255
2,565
2,172
7,321

33, 099

33, 097

7,345

7,503

157
13,252
312

13,

Increase

Decrease

8

299

265
4

--------------6

2
57
51

----·-13

Department or agency

M~ ----19<; ========

Grand total, including Department of
Defense_____________________________
Net
increase, including Department of
Def______________________________

10 --------

541

524
17

===1=

Subject to revision.

March

Department of Defense:
Department of the Army:
Inside the United States.-------------- 1133, 245 2130, 945
2 3, 989
Outside the United States.------------ 14, 408
Department of the Navy:
Inside the United States _______________ 183, 921
182, 730
Outside the United States _____________
1, 506
1,273
Department of the Air Force:
Inside the United States _______________ 125, 917
125, 581
Outside the United States _____________
1, 157
865
Defense Supply Agency:
Inside the United States _______________
1, 528
1, 535
Total, Department of Defense_________
Net increase, Department of Defense __

302

April

Increase

Decrease

__________________,____ ---- --- ---

2 -------158

Total excluding Department of Defense.
91, 375
91, 392
Net decrease, excluding Department of
Defense--------------------------------------------------1

April

Department of Defense-Continued
Defense Atomic Support Agency _________ _
2,044
Defense Communications Agency--------906
Defense Intelligence Agency ______________ _
2,169
Defense Supply A1i:ency __________________ _ 32, 942
U.S . Court of Military Appeals ___________ _
40
Interdepartmental activities ______________ _
9
International military activities __________ _
34
Arm~d. Jforces information and education
435
activities _____ --------------------------Total, Department of Defense_________ 924, 570

__________________,____ ---- - - - - - -

TABLE

June 1, 1965

SENATE

2

Revised on basis of later information.

2,300
419

1, 191
233
336
292

r1

7

44, 771
7
:.::.:.=:.::.:.:.::.:.=:.::.:. _ 4 ,7~
451, 682

46, 918

- - - - - - - - --- - - 538, 310

5, 295

_____ _____ __________

••

543, 057

548
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V.-For.eign nationals working under U.S. agencies overseas, excluded from tables I
through IV of this report, whose services are provided by contractual agreement between
the United States and foreign governments, or because of the nature of their work or the
source of funds from which they are paid, as of April 1965 and comparison with March 1965

TABLE

Air Force

Navy

.Anny

Total

March. Industrial employment by Federal
agencies in April totaled. 543,057, a.n increase
of 4,747.
These figures are from reports certified
by the agencies as compi~ed by the Joint
Committee on Reduction of Nonessential
Federal Expenditures.

Country

FOREIGN NATIONALS

April

April

March

April

March

.March

April

March

- - - - - - - - --!- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Crete •. __ ____ -- -- -- - ---- - - - - - -

England---- ----- --- -- ------ - -

France
__ ------------------- _Germany
____________________
Greece _______ -- - ---------- - ---

Japan_ - - ------------------ ---

Korea. _---------------------Morocco _______ - ___ __- - - -- - - - -

Netherlands---------- ------ --

75
2, 203
14, 590
66,265
309
41, 534
5,434
536
52
363

81 ------- --106
2,329
11, 350
14, 751
66,880
308
14, 139
41, 573
5,443
5, 434
543 ----- - ---52 --------- 366 - ----- - -- -

---------- ----- -- --- --- - -----102
101
101
11, 496
9
10

---~~~=:~- ---~~~~=14, 179

~g

~g

75
1, 9!J6
3, 231

~~

81
2, 126
3, 245

~~

10,
10,
12, 309
12, 314
15, 086
15, 080
5, 443 - ------- -- - ---- -- - -- - ---- - --- - ------------------536
543 ------ -- - - - --- --- -- - - - ----- -- --------- ~ --- -- ---- 52
52
-- - ------363
366 --- - - ---- - ----------

Trinidad_ - - - ---- _--- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -11--- - 31,221
30, 974
13,«3
13,427
87, 662
86, 960
132, 326
TotaL------------- - --- - 131, 361
APPENDIX

The Veterans• Administration has advised
the committee that the number of persons
in its April 1965 report reflects "activation
of new employment reporting procedures"
with respect to certain intermittent employment. It also advised that while its reported employment under this new procedure reflects fewer persons, no substantial reduction has been made in actual employment and that there is no reduction in the
actual cost of employment.
The Veterans• Administration figure for
April reflects employment exclusive of 4,081
intermittent consultants .and attendlngs
(doctors, nurses, dentists, etc.) who were not
pa.id during April. The March employment
figure has not been adjusted to exclude such
persons.
The Veterans' Administration has informed
the committee that further adjustments Will
be made in such employment figures in future months under its new reporting procedure.
The committee was advised of this situation in a letter dated May 14, 1965, from the
Veterans' Administration. The letter follows:
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE
OF THE ADMINISTRATOR OF VETERANS' AFFAffiS,

Washington, D.C., May 14, 1965.

The CHAIRMAN,
Joint Committee on Reduction of Nonessential Federal Expenditures, Room 329,
Senate Office Building, Wash.i.ngton, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Enclosed is a copy of
our "Monthly Report of Federal Civilian Em-

ployment" for April 1965.
In April we initiated a modlftcation of our
procedures for obtaining employment counts
on int&mittent consultants and attendings.
Previously, all such personnel on Veterans•
Adm.l nistration rolls were reported each
month whether or not they actually worked
or were paid in a particular month. Through
automatic data processing methods we have
found it feasible, with a very minimum additional administrative workload, to exclude
from the month-end employment count intermittent consultants and attendlngs not
paid during the report month. This is, in
effect, a further refinement of our PAID system for personnel and fiscal operations from
which data is generated for both internal
and external reports purposes.
As a result of the initial activation of new
employment reporting procedures for consultants and attendants, the line 1 count in
the current SF 113-A report is substantially
below that shown in our priOl" report--for
March. A further decrease is anticipated
for the May report when the new system is
fully implemented.
The drop in overall VA employment figures
does not reflect any substantial change in
actual VA stafilng or basic stamng needs; not
will it result in any actual cost reductions.

This "decline" does not affect in a.ny way
the employment count of the continuing
work force of full-time employees and regularly scheduled part-time employees. In
summary the change in our employment figure stems merely from a refinement in employment reporting procedures for intermittently employed consultants and attendings who are carried on VA rolls primarily
to augment on an "as needed basis" the regular staff in our medical program.
Sincerely,
A.H. MONK:,

The total of 2,477,653 civilian employees
certified to the committee by Federal agencies in their regular monthly personnel reports includes some foreign nationals em. ployed in U.S. Government activities abroad,
but in addition to these there were 131,361
foreign nationals working for U.S. agencies
overseas during April who were not counted
in the usual personnel reports. The number in Ma rch was 132,326. A breakdown of
this employment for April follows:
Country

Total

Army

Crete _______________ _
75 ------ - England____________ _ 2,203
106
France ____ ___ - ---- --- 14, 590 11, 350
Germany ___ ________ _ 66, 265 55, 931
Greece ______________ _
309
.Tapan _______________ _
41, 534 14, 139
Korea __ - ------------ 5, 434
5, 434
Morocco _____ - - --- --536
Netherlands ________ _
52 -------363
Trinidad __ -- -- -----T otal. ___ ______ 131, 361

Navy

Air
Force

--------

75

101
1, 996
9
3, 231
70
10, 264
39
270
12, 309
15, 086
-------- -------536 - - --- ---------52
363 - ----- -86, 960 13, 427
30, 974

Associate Deputy Administrator.
STATEMENT BY SENATOR BYRD OF VIRGINIA

Executive agencies of the Federal Government reported civilian employment in the
month of April totaling 2,477,653. This was
a net increase of 11,599 as compared with
employment reported in the preceding
month of March.
Civilian employment reported by the
executive agencies of the Federal Government, by months in fiscal year 1965, which
began July 1, 1964, follows:
Month

July 1964--------------

August_ ___ -- _--- _- -- -

September ______ -----October __ -----------November
_____ ______ _

December-----------J anuary 1965 _________ _
February __ __________ _
March __________ -- --- -

ApriL---------------

Employment

Increase Decrease

2, 492, 061
10, 479
2, 495, 606
3, 545
2,461, 376 ---------34, 230
2, 470,330
8, 954 ---------2, 493,837
23, 507 ---------2, 485, 771
8, 066
2, 464, 012
21, 759
2, 459, 595
4, 417
2,466, 054
6, 459 ---------2, 477, 653
11, 599 ----------

Total Federal employment in civilian agencies for the month of April was 1,455,184, an
increase of 7,139 as compared with the March
total of 1,448,045. Total civilian employment in the military agencies in April was
1,022,469, an increase of 4,460 as compared
with 1,018,009 in March.
Civilian agencies reporting the larger increases were Treasury Department with 4,018,
P~t Office Department with 2,784, Agriculture Department with 1,801, and Interior Department with 1,544. The Veterans' Administration reported the largest decrease with
3,997. The increases in Treasury, Agriculture, and Interior Departments were largely
seasonal, and the decrease in Veterans• Administration reflects new reporting procedures (see committee report).
In the Department o! Defense the largest
increases in civilian employment were reported by the Navy with 1,469, Army with 1,269,
Defense Supply Agency with 1,046, and Air
Force with 635.
Total employment inside the United States
in April was 2,317,715, an increase of 11,247
as compared With March. Total employment outside the United States in April was
159,938, an increase o! 352 as compared with

EXECUTIVE REPORTS OF A
COMMITTEE
As in executive session,

The following favorable reports of
nominations were submitted:
By Mr. FULBRIGHT, from the Committee
on Foreign Relations:
John M. Leddy, of Virginia, to be an Assistant Secretary of State;
Ridgway B. Knight, of the District of Columbia, a Foreign Service officer of class 1, to
be Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to Belgium;
Thomas C. Mann, of Texas, to be U.S. Alternate Governor of the International
Monetary Fund;
Thomas C. Mann, of Texas, to be U.S. Al·ternate Governor of the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development;
Marshall Green, of the District of Columbia, a Foreign Service officer of class 1, to be
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to the Republic of Indonesia;
Joseph J. Jova, of New York, a Foreign
Service officer of class 1, to be Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to Honduras; and
'
Mrs. Patricia Roberts Harris, of the District of Columbia, to be Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary to Luxembourg.

BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTION
INTRODUCED

Bills and a joint resolution were introduced, read the first time, and, by unanimous consent, the second time, and referred as follows:
By Mr. MONTOYA:
S. 2055. A bill for the relief of Dr. Pham
Chung; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. MONDALE:
S. 2056. A bill for the relief Of Spyridon
and Ekaterini Kallimanis; to the Committee
on the Judiciary.
By Mr. HART (for himself and Mr.
McNAMARA):
S. 2057. A bill to establish in the State of
Michigan the Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Interior and Insular Atfairs.
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By Mr- BIBLE (by request):
S. 2058. A bill to amend the District of
Columbia .Traffic Act, 1925, as amended;
S. 2059. A bill to amend the District of
Columbia Teachers' Leave Act of 1949;
S . 2060. A bill to amend the act entitled
" An act to provide for compulsory school
attendance, for the taking of a school census in the District of Columbia, and for
other pu,rposes," approved February 4, 1925;
S . 2061. A bill to authorize the establishment by the Commissioners of the District
of Columbia of a Youth Council as an agency
of the Government of the District of Columbia; and
s . 2062. A bill to amend the District of
Columbia Practical Nurses' Licensing Act,
a nd for other purposes; to the Committee
on the District of Columbia.
By Mr. KUCHEL:
S. 2063. A bill for the relief of Sixto M.
Pagaran; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. MORSE:
S. 2064. A bill to amend the International
Claims Settlement Act of 1949, as amended,
relative to the return of certain alien property interests; to the Committee on Foreign
Relations.
By Mr. JACKSON (by request) :
S. 2065. A bill to amend the Organic Act of
Guam to provide for the payment of legislative salaries and expenses by the government of Guam; to the Commit tee on Interior
and Insular Affairs; and
S. 2066. A bill to amend the Revised Organic Act of the Virgin Islands to provide for
the payment of legislative sala.ries and expenses by the government of the Virgin
Islands.
(See the remarks of Mr. JACKSON when he
introduced the above bills, which appear under a separate heading.)
By Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts
(for himself, Mr. CLARK, Mr. FANNIN,
Mr. JAVITS, Mr. MORSE, Mr. MURPHY,
Mr. NELSON, Mrs. NEUBERGER, Mr.
PELL, Mr. PROUTY, Mr. RANDOLPH,
and Mr. YARBOROUGH):
S. 2067. A bill to amend chapter 35, relat'ing to war orphans' educational assistance, of
title 38, United States COde, so as to increase
the educational assistance allowances paid
under such chapter; to the Committee on
La;bor and Public Welfare.
(See the remarks of Mr. KENNEDY of Mas·sachusetts when he introduced the above bill,
which appear under a separate heading.)
By Mr. BIBLE (by request):
S.J. Res. 88. Joint resolution to authorize
the Commissioners of the District of Columbia on behalf of the United States to transfer from the United States to the District of
Columbia Redevelopment Land Agency title
to certain real property in said District; to
the Committee on the District of Columbia.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION TO AMEND
THE ORGANIC ACTS OF GUAM
AND THE VIRGIN ISLANDS
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, I send
to the desk, for appropriate reference,
two bills to amend the Organic Acts of
Guam and the Virgin Islands in order
to provide for the payment of the legislative salaries and expenses by the governments of those two territorfes. ·
The bills are being introduced at the
request of the Department of the Interior as a result of an Executive communication dated May 26, 1965. I request
that the letter· to the Vice President setting forth the justification for this legislation, together with the text of the bills,
be printed at this point in my remarks.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HARRIS in the chair). The bills will be
received and appropriately referred; and,

without objection, the bills and·letter will
be printed in the RECORD.
The bills, introduced by Mr. JACKSON,
by request, were received, read twice by
their titles, referred to the Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs, and ordered
to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

s. 2065. A bill to amend the Organic Act of
Guam to provide for the payment of legislative salaries and expenses by the government
of Guam.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That subsec-

tion ( e) of section 26 of the Organic Act of
Guam (64 Stat. 384, 391; 48 U.S.C. 142ld(e)),
is amended to read as follows:
" (e) Each member of the · legislature shall
be paid such compensation and shall receive
such additional allowances or benefits as may
be fixed under the laws of Guam. Such compensation, allowances or benefits, together
with all other legislative expenses shall be
appropriated by, and paid out of funds of,
the government of Guam."
S. 2066. A bill to amend the Revised Organic Act of the Virgin Islands to provide
for the payment of legislative salaries and
expenses by the government of the Virgin
Islands.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representati ves of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That sub-

section ( e) of section 6 of the Revised Organic Act of the Virgin Islands (68 Stat. 497,
499), as amended (73 Stat . . 568; 48 U .S.C.
1572 ( e) ) , is further amended to read as
follows:
"(e) Each member of the legislature shall
be paid such compensation and shall receive
such additional allowances or benefits as may
be fixed under the laws of the Virgin Islands.
Such compensation; allowances or benefits,
together with all other legislative expenses
shall be appropriated by, and paid out of
funds of, the government of the Virgin Islands."

The letter presented by Mr. JACKSON is
as follows:
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
. OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.C., May 26, 1965.

Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
President of the Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Enclosed is the draft
of a proposed bill "to amend the Organic
Act of Guam to provide for the payment of
legislative salaries and expenses by the government of Guam," together with the draft
of a proposed bill, intended as a companion
proposal to the first, "to amend the Revised
.Organic Act of the Virgin Islands to provide
for the payment of legislative salaries and
expenses by the government of the Virgin
Islands."
This Department has urged in the past,
and continues to urge, the enactment of legislation intended to grant to the territories
.of Guam and the Virgin Islands the degree
of autonomy and self-g~vernment which we
believe i$ warranted by the demonstrated
development and political maturity of ,these
territories. The enclosed proposals are in
furtherance of that policy. The proposals
authorize the government of Guam and the
government of the Virgin Islands to pay
such legislative salaries and expenses as may
be fixed by the laws of the respective territories. The federally imposed limitation
on such salaries and expenses is eliminated,
and the United· States is relieved of its obligation to pay those salaries and .certain of
.t he expenses-an obligation which has necessitated the Federal expenditure of approximately $37,000 per year. In our judgment,
the enactment of these proposals would be a
useful step toward the ultimate achievement
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of territorial home· .rule, which .we know is
the common goal of all .of tbose in the Federal establishment_who shar.e the obligation
and responsibility for the welfare and development of these territories of the United
States.
·
Apart from the matter of home rule and
the substantial question of policy which that
matter involves, we believe ·that a persuasive argument for the enactment of this
legislation can be made premised on a recognition of the substantial local responsibil1ties of the territorial legislatures, and,
simultaneously, of the prerogatives and
privileges which they should, . but do not,
possess.
Under existing provisions of Federal law,
. specifically 48 U.S.C. 142l(e) in .the case of
Guam, and 48 U.S.C. 1572(e) in the case. of
the Virgin Islands, the basic compensation
of members of the territorial legislatures is
fixed by statute and provision is made for the
payment of that compensation by the United
States. In the case of Guam all other legislative expenses, whatever they may be, are
appropriated by, and paid out of, funds of
the government of Guam. In the case of
the Virgin Islands, additional provision is
made for per diem and travel expenses, both
to be paid by the United States, and for the
legislature to provide for the payment of
travel expenses and per diem for its members traveling on official business outside the
Virgin Islands, subject to the limitation that
the latter payments shall not be in excess of
those that would be allowed Federal employees similarly. situated.
In each of the two territories of Guam and
.the Virgin Islands the Congr.e ss has pro~ided
for a legislative body independent of the executive and judicial branches with tr.ue legislative authority extending to all subjects
of local application and subject only to those
limitations made necessary by, and consistent with, the relationship between th_e territories and the United States. The exercise
.of this legislative authority has extended to,
among a multitude of other subjects, the
consideration of the territorial · budgets and
to the appropriation of the funds nec~ssary
for the operation of the local government.
Thus, with the exception of the few Federal
employees in each of the territories whose
salaries . are fixed by Federal law, the territorial legislatures find themselves able .to fix
the salaries of the officers and employees of
·the local governments, and to appropriate
from the funds of the territories the amounts
necessary to pay those salaries, but, because
of the Federal law noted above, are unable
to act with respect to their own salaries and
expenses. Here we believe it is significant
to note, without denying or attempting to
minimize certain substantial Federal assistance, that neither Guam nor the Virgin Islands come before the Congress with req~sts
for direct appropriations to support the administration of the territories except in the
most extraordinary of circumstances, as, for
example, the Guam Rehabilitation Act, and
the appropriations requested pursuant
thereto. Therefore, the expression "funds of
the government of· the Virgin Islands" or
"funds of the government of Guam" have a
significance which should not be overlooked.
· When it is remembered that the mempers
of the territorial legislatures are the .popularly elected representatives of the people of
the territory and are not in any way Federal
officers .or employees, we submit that the
limitation upon the legislatures with which
we are concerned is wholly un:µecessary and,
further, is dem,e aning to the extent that
such limitation can and has been construed
as evidencing Federal mistrust as well as the
precautionary retention by the Federal Government of a substantial degree of potential
leverage should the need arise in <:JOnnection
with the activities . of .the · legislatures. We
·know that while initially the existing provisions of law may have been the product of
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considerable paternalism, ·the foregoing construction could not be more untrue today.
Nevertheless, it is an allegation which we are
called upon to rebut from time to time and
which is· of real concern to the territorial
government as well as to the people of the
territories and to this Department. In view
of this situation, and the state of the law,
the solution we suggest seems most appropriate. Considering the · very substantial responsibilities of the territorial legislatures
of both Guam and the Virgin Islands and
what we consider to be the nature and responsible way in which those responsibilities are discharged, it seems a small thing
indeed to suggest that these legislative bodies, which have been given the legislative
responsibility for so much, could and should
-b e empowered to fix their own salaries and
expenses and to provide for the payment
thereof, subject of course to the normal legislative procedures and the concurrence of
the Governor.
, The enactment of the enclosed proposals
is urged by this Department upon the basis
of our independent and carefully considered
opinion that such enactment would be appropriate and just. At the same time, however, these proposals are urged for enactment
by the Honorable Manuel F. L. Guerrero,
Governor of Guam, the Honorable Ralph M.
Paiewonsky, Governor of the Virgin Islands,
the Legislature of Guam, the Legislature of
the Virgin Islands, and the ad hoc constitutional convention which was convened in
the Virgin Islands to consider the Revised
Organic Act of the Virgin Islands and to
recommend,
in
connection
therewith,
changes, amendments or deletions which
the convention believed to be in the best
interests of the territory and necessary to
the welfare and development thereof, yet
consistent with the relationship which exists
between the territory and the United States.
When Governor Guerrero was asked for
his views concerning this proposal, he re. sponded in a radiogram as follows: "I sup"port such legislation on grounds that pres. ent stipend is unrealistic and that those who
enact local laws should be financially supported by local government. The Governor's
organic powers would be sufficient to avoid
any abuse as to level of salaries set."
Governor Paiewonsky, with whom the
matter frequently has been discussed, has
in every instance argued the need for this
legislation and urged its introduction and
enactment.
The constitutional convention also turned
to that section of the Revised Organic Act
of the Virgin Islands which provides for the
payment of compensation of the members
of the legislature.
While the proposed
amendment is perhaps unnecessarily detailed, for which reason we have suggested
the somewhat · different language in the enclosed bill, it clearly evidences the wishes of
the delegates to the convention. The convention's suggested amendment is as follows:
"Compensation and allowances: Each
member of the legisfature shall be paid
such compensation as shall be fixed by enactment of the legislature and approved by
the Governor; provided that such compensation after it has first been fixed shall not
be changed except by legislative enactment
for the next legislature. Each member of
the legislature who is away from the island
of his residence shall also receive a per diem,
"fixed by the legislature, for each day's attendance while the legislature is actually
in session, in lieu of his expenses for subsistence, and shall be reimbursed for his
actual travel expenses in going to and returning from each session, . or peri.o d _thereof.
'The salaries, per diem, and t.r avel allow' arices of the members of the legislature shall
be paid by the government of the Virgin
_Isl_an~s."
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The Bureau of the Budget ·has advised
that this legislative proposal is in accord
with the President's program.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN A. CARVER, Jr.,
· Under Secretary of the Interior.

AMENDMENT OF WAR ORPHANS'
EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE ACT
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts. Mr.
President, I introduce, for myself and
Senators CLARK, FANNIN, JAVITS, MORSE,
l\![URPHY, NELSON, NEUBERGER, PELL,
PROUTY' RANDOLPH, and y ARBOROUGH a
bill to amend the War Orphans' Educational Assistance Act. This bill will increase the monthly educational benefits
that are available to the children of
American servicemen who have lost their
lives during past wars or those hostile
actions in which U.S. forces have been
involved since 1955. I ask unanimous
consent that the bill remain at the desk
for additional cosponsors for a period of
10 days.
Mr. President, the War Orphans' Act
currently provides monthly educational
benefits of up to $110 for- the children
of American soldiers who were killed, or
later died from permanent injuries, as a
result of the Spanish-American War,
World War I, World War II, the Korean
war, or hostile "cold war" actions. Included in this last category are such
involvements as the Berlin crisis, the
1958 landing in Lebanon, Quemoy and
Matsu, Cuba, the current Vietnam engagement and Dominican Republic action. Also covered are the children of
American servicemen who · have died
from extrahazardous duty during this
period.
These students, betweeen the ages of
18 and 23, receive their benefits for 18
months while attending higher educational institutions, while participating
in vocational education programs or special restorative training for the disabled.
This bill is introduced in recognition
of the inadequacy of the current educational benefits for war orphans. There
is no doubt that there are economic hardships facing the surviving families of
our -servicemen. There is also no doubt
that the Nation has a special responsibility to ease their plight. For these
basic reasons the bill would increase the
educational benefits for these children
from $110 to $150 a month.
Mr. President, the 'average cost of
higher education in public institutions
today is $17 4 a month; in private colleges
and universities it is $263 a month. This
represents increases of 65 to 75 percent
over 1956 when the War Orphans' Act
was passed. The purpose of the War
Orphans' Act was one of aiding "children in attaining the educational status
.which they might normally have aspired
to and obtained but for the disability or
death of <their) parent."
The time has come to reaffirm this
purpose by raising the children's benefits in keeping with the school expenses
they face.
I need not point out that both young
and seasoned servicemen are losing their
lives in growing numbers each day in
,southeast Asia.. Surely, . if we can af-

ford the large sums necessary to prepare these men for the ultimate effort,
we can afford the small outlays necessary to prepare their children, through
educ.a tion, for a full and productive life.
. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be received and appropriately referred; and, without objection, the bill
will lie on the desk, as requested by the
Senator from Massachusetts:
The bill <S. 2067) to amend chapter
35, relating to war orphans' educational
assistance, of title 38, United States
Code, so as to increase the educational
assistance allowances paid under such
chapter, introduced by Mr. KENNEDY of
Massachusetts (for himself and other
Senators), was received, read twice by
its title, and referred to the Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare.
REFERRAL OF FIREARMS LEGISLATION TO THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
Mr. DODD. Mr. ·President, I ask
unanimous consent that the following
bills, each presently pending before the
Senate Commerce Committee, be referred
to the Senate Judiciary Committee: ·
S. 14, a bill to amend the :!:i'ederal Firearms Act;
S. 1180, a bill to amend the Federal
Firearms Act to prohibit the importation
of a firearm into the United States without a license; and
S. 1965, a bill to amend the Federal
Firearms Act.
S. 14 and S. 1180 were introduced by
me; S. 1965 by the senior Senator from
Iowa [Mr. HICKENLOOPER].
The Judiciary Committee's Juvenile
Delinquency Subcommittee, of . which I
am chairman, is in the process of holding
hearings on S. 1592, the administration
bill to amend the Federal Firearms Act.
It is appropriate that we take testimony on the full range of firearms legislation presently before the Senate during
these hearings and I appreciate the fact
that the chairmen of the two committees,
the Senator from Washington [Mr.
MAGNUSON] and the Senator from Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND], have agreed to permit the referral of these three bills.
Hearings on firearms legislation will
resume this week, on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, June 2, 3, and 4.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
SOCIAL SECURITY AMENDMENTS OF
1965-AMENDMENTS
AMENDMENT NO. 218

Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware submitted
an amendment, intended to be proposed
by him, to the bill (H.R. 6675) to provide
a hospital insurance program for the
aged under the Social Security Act with
a supplementary health benefits program
and an expanded program of medical
assistance, to increase benefits under the
old-age, survivors, and disability insurance system, to improve the FederalState public assistance programs, and for
other purposes, which was referred to the
·committee on Finan.ce and ordered to
be printed.
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Mr. DOUGLAS submitted an amendment, intended to be proposed by .him, to
House bill 6675,· supra, which was ref erred to the Committee on Finance and
ordered to be printed.

SENATE

substituting '1966' and '$210,000,000'. respectively."
On page 4, strike out lines 22 to 25, inclusive, and. insert in lieu thereof the following:
"(2) Amend subsection (c) by striking
out '1965, $18,000,000' and substituting '1966,
$7,000,000' ."
On page 5, line 19, strike out "1968" and
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relates to foreign economic assistance to
Indonesia. This too I Shall explain at
greater length in .the days ahead. Howover, anyone who has followed the press
reports from Indonesia is well aware of
the fact that the country has- scorned
our aid. · u that be so: there is · good
reason for· a congressional prohibition
against any further aid to that country.
There being no objection, the amendment was · ordered to be :Printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
.

AUTHORIZATION OF .APPROPRIA- insert in lieu thereof "1967".
On p age 8, line 19, strike out ..1968'r and
TIONS TO NATIONAL, AERONAUin lieu thereof "1967".
TICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRA- Insert
On page 8, beginning with line 20, strike
TION-AMENDMENTs
(AMEND- out through line 2 on page 9.
MENT NO. 219)
On page 9, line 4, strike out "Sec. 106" and
On page 18, between lines 18 and 19, insert
·.
in lieu thereof "SEC. 105".
the following: ·
Mr. LONG of Louisiana submitted insert
On page 9, strike out lines 6 to 13, inclu"(2.)
amendments, intended to be proposed by sive, and i:c.sert in lieu thereof the follow- lows:. Amend subsection (j) to, read as fol- ·
him, to the· bill (H.R. 7717) to authorize ing: "is amended by striking out 'and $85,No assistance shall be furnished unappropriations to the National Aeronau.:.. 000,000 in fiscal year 1965' and substituting der" '(j)
this Act, and no sales shall be made
tics and Space Administration for re- •, $85,000,000 in fiscal year 1965, and $70,000,- under Title I of the Agricultural Trade Desearch and development, construction of 000 in fiscal year 1966'."
velopment and Assistance Act of 1954, a.S
On page 9', line 16, strike out "Sec. 107" amended, to Indonesia. No other provision
facilities, and administrative operations,
and
insert
in
lieu
thereof
"SEc.
106".
of
this Act shall be construed to authorize
and for other purposes, which were or.page 10, lines 6 and 7, strike out "each the Presid.e nt to waive the provisions o! this
dered to lie on the table and to be or On
the fiscal years 1966 and 1967" and insert
prin~ed.

in lteu thereof "the ·fiscal year 1966".
On page 10, line 11, strike out "Sec. 108"
and insert in lieu thereof "SEC. 107".
On page 10, strike out lines 13 to 19, inclusive, and insert in lieu thereof the following: "amended by striking out '1965' and
'$405,000,000' and substituting '1966.' and
'$350,000,000', respectively.',.
On page 10, line 21, strike out "SEC. 109"
and insert in lieu thereof "SEC. 108".
On page 10, line 24, beginning with the
word "each" strike out through line 2 on
page 11 and insert in lieu thereof the following: "the fiscal year 1966, not to exceed

AMENDMENTS TO THE FOREIGN
ASSISTANC.E ACT OF 1965 <AMENDMENTS NOS. 220 THROUGH 225)
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, I
send to the desk six amendments to the
Foreign Assistance Act of 1965-S. 1837ask that they be printed and ·ue at the
desk, and ask tl. .at they be printed in the
R~coRD at the appropriate places in my
remarks.
."
At the appropriate time I shall dis- $50,000,000'
On page 11, line 12, strike out "each of the
cuss each of these amendments at great- fiscal
years 1966 and 1967" and insert tn lieu
er length. My sole purpose in introduc- thereof "fi~cal year 1966".
ing them today is so that there may be
On page 11 , line 13, strike out••, which".
an opportunity to study them before they
On page 11, line 14, strike out ..in each
such fiscal year, which sums".
are called up.
On page 14, line 10, strike out "years 1966
At a later date I shall discuss generally
1967" and insert in lieu thereof "year
the U.S. economic and military assist- and
ance programs and the deficits I see in 1966".
On page 14, lines 12 and 13, strike out
those programs which can be corrected "each of the fiscal years 1966 and 1967" and
by legislative action.
insert in lieu thereof "the fiscal year 1966".
Today I shall only describe each
On page 14, line 19, strike out "years 1966
and 1967" and insert in lieu thereof ••year
amendment briefly.
1966".
My first amendment-No. 220-which
On page 14, strike out lines. 20 and 21.
I ask be printed at this point in my reOn page 18, line 22, strike out "June 30,
marks, relates to the period for which 1967"
and insert in lieu thereof "December
authorizations would be approved for 31, 1966".
the foreign aid program. As reported
On page 21, line l, beginning with the word
by the Senate Committe3 on Foreign "inserting" strike out through "1967" in line
~elations, S. 1837 provides for a 2-year
2 and insert in lieu thereof the following:
authorization. H.R. 7750, as passed by "substituting '!or the fiscal year 1966 not oo
the other body, continues the practice of exceed. $55,240,000'."
annual reviews of the program and of
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, my
annual authorizations.
·
second amendment-No. 221-which I
This amendment would continue that ask to be printed at this point in my repractice. As I shall show in later re- marks, relates to the declarat,ion conmarks, the sole purpose of this change tained in S. 1837, as reported, that it is
to 2-year authorizations is to limit con- the policy of the Congress that an ingressional review of the program. It can creasing portion of assistance be disserve no other use.
tributed on a multilateral basis. This
There being no objection, the amend- again, as I shall point out at a later time,
ment was ordered to be printed in the is an attempt to diminish congressional
RECORD, as follows:
control over the foreign aid program.
On page 3, strike out lines 3 to 12, incluThere being no objection, the amendsive.
ment was ordered to be printed in the
On page 3, line 13, strike out "(b~ Amend
RECORD, as follows:

section 205" and insert in lieu thereof the
following:
"SEC. 102. Section 205 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 19'61, as ainended".
· On page 3, line. 14, after the comma insert
"is. amended".
On page 4, strike out lines 12 to 17, inclusive, and insert in lieu thereof the following:
- "by striking out '1965' and '$215,000,000' and

On page 2, lines tr-13', detete the following
words: "United States and _other free world
nations place an increasing portion of their
assistance programs on a multilateral basiS
and the."

Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President,· my
third amendment-No. 222-which I ask
to be printed at this point in my remarks,

subsection.' "
On page 18, . line 19, strike out "(2)" and
substitute "(3) ".

Mr. G~UENING. Mr. President, my
fourth ~mendment-No. 22~-which I
ask to be printed at this point in my remarks, relates to further economic assistance to the United Arab Republic.
My amendment would ban such aid unconditionally. I have spoken often on
this subject. I shall speak on it again at
length when I call up my amendment.
The present Foreign Assistance Act bans
foreign economic assistance to nations
which practice or th'reaten aggression
against nations aided by the United
States. There can be ng doubt-jud~ed
by its actions against Cyprus, Liiiya,
Saudi Arabia, Israel, and the Cono o-that the United Arao Republic is acting
as the aggressor in those areas. However, there does not seem to be any disposition on the part of the administration to cut off economic aid to the United
Arab Republic, despite the fact that It
is our aid which enables that country
to continue its aggression. Therefore,
my amendment would constitute an absolute bar to any further aid to the
United Arab Republic.
There being no objection, the amendment was ordered to be· printed in the
RECORD as follows~
On page 18, after line ,22, insert the
following:
" ( 3) Add the following new subsection:
" '(n) No assistance shall be furnished
under this Act, and no sales shall be made
under Title I of the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistanpe Act of 1954, as
amended, to the. United Arab. Republic. No
other provision of this Act shall be construed to authorize the President to waive
the provisions or this subsection.' "

Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, my
fifth amendment-No. 224-which I ask
to be printed at this point in my remarks,
relates to the authority which would be
given by the bill as reported to thr President. to shift up to 20 percent of the
amount made available for the Development Loan Fund to the International Development Association, the International
Bank for Reconstructie41 and Development, and the International Finance
Corp-Jration. This again is an attempt
to remove congressional control over the
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foreign aid program. For example, the
adoption of this provision would remove
the transferred funds from the restrictfrms of the Hickenlooper amendment
governing the expropriation of U.S.
owned industries. On this provision I
shall also talk at length when the amendment is called up.
There being no objection, the amendment was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
.
On pages 3 and 4, delete subsection (b).

Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, my
·sixth and final amendment relates to interest charges on de~elopment loans.
My amendment--No. 225-which I ask
to be printed at this point in my remarks, would change the minimum interest rates from 1 percent for the first
W years to 2 % percent and from 2 % percent thereafter to the cost of money
thereafter. I have repeatedly pointed out
on the floor of the Senate that the present
minimum interest rates amount to an
indirect gr-ant rather than the much
publicized loans which they purportedly
are. On this point I shall also speak at .
length when I call up my amendment.
There being no objection, the amendment was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

PUBLIC WORKS AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1965AMENDMENT (AMENDMENT NO.
226)
.
Mr. HICKENLOOPER <for Mr. MILLER) submitted an amendment, intended
to be proposed by them, jointly, to the
bill <S. 164&) to provide grants for public works and development facilities,
other financial assistance, and the planning and coordination needed to alleviate conditions of substantial and persistent unemployment, · and underemployment in economically distressed
areas and regions, which was ordered to
lie on the table and to be printed, and to
be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
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ployment Trust Fund, to change the annual
certification date under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act, to provide for a research
program and for a Special Advisory Commission, and for other purposes: Mr. CASE,
Mr. BARTLETT, Mr. CLARK, Mr. DOUGLAS, Mr.
HART, Mr. HARTKE, Mr. JAVITS, Mr. KENNEDY
of New York, Mr. MCGEE, Mr. METCALF, Mr.
MONDALE, Mr. MORSE, Mr. RANDOLPH, and Mr.
WILLIAMS of New Jersey.
Authority of May 24, 1965:
S. 2019. A bill to establish an Auto Burial
and Beautification Fund in the Treasury of
the United States consisting of certain tax
revenues derived under section 4061 (a) (2)
of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to tax on passenger automobiles and
trailers) to finance a program for the allevia tion of blight along the Nation's highways
and in open spaces caused by aged.or wrecked
motor vehicles which have been abandoned
or relegated to scrap or salvage: Mr. CLARK,
Mr. GRUENING, Mr. McINTYRE, and Mr. NELSON.

On page 25, line 13, insert the following:
add a new subsection (6) as follows:
" ( 6) those additional areas in which the
Secretary determines, after consultation with
the Secretary of Agriculture,
"(A) agriculture is the major industry,
"(B) there has been a substantial decrease FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR STUDENTS IN POSTSECONDARY AND
(or continuing marked decrease) in the number of persons engaged in agriculture as a
HIGHER EDUCATION-ADDITIONmajor s9urce of their income or livelihood,
AL COSPONSORS OF AMENDMENT
"(C) there is a substantial migration out ·
NO. 194
of the area of such persons, and
"(D) such migration has caused or is conUnder authority of the order of the
tributing to a condition of substantial and Senate of May 19, 1965, the names of
persisten t unemployment or underemploy- Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts, and Mr.
ment in other areas.''
PELL were added as additional cospon·-

Between lines 4 and 5 on page 4 add the
following new subsection:
sors of amendment No. 194, intended
"(c) Amend section 201(d) which relates
to be proposed by Mr. MORSE (for himADDITIONAL
COSPONSOR
OF
BILL
to interest rates, as follows:
self and other Senators) to the bill <S.
"(1) Strike out '2¥2 per centum per anMr. CASE. Mr. President, I ask unan- .600) to strengthen the educational renum' and insert in lieu thereof: 'the rate imous consent that, at its next printing,
arrived at by adding one-quarter of 1 per the name of the junior Senator from sources of our colleges and universities
and to provide financial assistance for
centum per annum to the rate which the
Secretary of the Treasury determines to be Maryland [Mr. TYDINGS] be added as a students in postsecondary and higher
of
the
bill
<S.
1877)
to
promote
cosponsor
education, submitted by Mr. MORSE (for
equal to the average annual interest rate on
all interest-bearing obligations of the United public confidence in the integrity of Con- himself and other Senators) on May 19,
States then forming a part of the public gress and the executive branch, which I 1965.
debt as computed at the end of the fiscal intrOduced on May 3, 1965.
year next preceding the (late the application
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
for the loan is approved and by adjusting the
NOTICE OF CONSIDERATION OF
result so obtained to the nearest ·one-eighth objection, it is so ordered.
BANK MERGER ACT
of 1 percentum';
Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, the
"(2) Strike out '1 per centum' and insert
ADDITIONAL COSPONSORS OF BILLS Subcommittee on Financial Institutions
in lieu thereof: '2 ¥2 per centum.' ~ ·
So that section 201(d) would read as folUnder authority of the orders of the has now held 4 days of hearings on S.
lows:
Senate, as indicated below, the following 1698, my bill to amend the Bank Merger
"Funds made available for this title shall names have been added as additional ·co- Act, and we have heard from 12 witnot be loaned or reloaned at rates of interest
nesses. While we have heard from the
excessive or unreasonable for the borrower sponsors for the following bills:
Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board
Authority of May 13, 1965 :
and in no event shall such funds (except
S. 1969. A hill to amend the Land and as our opening witness, in support of the
funds loaned under section 205 and funds
which prior to the date of enactment of the Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965 with bill, we have not heard from the SecForeign Assistance Act of 1964 were author- · respect to entrance, admission, and other retary of the Treasury, the Attorney
ized or committed to be loaned upon terms recreation user fees and charges authorized General, or the Federal Deposit Insurwhich do not meet the minimum terms set thereunder: Mr. BARTLETT, Mr. COOPER, Mr. ance Corporation. On May 27, I wrote
forth herein) be loaned at a rate of interest DOMINICK, Mr. ERVIN, Mr. FuLBRIGHT, Mr.
arrived at by adding one-quarter of 1 per HARTKE, Mr. INOUYE, Mr. JORDAN of North identical letters to each of them, reading
·
centum per annum to the rate which the Carolina, Mr. McCLELLAN, Mr. McGEE, Mr. as follows:
Secretary of the Treasury determines to be METCALF, Mr. MONDALE, Mr. MONTOYA, Mr:
The testimony of outside witnesses on my
equal to the average annual interest rate MORSE, Mr. MUNDT, and Mr. THURMOND.
bank merger bill, S. ~698, has been concluded.
on all interest-bearing obligations of the
Authority of May 18, 1965:
Before we close the hearings, I am writing to
United States then forming a part of the
S. 1985. A bill to authorize hearings and say that if you desire to be heard on this
public debt as computed at the end of the judicial review in connection with applica- bill, either Tuesday or Wednesday of next
fiscal year next preceding the date the appli- tions for certificates to commence business
cation for the loan is approved and by ad- by associations organized under the national week, that privilege will be gladly afforded
justing the result so obtained to the nearest banking laws, and for other purposes: Mr. to you.
one-eighth of 1 per centum commencing not ALLOTT, Mr. CURTIS, and Mr. THURMOND.
I have now received replies from them.
later than ten years following the date on
S. 1991. A bill to provide for the establishwhich the funds are initially made available ment of a program of Federal unemployment I ask unanimous consent that these reunder the loan, during which ten-year pe- adjustment benefits, to provide for matching plies may be printed in the RECORD at the
riod the rate of interest shall not be lower grants for excess benefit costs, to extend cov- conclusion of my remarks. In view of
than 2¥2 per centum per annum, nor higher erage, to establish Federal requirements with these replies, there appears to be no
than the applicable legal rate of. interest of respect to unemployment compensation, to need for further testimony, and I have
the country in which the loan is made."
increase the wage base for the Federal unemployment tax, to increase the rate of the scheduled an executive session of the
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The Federal
unemployment tax and to provide Subcommittee on Financial Institutions
amendments will be received, printe_d, for a. Federal contribution, to establish a for tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock to
and will lie on the table.
Federal· adjustment account in the Unem- consider the bill.
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Mahon proposal burst over Washington. The
McMahon Act became law. Senator McMahon became chairman of the Joint Committee of the Congress on Atomic Energy.
THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY,
But Senator McMahon did not rest on this
Washington, D.C., May 28, 1965.
accomplishment. He was among the first to
Hon. A. wn.us RoBERTSON,
point out that mere supremacy in weaponsChairman, Committee on Ba.nking and Curbuilding would not solve the dangers brought
rency, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
about by the proliferation of mass d<estrucDEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your
tlve weapons. ·He was among the first to
letter of May 27 stating that if I desire to be
point out that, while retooling its mllitary
heard on the bank merger bill, S. 1698, either
arsenal, the free world must overhaul comTuesday or Wednesday of next week that the
pletely its arEenal of moral weapons, its weapprivilege will be a1Iorded to me.
ons for peace.
I have no present desire to be heard on
Five thousand years of recorded history,
this bill at this time but appreciate very
he warned his fellow Senators, have taught
much the opportunity you have kindly ofthe lesson that armaments races end in war.
fered.
In recalling Senator McMahon's public caSincerely yours,
reer, I like to look upon it not only as the
HENRY H. FOWLER.
growth of a man but as the growth of an
idea.
U .s. DEPARTMENT o:r JUSTICE,
Train~d in the law, young Brien early
OWICE OJI' THE DEPUTY
felt the pull of public life. While setting up
his
law practice he- found time to take part
ATTORNEY GENERAL,
Washington, D.C., May 28, 1965.
in looal politics. When the New Deal came
to power, he sought and obtained from the
Hon. A. WILLIS ROBERTSON,
U.S. Attorney General, Connecticut's own
Chairman, Committee on Banking and CurHomer CUmmings, a minor legal post in the
rency, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
Department of Justice. But his time in obDEAa SENATOR: The Attorney General has
scurity was short. His ab111ties soon became
asked me to acknowledge and thank you for
apparent. Shortly he was promoted-and
your letter of May 27 according him the op- ·
when he was only 31-to the high post of
portunity to appear before your committee
Assistant Attorney General. He was the
on June 1 or 2 to testify on S. 1698.
youngest man ever to be so honored. He
Since the Attorney General will be unable
became head of the criminal division. Orto appear, we will submit a written report
ganized gangsterism was a national problem.
on the bill instead.
McMahon
soon fashioned for himself an enI trust this will be satisfactory.
viable record in the successful prosecution of
Sincerely,
the gangsters.
RAMSEY CLARK,
In 1944, when you seniors in the audience
Deputy Attorney General.
were being born, he was elected to the U.S.
Senate.
He took his seat in January of 1945.
FEDERAL DEPosrr INSURANCE·
You know the next fateful step. In AuCORPORATION,
gust of that same year, the bomb of HiroWashington, D.C., May 28, 1965.
shima revealed that a new and potentially
Hon. A. WILLIS RoBERTSON,
horrible era had opened in human a1Iairs.
Chairman, Committee on Banking and CurBrien McMahon might have pondered the
rency, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
awful implications for a while and then
DEAR SENATOR RoBERTSON: Thank you for
shied away. He might have consoled him'lyour letter of May 27, 1965. I am very sorry
self with the thought that in senatorial
that the schedule of your subcommittee and
ranks, he was a novice and not a key policymy prior commitments make it impossible
maker in military or foreign affairs.
for me to appear either Tuesday or WednesHe did no such thing. He met the chalday to testify respecting the bank merger
lenge head on. He applied his intellectual
bill, s. 1698.
and legal talents to the problem of thDJ
I hope that events permit a further opunprecedented test of the workabll1ty of
portunity for me to appear before the subdemocratic institutions. And he never let
committee in the near future. I am sure
up. This is what I meant. when I said that
that you know my personal views concerngrowth of McMahon was in a sense
REMARKS BY SENATOR Wn.LL\IM BENTON AT THE the
ing the need for this legislation.
the
growth o:f an idea.
CEREMONY IN MEMORY OF SENATOR BRIEN
With kind personal regards.
As a first-termer, and in his first 2" years,
MCMAHON, UNIVERSITY OF CoNNEC'l'ICUT,
Sincerely yours,
the young Senator from Connectlcut drafted.
MAY23, 1965
K. A. RANDALL,
and guided through Congress, by his resolute
Chairman.
BRIEN M'MADON-A RETROSPECT
wm, the organic act which ordained that
Mr. Chairman, for some years, in a manner control of the awesome power of atomic ensomewhat out o:f the ordinary, Brien Me- ergy should rest with civilian authority and
ENROLLED BiliL PRFSENTED
Mahon•s public career and mine touched at not with the military. Just as Clemenceau
The Secretary of the Senate reported many points. We were colleagues in the Sen- knew that war was too important for the
that on today, June 1, 1965, he pre- ~te during a stirring time in the Nation's generals. so Senator McMahon knew that our
democratic institutions demanded civilla.n
sented to the President of the United history.
I am baek less than 48 hours from my control of atomic energy.
States the enrolled bill <S. 800) to au- present
as U.S. Ambassador to UNESCO
For a newcomer it was an unprecedented
thorize appropriations during fiscal year in Paris.duties
Brien McMahon woutd ha-ve ap- expl~ft. . Many students of history assume
1966 for procurement of aircraft, mis- proved my decision to serve UNESCO. He that this was his major contribution. It
siles, and naval vesssels, and research, saw that, ultimately, peace and justice must was not. On the contrary it was merely the
development, test, and evaluation, for · rest Gn intellectual and moral progress, not first act in a continuing political drama.
Ever since the formation of the first Army,
the Armed Forces, and for other pur- on foree.
Brien McMahon charted the basic policy and the first Navy, professional mmtary men
poses.
on nuclear weapons adopted by; the Govern- have resisted the introduction of new
ment of the United States, a policy so found- weapons. The classic illustration occurred
CONNECTICUT DEDICATES A BUILD- ed in wisdom that it remains fundamentally during the first phases· ot World War II when
free nations went down to humlliating
ING TO THE LATE SENATOR unchanged some l& turbulent years later. the
ms pro~al for civilian control did not seem defeat because their mmtary leaders, unlike
BRIEN McMAHON-ADDRESS BY obvious
when he made it. On a first vote. the upstart Nazis, had refused to learn the
SENATOR WILLIAM BENTON, U.S. his committee- stood 10 to l against the ldea- lesson of the airpJ!ane and the mobile tank
and remember, McMahon was just a fresh- division.
AMBASSADOR TO UNESCO
The paradox persisted even after Hiroman Senator. But he stood by his convieMr. MONRONEY. Mr. President, on tions, and it turned out that bis vote of one shima. There was strong resistance among
Sunday, May 23, the University of Con- creat"ed a majcrity. A few ripples of public conventional miUtary thinkers to the buildnecticut dedicated a building and plaque opinion began to break the surface. Sudden- ing of an adequate atomic stookplle. But
to commemorate the memory of a dis- ly a tidal wave of public support for the Mc- Brien McMahon was determined that the free

There being no objection, the letters
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD"
as follows:

tinguished public servant, the late Senator Brien McMahon.
Chosen to make the dedicatory speech
was Senator William Benton, now Ambassador from the United States to
UNESCO in Paris. Senator Benton
served as Senator McMahon's colleague
from Connecticut and was chosen to
make this address by the University of
Connecticut because of his close association with Senator McMahon during
several of his years in the Senate.
At the dedication of Brien McMahon
Hall, Senator Benton detailed the foresight of Senator McMahon in fostering,
as a freshman Senator, the far-reaching
Atomic Energy Act, which brought our
atomic armaments and peaceful development of atomic energy under civilian
control. His constant watchfulness
during the program's early years made
possible the oustanding record of this
Nation in atomic matters.
Senator Benton's address shows the
care and follow-up on the diplomatic
front used by Senator McMahon. He
pioneered in ways to pierce the Iron Curtain with America's earliest offers of a
workable program under world supervision of atomic weapons control.
It is interesting to note that after all
these years, the original legislation conceived by Senator McMahon has proved
to be so sound that basic amendments
have not been needed to keep it modern
in a changing. world.
I commend this excellent address by
Senator Benton to all Members of the
Congress because of its historic recital of
the enactment of one of this Nation's
greatest legislative acts and of the further amplification of Senator McMahon's actions in the field of international
diplomacy as a member of the Senate
Foreign Relation& Committee.
I ask unanimous consent that the address be printed at this point in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
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world should not be caught a second or a
third time. Against stubborn opposition, he
set to work. He saw to it that America had
the biggest stockpile; and then, in his final
months, still dissatisfied, while he was
wracked by the pains of a cruel disease, he
sponsored and pushed to completion a major
expansion of the original program.
The .AJ;nerican stockpile of nuclear weapons
has been, for the past 15 years, the shield of
the United States and the shield of the entire
free world against Communist aggression.
Brien McMahon was the principa l architect
of that shield-a. pr001d memorial for any
man. It is another anomaly of history that
the man who set out to be a lawyer and a
public omceholder became the greatest weapons builder of all time.
With characteristic energy Brien'McMahon
prepared for the next step. He was persuaded that war was inevitable unless the
civilized nations found a viable way to outlaw finally and forever, these monstrous
weapons which he had helped to fashion. He
took on the job of redesigning and retooling
the moral weapons of the West. Without
new methods and new direction, he saw little
hope of avoiding a military collision with the
Communist world. To meet the challenge,
he saw that changes must be made in conventional diplomacy, and in conventional
economics as well.
I believe this to be the most inspiring and
the most appealing period of Brien McMahon's public life. He set out on his own
journey toward the Holy Grail, to seek a
formula by which the free world could turn
back the tide of Communist aggression without resorting to war or risking the loss of it.s
democratic institutions. He was never discouraged by the magnitude of the task.
He saw clearly that moral weapons held
top priority in urgency even over atomic
weapons. He thus sponsored hls famous resolution of friendship for the Russian people, with it.s direct challenge to Stalin to
make known its contents to the Russian people. There have been many declarations of
war by Congress but this, to the best of my
knowledge, was the first declaration of peace.
One proof of the effectiveness of the idea was
proven when Stalin obediently made it.s contents known to all the Russians. A moral
weapon had been fired through the Iron
Curtain.
When the United States later decided to
go ahead with the fabrication of the dreaded
hydrogen bomb, it was Brien McMahon's
foresight which prevented worldwide misunderstanding of why this decision had to be
made. In an inspired Senate speech, he
proposed that this country expend $10 billion per year for 5 years to help the economic development of other nations, including Soviet Russia, if the Kremlin would agree
to an ironclad plan for outlawing atomic
weapons. By this simple gesture, he made
it plain, once again, that the goal of our
Nation is world peace and world progress.
Had he lived, I believe Brien McMahon, a.
member of the Senate's Foreign Relations
Committee, would have been a pioneer in
establishing new forms of diplomacy, just
as he was a pioneer in the establishment of
atomic pollcy.
It ls fitting that the University of Connecticut should dedicate this plaque and this
building to keep Brien McMahon's memory
green among the students of th!$ great university and the citizens of our State. But it
is my hope that this dedication may serve
another purpose also.
In this thrilling age of missiles and computer$ and space flights, · young men and
women may gain the impression that polltics
is a dead art, without comparable challenge,
excitement, or promise. On the contrary,
there is no field in which creative thought
is so urgently needed, or its exercise so rewarding. Aristotle tells us that politics is the
noblest of the arts. It was Albert Einstein
who pointed out that polltics is more dimCXI--766
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cult than science. · It is not only more dimcult, but more challenging and more exciting.
I call upon you young people here today to
join in its pursuit so that you may gain some
mastery of it.
·
· We honor Brien McMahon today because,
at a time of chailenge, he bad the vision, and
the practical wisdom, to create new political
forms to serve the Nation's needs. I trust
that his accompllshments will serve as an
Inspiration and an example to the students
of this university.

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill CH.R.
1867) for the relief of Daniel Walter
Miles.
· The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the bill.
. Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD an excerpt from the report
<No. 260), explaining the- purposes of the
VETERANS' REOPENED INSURANCE bill.
FUND
There being no objection, the excerpt
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
ask unanimous consent that the Senate as follows:
PURPOSE
proceed . to the consideration of CalenThe purpose of the proposed legislation is
dar No. 235, H.R. 7597.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill to pay Daniel Walter Miles, of Brockton,
Mass., $1,000 for property losses he sustained.
will be stated by title for the informa- in
the Philippine Islands during World War II
tion of the Senate.
involving the same matters which were the
' The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H.R. subject of an adverse determination of the
7597) to establish the Veterans' Re- Philippine War Damage Commission.
opened Insurance Fund in the Treasury
Mr. Daniel Walter Miles, of Brockton, Mass.,
and to authorize initial capital to operate is a former civilian internee who was interned
insurance programs under title ·38, by the Japanese for 3 % years in the Ph111ppines during World War Il. Mr. Miles arUnited States Code, section 725.
rived in the Philippines approximately 5
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there months
prior to the outbreak of hostllities.
objection to the request of the Senator He was sent
to the PhiUppines as an employee
from Montana?
of the Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. in conThere being no objection, the Senate nection with contract ·work of the U.S. Government. The claim with which H.R. 1867 is
proceeded to consider the bill.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I concerned relates to personal property losses
ask unanimous consent to have printed suffered by Mr. Miles resulting from the war.
in the RECORD an excerpt from the reThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
port <No. 246), explairilng the purposes is open to amendment. If there be no
of the bill.
amendment to be proposed, the question
There being no objection, the excerpt is on the third reading of the bill.
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
The bill <H.R. 1867) was ordered to
as follows:
a third reading, read the third time, and
passed.
BRIEF EXPLANATION OF THE BILL
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
This proposai authorizes the Veterans'
Administration to transfer up to $1,650,000 suggest the absence of a quorum.
from the veterans special term insurance
The . PRESIDING OFFICER. The
fund, for the purpose of providing adminis- clerk will call the roll.
trative expenses in connection with the reThe legislative clerk proceeded to call
opening of national service life insurance.
The veterans special term insurance !Und ts the roll.
a revolvin~ fund into which premiums from
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr. President,
the so-called W insurance are paid. This I ask unanimous consent that the order
type of insurance was first authorized by for the quorum call be rescinded.
Public Law 23, 82d Congress. The insurance
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
is nonparticipating and any excess of receipts
over claims and the requirements of reserves objection, it is so ordered.
is paid into the Treasury. At the present
time approximately $10 million in excess of
the needs of this fund have accumulated.
Any amounts so transferred will be repaid,
with interest. The veterans reopened insurance program, authorized by Public Law 88664, is to be self-sustaining and the Administrator must include the cost of administration in premiums and has authority
to raise and lower premiums as experience
may dictate. The present authorization
should be sumclent to provide initial capital.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill
is open to amendment. If there be no
amendment to be proposed, the question
is on the third reading of the bill.
The bill <H.R. 7597) was ordered to a
third reading, read the third time, and
passed.
DANIEL WALTER MILES
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of Calendu
No. 250, H.R. 1867.
The PRF.SIDING OFFICER. The blll
will be stated by title.

I. W.

ABEL, PRESIDENT, UNITED
STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr. President,
today I. W. Abel will be sworn in as president of the United Steelworkers of
America. This is indeed a fitting honor
for one of the outstanding labor leaders
in the Nation who has devoted his life
to bettering the lot of .American working
men and women. I. W. Abel is not only a
leading trade unionist, he is also a national statesman. I am indeed proud to
call him my close personal friend.
He was born at Magnolia, Ohio, in 1908
and later moved to Canton, Ohio, where
from his early manhood he was employed
in the steel mills of that community. He
was a pioneer in the industrial union
movement.
As a volunteer organizer in 1936,
I. W. Abel helped establish the first
local union in the Timken Roller Bearing
plant at Canton and served successively
as financial secretary, vice president, and
president. In 1942, the late great Philip
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Murray, founder of the United Steeiworkers of America, appointed him director of district 27, the Canton area. In
that capacity he proved his great administrative ability which was recognized by
his fellow steelworkers when they elected
him secretary-treasurer of their union in
1952. This year they gave him their
highest honor, the presidency of their
union.
I. W. Abel climbed virtually every step
on the traditional ladder of union promotion. Along the way he acquired an
intimate understanding of union work,
including organizing, grievance handling, contract negotiating, political action, c()mmunity service, and human relations. He has acquired extensive bargaining knowledge at all levels of negotiations. His experience, coupled with
his broad background as a millhand and
widespread knowledge of the industries
1n which the United Steelworkers of
America has jurisdiction, has prepared
him well to lead America's third largest
union.
The new USWA president also stresses
the need to participate enthusiastically
in the a:ff airs of the labor movement generally, pointing out that the USWA must
play its rightful role in promoting the
basic goals and programs of the AFLCIO and in the free trade movement of
the world. He likewise has a strong interest in developing better relations between the union and the communities
where steelworkers live. He believes
that union members can and should
assert their rightful roles in all phases
of civic life, particularly in the areas of
education, housing, civil rights, and welfare activities.
In my State of Ohio and throughout
the Nation members of labor unions such
as that headed by I. W. Abel walk with
dignity and love of country. They are
the envy of workers throughout the entire world. They raise their families on
the "right side of the railroad tracks,"
to use a common expression.
Mr. President, I. W. Abel's election
to the presidency of the United Steelworkers of America will benefit not only
the members of his union but all American working men and women. Trade
unionism today is a vital and integral
part of our economy and way of life.
In that sense, I. W. Abel's election will
be of great benefit to the entire Nation.
SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING DURING SENATE SESSIONS TODAY
AND TOMORROW
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the Subcommittee on Patents, Trade Marks, and
Copyrights of the Committee on the Judiciary be authorized to meet during
the sessions of the Senate today and tomorrow, June 1and2, 1965.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
VIETNAM
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, in
the May 26 Philadelphia Inquirer, there
appeared a clear and cogent dispatch

on Vietnam by Ja.c k Foisie. He reports
that the conviction is growing in Saigon
that even heightened pressure on Hanoi
will not end the war in the south. He
reports as well that the military situation within South Vietnam itself is quite
serious.
This sort of reporting-straightforward, unemotional, factual-is of immense value to the public in understanding the situation that confronts the
President as he strives to contribute to
a reasoned peace in Vietnam. That has
never been a simple question and it is,
obviously, not. getting any easier.
The article referred to points up
clearly the grim choices which are looming in Vietnam. I ask unanimous consent that it be printed in the RECORD at
this point.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
VmT WAR MUST BE WON IN SOUTH, EXPERTS
SAY
(By Jack Foisie, special to the Inquirer
and Los Angeles Times)
SAIGON, May 25.-The belief grows here
that even all-out bombing of North Vietnam
will not force the Communists to cease their
war in the south.
•
Nor are the 45,000 American military men
presently in South Vietnam going to be
enough to win the war on the ground. Many
thousands of combat troops will be needed,
and even then the war will continue for
years if it is to be kept nonnuclear.
This gloomy appraisal is common here. It
may be due to the traditional impatience
of the American, who, having been raised in
a society where massive etfort gets immediate results, cannot understand why it can't
apply in Vietnam against the Communist
concept of guerrilla warfare.
But the pessimism ls evident not only
among the Americans. Thoughtful Vietnamese and foreign military men here are
coming to the same conclusion. They are
convinced the war can end only when the
Vietcong guerrillas are whipped in the south.
So strong is the enemy hold now on many
regions that it will take a protracted effort
involving tens of thousands of American
troops to root them out of the jungles.
To have Ho Chi Minh, the North Vietnamese leader, cry "uncle" and call otf his
attempt to take over the south, can never be
done even by bbmbing Hanoi and other
northern cities now inviolate under the
American concept of slow escalation of air
attacks.
Only the diehard airpower enthusiast believes the Communist will to resist can be
broken, short of nuclear bombing. Most
military men are convinced that land invasion of North Vietnam would be necessary.
Even South Vietnam'.s leading airman, Vice
Marshal Nguyen Cao Ky, advocates land invasion.
·
But this would put the United States in
a position somewhat akin to the Russian
planting of missiles in Cuba. President
John F. Kennedy was willing to go to war if
a hostile force remained at his doorstep.
Red China's reaction certainly would be the
same if Americans occupied North Vietnamese territory adjacent to China's southern
border.
The bombings up north, so far restricted
to the unimportant lower half, have failed
appreciably to reduce 1ntlltration of Communist-trained guerrillas. Even regular
units of the North Vietnam Army now are
showing up, either inside South Vietnam or
just across the border in Laos. Elements of
iwo regular North Vietnam dlvisions-10,000
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or more men each, if at -full strength-have
been identified as being in the mountainous
midnorthern area around Kontum.
We have bombed 27. sizable bridges and
made 7 propaganda pamphlet drops in North
Vietnam. The cost of these and scores of
other missions conducted since the bombings
began February 7 has been 43 planes lost
and 25 pilots dead or captured.
But the Vietcong, losing hardly a man,
have blown up as many bridges in South
Vietnam in half that time. In the last 3
days they blew up four, according to the
tally kept by the American m1litary. And
the foe's own propaganda etforts have been
intensified to increase terrorist strikes at
Government villages. There have been 200
civilian ofl\cials killed and 364 kidnaped since
January l , according to the American tally.

NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR-REMARKS OF HON. ROBERT MOSES
AT REOPENING OF MEXICAN
PAVILION
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD at this point, as a part of
my remarks, the address delivered by
Hon. Robert Moses, president of the New
York World's Fair, 1964-65, at the inaugur.ation of the art exhibition and reopening of the Mexican pavilion, on
May 25, 1965.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
REMARKS OF ROBERT MOSES, PRESIDENT OF
THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR, 1964-65,
CORP., AT THE INAUGURATION OF THE ART
EXHIBITION AND REOPENING OF THE MEXICAN PAVILION, FLUSHING MEADOW, MAY 25,
1965
The Spaniards set a deep seal on every _
country on which her navigators and adventurers set foot in the days of discovery and
colonialism. Language is only one of the heritages of their conquests. Mixed with native
culture, extraordinary civilizations developed.
J;n Mexico this tradition has been persistent,
growing, and proliferating. Here at the fair
the artifacts, arts, agriculture, and burgeoning industries of Mexico mark an entirely
new civilization built upon an old and a
medieval one. You have leaped from primitive to Renaissance to the most advanced and
sophisticated modern. Your Briareus has
reached out a hundred arms to exploit all of
your resources. · Democracy and the social
revolution have been slow to come, but now
they are here in all of their enormous implications.
On the opening of this exhibit of artistic
genius we offer our profound respects to a
friendly neighbor on the continent we share,
whose prosperity is ours, a country which
has remained aloof from world wa rs, and
whose ways are the ways of peace. We hail
the priceless opportunity you otfer our people to share in your institutions and
progress.
In this spirit I now present to Senora de
Diaz Ordaz, the wife of your distinguished
President, Gustavo de Diaz Ordaz, who has
done so much to usher in a new day for
Mexico, a gold Unisphere charm, and our
silver medallions with the symbols of our
globe and of our city, as it enters its fourth
century; to Prof. Fernando Gamboa, who
assembled this remarkable exhibit; and to
Mr. Alfonso Corona del Rosal, Secretary of
National Resources. To Mr. Octaviano Campos Salas, Secretary of Industry and Commerce, and Mr. Agustin Salvat, Minister of
Tourism, I present our plaques.
I now declare the exhibit omcially opened.
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CHIEF OP ARMY ENGINEERS LT.
.GEN. WALTER K. WILSON, JR., TO
RETIRE
..
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, it is appropriate to devote a
few moments at this time to observing
the retirement from public life of a man
whose career has contributed to the wellbeing of every American and the growth
and prosperity of every 1 of our 50
States-Lt. Gen. Walter K. Wilson, Jr.,
the U.S. Army's Chief of Engineers.
General Wilson retires from the Army
on July 1 after 36 years of truly distinguished service in war and peace. In
these brief remarks I propose to to~ch
only on the last 4 years of that service,
his tenure as Chief of Engineers.
We in West Virginia have ample cause
to be grateful that a man like General
Wilson has been in charge of the Nation's
foremost water resource development
agency during those years. This is a
time when we have been seeking a way
out of the grip of a spiral of depression;
and we have found in General Wilson
and his agency a major force for hope
and progress. They have not simply
worked in our area, but have always
tried to make their work meaningful and
cooperative and responsive to our needs
and our own endeavors.
Under General Wilson, the modernization of the Ohio River waterway has
been pushed forward wit.!.1 great energy.
Various major reservoirs similarly have
been moved forward. A number of important studies have been advanced,
notably a restudy of the Guyandot River
and Justice Reservoir. Recreational developments, which we expect to ~e a
major factor in our programs for st~u
lating economic growth, _h ave been given
especial impetus. Last year the Corps
of Engineers asked for and received from
Congress a supplemental appropriation
to accelerate project work in the Appalachian region; and this appropriation
included provision for the expenditure of
some $900 000 for recreational improvements at iust two major West Virginia
project~utton Dam and Reservoir,
and Ga.lllpolis lock and dam-plq.s more
than $2 million for the acceleration of
work at seven or more other West Virginia projects. Finally, in response to
the Appalachian Regional Development
Act the Corps of Engineers under General Wilson has established a special
Office of Appalachian Studies to work
out programs through which the development of the water . resources of the
region can be fitted most effectively into
overall programs for the revitalization
of the regional economy.
West Virginia's experience with the
Corps .Df Engineers is typical of that
shared by all States. I am sure that
every Senator here could bring forth
many examples in his own State of the
highly practical concern shown by the
Corps of Engineers for the water problems of the American people, and General Wilson's effectiveness in translating
that concern into action. One measure
of this effectiveness is the fact that when
General Wilson became Chief of Engineers, the Corps of Engineers' civil works
construction program was· about $700
million per year; whereas now it is more

than $1 .bifilon-a 40-percent increase in
just 4 years-and this in a period of
economy and retrenchment during which
many Government programs were being
cut back. This is a most impressive
testimonial of the confidence felt 'Qy this
whole Congress, representing as it does.
all the States of the Union, in the practical worth and the moral integrity of the
Army's Corps of Engineers.
While ca rrying out these programs on
the Nation's river basins, harbors, and
sea coasts, the corps, under General Wilson, has also maintained its military construction program, which included the
construction of a network of missile sites
all over the Nation; has carried out unprecedented construction programs at
Ca pe Kennedy and elsewhere in support
of the national space program; and has
played a leading role in recovery and reconstruction activities after several great
natural disasters, including the Alaskan
earthquake of last year and great .floods
this year.
One concluding observation: In commending the career of General Wilson as
one of the Nation's great engineers and
planners and executives, I have had at
the same time to commend the corps
which he has led. The fact is that the
corps, under his leadership, has worthily
carried forward a tradition of ability and
integrity that goes back generations into
the past, and is rivaled by few, if any, organization. anywhere in the world-a
tradition which, I am confident, will be
maintained with equal distinction under
his successor, Lt. Gen. William Cassidy.
I think sometimes we are inclined to
overlook the tremendous value to the
Na tion of a tradition such as this. We
tend to take the Corps of Engineers for
granted, as we do our mountains and
rivers and other resources; when the
fact is that, far from being ordinary or
commonplace, the corps is unusual
among human institutions for many
qualities, not the least of which is the
consistency, decade by decade, of the excellence of its leadership, which has been
brilliantly exemplified by Lt. Gen. Walter
K. Wilson.
I convey the sentiments of the people
of West Virginia, and I think also of the
Senate and .the Congress, when I express
my gratitude to him for his career .of
public service to us all, and wis? h~
every continued good fortune m hlS
forthcoming endeavors in private life.
SAM M. LEVINE

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, last
week brought the death of one of my
St ate's finest citizens, Sam M. Levine, of
Pine Bluff, Ark. Following his death, an
editorial tribute to him was published in
the Pine Bluff Commercial of May 23.
I had admiration and respect for Sam
Levine, as did all who came in contact
with him. I could pay him no higher
accolade than to quote the concluding
paragraph of the editorial:
·
When men want . to know the reason for
America's strength a.t its grassroots, let them
study the life of Sam M. Levine in Pine Bluff,
Ark.

I ask unanimous consent that the editorial be printed in the RECORD.
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There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
SAM M. LEVINB
It is not easy to sum up what the name

"Sam Levine" came to meari in this town and
in this State, but someone ought to try it.
It would be instructive and salutary for future generations to know the breed of man
we were able to produce in these times.
Any summation would have to include
Senator Levine's rockllke devotion to the
law, his deep and active concern with educo.tion, and his willingness to rely on reason,
of all things, in politics.
He was an advocate-not only at the bar
but in the legislature, and in public service.
Eventually, he became so well known as an
advocate that his presence alone was enough
to make his neighbors weigh their words and
reassert their own principles.
Born and raised in sou th Louisiana, he.
later moved to Bonham, Tex., where he encountered another young lawyer-Sam Rayburn, who went on to become the venerable
Speaker of the House of Representatives in
Washington. Our Mr. Sam came to Pine
Bluff, in 1913 to practice law.
People soon came to know Sam LevJ,ne as
a. force for stability in the community. He
not only had a wit of his own, they realized,
but he fully appreciated a sense of humor
in others.
Sam Levine's gentle eyes became piercingly
sharp once you started talking about something he took seriously-the law, for example. Admitted to practice law before the
U .s. Supreme Court in 1923, he was on the
State board of law examiners from 1942 to
1943, and once served as president of Jefferson County's bar association.
· Mr. Sam's interest in education deepene4
as the years passed. At his death, he was
a board member of the Institute of International Education-an organization in
which he played an active role for years.
A firm supporter of the liberal arts, he
never welcomed the reduction of education
to training.
In his three terms as a State senator, Mr.
Sam proved himself an activist and a man
open to constructive ideas. It was Senator
Levine who sponsored the act setting up a
State forestry commission and another one
establishing a retirement system for State
employees.
Politics gave Sam Levine scope to assert his
dedication to law, to principle, and to education.
At a time when others were overcome by
panic, ambition, or fear, ~enator Levine advocated reason.
Arkansas had reached the point where a
legislator could win popularity b; promising
to protect the people aga inst puolic education. Those were years when a legislator
could say, as one representative did on January 28, 1959: "Nothing contained in this
bill should be construed to reopen the
schools." And this argument, mind you,
was being offered in favor of a bill.
The following day, Mr. Sam rose to tell his
colleagues in the senate: "In the past, this
body has laid stress on mediocrity. Let's
put the emphasis on excellence and superiority."
Senator Levul.e continued his fight down
to the wire. He took the fioor on February 6,
1959, to oppose scuttling the State's public
schools.
First he attacked -the bill on legal grounds,
where Mr. Sam was very much ·a t home, by
saying that it violated the Arkansas Constitution
and
"presupposes
its
own
constitutionality."
Senator Levine went on: "This bill," he
warned, "strikes at the integrity of the public
school system. It can serve no purpose ex:cept to agitate, and to detract from th~
wholesomeness of the public school system.
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Instead of destroying public education, he
urged his fellow senators to strengthen it:
"At this moment, we ought to rededicate ourselves to strengthening the country and to
the enlightening of youth. The alternative
is to slip into an abyss of oblivion. There
can be no other end."
The Associated Press noted that other
senators paid little attention to the gentleman from Pine Bluff. "His colleagues," reported the AP, "all but ignored him while
drinking soft drinks, munching sandwiches,
reading magazines and smoking cigarettes."
That did not dismay Mr. Sam. He continued to speak softly on behalf of reason,
education and the law. And no matter how
virulent the opposition, he spoke out as
calmly and as naturally as he walked down
Main Street, his Phi Beta Kappa key dangling
from his tie pin. And slowly people began
to listen.
When future historians want to know why
the State was able to shake off panic and fear,
they will find one reason in the words of
Sam Levine.
Senator Levine's language acquired a
natural courtliness over the years. Like the
man himself, it was restrained, direct and
well mannered.
It has been some time since a candidate
for political office began his campaign by
reminding the voters of their duties as Senator Levine did in 1960:
"While the candidate 'for this extremely
high office must willingly subject his qualifications to the careful consideration of voters in the ' course of a strenuous campaign,
there is also a corresponding duty imposed on
the citizens to evaluate carefully the respective claims advanced by the candidates. 'I
think it well to bear in mind that, particularily where an office of this type is being
sought, the need of the candisiate for the
office is absolutely of no concern to the voters
and should be entirely disregarded. On the
other hand, the needs and demands of the
office are exclusively to be considered.'"
Senator Levine continued his interest in
politics after leaving the legislature, speaking
up for improvements that are still neededlike reapportionment. "The unequal distribution of representation is not just," he said
in April of 1963. "About 40 percent of the
people are running the legislature."
Mr. Sam saw the legislature plain ("Often
you could set trees in the chairs and get the
same results") but he suggested as well as
criticized: "There's nothing more sacred than
lawmaking. We should be more deliberate
about our legislation-not legislate on the
spur of the moment."
Sam Levine pursued eveµ. the most important things, like justice and enlightenment,
with tranquillity.
He was strong and of good courage. He
trained his courage not to defy, but to preserve law and reason.
When men want to know the reason for
America's strength at its grassroots, let them
study the life of Sam M. Levine in Pine Bluff,
Ark.

a relapse into, and a resumption of, our
"gunboat diplomacy" of the early days of
this century-is, in my view, wholly without foundation.
· -As one who, as a journalist, as managing editor of the Nation from 1920 to
1923, fought against this manifestation of
U.S. imperialism, I believe I am qualified
to point out that our action in the Dominican Republic is in no sense a recrudescence of the discredited policies
that were followed from the late eighteen
nineties until President Franklin D.
Roosevelt's enunciation of the goodneighbor policy. It was at President
Roosevelt's first venture into Latin
American affairs, at the Seventh InterAmerican Conference, at Montevido, in
the late fall of 1933, that a foundation
was laid for a policy of nonintervention.
Secretary of State Cordell Hull headed
the delegation. I had been appointed as
its advisor.
The interventions into Latin American
countries prior to that time, the sending
of our Marines into Nicaragua, Haiti, and
the Dominican Republic, were motivated
by American economic interests. Our
occupations of these three countries were
designed to safeguard the investments of
American private interests. It was a
policy wholly inconsistent with our national professions, and wholly at variance
with Woodrow Wilson's pronouncements
for self-determination of small nations,
although it was in the Wilson administration that this regrettable policy was
most vigorously carried out.
President Johnson's action in the Dominican Republic was motivated first by
the desire to save the lives of Americans
and other nationals; and, as he pointed
out in his Baylor address, that was carried out without the loss of a single life
among those who were evacuated. Second, his purpose was to forestall a CastroCommunist takeover and to obviate the
falling behind the Iron Curtain of a second nation in the Caribbean. Third,
President Johnson wanted to establish a
multilateral approach to all future situations of that kind, and to enlist the Organization of American States in that
worthwhile objective. It is being done.
A month after the first landing of our
Marines, there withdrawal has begun. It
may require some time to withdraw all
except those needed as a part of an interAmerican peacekeeping police force but
the objective has been made clear, and
the process is underway.
If successful, as all of us hope it will
be, it will prove to be an epoch-making
event in inter-American relations. I
have so stated as my view from the beginning, and I now reassert it.
Inasmuch as President Johnson, admirably summed up the whole matter, I
ask unanimous consent that his speech at
'Baylor be printed in full at this point in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the speech
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
·

PRESIDENT
JOHNSON'S
WISE
POLICY IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC IS SUCCEEDING
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, last
Friday, President Johnson delivered an
important address on the occasion of
his receiving an honorary degree from
Baylor University, at Waco, Tex.
He devoted the address to a presentation of his administration's policy and
position in the Dominican Republic. It
is a position which I have vigorously sup- [From the New York Times, May 29, 1965]
ported from the beginning.
TEXT OF PRESIDENT' S ADDRESS AT BAYLOR
The charge that is being made at
This is a moment that I deeply wish my
home and abroad-that our landing of parents could have lived to · share. In the
marines in the Dominican Republic was first place, my father would have enjoyed
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What you have so generously said of me and
my mother would have believed it.
· More than that, the honor you pay me is
in a real sense honor that•s due my mother.
4-ll of her life she spoke often of Baylor, a
trait that I have found not uncommon
among all of your alumni.
Her pride in Baylor and being the granddaughter of a president of Baylor, passed on
to me early and influenced the course of my
own life more constructively than I could
ever describe.
So I am most grateful to you for this moment and for its meaning to me.
Woodrow Wilson once told the men of
Princeton that it is not learning but the
spirit of service that will give a college a place
in ·the public annals of the Nation.
F.or 120 years, Baylor University has
touched the lives of many generations with
an unusual spirit of selfless service. That
spirit ~xpressed in the work of ministers and
missionaries, of public servants and public
school teachers, of devout parents and dedicated citizens has not only won for Baylor
a place of esteem in this State and this Nation, it has served the betterment of the
condition of man to the remote ends of this
earth.
HISTORIC HOUR FOR NATION

On this occasion, we meet here today at a
historic hour in the life of. the American
nation. In Washington, leaders of this
hemisphere are meeting to work together to
open a road to durable pea.ce in the Dominican Republic.
Their efforts will have our full support, for
at stake is the future not only of one of our
sister republics but the principles and the
values of all the America,n Republics.
We are membei:s of an inte~-American system in which large and small nations are
partners in the defense of freedom and in the
progress of economic welf~re and social justice.
That partnership must be constantly
strengthened. Our common aim and our
combined ability must increase in crisis as
well as in calm.
The tragedy of the past 4 weeks in the
Dominican Republic renews our common resolution to accept common responsibility in
dealing with common dangers.
·
· In that unfortunate nation 4 weeks ago the
legacy of dictatorship exploded in fury and
anarchy. Hundreds of Dominicans died,
leaving thousands of widows and orphans of
war. Nineteen of our own American boys
lost heir lives. The capital city, birthplace
of the Western Hemisphere, was split
asunder.
Blood and hate drowned ideals. And for
days freedom itself stood on the edge of disaster.
BOLIVAR ADMONITION RECALLED

In those early terrible hours we did what
we had to do, remembering Simon Bolivar's
admonition that "to hesitate is destruction."
·As your President, I did what I had to do.
Since then, working with the Organization
of American States and its distinguished
Secretary General, Jose Mora, the forces of
democracy have acted. The results are clear.
More than 6,500 men and women and children from 46 different countries have been
evacuated and not a single life was lost; a
cease-fire was achieved, bringing an end to
· the threat of wholesale bloodshed; an international zone of refuge was opened as a haven
for all men of peace and a safe corridor 17
miles long was established by American men.
More than 8 million pounds of fOOd have
been distributed to the Dominican people; a
well-trained, disciplined band of Communists
was prevented from destroying the hopes of
Dominican democracy; political avenues were
opened to help the Dominican people find a
·Dominican solution to their problems.
Today those achievements are guaranteedguaranteed by the troops of five nations, rep-
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resenting this hemisphere. They are under
the command of the able Brazilian general,
General [Hugo Panasco] Alvin, and for the
first ~ime in the history of the Organization
of American s .t ates [it] has created and it has
sent to the soil of an American nation an
international peacekeeping military force.
That may be the greatest achievement of
all.
The United States made its forces a part
of that inter-American force and as the contributions of the Latin American nations
have been incorporated into the OAS force
in the last 2 days, the United States has
removed 1,600 troops from the island. I am
issuing orders this mprnlng to remove an
additional 1,700 men on Saturday.
I have also instructed our commanding
General [Bruce] Palmer [Jr.] to discuss possible further withdrawals with General Alvin
and such action will be taken when the military commanders believe it' is safe and warranted by the arrival of other Latin Amer).can
forces o~ by the continued stabilization of
the military situation.
So now we ask oursel v,es this morning
what is next.
The answer to that question rests partly
with the people of the Dominican Repu~lic,
and partly with their neighbors throughout
this hemisphere. Already under the distinguished leadership of Secretary General
Mora the broad outlines of a reasonable settlement are beginning to emerge, outlines
which meet the need and respond to the
desires, first of the Dominican people themselves and then of all the people of this
hemisphere.
First, the Dominican people and the people of their sister republics do not want government by extremists of either the left or
the right, and that is clear. They want to
be ruled neither by an old conspiracy of
reaction and tyranny nor by a new conspiracy
of Communist violence.
Second, they want, as we do, an end to
slaughter in the streets and to brutality in
the barrios.
Third, they want, as we do, food and work
and quiet in the night.
Fourth, they want, as we do, a constitutional government that will represent them
. all and work for all their hopes.
Fifth, the Dominican people know they
need the help of sympathetic neighbors in
healing their wounds and negotiating their
divisions. But what they want ultimately
1s the chance to shape their own course.
Those are the hopes of the Dominican people. But they are our hopes, too, and they
are shared by responsible people in every
nation of this hemisphere.
STRONGER SHIELD SOUGHT

Out of the Dominican crucible the 20
American nations must now forge a stronger
shield against disaster. The opportunity 1s
here now for a new thrust forward to show
the world the way to true international cooperation in the ca use of peace and in the
struggle to win a better life for all of us.
We believe that the new world may most
wisely approach this task guided by new
realities.
The first reality is that old concepts and
old labels are largely obsolete.
In today's world with the enemies of freedom talking about wars of national liberation the old distinction between the civil
·war and international war has already lost
much of its meaning.
.
Second is the reality that when forces of
freedom move slowly, whether on political
or economic or military fronts, the forces of
slavery and subversion move rapidly and they
move rapidly . and they move decisively.
Third, we know that when a Communist
group seeks to exploit misery the entire ·free
American system is put ~n deadly danger.
We also know that these dangers 9an be
found today in many of our lands.

FURTHER ATTEMPTS EXPECTED

There 1s no trouble anywhere these evil
forces will not try to turn to their advantage
and we can expect more efforts at triumph
by terror and conquest through chaos.
·Fourth, we have learned in the Dominican
Republic that we can act decisively and we
can act together.
. Fifth, it is clear that we need new international machinery geared to meet the fastmoving events. When hours can decide the
fate of generations, the moment of decision
must become the moment of action.
And just as these lessons the past 4 weeks
are clear, so are the basic principles which
have guided the purpose of the United States
of America.
We seek no territory. We do not seek to
impose our will on anyone . . We intend to
work for the self-determination of the peoples of the Americas within the framework
of freedom.
-In times past, large nations have used their
power to impose their will on smaller nations. Today, we have placed our forces at
the disposition of the nations of this hemisphere to assure the peoples of those nations
the "right to exercise their own will in freedom.
RESOLUTION CITED
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tion across the hemisphere. It asks that
unjust privilege be ended and that unfair
power be curbed.
A PLEA TO OPEN GATES

It asks that we help throw open the gates
of opportunity to these millions who stand
there now knocking. And just as we have
joined in the Dominican Republic to bring
peace to a troubled world, we have joined
with these forces across the hemisphere who
seek to advance their own independence and
their own democratic progress.
We work with and for those men . and
women not because we have to. We work
because morality commands it and justice
requires it and our own dignity as men depends upon it.
We work not because we fear the unjust
wrath of <;mr enemy but because we fear
the just wrath of God.
In Santo Domingo the last month has been
grim. The storm there is not yet over. But
a new sense of hope is beginning. And across
the angry arguments of the opposing forces,
the voice of good sense is now beginning
to be heard.
As the Organization of American States
recommits itself to the hard efforts of peacemaking, the Government and the people of
the United States proudly pledge full support to the peacemakers.
The path ahead is long. The way ahead
1s hard. So we must, in the words of the
Prophet, "mount up on the wings of eagles,
run and not grow weary.''
Thank you.

And in accordance with the resolution of
the eighth meeting of the ministers at Punta
Del E.ste, Uruguay, we will join with other
OAS nations in opposing a Communist takeover in this hemisphere.
And in accordance with the Charter of
Punta del Este, we will join with other OAS
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, I ask
nations in pressing for change among those
who would maintain a feudal system-a feu- unanimous consent to have printed in
dal system that denies social justice and eco- the RECORD, at the conclusion of my renomic progress to the ordinary peoples of marks, two editorials on this general
this hemisphere.
subject, but dealing especially with the
We want for the peoples of this hemisphere responsibilities and functions of the
only what they want for themselves: Lib- OAS. The editorials were published in
erty, justice, dignity, a better life for all.
i ladelphia Inquirer of May 17 and
More than a few agitators was necessary the Ph_
to bring on the tragic and the cruel blood- the San Jose, Calif., Mercury of May 5,
shed in the Dominica;n Republic. They 1965.
There being no objection, the editorineeded additional help and a deeper cause,
and they had both.
als were ordered to be printed in the RECFor the roots of the trouble are found ORD, as follows:
·
wherever the landless and the despised, the [From the Philadelphia (Pa.) Inquirer, May
poor and the oppressed stand before the
17, 1965)
gates of opportunity seeking entry into a
OAS SHOULD TAKE FIRM HAND
brighter land; they can get there only if we
In the Dominican crisis the Organization
nai:row the gap between the rich nations and
the poor, and between the rich and the poor of American States has an excellent and unprecedented opportunity to demonstrate its
within each nation.
And this is the heart of the purpose of the capabilities as an effective instrument for
United States. Here on the campus of Baylor peace in the Western Hemisphere.
Thus far, the OAS performance has been
University we will reafilrm that purpose on
June 26 when almost 50 Peace Corps volun- somewhat disappointing.
The cease-fire is not being enforced. Rival
teers will begin training for service in the
factions in the Dominican Republic continue
Dominican Republic.
their
struggle for power by force of arms.
These young men and women will go to
the barrios of Santo Domingo and Santiago The OAS Peace Commission is slow in exto work with and to work for the people of ercising authority and making its presence
the Dominican Republic in attaining a new felt in Santo Domingo.
life and a new hope.
We urge the OAS to be fl.rm. The OrgaAt home, with the strong cooperation of nization has the power to end the Dominican
our Congress, we are waging war on pov- chaos by negotiation and persuasion, backed
erty; we are opening new paths of learning up by whatever police force is necessary.
for all of our children; we are creating new Not only U.S. troops but armed units of sevjobs for our workers; we are providing health eral Latin American countries are on the
care for our older citizens; we are eliminat- scene.
·1ng injustice and inequality; we are bringIt is easy to argue in theory that the
ing new economic life to whole regions.
United States should have kept hands off the
These objectives we wm continue to pur- Dominican turmoil and should have let the
sue with all of our strength and all of our OAS bear the full weight of responsibility
determination.
right at the outset. The fact is, however,
As peace returns to the Dominican peo- that the OAS has not been very impressive
ple and as a broad base is laid for a new since it was given the authority and support
Dominican Government responsive to the to take decisive action. The OAS is carrying
people's will, the United States will be pre- ·the ball now and should show what it can
pared to join in full measure in the massive do.
'task of recbnstruction and ··in the hopeful
Most Americans assuredly share President
work of lasting economic progress.
Johnson's hope, expressed in a statement
Fpr, in 'Qo~d ink, our . sigµature is on the over the weekend, "that the OAS mission
charter of the alliance. That charter .com- presently in the Dominican Republic will
mands a peaceful, democratic social revolu- .rapidly find a solution that will at the same
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ttme assure for the Dominican people the
principles of a democratic constitution and
a government of national unity able to maintain economic and political stability."
It should be noted. in fairness to the OAS
and as some measure of explanation for its
cllffi.culty in taking hold of things. that the
United Nations ls compounding the Dominican troubles. Untimely arrival of the U.N.
investlga.tion team in Santo Domingo-headed by an Army omcer from India., of all
places-serves only to add to the confusion.
The U .N. ought to be encouraging international settlement of disputes by appropriate
regional organizations. such as the OAS, instead of intruding undiplomatically and flexing Its own muscles.
As we understand it, the Organization of
American States is supposed to be in charge
in the Dominican Republic. That's the way
it ought to be. The OAS should be a little
less timid and substantially more positive
in getting a :firm grip on the situation.
(From the San Jose (Calif.) Mercury, May
5, 1965]
'Tnlo: To To1t.N Pot.ICY INTO ACTION

The responsibllity for the future of the
Dominican Republic ls now firmly amxed to
the Organization of American States. This
is as it should be.
President .Johnson made this point quite
clear Monday when he said American troops
would be withdrawn as soon as the OAS
could guarantee that a Communist government would not be set up in Santo Domingo.
As the President observed:
"The moment that the Organization of
American States can present a plan that
will bring peace on the island and give us
the opportunity to evacuate our people and
give some hope of stabllity of government,
we'll be the first to come back home. • • •
We don't intend to sit here in our rocking chair with our hands folded and let
the Communists set up any government
in the Western Hemisphere. • • •"
CUba ls one Communist government too
many in the Western Hemisphere. Had the
United States acted in timely fashion in
Cuba, the pervading threat of Castro communism would not now hang over the Caribbean. The least this country can do now
is to insure that the policy of containment
actually works.
In principle, the OAS has subscribed to
that policy. Now it is time for the OAS to
translate policy into action.

UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES
COMMITTEE
Mr. MUNDT. Mr. President at the annual convention of the Order of Lafayette
held recently in Washington. the members of this widely recognized patriotic
society unanimously adopted a resolution
calling for the continuation of the House
Committee on Un-American Activities.
I ask unanimous consent that this resolution be printed in the body of the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the resolution was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
REsOLUTION ON UN-AMER1CAN ACTIVITIES
COMMITTEE

Whereas the Un-American Activities Committee ·of the House of Representatives has
for 30 years courageously, efficiently and effectively investigated Communist activities
in all its various ramifications throughout
the United States, and by its constant investigations and turning the searchlight of
truth upon the aims, purposes, principles
and objectives of the Communist conspiracy

has succeeded in warning the American people of its menace to freedom everywhere; and
Whereas the investlga.tlon of Communiat
and subversive activities by the Un-American
Activities Committee has, to a large degree.
exposed and smashed communism in the
United States before it could spread as it has
in France and Italy. All Communists a.re
potential spies, traitors, saboteurs. and
enemies from within: Therefore be it

Resolved by the Order of Lafayette a.t its
convention assembled., That adequate funds

be provided annually for the investigation by
the Un-American Activities Committee of
communism and subversive propaganda and
activities in our midst, and as long as the
Communist conspiracy continues to threaten
our free institutions and constitutional form
of Government.

"BIG BROTHER": COMPUTERS
Mr. LONG of Missouri. Mr. President. "big brother" is greatly assisted by
automation and the whole current scientific revolution.
One small boost that automation has
given to big brotherism is the new use
of computers in compiling evidence for
criminal prosecutions.
Mr. Sidney E. Zion has written a most
interesting piece for the New York Times.
entitled "Computers on Trial."
I ask unanimous consent to have the
article printed in the RECORD.
There being no objective, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
COMPUTERS
ON
TRIAL-USE IN
WINNING
GAMBLING INDICTMENTS ATTACKED AS VIOLA•
TION OF CIVIL RIGHTS

(By Sidney E. Zion)
The pervasive computer swung into action
this week in New York and came up with 86
alleged bookmakers.
And, as it probably expected, it also came
in for some stinging criticism. Joseph P.
Hoey, U.S. attorney for the eastern district
of New York, disclosed on Wednesday for the
first time in modern criminology computers
were an Integral aid in uncovering bookmaking activities. His announcement drew
quick :fire from some lawyers and civil libertarians, and more is likely to come as the
possible implications of the practice become
clearer.
The main argument of the critics is that
most people today consider computers to be
infallible and that therefore the mere announcement that they were used as the basis
for indictments could fatally prejudice a defendant's right to a fair trial.
The New York Civil Liberties Union yesterday expressed shock and dismay at Mr.
Hoey•s announcement. It charged that the
announcement violated the restrictions
placed on pretrial publicity by Attorney General Nicholas deB. Katzenbach on April 16.
DATA ON TESTS BARRED

Among other things he restricted information regarding investigative procedures
such as lie-detector tests, ballistic tests, fingerprints and laboratory tests.
The Civil Liberties Union said that the disclosure of the use of computers clearly falls
within the Attorney General's proscriptions.
On this point, a. legal observer pointed out
yesterd.ay that Mr. Hoey's announcement appeared to have also violated the Attorney
General's rule against characterizing defendants. Mr. Hoey had singled out, by
name, 4 of the 86 defendants as top-echelon
bookmakers.
The Civil Liberties Vnlon also said that
significant constitutional problems would be
.presented if Mr. Hoey's office placed substa.n..
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tial reliance on the compuWrs 1n obtalning

the ind.fotments.
· The union said it was studying the question· ot whether the use of machines that
:make judgments can be appropriately substituted for human judgments in establishillg probable cause to justify the return of
indictments.
It is difficult to determine the importance
computers had in the New York case.
· AB Mr. Hoey explained it, the computers
were fed. with information obtained over a
2-year periOd from bettors, agents, police,
and other sources. This infOl'mation included bookmakers• worksheets, the movements of bettors and bookmakers, geographical patterns of betting and the methods and
amounts of payoffs.
- Having digested all of this Information,
the ma.chines then evaluated it and the indictments followed.
According to tlie Government's initial announcement the indictments might not have
been possible without the computers. The
announcement said this was because manual
processing of the information would have
taken so long the 3-year statute of limitations on the charges could have expired before the vital data had been obtained.
In a telephone interview on Thursday,
however, Mr. Hoey said that there was sumcient human evidence before the grand jury
to Justify the indictments.
IMPLICATIONS DISTURBING

In any event, it is the implications of the
New York case that disturb many lawyers.
"I find the whole thing revolting and
nineteen eighty-fourish," said William Kunstler, a New York civil rights lawyer.
Will a computer's evaluation of a ma.n's
guilt ever be permitted into evidence at his
trial?
Most lawyers questioned this week said
that this evidence would not be admissible.
A few, however, had reservations, pointing
out that radar evidence ls genera.Uy permitted and that computer evidence is generally permitted in civil cases where business
records are kept on IBM cards, for example.
The principal legal objections to its use
a.re that a computer cannot be crossexamined, although its progra.m.m.er can, and
that a jury would be unduly swayed by the
computer's conclusions.
The last point is the one most often
stressed by lawyers. It was widely expressed
on Thursday by Connecticut lawyers attending the Greenwich Bar Association's
Law Day ceremonies.
"Most people today are prepared to say
that the computer is right," sa.id .Jack Waltuch, a Norwalk lawyer. "It can tell you
where the stars are going to be a million
years from now. .Do you think a jury is no.t
going to believe that it can tell vou where a
bookie ts in the Bronx? It's just too sacrosanct and that's what sea.res me."

EXPANSION OF TOURISM IN
WEST VIRGINIA
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President. I ask unanimous consent to
have printed in the RECORD a newspaper
article published in the Sunday GazetteMail-Charleston, W. Va.-State magazine on May 30, 1965. This article reports on the sixth annual travel clinic
held at Blackwater Falls State Park in
West Virginia this spring.
This annual travel clinic is always
productive in boosting the morale of West
Virginians-their pride and confidence in
the future growth of tourism in the
Mountain State. It also serves as a
forum for emphasing the wonderful potential of tne State as the vacationland of
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the East Central United States, and offers an opportunity for representatives of
private enterprise and public agencies to
work together in planning more and
better facilities for the tourist and to tell
the story of the State's vacationland to
an increasing number of prospects.
I spoke at the third annual travel clinic
in 1962, using the opportunity to acquaint
West Virginians interested in promoting
tourism with the anticipated virtues of
the proposed Allegheny Parkway. I
stressed the vital necessity of providing
major arteries of travel as a means to
bring travelers to West Virginia in more
economically rewarding numbers. I
pointed out the tremendous appeal of the
proposed Allegheny Parkway to lovers of
natural beauty, for it is designed as · a
scenic highway through national forests
and other areas in the States· of West
Virginia, Kentucky, and Maryland.
It is my hope that my biil, S. 6, which
I again introduced in this session of Congress, will receive early passage. The enactment of this measure establishing the
parkway, and also authorizing connecting parkway roads and trails to permit
greater utilization of adjacent national
forests and resources~ will provlde a basis
for concrete planning by those in attendance at the next travel clinic at
Blackwater Falls State Park of means to
care for the heavy volume of tourist
business which is anticipated in future
years as a result of the openini of this
proposed Allegheny Parkway.
There being no objection, tile newspaper article was ordered to be printed
in the RECORD as follows:
BLACKWATER TRAVEL TONIC

At Blackwater you heard a lot about white
water.
Alma and Jerry Cowherd, with the help of
otper Hardy and Grant County residents,
have for the past two Aprils mixed white
water, blue skies, and red noses (from the
brisk spring air) and come up with greenbacks. This magic feat was much applauded
at the sixth annual travel clinic which convened April 29-30 at Blackwater Falls State
Park.
A convention of travel, recreation, and
publicity and promotion experts, the clinic
was dedicated to the proposition that tourism in West Virginia has a future which will
prove profitable, in a big way, to those who
cater to the needs and whims of the anticipated tourists.
The White Water canoe races on the
North Fork of the South Branch of the
Potomac, examples of the sort of thing that
attracts visitors to the Mountain State, were
quite naturally much discussed.
As the White Water canoe races came
about, in part, as a result of previous (five
before this one) travel clinic discussions, it
was understandable that such successful
events should be viewed by veteran clinic
members with paternalistic pride. The hope
was that other seedling ideas, planted and
nurtured at the sixth travel clinic, might
later flower so successfully.
Discussions were incorporated in a format
program consisting of a kickoff luncheon addressed by Mrs. Margot (it rhymes with Wells
Fargo) Coley, publicity director of the Greenbrier Hotel; three sessions, devoted to the
stimulation of travel in West Virginia, a'.\?ng
with an appraisal of current travel enticements and accommodations; a Governor's
banquet addressed by Gov. Hulett C. Smith;
and a final address by James Gross, of Washington, D.C., executive director of the National Association of Travel Organizations.

Promoters, it may be fairly stated, are
neither sociologists, historians, nor objective
scientists of any stripe. They are people
either selling a product or looking for a
product to sell.
The product in this case was tourism in
West Virginia, how it could be increased and
made more profitable to the businessmen of
the State. Sessions at the clinic were made
up of panels of experts, some of whom complained that the State government was getting altogether too large a percentage of the
tourist dollar.
Frohman Johnson, executive secretary of
the Upper Monongahela Valley Association,
put the matter in a nutshell. Income from
the tourist industry in West Virginia, he
said, was approaching $350 million a year,
the bulk of which was going into the voracious coffers of the E?tate treasury and very
little going into your tax-producing, grimy
little hands.
Johnson issued an impassioned appeal to
private-enterprise operators "to get off your
keesters and stari; reaping more and more
of this golden harvest."
His audience did not rise as one man. The
reason was that not many business pe.o ple,
except for dedicated ones like the Cowherds,
were present. Travel and promotion experts
on the panels were lecturing other travel and
promotion experts on the floor, a fact which
was recognized and deplored. The need for
more business people at future clinics was
stressed.
The clinics could use more people like Alma
and Jerry Cowherd, owners for the past 23
years of a hostelry in Petersburg called the
Hermitage. They do not merely talk. They
act.
The White-Water canoe races are examples of Cowherd initiative. Also, Al"'.lla and
Jerry are expanding the Hermitage, adding a
new, 16-untt motor unit scheduled for occupancy in mid-September. They are risking
$120,000 (locally financed), to demonstrate
their faith in the travel future of West
Virginia.
De~pite its critics, State government was
well represented at the clinic. Present were
Parks Chief Kermit McKeever; State Road
Commissioner Burl Sawyers; Paul Crabtree,
of the Office of Economic Development; and
Lovell Greathouse and Bob Bowers, both of
the West Virginia Department of Commerce.
Governor Smith was present long enough
to make a banquet speech emphasizing the
positive approach. He said that every Mountaineer has an obligation to see his State
first hand. Find out what West Virginia has
to offer, he said, then tell others about it.
"The spirit of 'we will,'" he declared, "will
win hands down."
Kermit McKeever, at the first clinic session, chaired by John Scherlacher, professor
of recreation at West Virginia University,
spoke informally of planned park improvements and additions.
"Within the next month," said the parks
chief. "we hope to advertise for bids for improvements to the Cass scenic Railroad."
Now 4 miles long, the railroad will be extended several more miles to the top of Bald
Knob. Outdoor recreation opportunities in
this area are virtually limitless.
Work on an entirely new park, built around
major waterfalls of the Tygarts Valley near
Grafton, will begin soon. Reconstruction of
archeological sites-such as the one at Buffalo in Putnam County-is also planned.
E. M. Olliver, forest supervisor of the
Monongahela National Forest, perhaps hit
the nail on the head not only in this area,
but for all of West Virginia, when he said:
"Like Kermit, we've got lots of plans. All
we're doing is waiting for the money." It
takes capital to get things done, and a lack
of money, at the State or private level, has
always been a hinderance in the Mountain
State.
Olliver spoke of a 70-acre impoundment the
Federal Government will build in Randolph
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County, and a 53-acre impoundment to be
constructed near Richwood. There will also
be improvements at Cranberry Glades, partially for the protection of the glades, and
partly for the convenience of visitors.
The installation of boardwalks in Cranberry Glades, Olliver pointed out, depends on
changing the governmental classification of
the bogs. Now a natural area, for the use
of students and scholars, the glades, to
qualify for improvements such as might entice general tourists would have to be
changed to a "scenic area."
It is probably worth mentioning that the
only tourist attractions actually in the process of being built in West Virginia (not
counting motels) are being financed either
by Federal or State Governments. At least
no others were mentioned at the travel clinic
(a . private a ttritction of merit near Harpers
Ferry is actually being closed), unless you
want to count the novel farm vacation arrangement of Mrs. Wilson Teets, of Moorefield. And it appears that Mrs. Teets is using,
for the most part, facilities which were
already in existence.
Mrs. Teets' farm vacation enterprise, as
told by Mrs. Teets, was a travel-clinic highlight. She spoke softly and carried a very
large travel promotion pitchfork.
Mrs. Teets has built up a brisk tourist
business. Out-of-State visitors remain on
her three farms for family vacations of a
week or longer. Mrs. Teets has developed a
small but flourishing business by stressing
service, courtesy, and cleanliness with a minimum of ballyhoo--methods .others might follow with profit to themselves and credit to
West Virginia.
Why is Mrs. Teets in business? Probably to
pay her property taxes. She owns 3,000 acres
in the Moorefield area.
The second session of the clinic, titled
"Wayout PrO,Inotions,'' promised more than
it delivered, in terms of earth-shaking developments.
Marlane MacLane, as inconspicuous as a fire engine at a funeral, advocated liquor by the drink to lure tourists to
West Virginia, as did James Hetzer, a Huntington theatrical agent whose latest effort
seems to have been an oriental girlie show
from Japan.
Mary Scott, now with a Charleston advertising firm, but for many years a press agent
for "Honey in the Rock," did not agree.
That is, she said, "I do not think that liquor
by the drink is the answer to all our problems," a statement with which the strongest
partisan of John Barleycorn could scarcely
disagree.
Mrs. SCott further proved her intransigence by making remarks about Marlane
MacLane's false eyelashes. This was in a prepared speech, largely deta111ng Scott's successes in promoting "Honey in the Rock."
One of the first things you learn about promotion and publicity people is that they are
not shy.
This year, the clinic had intended, by and
large, to dispense with speeches by panel
members. Answering questions from the
floor was to be the primary panel function,
with general discussion to follow.
But
speeches there were, and many of them. Although this was not altogether bad, perhaps
the resolve to curb speeches in next year's
clinic program might be printed in somewhat larger type.
The 1965 clinic at Blackwater Falls State
Park concluded with a dinner address by
Gross. His primary message was to "See the
U.S.A.," a message combined with a pep talk
urging his listeners to sell travel. Said he:
"Everyone selling together blends hearts
and minds and spirits, as the musicians in
an orchestra harmonize · musical tones, to
create a mighty symphony of prosperity."
It should be pointed out that the sixth annual travel clinic, and all those preceding,
would not have existed withou·t the active
support of the Monongahela Power Co.,
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which also appears to have a strong role in
another supporting organization, the Upper
Monongahela. Valley Association.
The support o! the Monongahela Power
Co. has not been merely verbal, but organizational and monetary. C. Samuel Kistler,
!or example, recreationist for the company, is
the retiring president of the travel clinic,
and Frohman Johnson, of the Upper Monongahela Valley Association, its retiring secretary-treasurer.
Although it is true tha.t such company activity is no doubt tax-deductible, and redounds in the long run to company benefit
(or hopes to), it is also true that such activity benefits the community and State.
This enlightened policy is a far cry from
that o! the utility which considers its duty
done when it mails out bills and writes nasty
letters to delinquent customers.
Even 1! the results of the travel clinics, despite their chief sponsor, are not always electrifying, you should attend next year. That
ts, you should if your welfare ls in any way
concerned with travel and tourism.
Be there. Spark their imagination with a
battery of your own shocking ideas. You'll
get a charge out of it.

vmTNAM REQUIREMENTS
Mr McGEE. Mr President. writing in
today's Washington Post, Edward T.
Folliard calls patience and stamina our
Nation's most .needed requirements in
connection with the pursuit of the war
in South Vietnam. His reference is to
patience and stamina on the part of all
the American people.
Other Senators have stated, here on
this floor, that Communist governments,
particularly those in Hanoi and Peiping,
are betting on American's well-known
impatience, and believe that we shall tire
of the constant demands of pursuing a
faraway war. Many of us have regretted the attention given to those who
already have tired of the struggle and
want our Government to extricate us, for
these well-publicized protestors feed the
hopes of Hanoi and Peiping.
Most Americans support President
Johnson, who has affirmed our intention
of staying in South Vietnam and seeing
the battle through. Most Americans
want to show the Communists that they
cannot get away with aggression against
their neighbors. As a nation, I am sure,
we do possess the patience and stamina
that are needed for the task.
I ask unanimous consent to have
Mr. Folliard's article. entitled "Patience, Stamina--Vietnam Requirements," printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
STMiUNA-VIETNAK REQUIREMENTS
(By F.dward T. Folliard)
The most important requirement for success in Vietnam, aside from :fighting men,
weapons, and diplomacy, may tum out to be
patience and stamina in the United States.
In Hanoi and Peiping, the Communists are
betting that Americans are short on both of
these qualities, and will not be able to match
their own Oriental fortitude.
It Is a !act that Americans are not noted
for patience. Indeed. we have made a virtue
of impatience, and this doubtless has had
much to do with the Nation's greatness.
OU.rs is a country in a hurry, as ts exemplified
in the slogan:
"The di1Ilcult we do immediately. The impossible takes a little longer:•
PATIENCE,

SENATE

This ls admirable, but what happens if the
war in Vietnam ls a long drawn-out one? It
could become the longest war In which the
United States has ever engaged. It certainly
will become that if Donald Johnson, national
commander of the American Legion, ls right.
The Legion chief, who recently visited South
Vietnam, said at the White House last week
that he could envision the struggle going on
for another 5, 6, or 7 years.
American intervention in South Vietnam
began in the Eisenhower administration, but
the current buildup in manpower was ordered by President Kennedy, and the first
American casualties were reported late in
1961. Therefore, if the fighting should continue !or another 5 years, it would set a record for American involvement with a foreign
foe, exceeding in duration the Revolutionary
War (1775-83).
President Johnson is eager for a settlement
in Vietnam, but he has vowed to hang on
there until the Reds of North Vietnam and
their Vietcong allies end their aggression
against South Vietnam. He says that the
United States will not be defeated and will
not grow tired. Moreover, the Texan believes
that his successor, or successors, will. if necessary, carry on the struggle after he leaves
the White House.
That still leaves unanswered the question
of how the American people would behave if
the conflict is prolonged. It is an important
question. In writing about the Korean war
in volume II of his memoirs, former President Harry S. Truman said:
"What a nation can do or must do begins
with the willingness of its people to shoulder
the burden."
The American people saw the Korean war
. through, but their patience was badly
strained. There were hawks and doves then,
too. But in between were millions of Americans who just weren't persuaded that this
Nation's involvement was worth the cost in
lives and treasure.
Sir Winston Churchill said later that this
one act by Mr. Truman-his boldness and
swiftness in going into Korea-entitled him
to be listed among America's great Presidents. It seemed at this time, however, that
the Missourian never quite succeeded in explaining to the mass of his countrymen what
was at stake in Korea, and he was jeered for
calling the war a police action.
President Truman had strong backing
when he first sent American troops to Korea
under the banner of the United Nations.
But as the confilct dragged on, it became a
political issue a.t home, and Senator Robert
A. Taft and other Republicans began calling
it "Truman's war."
In spite of this division. which carried
over into the 1952 presidential campaign, the
Communists realized. after a year of fighting
that the map o! Korea couldn't be changed
by violence. After a signal from Moscow and
Peiping, negotiations :for a truce began on
July 10, 1951. The negotiations continued
for 2 years; finally. the armistice agreement
was signed at Panmunjon on July 27, 1953.
Back in the spring of 1951, President Truman had fired Gen. Douglas MacArthur as
Far East commander. He disagreed with
MacArthur's proposal to attack Red China
and he disagreed with MacArthur's shibboleth: "There is no substitute for victory."
..The only victory we seek," said Mr. Truman, "is the victory of peace." But in saying this, he insisted that the Comm.unists
would not be allowed ..to keep the fruits of
their misdeeds.'' And so the war ended
where it began.
The war in Vietnam ls very much different
from Korea. President Johnson's objective,
however. ls much the same as Mr. Truman's:
to show the Communists that they can"t get
away with aggression against their neighbor.
Mr. Johnson has said that the United
States has no desire to conquer North Vietnam and that "there is no purely military
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solution in sight for either side." Barring
a change in policy, this would seem to leave
the United States with only one course of
action; to hang on up.ti! the Communists
dectde, as they did in Korea, that :fighting
ls no. longer profitable.
The Communist leaders of Hanoi and
Peiping, as has been said, a.re betting that
Americans don't have the staying power to
go the route. A generation ago, Hitler and
Mussolini were saying that the United States
wa-s decadent.

DOMINICAN HOPE
Mr. McGEE. Mr. President, the "Inside Report" of reporters Rowland Evans
and Robert Novak, which was published
in the Washington Post of May 28, does
much to clear the air regarding the
American hope for the Domini.cian Republic, and to "give the lie," as they
wrote, "to shrill critics who have been
spreading the false rumor that President Johnson really favors right-wing
military juntas and does not trust the
anti-Communist left."
According to their article, the U.S.
action in Santo Domingo effectively
blocked the possibility of a coup by Communist elements. As it turned out, that
was an easier task than the job of gluing together a progressive government
with staying power.
I ask unanimous consent that the
Evans-Novak article be printed in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the Washington Post, May 28, 1965]
(By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak)
DoMINICAN HOPE
SANTO DOMINGO.-Havlng liquidated the
undeniable threat of another Cuba in the
Caribbean, the United States ls now liquidating the threat of a return to strong man,
rlghtwing military rule.
The intense effort going into this work
ought once and for all to give the Jie to
shrill critics who have been spreading the
false rumor that President Johnson really favors rightwing military juntas and doesn't
trust the anti-Communist left.
The intensity of the e:trort to rehabilltate
the left-of-center leaders still holed up in the
cobweb of narrow streets in the old city has
not yet been !ully reported. Nor. it should
be added, has the collateral and perhaps more
important e:frort to deal with that stub-bom
political primitive, Col. Antonio Imbert Barrera. Tony Imbert now claims (without a
shred of proof) to hold the confidence of the
whole country except !or the revolutionary
forces here.
The best place to start the story 1s in
President Johnson's oval omce in the White
House one day last week. Among those present were Secretary of State Dean Rusk and
his Under Secretary for Economic Affairs,
Thomas Mann. In a voice mixed with sadness and anger, the President said he was
being blamed for using the U.S. Marines to
establish and support a return to military
dictatorship in the Dominican Republic.
Nothing could put him in a falser light, the
President said.
Almost as the President . spoke, Tony Imbert's mllitary forces were mopping up the
last remaining rebel pockets north of the
U.S.-patrolled corridor that separates the
rebel forces in the heart of the city from
Imbert's. This mopping up, far from proving that the United States was helping Colonel Imbert, was an essential event to permit McGeorge Bundy, the President•s eyes
and ears here·for 10 days, to begin his serious
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talks with rebel leaders. Seriou_s talks were are entitled to wear the Congressional
impossible while the two sides sniped at each Medal of Honor.
other.
The Medal of Honor, our Nation's
But once the United States had the two
sides apart, with 22,000 marines a.nd para- highest award for military valor, is given
troopers in the middle, the stage was set for only to those who have acted with suserious bargaining. Subtly and ever so preme courage, with total disregard of
gently, Tony Imbert. was warned that, if he their own safety, in the face of the most
continues to insist on his claim to be the hazardous conditions. It is bestowed by
head of the legitimate government, the virtue of an act of Congress, and reflects
United States might find itself unable to lo- our Nation's gratitude to those who, in
cate enough cash to pay Imbert's troops.
Not only that, but the United States might moments of uncommon risk, offered in
also not come through with budgetary-sup- . our defense everything they had includport funds which Imbert must have to pay ing life itself.
the country's Government workers.
Any man who has served in combat
In the end, of course, it may be neceE:sary knows that many who qualify for decoto go much farther to force Imbert to agree rations do not receive them, because their
on a non-Imbert government.
deeds of valor were not observed, or beAlong with this no-nonsense maneuver to
cut Imbert down to size, the United States cause there were no survivors to recount
has now reappraised Col. Francisco Caamano them. However. this fact should not detract from the tribute we pay those who
Deno, with interesting results.
Instead of finding a front for the most did earn our Nation's highest award for
dangerous elements in the rebel camp, as heroism.
Colonel Caamano had been repeatedly charThe Medal of Honor itself is merely
acterized in the past, the United States now a token, a gesture of recognition of "Confinds a soldier-politician who is the unques- spicuous gallantry above and beyond the
tioned rebel strong arm.
Where before the shadowy figure of Hector call of duty," and for sacrifices which
Aristy was regarded by the United States as cannot be measured or repaid in terms
Caamano•s gray eminence, today Caamano is of worldly goods.
The harsh fact that we have not al~escribed not as a tool of Aristy or of Communist elements within the rebel camp, but ways remembered and properly honored
as his own man-trustworthy, honorable, and our Nation's outstanding heroes was once
fully capable of keeping any agreement he again forcefully brought to my attention
finally signs.
by an article in Thi3 Week magazine
Thus, the conclusion is inescapable that,
having eliminated the possibility of a Com- which was distributed with Sunday
munist coup by swift, bold action on April newspapers, all over the country, on May
28, the United States is now promoting a 30.
progressive government. The problem ls to
The article, entitled "The High Cost
glue one together out of the wreckage of of Heroism:• was written by Joe McDominican politics.
Carthy, and was particularly timely,

THE IDGH COST OF HEROISM-REFLECTIONS ON MEMORIAL DAY,
1965
Mr. BREWSTER.
Mr. President,
Memorial Day, 1965, has come and gone,
but the reason for this solemn holiday
still haunts the minds of some of us.
On this day, each year, the American
people rouse themselves from other
thoughts and pursuits, to honor the
memory of the thousands of Americans
who have given their last full measure
of devotion in the defense of our freedom.
From thousands of bunting-draped
speakers platforms in villages, hamlets,
towns, and cities all over this land, once
more came the oft-repeated words: "So,
on this Memorial Day, we pause to honor
those"-and so forth.
The speakers' words, the sound of
mumed drums and taps-echoing over
green fields filled with neat white crosses,
row on row, soon fade away, and are forgotten as we turn again to the harsh realities which face the living. So, until
next Memorial Day most of us will forget the real significance of the day: the
fact that without the sacrifices of our
honored dead, our free Nation and the
world as we know it would not exist.
We also tend to forget the fact that
throughout our history there have been
extraordinary men-heroes-who have
given that extra measure of devotion, and
by their example have inspired others to
rise to greater heights in defending freedom in its hours of danger.
Most conspicuous among those heroes
are the comparative handful of men who

coming as it did on Memorial Day.
Mr. McCarthy traced the sad history
of the shameful treatment accorded some
of our Congressional Medal of Honor
winners. Among others, he cited the protracted tax troubles which plagued World
War I hero Sgt. Alvin York.
I believt- we owe a debt of gratitude to
the editors of This Week magazine and
author Joe McCarthy for nudging our
national conscience about the manner in
which some of our Nation's greatest
heroes have been ill-treated, ignored, and
pushed aside.
I commend this excellent article to all
Senators, and request unanimous consent
that it be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
THE HIGH

CosT OP HEROISM

(Our Medal of Honor recipients have a
brief moment in the sun and unfortunately
a long time in the shade.)
(By Joe McCarthy)
On this Memorial Day, as America honors
its war dead, it might be well to consider
how much honor is pa.id to our greatest war
heroes-the gallant band of 283 surviving
recipients of the Medal of Honor, the Nation's highest award for bravery "above and
beyond the call of duty.''
Until recently, the ceremonial recognition
given regularly by the Government to the
wearers of the Medal of Honor was a speclal
red-carpet invitation to the President's inauguration. The medalists were seated in a
place of prominence among the dignitaries
near the President and treated as VIP's at
the inaugural balls. They had to pay for
the trip to Washington themselves, or hitch
a ride on a military aircraft, one of the few
privileges that goes with the medal. Free

living quarters were available at military
posts near the Capital.
"Every 4 years they made us feel pretty
important," says one aging medal recipient
from World War I. "We looked forward to it."
But last January, at President Johnson's
inauguration, the red carpet was not rolled
out. The invitation sent to Medal of Honor
men included no special seats among the
top-ranking guests and no tickets to the
gala balls. A letter explained, regretfully,
that there were no free beds for civilian
medal recipients at Fort Myer or Fort McNair. By and large, those who did go to the
inauguration were the few men who live near
Washington.
It was said, unofficially, that the administration wanted to emphasize achievements
of peace rather than the memory of wartime
heroics; the medalists singled out for special
recognition at the Johnson inauguration were
outstanding scientists, artists, educators, and
professional people decorated with the civilian Medal of Freedom.
THE PRIVll.EGES OF A MEDAL HOLDER

Along with the privilege of getting free
transportation on military planes, if space
and fiights are available, a Medal of Honor
recipient rates only two special benefits not
given to other veterans. He can apply for
an optional Government pension of $100 a
month after the age of 40, and, if his sons are
qualified, they may obtain appointments to
West Point, Annapolis, or the Air Force Academy without congressional recommendations.
It ls widely assumed by servicemen that
veterans wearing the Medal of Honor's blue
and white-starred rosette in their lapels a.re
legally entitled to receive a hand salute. But
such a courtesy is not required by Army,
Navy, or Air Force regulations.
As a matter of fact, the bill awarding the
$100 a month pension was passed by Congress a few years ago, not as a needed financial benefit but simply because the legislators realized that the medal winners were
receivlug little or no recognition from the
Government for their wartime heroism.
. The author of the pension measure, Representative OLIN TEAGUE, of Texa.s, himself a
World War II infantry officer with the Silver
Star and the Croix de Guerre, pointed out
to CongreEs that the United States at that
time was lagging far behind Britain and
France in showing official gratitude to outstanding patriotic heroes. When TEAGUE introduced his pension bill, they were receiving
$10 a month after the age of 65, a pension
authorized before World War I.
"The $100 a month they're getting now
isn't enough to live on, of course," a Government official said a few weeks ago. "It's just
something to let them knaw we haven't forgotten them."
The Government official was asked if any
further increase in benefits for Medal of
Honor recipients was planned for the near
future.
"There are no such plans.'' he said.
ROLLCALL OF FAME

Today's living 283 Honor Medalists range in
age from 89-year-old Maj. Frank C. Anders,
who won his medal in the Philippine insurrection of 1899, to 30-year-old Capt. Roger H.
C. Donlon, decorated last December by President Johnson for bravery in Vietnam. They
include such well-known names as Capt. Eddie Ricke.n backer, qen. Jimmy Doolittle, cowboy movie star Audie Murphy, Marine flyer
Joe Foss, who was elected Governor of South
Dakota and is today commissioner of the
American Football League, and Charles A.
Lindbergh, who was given the medal for his
solo flight across the Atlantic in 1927.
Many of the medal holders have stayed on
in the armed services until retirement, or are
still on active duty waiting to retire, and a
large number of them are in modest paying
Federal and State Government jobs. There
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are 27 medalists working in various cities, for
example, as employees of the Veterans' Administration, Department of Veterans'
Benefits, the result of an order issued by
President Harry S. Truman at the end of
World War II directing the VA to hire any
Medal of Honor recipient who applied f<Yr a
job in that Department.
A typical medalist employed by the Veterans' Administration in Newark, N .J ., is
Nicholas Oresko, who singlehandeclly charged
and demolished two enemy machinegun
positions in Germany in 1945, wiping out the
second emplacement with grenades and ritle
fire while severely wounded.
Not so typical is Henry E. "Red" Erwin, the
only enlisted airman to win the medal in the
Pacific in World War II, and now assigned
to the VA otnce in Montgomery, Ala. To
make himself presentable enough to hold a
job with many contacts, Erwin spent more
than 2 yea.rs in a veterans• hospital after the
war undergoing skin-grafting surgery on his
burned and disfigured face. In a B-29 on a
bombing mission over Japan a phosphorus
bomb caught and ignited in the plane. To
save the plane and the other men in its crew,
Erwin groped for the burning bomb, picked
it up, and carried it forward to the copilot's
window with his hands and clothing in
:flames, and dropped it outside.
Most of the medalholders are members of
the Medal of Honor Society, which meets
· every 2 years at reunions and publishes a
quarterly bulletin and newsletter to keep the
highly exclusive group informed of each
other's doings. The current president of the
society is Thomas J. Kelly, a New Yorker who
worked his way through law school after winning the Medal of Honor and now serves as
an Administrator in the Manhattan otnce of
the U.S. Civil Service Comm'ission.
Even among the annals of Medal of Honor
citations for the past century, which crowd
every page with unbelievable stories of selfless daring, the account of Kelly's awardwinning exploit under fire stands out.
As a 21-year-old medical aid man, Kelly
was attached to an armored infantry platoon
which was caught by a surprise attack while
crossing an open clearing in Germany. The
platoon and Kelly ran from the plateaulike exposed ground to the protection of a
downhill slope, leaving dead and wounded
Americans behind them.
Going back into the clearing to bring the
wounded to safety meant crawling and running under fire from the surrounding woods
for a distance of 300 yards, but Kelly decided to try it. On his first trip he led out a
group of seven blinded and shocked casualties who were able to walk under his guidance. Then he went back across the exposed
terrain again and again, carrying and dragging more wounded soldiers. Two other GI's,
who tried to help him, were both killed.
Kelly made 10 trips in all, rescuing 17 fallen
men from the field of sweeping machinegun fire and exploding mortar shells.
"YOU KNOW WHAT'S RIGHT"

"I thought of Sister Saint Peter, one of the
nuns who taught me in parochial school,'. ' he
said recently. "I could feel her gold ring
tapping against my forehead, as it did when
she was trying to teach me something, and I
could hear her saying, 'Tom Kelly, you know
what's right and what's wrong. There ai:e
wounded men out there-go and get them.' "
As president of the Medal of Honor Society, Kelly hears more about the problems of
medal winners than anybody in the Pentagon or the Veterans' Administration. Many
of the war heroes in his fraternity feel that
they get too much recognition-of the wrong
kind.
"Wearing the Medal of Honor can be harder
than winning it," Kelly said. "A medalholder sometimes finds his commanding om-
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cer, or his boss in civilian life, leaning over
backward, making sure he _isn't treated any
better than anybody else because of his
medal.
"If he makes a mistake, or gets into trouble,
he's likely to be given a rougher punishment
than he would have gotten if he didn't have
the medal. He's always carefully walking a
tightrope in the glare of the spotlight."
.
TROUBLE MAKES HEADLINES

An automobile accident or a ba!lkruptcy, a
divorce trial or a friendly party turning into
a noisy brawl, any of the misfortunes that
ordinarily wouldn't be mentioned in the
newspapers can make headlines if a Medal
of Honor hero is involved.
"The ones you read about are the few who
are having personal troubles," Kelly says,
" so people think many Medal of Honor men
have a terrible time trying to adjust to civilian life. Nobody writes about all the rest of
us who are quietly raising fam111es and worrying about the mortgage payments like
everybody else.''
The Medal of Honor heroes best known by
postwar newspaper readers are indeed the
ones plagued by the most troubles, such as
tobacco-chewing Charles E. "Commando"
Kelly, from Pittsburgh, the 36th Division's
one-man army in Italy. Chuck Kelly, as
he was called in his outfit, has occupied more
space in newspapers since the war than during it--thanks to his prolonged struggles
with unemployment, illness, and financial
woes. Sgt. Alvin C. York, who died last September at the age of 76, became almost as
famous in the last 20 years for his income
tax litigations as he was for his World War I
heroism. Sergeant York's feat of 1918 was
hailed by Marshal Foch as the greatest accomplishment of any soldier in all the armies
of Europe. In a 4-hour skirmish in the
Argonne Forest in 1918, York and a few companions killed 25 Germans and captured the
rest of an enemy machinegun battalion, 4
otncers and 128 enlisted men.
A modest and unpretentious Tennessee
mountaineer, York firmly refused after the
war to capitalize on his Medal of Honor.
Finally he was persuaded that a movie biography, starring Gary Cooper, could inspire
patriotism. For the film rights to his life
story, York was paid some $150,000, most of
which he gave away to worthy causes and
needy friends.
Then York was hit by an income tax and
interest bill for $1 '12,000. His case dragged
through courts for years. The Internal Revenue authorities finally agreed to settle for
$25,000, raised by public donation.
Probably the most shaky postwar readjustment attempted by any Medal of Honor
recipient was the one tackled by Audie Murphy. Murphy, who won more decorations
than any other soldier in World War II, received his Medal of Honor award for holding
a woods attacked by the Germans almost
singlehanded, personally killing or wounding
50 of the enemy. He left his cotton-growing
hometown of Farmersville, Tex., after the
war and went to Hollywood to become a
movie star.
Now 40--he was only 20 when he won the
Medal of Honor-Murphy is comfortably and
solidly established in filmland and as a millionaire cowboy movie star, the only horse. riding actor still working regularly in motion
pictures. He appears in four or five westerns a year, low-budget films that are shown
mainly in small-town theaters.
Murphy was regarded as a "hot" prospect
when he first ca.me to Hollywood, and Murphy's friends believe that he might have
become a glamour star if he had patronized
the right people in Hollywood. But he kept
the right people at arm's length and never
regretted it.
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"I have only a nodding acquaintance with
Hollywood-type people," Audie once said.
"I say nodding to them and they say nodding to me."
Murphy enjoys his. role as a western performer. His peaceful existence in Hollywood.
is marred· only by gossip column mentions
of a Medal of Honor hero being thrown out
of Sunset Strip nightclubs. It is another
holder, but everyone thinks the columnists
are writing about Murphy, who never goes to
nightclubs.
Murphy makes a point of never identifying
himself publicly with his Medal of Honor,
which he has given, along with his other
medals, to his two young sons. He avoids
meetings of the Medal of Honor Society and
turns down invitations to appear in his reserve uniform at parades. However, he went
to a PTA meeting in Gardena, Calif., recently
and made a speech on "What the Constitution Means to Me."
. SALUTE TO GLORY

The most impressive salute ever given to
Medal of Honor holders and perhaps from
the looks of things, the last one, was a special reception attended by 240 wearers of the
award at the White House on May 2, 1963, the
largest gathering of the medalists in one
place in tl;le history of the United States.
As the heroes of six wars filed past President
Kennedy, shaking his hand, some in wheelchairs and others on crutches, the President's
sister-in-law, Mrs. Robert F. Kennedy, made a
remark which well described the emotion of
the spectators:
"It is like watching a million :flags march
by."

PRESIDENT

JOHNSON'S VIETNAM
POLICY
Mr. BAYH. Mr. ·President, when
Thomas Paine said, "There are the times
that try men's souls," he was describing
the pressures of life nearly 200 years
ago. That great patriot might be
dismayed to find, were he alive today,
that the pressures and crises have multiplied; that these times are far more trying, perhaps, then the relatively placid
days .of the American struggle for
independence.
But Tom Paine would be cheered, I
believe, by the courage, the patience, the
skill, and the fortitude of this Nation's
Chief Magistrate, Lyndon B. Johnson.
I am thinking particularly of our Pres·
ident's policy in the Vietnamese conflict:
wielding forcefully this country's awesome strength and destructive power, yet
always holding out the hand of peace,
offering to our adversaries a reasonable
and workable settlement, if they will but
agree to negotiate.
This, I believe, is statesmanship of a
high order; and I believe that in these
"times which try men's souls," we can
draw strength from our President's conduct in his o:tnce.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD two excellent .
articles, by Michael Padev which reinforce and expand upon these views. The

articles were published in the Indianapolis Star of May 5 and 14.
I also commend to other Senators an
excellent editorial entitled "Negotiations
on Vietnam." It was published in the
Washingtin Evening Star of May 18. I
also request that this editorial be printed
in the RECORD.
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There being no objection, .the articles
and the editorial were ordered to be
printecl in the RECORD, as follows;
(From the Indianapolis Star, May 6, 1965 J
ANALYSIS OF

JOHNSON REVOLUTIONFOREIGN POLICY
(By Michael P.adev)
WAsHINGTON.-,.PresidentJohnson has completely revolutionized American foreign
policy in the last 3 nwnths-f;ince the beginning of the bombing raids on Communist
North Vietnam.
Southeast Asia, and now the Caribbean,
are the regions where this new Johnson
policy has been tried. But its repercussions
are bound to be worldwide, and its effect on
the future course of international developments is certain to be decisive.
What Mr. Johnson has done is to put the
United States squarely "on the map" as the
greatest power-fully aware of its overwhelming strength and willing, as well as able, to
use that strength in defense of U.S. national
interests and international peace.
In the last 20 years or so Mr. Johnson's
predecessors were, in most cases, rather
power shy. They were apologetic about
America's enormous military strength and
tremendous economic and industrial capacTACTICS~

IZES

i~y.

Wherever and whenever limited American
military strength had to be used-as, for
example, in Greece and Turkey, in Berlin,
Korea, and the Middle East---this was always
under the auspices o! some "international"
SJ><>nSorshlp.
The idea was conveyed that there was
something basically wrong in the use o!
American milltary strength. Yet the only
wrong thing about it was the !act that the
idea itself was wrong.
The use of military strength ls not "wrong"
by itself. It depends on who uses it, how,
and !or what purpose.
ill this field (the use of military strength)
the record of tlie United States is second to
none. The United States is not a colonial
cir imperialistic power, it holds no foreign
country in bondage and it never has waged
wars for conquest.
Contrary to what leftwingers and "llberals"
say, the world is not afraid of American military power. To the contrary-all supporters
of freedom and democracy, as well as all
enslaved nations-in Europe, in Asia, and
everywhere else-always have welcomed and
welcome now the display and the exercise of
American m111tary power. This is so because
they know that American power is their
friend and protector.
The quick, forceful, and determined use
of American military power in southeast
Asia and the Caribbean will-we can be certain-greatly increase American infiuence
throughout the world.
All our true friends will welcome with relief and satisfaction the news that, at long
last, the President of the United States is
following a foreign policy worthy of the leader of the free world-a pollcy based on the
use of adequate U.S. strength where aggressors have to be stopped and where Communist conspiracies have to be defeated.
The success of this policy can best be
judged by the angry and desperate howls
coming from the Communist camp. The
Communists are hurt---badly-and they
shriek the louder because they did not expect
such a hard blow to come from the United
States just now.
For many years, the Reds were accustomed
to American inaction in the face of their
growing provocations. But now the man in
the White- House shows that he can act---and
how. When shot at, he shoots back right
away, without even consulting the United
Nations:

And as L.B.J .'s guns are the best in the
world; and his aim is. deadly accura~. the
Reds ar-e beginni:ng to realize they are ~ the
wrong game.
This soon will bring the Communist leaders to an "agonizing reappraisal" o! their
policy toward the United States.
The one thing that the Communists don't
want---and cannot afford to have--is a real
showdown (a "confrontation," as Washington diplomats would say) with the United
States. They will change their policy when
they see that a confrontation might be inevitable. We then shall be on the road
toward a more peaceful world.
(From the Indianapolis Star, May 14, 1965)
L.B.J.'s SPEECH WAS EFFECTIVE PUBLIC
DIPLOMACY
(By Michael Padev, Star foreign editor)
WASHINGTON.-President Johnson's speech
before the Association of American Editorial
Cartoonists yesterday was a very skillful
and a very effective step of public diploxpacy.
The President said things and proposed
policies which are meant to1. Further deepen the rift between Moscow and Peiping.
2. Make the Hanoi Communist regime
think twice before agreeing to· accept any
military help from Red China.
·
3. Strengthen the "peace party" among
North Vietnam's Communist leaders.
Contrary to what liberal experts on Communist affairs predicted, the escalation of
the Vietnam war has not drawn Soviet Russia
and Red China together. To the contrary,
it has moved them further apart.
The Red Chinese press ls now full of scornful attacks on the Soviet leaders, who are
accused of kowtowing to the American imperialists and of being scared to help the
glorious Communist comrades in North Vietnam against the American "paper tigers."
But Red China is not helping North Vietnam either. Though the Soviet press has
so far been silent on the matter, Soviet and
East European Communist diplomats have
been pointing out in talks with Western
officials that it is the Red Chinese who seem
to be scared, in spite of the bombastic war
propaganda.
By stressing that Red China is the only
danger to peace in Asia, President Johnson
has given a diplomatic "helping hand" to
the Soviet leaders in their difficult struggle against Peiping.
This is a very clever polltical move. The
United States should do its utmost to
worsen the quarrel between Soviet Russia
and Red China. Disunited Communists are
much less dangerous than united Communists.
It is also obvious that all ls not well between Red China and the Hanoi Communist
govermnent.
The U.S. bombing offensive against Communist targets in North Vietnam has made
Hanoi suffer very dearly for its "war of liberation" in South Vietnam.
Red China also supports this "war of liberation." But there are no Red Chinese
casualty lists, no Red Chinese bridges are
bombed, and no Red Chinese communication
lines are destroyed.
As the U.S. air offensive against Hanoi
continues and is extended, the North Vietnam Communist leaders cannot fail to see
that their country is the only vfotim in a
war which is supposed to be common Communist property.
The unequal share of sacrifices, hardships
and privations is never a good basis for a lasting alliance .between states.
_Sooner or later th~ Hanoi Communists
leaders will po~nt out to their Chinese comrades that a peaceful settlement with the
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United States might prove to be the only way
to save.North Vietnam from destruction and
devastation.
Red Chinese propaganda a.pout the United
States being a paper tiger must sound very
l\ollow in Hanoi just now for it is the Hanoi
l~ders who know, from painful experience,
that the paper tiger has very sharp teeth,
indeed.
By offering again "unconditional discussions" for peace, coupled with an imaginative and constructive American plan for technical assistance to an international cooperative development project in southeast Asia,
President Johnson has appealed directly to
the "peace party" among Hanoi's Communist
leaders.
There should be no doubt that such a
"peace party" does exist in Hanoi. We often
believe, mistakenly, that all Communists
think and act alike. But this ls not true,
especially in times of stress, emergency or
war.
We can be sure that there is, at present,
a very strong group of North Vietnam Communist leaders who doubt, or who begin to
doubt, .the wisdom of continuing the "liberation war" in South Vietnam.
Mr. Johnson's speech was meant to
strengthen the hand of exactly this group
of Hanoi leaders.
[From the Washington Evening Star, May l&,
1965)
NEGOTIATIONS ON VIETNAM
President Johnson's call !or unconditional
peace talks on Vietnam, combined with. the
idea that "there is no purely milltary solution in sight for either side," is being wildly
misinterpreted by some people in this country and abroad.
Critics of administration policy have seized
on these two phrases to bolster their hope
that a sellout in Vietnam ls in the making.
If a negotiation can be started, they say, it
will be based on our recognition of a military
stalemate in Vietnam. Whether or not the
Communist Vietcong is accepted as a party
to the negotiation, its status as a political
power will be conceded.
The United States, these people believe,
will be willing to accept participation of the
Vietcong as a major element of a coalition
government in South Vietnam which will
ultimately lead to the reunification of the
country under the leadership of Hanoi.
The President, in our opinion, means no
such thing. A willingness to negotiate unconditionally does not mean that we are prepared to accept any and all conditions to
achieve peace in Vietnam. And to say that
no purely military solution is in sight does
not mean that the United States is resigned
either to a Vietcong victory or an indefinite
stalemate.
The President, in short, ls not seeking a negotiation in order to consecrate a defeat.
Much of his speech last Thursday was devoted to the task of pointing out that the
struggle against the Vietcong is being waged
on political, economic, and social levels which
are concurrent and complementary to the
military war. Nothing that he has said could
be interpreted to mean that this struggle
against Communist domination will not be
ultimately successful.
No negotiation undertaken under the present circumstances is likely in any event to
produce a final settlement of the Vietnamese
problem. The United States, as the President has made clear many times, cannot accept any formula which compromises the
freed"m and independence of South Vietnam.
·. What may be negotiable are the terms for
a cease-fire in the south, together with an
end to infiltration of men and arms from
North Vietnam and the bombing o! North
Vietnamese installations.
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It is possible also that the groundwork
could be laid for elections in South Vietnam within a reasonable time after a ceasefire. Such elections held under international
supervision would determine the role of the
Vietcong in any future South Vietnamese
government. It would also, very probably,
determine the issue of reunification according to the wishes of a majority of South
Vietnamese.
It is quite understandable that a solution
along these lines should satisfy neither the
Communists nor those who would like to see
a surrender of South Vietnam. The reaction
from Hanoi and Peiping so far indicates that
the Communists for their part have by no
means abandoned · their hopes of conquest.
And they at least do not seem to be under
the illusion that they can win at the bargaining table what they cannot win on the
battlefield.

ADJUSTMENTS REQUIRED FOR FULL
EQUALITY
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, James
Reston recently devoted his widely read
column in the New York Times to an
analysis which I commend to the attention of all Senators.
The Senate has just completed action
on one of the most decisive bills of this
half century-the Voting Rights Act of
1965. With the enactment of this bill,
we shall see one phase of the epic struggle
for full equality for Negro Americansindeed, for all Americans-draw to a
close. This legislation should, once and
for all, bring success to the unflagging
determination of our Negro fellow citizens
to achieve full equality in the polling
place. But,- as Mr. Reston has astutely
observed, we cannot assume that equality
in the polling place will lead to immediate
equality in the marketplace and in the
social sphere.
We must face the fact that full social,
political, and economic equality-the
rightful desire of every American citizen-will become an accomplished fact
only after a very long and difficult period
involving major adjustments in every
segment of our national life. As Mr.
Reston rightly asserts, that period is
about to ensue.
Therefore, I request unanimous consent that Mr. Reston's article, entitled
"Washington: The Push to the Left," be
printed in its entirety at this point in
the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
WASHINGTON: THE PUSH TO THE LEFT
(By James Reston)
WASHINGTON .-The American Negro's fight
for legal equality is in its closing phase, and
his push to the left will soon begin. With
the passage of the voting rights bill most of
the artificial legal barriers will be down, but
the major barriers to economic and social
equality will remain.
The battle in the courts, beginning in
1954, and the battle in the streets have been
spectacularly successful, but they are also
highly misleading.
Despite the progress toward desegreEJ.ation
of the public schools, lunch counters, liotels
and other places of public accommodation,
the economic segregation of the Americ_a n
Negro is in some ways worse than it was 11
years ago.
BE'lTER OFF, BUT

He is, of course, better off than he was a
decade ago, but more Negroes are unem~
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ployed today than in 1954. The black slums
are not narrowing but expanding. The gap
between white and Negro unemployed is increasing. And more Negroes are working at
unskilled jobs, highly vulnerable to displacement by automatic machinery, than ever
before.
Much has happened in these past 11 years
in the legal and political fields. The power
of the conservative coalition in the Rules
Committee of the House of Representatives
and the same coalition in the Congress as
a whole has been greatly reduced 1f not
broken. The power of the local communities over the Negro has been weakened by
the Federal courts and the Federal legislature.
MEANS AND ENDS
So much attention has been focused on
these struggles, however, that the legal barriers have seemed to be an end in themselves
rather than merely the means to an end.
In fact, it has been widely asserted that the
achievement of legal equality would somehow lead to economic equality, and this
highly dubious assumption is what the Negro leaders are now out to destroy.
"The Negro," says Bayard Rustin, a leading tactician of the civil rights movement,
writing in "Commentary," -"today finds himself stymied by obstacles of far greater magnitude than the legal barriers he was attacking before: automation, urban decay, de
facto S{)hOOl segregation. These are problems which, while conditioned by Jim Crow,
do not vanish upon its demise. They are
more deeply rooted in the socioeconomic
order; they are the result of the total society's failure to meet not only the Negro's
needs, but human needs generally."
This raises the interesting question of what
the Negro will do with his vote when he gets
it, and how he will react to President Johnson's domestic policies, and consensus
tactics.
The President has always argued that the
vote was the key to the Negro's problems in
the South. Let him get the vote, Mr. Johnson haS said ever since he was in the Senate,
and Members of the Congress will gradually
see to it that the grievances of the Negroes
are removed.
The key word in this doctrine is "gradually," and it is here that the confiict is
likely to arise.
Rustin defines the potential confiict between the pace of the President and the
urgent demands of the Negro community
clearly enough:
"We need to be calling," he says, "for public
works and training, for national economic
planning, for Federal aid to education, for
attractive public housing-all this on a suftlciently massive scale to make a difference.
Rustin is talking about "replacing" the
New York slums with public housing at a cost
of $17 billion. He quotes Michael Harrington
as estimating the cost of a successful war on
poverty in the United States at about $100
billion.
In short, the Negro revolution in America
is likely to go the way of most social and
economic revolutions, which do not slow
down when they achieve their preliminary
goals but increase the tempo with every
success.
POLITICAL ACTION
The Negro protest movement is now likely
to become a much better organized political
movement. Its aim will be to create a coali·
tion with labor, liberal, intellectual, and
religious leaders that will have a decisive
voice not only in presidential and congressional elections but in putting .through economiC and social programs of a much more
radical nature and in a much shorter span
of time than anything the Johnson administration has thought about so far.
The conservative "Establishment" in the
Congress, as the Negro leaders see it, has been
defeated. The legal tools for more effective
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political action will soon be in their hands,
and an effort will no doubt soon be made to
push the President to 'th.e left from his
favorite political ground in the center.

THE
WORLD
SITUATION
AND
FUTURE U.S. FOREIGN POLICY
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, I should
like to call the attention of my colleagues
to an address delivered by Gov. William
W. Scranton, of Pennsylvania, at the
10th anniversary luncheon of the Foreign Policy Research Institute of the
University of Pennsylvania on May 28.
Governor Scranton's speech is a
thoughtful analysis of the forces shaping contemporary world events and it
suggests several operational premises to
guide the formulation of future American foreign policy. I ask unanimous
consent that Governor Scranton's address be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ADDRESS BY Gov. WILLIAM w. SCRANTON AT THE
10TH ANNIVERSARY LUNCHEON OF THE FOR•
EIGN POLICY RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADELPHIA, PA., MAY 28, 196-5
It is indeed fitting that, on this 10th anniversary of the founding of the Foreign Policy Research Institute, we should offer our
congratulations to its director and to all
those who have participated in the work of
the institute over the last decade. But this
day should also be the occasion to attempt
to discern more clearly the forces now at work
in the world, and to look ahead, to consider
policies appropriate to the United States in
the years which lie before us. So urged,
we turn our thoughts to the changes unfolding in the world a.round us and to the kind of
world -in which we as Americans hope to live
during the remaining yea.rs of the 2oth century, and especially during the next decade.
Only with a clear vision of the order toward which we aspire can we develop policies
and strategies to meet the problems before
us.
For a generation now, the United States,
as the leader of the free world, has been
locked in struggle with the Communists.
This struggle has raged in a world swept by
convulsive currents of change, the collapse
of the old order, the wave of rising expectations in the lands of underprivileged peoples,
the explosive growth of populations and the
onrush of technology. For the last generation, two power constellations have dominated international politics: the West and
the Communist bloc. The stakes of the
present struggle within our world are no
less than the future organization of mankind.
It is not given to men to foretell the
future with any precision. Who in 1935
predicted the shape of events a generation
later? Perhaps a generation hence many
centers of power will replace bipolarity. In
Asia, Europe, and perhaps in other regions,
riew powers may well contest both the
United States or the Soviet Union's right to
sp.ape the -world of the future. Already disputes have erupted within the Communist
and the Western World. Powers presently
lesser than the Soviet Union and the United
States have developed aspirations to a greater role in world politics.
Nevertheless, the ability to shape the
future, if it rests with any one or two powers, remains to a very considerable extent
in the hands of these two nations. The
side which succeeds in harnessing the revolutionary forces which now sweep across this
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planet will place its . stamp on generations
to come.
The task confronting the United States,
therefore, is to design its policy and strategy
so as to assure the emergence of a world
community compatible with our values. The
contest is essentially political, and the crucial question is how best can human society
be organized to satisfy the needs and aspirations of people.
Yet the policy and strategy chosen to advance our conception of man must be related
to military capabilities. The military posture possessed by both sides influences the
action undertaken by each power in every
important confrontation. The Soviets appear to have committed themselves in recent
years to the achievement of military
superiority. We as Americans received an
instructive lesson in the importance of military superiority during the Cuban missile
crisis of October 1962. Without the strategic
preponderance available to the United States
at that time, President Kennedy could hardly
have turned back this direct threat to U.S.
survival.
Throughout the past those who have
mastered the technology of the age have
held in their hands the means to forge the
history of their times. Superior technology
gave the European peoples the advantage
over the rest of mankind as Europe emerged
from the Middle Ages. Only the Europeans
had the means of transportation and the
weaponry necessary for the expansion of their
Western clvillzatlon throughout the globe.
Europe ·remained the power center of the
international system so long as technological
supremacy rested in European hands.
Clearly it is the mastery of advanced technology which gives both the United States
and the Soviet Union such powerful voices
in world affairs today.
In recent. years the notion gained respectab1lity that there exists a "technological
plateau"-that regardless of technological innovation the nuclear stalemate between the
United States and the Soviet Union will
remain basically unaltered. No notion could
be more dangerous to the security of the
United States. It runs absolutely counter
to the history of science and technology,
whose forward thrust has been both cumulative and accelerative at a pace almost beyond
our comprehension.
Just a decade ago, before the advent of
the intercontinental ballistic missile, similar
thoughts were expressed. There ls little evidence that the Soviets have accepted the
notion of a "technological plateau." Their
research in space, rocketry, and other fields
goes forward at a rapid pace. Soviet efforts
to develop antimissile systems and spacecraft which may have military uses continue.
Fortunately, the United States, despite
the assertions of those who maintain that
a technological stalemate exists between the
two leading powers, is still committed to the
maintenance of. its existing military-technological lead over the Soviets. Yet we must
reexamine our programs for long-range research in order to assure the effective utilization of our vast capabilities for technological
innovation. We must take stock of the technological resources at our disposal in order
to determine whether we as a nation are
achieving optimum results.
We in Pennsylvania have a major role to
play in this vital area. The electronic data
processing age had its start at the University
of Pennsylvania where the very first computer was designed. In the long run the
computer revolution may well have a more
dynamic impact on world affairs than even
the unleashing of the atom.
We must attempt to pool the technological
resources of our European allies with our
own. Europe, the birthplace of the Industrial Revolution and the origin of many of
the great technological breakthroughs of
the 20th century, is still a leading center of
scientific research. Closer collaboration in
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technology between the United States. and
its European allies could assure the West
technological supremacy in many important
fields for generations to come.
The relationship between tlie power which
technology places at our disposal and the
values which inform our thought has always
p~sed one of man's most difficult philosophical problems. It is important, especially
since the advent of nuclear weapons, to ask
ourselves what are the appropriate objectives for which power should be used?
Obviously, basic among our objectives is
to insure the survival of this country and its
values. But we are not alone. The United
States, in the second half · f the 20th century,
is the guarantor of the security of scores of
nations around the globe. In particular,
the United States guards the civilization of
the Western World.
Basic to an answer to the question of the
uses to which power should be put is an understanding of our spiritual and political
heritage. Western civilization has enabled
men, more than any civilization before it, to
give dignity and meaning to individual lives.
Respect for the sanctity of human life, the
right to an inviolate personal life, and freedom of speech, of conscience, of opinion, of
belief, of religion, and association are values
which have been most fully developed and
practiced in the modern West.
It is in the Western World that the most
impressive advances have been made in
political institutions, the conditions of
everyday life for the masses of the people
have been improved, and modern technology
has advanced most rapidly. It is the civllization of the West which, through its contact
with peoples in other continents, has aroused
dormant civllizations and spurred their peoples to a quest for modernization.
The West, not the Communists, has revolutionized the world. It would be tragic indeed if the Communists were to capture
revolutions which have their raison d'etre in
values transmitted from the West to the
slumbering societies of the precolonial
period.
The task before the United States, therefore, is to restate in terms intelligible to
peoples around the world the common ideal
of human progress under freedom. The
United States, as leader of the free world,
should offer mankind a vision more alluring
than that of the Communists. The success
of the American experiment, the achievements of the modern West, and the universal
ideas embodied in Western civilization hold
out to all men a vision of a future which the
Communists cannot matc:1.
The purpose of our power should be to
establish conditions for a peaceful world in
which pluralism and diversity can flourish.
Only the United States and its allies, not the
Communists, can offer such a promise to
the rest of mankind. Such is the relationship between power and values in the nuclear
age.
If the United States, in the years ahead,
is to realize the kind of world in which its
own values may fiourish and in which there
are diverse opportunities for other peoples,
several operational premises must guide our
thought in the day-to-day process of policy
formulation.
First, we must be prepared to persist in
our efforts. All too often we Americans
react to each international crisis of and by
itself, giving little thought to how it fits in
with the longer-range problems which confront us. Having identified the major goals
and having established our policy priorities,
we should be prepared, .i f necessary, to persist in a given course of action. A policy
that ts worth pursuing must be pursued with
tenacity if it is to contribute to the realization of the kind of world we wish to build
over the next decade and ln ' tlie remaining
years of this ·century. · ·
To shift policy suddenly and unpredictably
does little to gain either the trust of our
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allies, the confidence of neutrals in our .purposes or the respect of our adversaries. Sudden shifts in strategic doctrine and the
changing military demands which we have
made upon our NATO allies for a variety
of purposes, from the building of conventional forces to the creation of a multi1ateral
nuclear force, have tarnished the image of a
nation sure of its goals and of the policies
necessary to their attainment.
In sum, we must persevere in advancing
long-range policies for the achievement of
long-range goals.
Second, we must match power with goals.
All too often in the past we have committed
ourselves to impressive foreign policy objectives, without building the power or making
ava ilable the resources necessary to assure
their attainment. In an effort to achieve a
political objective, conflict may sometimes
ensue. Where the stakes 'are great, we must
be prepared to commit military capabllities
commensurate with the task. Similarly, if
we seek to assist new nations in the formidable task of political and economic development, we must commit economic and
other capabilities commensurate with the
task.
Third, the United States should make a
greater effort than it has in the past to
relate its economic, political, and military
policies to an integrated strategy designed
to achieve long-range objectives. All too
often we have viewed economic, political,
and military policies as separate instruments of statecraft. Each of these policy
cateE";ories is fraught with complexity. It is
difficult enough to acquire a grasp of the
wide range of problems and to develop appropriate policies in any one of these categories. Yet it is crucial to the successful operation of foreign policy that policymakers unde.rstand how to weld economic, political, and
military actions into an organic whole.
Fourth, the United States should seek the
maximum consensus wherever possible with
its major allies, especially those in Western
Europe.
The United States should begin, as a
matter of priority, a search for a consensus with its allies on vital issues which
affect the West as a whole. From a new
spirit of cooperation new machinery for
closer consultation on political, military, and
economic questions with America's allies
could be fashioned. We should press now
for a joint examination with our allies for
alternative proposals for strengthening the
Atlantic Alliance.
The North Atlantic area remains the
world's foremost reservoir of industrial, technological and military power. This great
port city of Philadelphia along with London,
Amsterdam, and Hamburg and the other
great cities on the Atlantic and its adjacent
seas link together the most dynamic civilization that history has ever known. This
core region of Western civilization possesses
the resources adequate to the building of a
world in which diversity and pluralism can
become the heritage of all men. It would be
tragic indeed if the potential benefits of the
Atlantic Alliance were to be stillborn.
Yet such a tragedy is possible. In 1969,
when NATO will reach its 20th anniversary, member nations can give 1 year's
notice of withdrawai. Unless some of the
thorny issues which now beset the Alliance
are resolved, at least some NATO countries
may wish to terminate their membership.
Therefore, it is essential that the NATO
countries meet to consider needed changes
in the all1ance before another year passes.
Finally, we must develop a clearer understanding of t,he linkage . between foreign and
domestic policy. It has been suggested, in
recent months, that we should center more
of our efforts upon the many pressing domestic problems confronting us: Some
Americans deplore the expenditure of vast
sums of money for a trip to the moon while
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domestic programs such as the raising of llvIng standards for underprivileged persons
and renewal or our urban areas remain uncompleted. There are other major domestic
issues, such as civil rights, which rank high
on the agenda. But we must establish a
sensible relationship between our domestic
and foreign tasks. The men who drafted
the Constitution placed the goal of providing
for the common defense in its very preamble. we must safeguard our Nation in
order to have a Nation in which debate and
action on internal problems can continue.
If we do not remain powerful we may never
have the opportunity to resolve domestic
problems to the satisfaction of the majority
of our citizens. For the foreseeable future
we must simultaneously devote ourselves to
the problems which press upon us from
abroad, while striving to make our country
a better place for every citizen. we can
do both.
CONCLUSION
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Kong based, numbered 36: Japanese, 28:
Greek, 19. There were also ship& under the
flags ·of Norway, Lebanon, Italy, Panama, and
West Germany. Some of the same ships were
active in helping Soviet Russia in its intervention in Cuba in 1962.
·
EXERCISE OF RIGHT
Several groups have been urging the State
Department to exert pressure on our allies to
stop this trade, with little or no result so far.
Our action in the Cuban crisis points to
the use of international law to block off the
thousands of tons of material that reach
North Vietnam by sea. While the action in
the Cuban crisis was called a quarantine, it
was, in reality, the exercise of a legal right
vested in a country with "command" of the
sea to stop and turn back vessels carrying
contraband to an inimical destination. It
was, moreover, an assertion that the cold
war brought into action certain provisions
of international law hitherto restricted to
hot wars.
Rear Adm. John D. Hayes (retired), in a
most significant article in the Proceedings
of the U.S. Naval Institute in May 1964 clearly specifies our right to stop the tramc into
North Vietnam. He points out that apparently Americans do not yet see "the inconsistency in training forces for brush-fire
wars and counterinsurgency while failing
to resort to age-old methods of sea law to
capture and condemn in prize court the arms
and transporting ships which make such
wars possible."
THE LAW

The tasks which lie before us are worthy
of a great nation. We have at our disposal
national power of unprecedented dimensions.
We face a determined opponent who has
achieved spectacular gains in the last generation. In no small part, the Communists
owe their success to the vision of the future
which informs their actions.
But we, too, have a vision, the vision projected by the men who in 1776 met here in
Philadelphia. It 1s a vision of freemen
capable of governing themselves. The revolutlon so begun in this city still challenges
all mankind in the second half of the 20th
century. To its future success we too pledge • Under sea law, the oldest belligerent right
our lives, our fortunes and our sacred honor. is that of contraband. That was invoked in
the Cuban crisis. But the other major belligerent right is that of commercial blockade. In the Korean war and during the CuNEGLECTED SEAPOWER
ban crisis, Hayes says, there was a misconMr. SCOTT. Mr. President, in his col- ception that a commercial blockade means
umn in Newsweek of May 17, Raymond the sinking of neutral ships. "Such ships
Moley stressed the continuing impor- are not sunk by naval forces for performing
tance of seapower in various crisis points non-neutral services; they are captured and
condemned in prize courts. The actions of
around the world. I ask unanimous con- naval
omcers are -thereby reviewed by civilsent that Mr. Moley's column be printed ian
judges. Nothing parallels this in the
in the RECORD.
laws of war on land."
There being no objection, the column
If we exercised our clear rights, our Navy
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, might well take these traders with North
as follows:
Vietnam into a prize court and, if advisable,
both ship and cargo could be confiscated.
NEGLECTED SEAPOWER
That would soon take the profit out of this
(By Raymond Moley)
trade with the enemy.
The decision ·announced by the South
Admiral Hayes concludes: "A new and
Vietnamese Government to use the U.S. Navy more flexible U.S. policy is called for to meet
in patrolling the coast of South Vietnam is these threats. This new doctrine should
a hopeful sign that the administration is clarify the concept of freedom of the seas
awakening to a far more effective means of in a cold war. It should also announce that
dealing with the aggression from North Viet- the United States will assume the rights of
nam. and its support from Red China and the a belligerent according to sea law and will
Soviet than has been used up to now.
exercise those rights when necessary • • •
This patrol will be within a defensive sea we have pledged ourselves to world order
area. In making the announcement, the under law. But we have failed and are failSouth Vietnamese Government claimed the ing to take advantage of the already existing
right to inspect ships within 12 nautical sea law, which, backed by sea.power, can
miles of the coast and in some instances to be applied today."
act beyond those limits.
This patrol ls not only very late in coming,
it is far less than the Navy might do in chok- DAVID E. BELL, ADMINISTRATOR,
ing off supplies to the enemy.
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL
It has long been evident that bombing
supply lines and fighting jungle war is in a
DEVELOPMENT
sense locking the door after the horse is stoMr. McGEE. Mr. President, June 12,
len. Action is needed to cut off supplies
as columnist Doris Fleeson Points out in
before they reach North Vietnam.
On April 12, Representative PAUL G. RoG- an excellent offering in today's WashERs, of Florida, listed in the CONGRESSIONAL ington Star, will mark a milepost in our
RECORD the names, nationality, and owners foreign aid program. For, on that day,
of ships which entered the ports of North David E. Bell will establish a new recVietnam in the latter part of 1964. There ord for longevity in his position as Adwere 153 ships which made 201 trips to those
ports. They were flying the flags of our sup- ministrator of the Agency for Internaposed friends in the free world. Those of tional Development.
For many years one of the problems
Japan, Great Britain, and Greece were the
most numerous. British ships, mostly Hong with our foreign aid program was a lack
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of stability at the top level. Since Dave
Bell took over in 1962, a great deal of
improvement has been noted. Miss
Fleeson makes an important point in her
column when she says employees of the
controversial Agency have been touched
with a happy effect and will celebrate
June 12 fervently. Yes, morale among
our AID people is improved. So is their
work. As one who made an exhaustive
study of personnel administration and
operations of the Agency for the Committee on Appropriations, I have been
impressed with the administration of
Dave Bell. His has been both a difficult and delicate job. But it has been
well handled. I hope the new longevity
record he is about to establish will be
extended on into the future, for Dave
Bell has proved himself an able administrator in a tough job. Mr. President,
I ask unanimous consent that Doris
Fleeson's column, "Bell Heading for an
AID Record," be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
BELL HEADING FOR AN AID RECORD
(By Doris Fleeson)
When President Kennedy suddenly handed
the controversial foreign aid program to his
brilliant budget director, David Bell, in late
December 1962, it was widely classified as the
most unwelcome Christmas present of the
festive season.
Perhaps it was, but by June 12 Bell will
pass all previous AID Administrators. in
length of service. His 2 years, 5 months and
22 days will exceed even the tenure of Paul
Hoffman, who directed most of the expenditure of the •12 billion Marshall plan in
non-Communist Europe, starting in 1948.
Hoffman's was an intoxicf..ting privilege.
It aimed to restore economic health to Western Europe, and it was brilliantly successful. Not only U.S. allies in World War II
but West Germany and Italy made a dazzling recovery and the march of communism
in Europe was halted.
Bell took over an aid program mainly devoted to underdeveloped nations, which are
also in the midst of a Communist collision
and less able to meet it with their own resources in trained men and materials. His ls
one of those long-term undertakings where
spectacular results, much less a quick cure,
cannot be expected.
Vietnam, Cuba and now the Dominican
Republic have helped to make clear how the
Communist threat operates in such surroundings. But the use of foreign a.id to
give hope of a better life to people being
aided 1nilitarily to defend their freedom ls
still the least understood aspect of our foreign policy.
President Johnson thought it prudent this
year to send the Congress a proposal for
foreign aid of less than $400 million, onethird of it for military purposes, the rest
economic. The congressional committees,
which were hearing their first aid administrator testifying before them for 3 years running, have been on the whole kind.
The House recently approved a slightly
modified version of the President's proposal
without undue tumult. The Senate has one
ready to go with action expected in about a
week.
The Senate effort initially was clouded
by indications from For.eign Relations
Chairman J. WILLIAM FULBRIGHT that he
would not manage the bill on the floor. His
objections we.r e mainly tactical. He has
long wanted mllitary assistance separated
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from economic aid, but his move in· committee to do this was defeated.
FULBRIGHT consistently supports foreign
aid and he has been one of the leading educators on the importance of giving people
economic incentives to fight for a peaceful
future. Committee members now expect-and hope-that he will change his mind and
take charge again.
Unlike virtually all his predecessors, Bell
took on the aid chore without political pipelines into Congress. He came to it via work ,
in the aid field in Pakistan, the Li tta uer
School at Harvard and his success in the demanding role of Budget Director.
Members of Congress, no matter what
their complaints, rarely quarrel with his
careful, patient expositions of his programs.
Liberals note with respect that he discusses
the Communist aspect without waving the
mailed fist.
!!'he net effect he gives is that he is firmly
in charge of a program he understands and
approves. The happy effect on employees of
the controversial agency goes without saying.
They will celebrate June 12 fervently.

THE FREIGHT CAR SHORTAGE
Mr. PEARSON. Mr. President, the
lack of railroad freight cars in the
United States has reached a point which
can no longer be tolerated. There is
every indication that this year the
freight-car shortage will be worse than
in any year in recent peacetime history.
What was once a seasonal problem
suffered in the agricultural United States
has become a year-round national crisis,
with no sign of improvement.
Today's Wall Street Journal contains
a front-page article which clearly states
the serious problem created by the lack
of freight cars. Shippers around the
country are shown to be suffering. Plywood mills in the Northwest are closing.
Cement manufacturers, sand and gravel
producers, fertilizer :firms, and steel
plants are struggling with the problem
of an inadequate supply of freight cars.
Some have switched from railroad transportation to other forms of transporta. tion; but many shippers, particularly
the shippers of agricultural products,
cannot do this.
The wheat harvest will begin this
week, in Texas. Shippers there report
a serious shortage of cars already, even
before the harvest. It can be predicted
with certainty that as the harvest moves
north into Oklahoma and Kansas, the
lack of boxcars will reach historical proportions. When fall arrives, and other
crops are harvested, the boxcar shortage will continue to take its toll. After
the fall, as merchandisers try to move
their inventories for Christmas sales, another group of shippers will suffer. All
year round the freight-car shortage
takes its toll.
While these commercial losses are
serious, and should not be allowed, perhaps more serious is the threat to our
national security. The Wall Street
Journal article points out that the U.S.
Army "recently found itself short of cars
needed to ship ammunition destined for
Vietnam."
I ask unanimous consent that this
article be printed in the CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as ·follows:
[From the Wall Street Journal, June 1, 1965]
TRANSPORT PINCH: FREIGHT CAR SHORTAGE
GETS WORSE, FORCES SOME PLANT CUTBACKS-SHARP PICKUP IN CAR BUYING FAILS
To HELP; LUMBER AND GRAIN FmMS ARE
HARD HIT-SHIPPERS FRET ABOUT THE FALL
(By James R. MacDonald)
CHICAGo.-Railroads and shippers are suffering from one of the severest shortages of
freight cars ever experienced at this time of
year.
Shippers are demanding about .7,500 more
cars daily than the· railroads can provide.
That's more than double the deficit of a year
ago and nearly as bad as last fall when the
shortage climbed to a post-Korean war record
of 10,000 cars. Shippers fear the shortage will
get far more critical as the year goes along,
particularly this fall when harvesting is in
full swing and Christmas merchandise is
moving to retailers.
The car shortage already is severe enough
to cause some companies to curtail operations
and to boost the shipping costs of many
others being forced to shift to more expensive
types of transportation. The present pinch
partly reflects traffic snarls resulting from
floods along the Mississippi River and in the
Pacific Northwest. But the shortage, in the
main, ' ts a consequence of the biggest peace
time business boom in the Nation's history.
The railroads simply have been unable-or
in some cases unwilling-to add new cars to
their fleets at a fast enough pace to meet
rising demand from s!Hppers.
WOOD MILLS SUFFER MOST
Plywood mills in the Northwest are among
the hardest hit by the car drought. At least
six mills have been forced to close down in
recent weeks for periods ranging from 1
day to a full week because they couldn't get
enough freight cars, reports Edmund Hilton,
Jr., traffic manager for the American Plywood
Association in Tacoma, Wash., "Countless
others came so close to having to shut down
that getting just one or two cars at the last
minute made the difference," he adds.
But complaints are coming from a wide
variety of shippers, including cement manufacturers, sand and gravel producers, fertilizer firms, and even the U.S. Army which
recently found itself short of cars needed to
ship ammunition destined for Vietnam.
"We've had a terrible time getting cars
since the first of the year," says Robert
Strange, assistant vice president of sales for
Truax-Traer Coal Co. He says the company
has been forced to close down two of its
strip mines for 3 or 4 days a month because
of the shortage.
Phillip M. Corby, traffic manager for Evans
Grain Co., Salina, Kans., says one day recently
he phoned five railroads in an attempt to
obtain 175 boxcars to ship grain from the
company's 90 elevators in Kansas, Nebraska,
Iowa, and Colorado. He was unable to tum
up a single car.
COSTLIER PHONE BILLS
"The amount of money I'm spending on
phone calls to scrounge up some cars would
capitalize a small bank," laments L. J. Childs,
general traffic manager for Massey-Ferguson,
Ltd., Toronto farm equipment maker. Even
so, he is having only limited success in solving his transport problems. He says a few
days ago he asked a railroad serving one of
the company's plants for 75 flatcars to ship
150 grain harvesting combines. "They told
me their road didn't have that many empty
flatcars on their entire system and the best
they could do would be to try and get me 25
within 3 or 4 days," he declares. "This really
hurts when dealers are on the phone screaming for delivery."
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Some farm machinery makers, attempting
to rush new equipment to their dealers as
the new growing season gets underway, are
switching to other forms of transportation,
despite often higher costs. J. I. Case Co.,
Racine, Wis., normally divides its shipments
about equally between rail and truck.
"Lately, because of the shortage of railroad
cars, we've been averaging about 75-percent
truck and 25-percent rail," James Pavel, Case
traffic manager, says. He notes the cost of
those shipments shifted to trucks averages
10-percent higher than by rail.
Similarly, Inland Steel Co., Chicago, reports the company has experienced "a substantial increase in our costs because railroad cars haven't been available when we
need them." When this happens, Inland is
forced to store the steel and costs are boosted
because of the extra handling.
RAILS SUFFERING, TOO
Railroads, too, have been hurt by the car
shortage. Jervis Langdon, Jr., chairman of
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad,
says the severe shortage of freight cars was
"the major factor" in the Rock Island's first
quarter earnings decline. The road reported
a net loss of $2,711,073 in the quarter ended
March 31, compared with a profit of $753,676
a year earlier.
Robert S. Macfarlane, · Northern Pacific
Railway president, says thus far in 1965 his
road has turned away roughly $1.5 million
worth of freight "because we didn't have
enough freight cars. This really hurts because of the risk that much of this business went over to competing trucklines and
we may never get it back again."
The shortage Will persist through the summer and grow much more severe in the fall,
most railroad men and shippers predict. The
peak in rail freight movement usually comes
when newly harvested crops and Christmas
merchandise are both in transit.
"It's already touch and go as to whether
I'll be able to meet my daily car requirements,'' says Peter Vinsavage, traffic manager at the Herrin, Ill., washing machine plant
of the Norge division of Borg-Warner Corp.
"We use mostly boxcars so we compete directly with the grain industry for cars. If
the shortage is bad now, it probably will
be much worse at harvest."
Railroads are spending at a record level
for new cars to ease the shortage but can't
obtain them fast enough to solve the problem. Capital spending by railroads, mostly for new rolling stock, will reach a record
$1.6 billion this year, the Association of
American Railroads estimates. This would
top last year's expenditures of $1,417,000,000, the previous record, and would compare
with $1 billion spent in 1963.
This spending stepup, however, ha.S not
been enough to stem the long decline in
the size of the U.S. rail car fleet. The railroads placed 68,043 new freight cars in service last year, nearly double the 1963 total,
yet there were fewer cars at the end of
1964 than at the beginning. Specifically, the
fleet at the close of last year included
1,492,000 cars, down from the 1,512,000 total of a year earlier. A high "retirement"
rate on old cars too far deteriorate'1 to be
worth repairing accounts for the downtrend.
Even With this year's record capital spending, the car fleet probably Will continue to
shrink, railmen say. But they note that the
trend toward fewer oars-while worrisomeisn't as bad as it first might appear. Many of
today's new cars are much larger than earlier
models. This is demonstrated by the fact
that railroads last year handled 659 b1llion
ton-miles of freight, a 60-percent increase
from 1925 when the number of rail cal's
hit a peak of 2,357,000.
But while the newer cars themselves may
be larger, they are far more specialized than
ever before and can be used by fewer types
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of shippers. A good lllustration is the rail
trilevel auto rack car. While it can haul
three or four times as many new ca.rs a.s the
old boxcar, it's pretty much limited to auto
traffic. The old boxcar, however, could unload its autos and pick up a return load of
grain. It's mostly these older garden variety
boxcars that are being retired.
So shippers generally are critical of the
fleet's decline and many railroad officials complain about it, too. The critics contend that
part of the downtrend can be traced to the
relatively low rental rates which railroads
pay each other for the use of cars moving over
their tracks. The rate structure, they say, is
such that it's often cheaper to pay the rental
on a car than to purchase new ones and
so many lines-particularly the financially
pressed ones in the East--have resorted to
this -tactic.
This is still the case, shippers contend, even
though a new rate structure calling for rents
ranging from $2.16 a day for cars valued below $1,000 to $12.88 for those worth more
than $35,000 was adopted early last year.
Before, the daily rental rate was $2.88 per car
regardless of value. Many argue the new
rate still isn't high enough to encourage new
car building.
Critics are hoping that some help will come
from a bill now being considered by the Senate Commerce Committee. The measure
would prod railroads to return empty cars to
their owners faster by providing for higher
rental rates; this, it is believed, would force
car-short roads to step up construction of
new cars. In brief, the bill would give the
Interstate Commerce Commission authority
to set rental rates at a level which would both
fairly compensate the owning railroad and
insure an adequate national supply of cars.
But at least one shipping group isn't waiting for congressional action on the car shortage. The Southwest Oregon Shipper's Trame
Association, which has 42 lumber, plywood,
and particle board mills in its membership,
is threatening to boycott railroads that aren't
moving to increase the car supply. "We can
easily determine which roads are building
cars and have our interests in mind," says
0. L. Stewart, executive secretary. "For those
that are not, we will simply suggest to our
members that they route their traffic around
those lines if possible."
Mr. Stewart estimates his group accounts
for about 60,000 carloads of traffic annually,
with each carload worth an average of $1,000
in freight revenues to the railroads.

THE MESS IN VIETNAM: TEACHERS
PLEAD WITH A FORMER TEACHER-PART XVI
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, those
to whom we in America entrust the education of our youth exercise a function
second to none in importance to the
future of our Republic, for the strength
of our Nation is based on the character
and understanding of its future citizens.
Our teachers provide that. When teachers as ·a body take a position on matters
vital to the conscience and conduct of
our country, their plea deserves respectful attention.
In last Sunday's New York Times appeared an advertisement addressed by
over 1,000 teachers in the New York metropolitan area to President Johnson.
They urge negotiation in the Vietnam
crisis and a cessation of the bombings.
They express a wide and steadily growing sentiment. I ask unanimous consent
that their statement be printed 1n the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
To OUR PRESIDENT, A FORMER TEACHER:
We are teachers in Metropolitan New York
compelled by conscience to speak out against
the American involvement in Vietnam.
While we hold differing opinions about the
nature and purpose of our role in Vietnam,
we are anguished that the might of America
is being used to destroy that tragic land; we
are horrified by the slaughter of innocents,
by the tragic waste of American and Vietnamese lives; we are concerned that the conflict is widening and can only lead to greater
horrors and worldwide destruction.
We support your commitment to negotiate
this crisis. For the sake of humanity, we
implore you to stop the bombings immediately and initiate a peaceful settlement in
Vietnam.
Ruth Abrahams, Emil Abrams, Murray
Abramsky, Clarence L. Adams, Joseph
Adams, Henry Addis, Abram Adelson,
Leone Adelson, Sandra Adickes, Donna
Adler, Florence C. Adler, Freyda
Nacque Adler, Arnold Adoff, Barbara
Adolf, Claire Alexander, G. Alperin,
Rhoda Altman, Matthew Altschuler,
Frank Alweis, Jerome Anger, Jack Annunziata, Claire Antell, Clara Antin,
E. K. Antonovsky, T. Arenson, Carlina
Aretsky, Sarah Aron, Sandra Aronson,
Leonard Arpel, Gertrude Asher, Dorothy Astopee, Shirley Auerbach, Frances Bader, Elaine Bakalian, Mitzi Bales,
David Balfour, Roy Balfour, Robert H.
Balogh, N. Bancheck, Ann Bander,
Irving Barash, Sylvia Barnett, Ben
Baron, Sara R. Baron, Albert Barracano, Norman Barrish, Muriel Bartel,
W. R. Barton, Priscilla Bassett, Herbert Bassow, Alfred Battaglia, Bernice
A. Bauer, H. C. Bauer, Ben Bauman,
Za phirah J. Bauman, George Beauchamp, Jr., Irving Bechky, Norma
Becker, Paul Becker, Robert Becker,
Shula Beckerman, S. Bell, Vivian Beilinson Teodarina Bello, Arnold Bellush, Anne Bender, Alice Benjamin,
Carl Benjamin, Lillian Bennett.
S. Berger, Terry Berl, Douglas Berman,
Norman Berman, Suzanne Berman,
Leonard Bernstein, Janet Berntsen,
Maurice R. Berube, Diane Betchen,
Sandra Biderman, Madeline Bini, Saul
Birnbaum, Leonard Blackman, Edward
Blaine, Cynthia Blanchard, Efram I.
Blank, Emanual Blank, Ted Bleecker,
Barbara Blickstein, Samuel Block,
Miriam Bloom, Murray Bloom, Dorothy
Bloomfield, Gladys Blount, Ellen
Blustein, Leonore Boer, W. Bogan, M.
Bogursky, Tell Bookpry, B. Bortan,
Joseph Botkin, Augusta Bowles, E. C.
Boyce, B. L. Braunstein, Maggie Brill,
Jack Brodsky, Janet Brof, Joanne B.
Brooke, Albert Bronson, Myrna Bronstein, Leonore Brosius, Alice Brown,
Harold Brown, Huntley Brown, Lella
Brown, Louise J. Brown, Lyle Brown,
Robert F. Brown, Sarah Brown,
Jacqueline A. Browne, Lois Bryant,
Carroll Buchanan, Walter Buchman,
David Budbill, Walter Budhis, Judith
Bunche, James E. Burton, Maury
Buxbaum, Una Buxenbaum, Bernard
Cammarata, Jim Campbell.
Shirley Caplan, Janet Carnay, Marian .
Carpenter, Pauline ·carpenter, Thomas
Carpenter, Roger Cartwright, Fred
Casden, Bette Cassaro, Thelma Catalano, Al Cavicchi, William Chafe,
Lionel Chagrin, Evelyn Chalis, Barbara Chamock, Sam Chapman, Hattie
F. Charney, T. Charney, Neil A. Cha.ssman, Wendy Chayette, Helen Cherne,
Richard Chernick, Merton Chernoff,
Elizabeth Chipura, Margaret Christenson, Fred B. Chunow, Lois T. Clapp,
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Marie C. Clapper, Doris Clark, Edwin
Cobert, Arthur Cohen, Carl Cohen,
Denore Cohen, Maxine Cohen, P.
Cohen, Rachel Cohen, Rita. Cohen,
Rosalyn Cohen, Ruth Cohen, Sylvia
Cole, Alice E. Coleman, Goldie Colodny,
Lionel Comiser, Palma. Conlon, Rose A.
Connolly, Edna G. Cohrad, Louise
Consiglio, Louis Conte, Clark Cook,
Wm. D. Cook, Melissa T. Cooper, Lill
Cooper, Renee Cooper, Raymond I.
Coppell, E. L. Cornelius, Jan Cott, Rebecca Coven, Eleanor Cox, Mitchell
Crespi, Alan Criswell, Morris S. Csgay,
Juana. Culhane, Ida Cummings, Norman Curtis, Pat Curtis, Anna Cutler,
Evelyn Cutler.
Florane Cyrelson, Adeline E. Davia, Doris
Davidson, Esther Davin, Nina Davis, s.
Davis, W. A. Davis, Jr., Mary B. De
Deka, Riricki De Diego, F. Delatorre,
Joseph F. Demas, Rosalind Derman,
Regina Dicker, Grace Ditzian, Carl
Doerner, Mary A. Doin, Phyllis Dolgin,
Irma Doniger, Jeanne Doran, Deborah
Douglas, Lenore Downey, James F.
Doyle, Ma ry J ane Dreyer, Ray Dubin,
N. Dunetz, Charles Eckstat, Adele Edelman, Eleanor Edelstein, Mildred N.
Ehrich, Sarah Einstein, Marke Eiseman, Cha.rles Eisenberg, Edith Eisenberg, Justine Eisenberg, Selma Eisenstadt, Judith Eisenstein, Michael Elias,
R. Elias, Elizabeth Eliot, Bernice Elkine, Simon Ellison, Walter Elovitch,
Frieda W. Emil, N. Charles Emil, Gerald
Emmet, Rebecca Epstein, Mae B.
Erlichman, Muriel Etlinger, Sampson
Eurogen, Shirley Evans, Ernest Fabiitti, Carolyn Fabricant, S. Farhi, Edwin Farrell, Catherine Fearon, Mary
Feeley, Walter Feingersh, Lily Feinstein, Alexander Feldman, Francine
Feldman, Frances Fenichel, James
Fenner, Herman Ferguson, Edith
Ferrara.
Beatrice Fields, Anne L. Filardo, Edgar
Fink, Louis Fink, Helen R . Finkel,
Laurette Finkel, Frank A. Finnel, Bennett Fisch, Sadie Fischbein, B. W.
Fischer, Stanley Fisher, Edward Fishkind, David Fishman, Shirley Fishman, Mildred Flacks, Rosanne Flaum,
Shirley Fleming, Deborah Flynn,
Gavin Fogarty, Henry Fohr, Ellen Foreman, Leon Forer, Marion Forer, Joseph
P. Forman, Ray Frankel, Jerry Freedman, Irene Freeman, Rema Freiberger,
Elizabeth Freilicher, Edith Friedman,
Eleanor Friedman, Is Friedman, Chet
Frilmer, Leo Frisman, Carl S. Fryburg,
Morton Fuhr, L. Furst, Margarita
Gaines, Jaclyn Gang, Donald F. Garber, Jewel Garill, Frances Garten,
Mildred K. Garvin, Clyde Ga tlin,
Sheila Geist, Judith Gelarie, Lia Gelb,
Maxwell Gelender, Sanford Gelernter,
Celia Geller, Sid Gershgoren, Ruth
Gershowitz, Herman Gersten, Lloyd
Gertz, J. Ghoneem, Harold Gilbert,
Stephen Gilbert, Charles G iment hal,
Marjorie Gill, Beverly Gingold, Elizabeth Gineberg, Morris Glaser, Doris
Glass, Rachel Glasser, Joan Godshalk.
Jeanette S. Gold, Sylvia Gold, Etta Goldbaum, F. P. Goldberg, Lucy L. Goldberg, Dan Goldfarb, B. Goldhirsch,
Grace S. Goldman, S. S. Goldman,
David Goldstein, Philip Goldstein,
Philip Goldstein, Ruth M. Goldstein,
Shirley Goldzweig, Lois Golipsky,
Charles Golodner, Laura Goodman,
Richard Goodman, Roger B. Goodman,
Ruth Goodman, Alice Gorden, Albert
F. Gordon, Bernard Gordon, Leo Gordon, Morris Gordon, Norman Gore,
Pegi GC>Teluck, Leah Gorfein, Stanley
Gotlin, Betty Gottlieb, David Gottlieb,
Ed Gottlieb, Gordon Gottlieb, Leona.rd
Gottlieb, Oscar Gottlieb, Anne Grant,
Joel Green, Lesley Greenberg, Paula
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Greenberg, Etta Greenfield, Miriam
Greenfield, Vivian Greenfield, Arthur
W. Greenstone, Janey P. Greif, Mae
Greitzer, Arthur Gren·b erg, Robert
Groff, Betty Gross, Harold Gross, M.
S. Gross, Carolyn S. Grossman, Milton
Grubstein, Lillian K. Grumette, Diana
Guadagnino, Ruth E. Gusthader,
Lawrence GutJ:nan, Matilda Gutman,
Helen Gutstein, Norma R. Ha!rst.on.
Carol Hallinger, Harriet L . .Halpern,
Judith Halpern, stephen M. Halpern,
Dorothy I. Halprin.
Irving Halprin, Natalie Halprin, John
Halvey, Adele Handlers, Aaron Hankin,
Ethel Ha.na.uer, Glinne Hanrahan,
Louis Harap, Norm.an Harenstein,
Michael Harlow, Rosa.lie Harmon, Helen
Harris, Jay Harris, Joan H. Ha.rrls,
Louise Harris, Marjorie Harris, Mary W~
Harris, w.. L. Harris, Delores Harrison,
Priscilla Haslett, Freddie M. Haughton,
Ethel B. Hauptman. Nora Hauser, Louis
Hay, Joyce Haynes, Philip M. Hea.ry,
Pauline Hecker, John Helbok, Harry
Hel!man, .B etty Heller, E. R. Heller,
Paul Heller, Irene Henken, Edward L.
Herbst, Emanuel Herscher, D. Hercules, B. Herman, Erna Herman, Evelyn
Herzfeld, K. Herzig, Joseph Heyman,
Dorothy Hibbert, Nancy Higgins, Earl
C. Hill, Ruby S. Hill, Carol Hiller, Shulamlth Hirsch, Frances Hochberg, Sam
Hochberg, B. Hoffman, Richard Hoffman, Sa.rah Hoffman, Eleanor Holden,
Joan Holiber, David Honig, Marlene
Honsner, William Horn, Norman Horowitz, Ro6alyn Horowitz, Donald Horton, Jessica Howard, Joan M. Howard,
Lols Howlett.
Clara Hunt, Elizabeth Hunter, Marlene
Hymel, Frank Ilchuk, Grace Cohen
Ilchuk, Ellen Imberman, William
Isa.a.es, Fried.a. Isenberg, Belmont
Ja.bin, Stephen Jablonsky, Milton
Ja.mes, Helen Jackson, Carrie Jacobs,
Claire Jacobs, J. Jacobs, Bob Jacobson,
Ell Jacobson, Harriet Jacobson, Rosalie
Ja.oobson, Roselyn Jacobson, R. JalowSkl, Richard Janda, Davis .Jeffrey,
Wilhelmina Jenkins, Leslie Johnson,
Michele Johnson, Bill Jones, Geraldine
Jones, Herbert Jurist, Shulamith Justman, David Ka.bock, Meyer Kadko,
Irwin R. Kafka, Alan Kahn, Bany
Kahn. Murray Kahn, Rose Kaiser,
Michael Kalin, Walter H. Kall, Joyce
Kalllr, Henry Kamin, Benjamin H.
Ka.plan, George Kapp, Miriam Kappalma.n, Ida Karp, Florence Kaslow, Hubert Katz, Paul Kaufman, Edith S.
Kavadlo, Beverly Kelly, Phyllis Kelvin,
S. A. Kempler, Walter Kendra, Jessie
Keosian, E. M. Kessler, Gladys Kessler,
R. Kessler, Louisa Keyes, Sylvia Kimme1ma.n, Allan Kincller, Ronna Kinnls, Howard Kirshner, Ed Kissane,
Ronnie Klemm.as.
Betty Kletter, Blanche Koenigsberg, Allee
Kogan, Morton Kogut, Kate Kolchin,
Jules
Kolodny,
Robert
Kolodny,
Prances Karins, Sara Kornberg, Wilhelmina Kraber, Julius Kramer, P.
Kramer Ruth E. Kramer, A. Krause,
Elaine E. Krauss• .Peter Krauss, Stan
Kre!etz, Ellen Kregor, Eileen Krieger,
Felix Kreitmar, Flore Krigsman, Sy
Krinsky, Lillian Kristo!, R. Krouse,
M-atilda Kruger, Aaron Krumbein,
Suzanne Kupfer, Bernard. Kurtin,
Ralph Kurwein, Davina Kurwitz, Ami
Kushul, Tom Laidman, Ira Landess,
Lawrence Lane, Patricia Lane, Edward
Lansky, Priscilla Lapolla, Judith Lakin,
June Laufer, Mark Lavts, Ed Lawrence,
Ralph Lawrence, Edward Lawrence,
Geraldine Laws, Ida Lebow, Saul Lechtine, Charles Lederer, Eva Lederman,
Isabella Lee, Jim Lee, Milton Leff,
Hadassa Legatt, Martha Lehman, Robert Lehrer, Robert Leicester, Max
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Leive, Marion Leona.rd. Irma Lelbow,
David Lerner, Francine Lerner, Lea
Lerner, Murray Lerner, Arlene Leven.
Miriam Levenson, S. Leventhlnan, Claire
Levine, Joan Levine, Morris Levtne, Rae
Levine, Ree Levine, Shirley Levine, Isabel Le Vita, B. Levy, Betty Levy, David
Levy, Frieda Levy, Harriet Levy, Jane
Levy, Mark Levy. David Lewin, .Minnie
Lewin, John L. Lewine, Carol Lewis,
Claudia Lewis, Dorothy Lewis, Emanuel Lewis, Gertrude Lewis, Murray
Lewis, Sylvia Lewis, T. Liao, Joan Licht,
Anita Lieberman, Saul Lieberman,
Malvina Liebert, Mildred. Liebowitz, Arthur Linder. Nora Linn, Herbert Llpldn, Carol Lielll8.n, Pearl Lipper, Arthur
B. Lipsky, Helen Lipton, Henry Lipton.
Roslyn Lipton, Adele S. Llthauer, Elsie
Rae Litman, Robert Lokln, J. London,
Marlon London, Sylvia Louis, Sidney
Lovett, Vivtan Lowell, Eileen Lubin,
Linda Lubow, Frances Lucas, Francis
D. Lucas, Vincent D. Luciano, A. Ludwig. George Lunn, Edwin Lurzwell,
Steve Lyons, ~el A. Madrid, Morris
Mailman, Rudolph Mainelll, Carl
Makower, Frances M. Malden. L.
Malkin.
John B. Manbeck, Florence Manda, A.
Manheimer, Naoml Maning, George
Manley, Arlene B. Mann, Irving Marusfield, Edith Keller Marcus, Samuel C.
Marenz, F.dna Mark, Nathan Marks,
Alice K. Marsh, Calvin Martin, Edward
:Martinson, Rebecca Martz, Esther
Marcus, Beth Margolis, Florence Masler, Seymour Masler, Diane Mason, S.
Mass, Oscar Mass, Geraldine Massers,
Jennie Mastropaolo, Marjorie A. Mathias, Thelma Matican, Anna R. Matlln. Norma Matzk:in, Bernice J. May,
Steven Mayer, Ben Mazen, Elnora Mccarther, Eugene A. McCoy, Roxanne B.
McDowell, Polly McMillan, John Meehan, Ron Mehlman, Alice Meisel, Josephine Merolla., Virginia Mells, Marjorie
Meyersohn, Thomas Micklow, Alvin
Migdal, Charles Miller, Kenna s. Miller,
S. Millman, Carmen Miranda, Martin
Mirer, Sara Mitchell, Dagoberto Molerio, Albert Montare, W. E. Moore,
James Morris, Peter B. Morris, Raye
Morris, Selina Morris, Sidney H. Morrison, Michael C. Moross, Sidney
Moskowitz, Mary Jane Mutter, carol
Muster, Jam.es Naeh, Sheila Nacht.
Ethel C. Nagel, Susanne Nagel, M . .Natelll,
Emily Nathan, Raymond Nazer, M. H.
Needleman, Lllllan Nekritz, Leonora
Nelson, Rose Neufield, Allee M. Newkirk, Carol Newman,· Mr. and Mrs.·
David Newman, M. L. Newman, Renee
K. Newman, Sylvia Newman, Dene A.
Nichols, Anna Nieves, Dorothy Noland,
Magda North, Marianne Novak, Martin
Novemsky, Jerome Novick, Nita Novic.k ,
Maxwell Numberg, T. Nunan, Gladys
Nussenbaum, J. P. Olicker, Oscar 01shansky, John O'Neill, Dorothy Orland,
Jeanne Ostrtker, Esther Ostroff, Lynn
Ostrow, N. L. Ovanln, Joseph Paladino,
Fances Panitz, Gloria Paolella., Ma.r8ha.
Pargman, Helen Parker, Myrtle E.
Parker, Barbara Patricola., Saul Pavlow,
G. Pearlman, Natalie Pearlstein, Jules
A. Peemoeller, Gladiola Peerman, Fill
Peltz, 'M. Penn, Shirley Pentel, Theresa
B. Perl, Joseph Perez, Edith Perlman,
Joyce Perlman, Maxwell Perlman, S.
Per~n. Steven Parris, Barry Pessin,
Juanita Peters, Marjorie Peterson,
Elsie Pickus, Sidney Pilat.sky, Rudolph
Pinataro, Laurence Plsner.
Paul Pltluk, Berenice Pllskln. William
L. Plummer, Bess Polin, Nancy Polln,
Janet Pollack, Lila Pollack, R. POilak,
Henry Pallet, Naomi Pommer, Robert
Porterfield, Estelle Posner, Busan Powers, Isadore Powsner, Lucy B. Poyer,
Bei'niee Prendergast, Nan Prener, Ann
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Price, Martin Price, Herminia Prieto,
Burke Probitsky, Minnie Proctor, John
Quinlan, Ellen Rabin, Elizabeth Rabinowitz, G. Radford, Herbert Rahlnsky, Marte Ramirez, Sam Lewis Rand,
Lawrence Raphael, Shelley Rapp, Doreen Rappaport, I. Rappaport, Shirley
Rappaport, Ethel Ratner, Mary Rayburn, Miriam Rayburn, Arthur Razzio,
Millie Rachany, Robert Redka, Stephen Reines, Bonnie Reisnar, Richard
Relyea, Edward Remain, Bernard
Reznick, Bertha Rhodes, Julie Rice,
Sheila Rice, Sylvia Richman, E. C.
Ricken, Eleanor Riklin, Jeanne Ritter,
Reuben Rivlin, Rosalie Rivlin, Joseph
Rizik, Bernard Roberts, Celia Robinson, Earl Robinson, Jeanne Robinson,.
S. Robinson, Ella Root, Michael Rosa,
J. H. Rosandy.
Gertrude E. Rose, Albert Rosen, Marlon
Rosen, Miki Rosen, Natalie Rosen,
Phyllis Rosen, Sandra Rosen, Eugene
Rosenbaum,
Rochelle
Rosenbaum,
Doris Rosenberg, Sylvia Rosenburg,
William Rosenberg, Arlene Rosenblatt,
D. J. Rosenblum, A. Rosenburg, Erwin
Rosenfeld, Riva Rosenfield, Rose Rosenfield, Daniel Rosenstein, Emily Rosenthal, Irving Rosenwasser, Pearl
Rosner, Arthur Ross, Lesley Ross, Naomi Rossabi, Martin Roso1f, Madeline
Rostker, Pearl Rostov, Carol Rater,
Alice Roth, Gladys Roth, Jacob
Rothband, David Rothchild, Gussie
Rothman, Henry L.. Royston, Barbara
Lee Rubin, Helen Vogatch Rubin, Morris Rubin, Richard Rubin, Anne Rubenstein, Helen Rugowin, Marianne
Russo, Sean Ryder, Morris Sabbeth,
Priscilla Sabbeth, F. Sabin, Betty
Sacco, Sylvia Saffro, Jerry Safner,
Jeane Salamy, M. Salant. Fra:u.ces Saldinger, Alfred A. Salesky, Lee Saltzman, Morris Salz.• Naomi Salz. Jessie
Salzman, L. Salwen, Rhea Samaras,
Esther A. Samson, Linda Samuels, Judith Sanderoff. David Sanders, O. Sandifer.
Susan Sandler, I. Santo, JO€eph D. Sapienza, Joseph Saspro, Audrey L. Satlin,
M. Schachter, Phyllis Schaefer, Beatrice Schaeffer, Virginia Schattle,
Charles Scheckner, Irwin Schechter,
Samuel Seherek, Florence Scherer, Toni
Schi1Ier, Anne Schiller. Samuel Schindelheim, Lyvia Schlaefer, Berenice
Sehlakman, Irving Schlein, Bert Schlesing, Charlotte Schlossberg, Steven
Schrader, Edith Schrank, Evelyn
Schroeder, G. Sehulhoe, Blanche Schulslaper, Blanche Schundelman, Roy
Sehunurkopf, Benedicta Schwager,
Gloria Schwartz, S. Schwartz, Sol
Schwartz, Sarah Schwartz, T. Schwartzbarth, Grace Schwartzman, R. Y. Scott,
John Anthony Scott, Maria Scott, Luther W. Seabrook, William .H . See, Julian L. Seid, Ruth Selden, Howard Seretan, Lane SerQta. Barbar.a Sewell, David Shaine, Alex Shames, M. R. Shamroy,
Sheila Shankman~ Jack P. Shapira,
Adele Shapiro, Ida Shapiro, Leo Shapiro, Louis Shapiro, Sidney Shapiro, Sidney Shapiro, Florence S. Shaw, Laura
Shaw, Pearl Sheitz, Barbara Shepetin,
Bella Sherman, Ira Sherman, c. Shimel.
Margery Shine, Flora Shore, Sylvia F.
Shows, Mildred Sickles, Harvey Siegel,
Edward Siegel, Marian Siegel, A. I. Sigal, Charles Sigmund, Donald M. Silber, H. Sillekens, Anlta Silver.• Myra Silver, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Silverman,
Myron Silver.man, Abraham Singer,
Barbara Singer, Gertrude Singer, J.
Singer, Ann Slrotof, Linda Sklarow,
Martha SkUlsky, Helene S. Slater, Karen Slavin, Sarah Slotkina, Roslyn
Small, Vilet Small, Bernlee Smart, Alvin Smith, Betty Smith, Esther Smith,
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Geraldine Smith, Irene Smith, Lawrence Smith, Lucme Smith, Sylvia
Smith, Jean Smolar, Helen W. H. Sniton, Mildred Snow, Sylvia Sokolow,
Henry Solganlk, Sidney Solomon, Jacqueline Spears, Lester Speiser, Vivian
Speiser, Matthew Spetter, Madelon
Spier, Blanche Solomon, Rebecca L.
Boyer, Jerry Spitz, Susan .Spitz, Richard Springer, J. Spoerrl, Lillian Stahl,
Elizabeth Starcevic, Alan L. Stein, Lilian D. Stern, Phllip Stern, Frances
Sternberg, Simon Stanislow, Eva Starfield, Martin Starfield, Ralph Stein.
Nancy Steinberg, Evelyn M. Stimmel,
Fred Storfer, Dorothy Stoneman, Martha Stodt, Barbara Straussman, Joseph
B. Strum, Kieve Stubenhaus, Norman
Stuber, Isabelle Suhl, George Sundel,
Nicholas Surdo, Armas Suvanto, Frieda
Sverdlove, N. Talbot, Irving Talmuke,
Norma Tasman, Russel Tauber, Beatrice Teitel, Lloyd Ternes, Harry Tenenberg, Mildred Tenenbaum, Frances
Tepper, B. Terry, Mae Terry, Carole
Thell, Rachel Tholfsen, F. Thorpe, P.
'I'holfsen, Lary Titelman, Aaron Toder,
Saul Toder, Elinor Tolbert, Aaron
Traister, Susan Traub, Ruth Traub,
Shirley Trapldo, Abraham Tretln, Rosemarie Trimboli, A. Tucker, Kathleen
Tucker, Lynette V. Tucker, Adele Tulman, Muriel Turner, Mark Ubelman,
Jo Ubogy, Elizabeth Uranl, Milton
Unterman, Semah Unterman, Gayle
Veeder, Dora J. Vernt, Gwen Vetter,
Theresa Vigo, Thomas Waber, Carol
Wagner, Leo Wagner, Thomas E. Wahn,
Gertrude Waldeyer, Gabriel Waldman,
Ems Wallach, L1llian Wallach, Lottie
Wallach, William Walters, L. Waltznia,
Violet Ward.
Oarl V. Warren, Michael Warman, L. G.
Watkins, Ernest Waxman, Bernice
Webb, Ray Wechsle, Roberta Wedeen,
Suza.nne Weldberg, Hazel C. Weill,
Herschel Welnstat, Irving Weinstein,
Suzanne Welnsein, Henry Weinstock,
Bernard Weintraub, Joshua Wiesen,
Adele F. Weiss, Blanche Weiss, Malvina
R. Weiss, Nancy Weiss, Norman Weil,
Fromma Wellman, Marilyn Weldfeur,
Marga.ret Werthman, Edna Wetler,
Evelyn Wexler, Clementene Wheeler,
Joel White, Charlene Whittaker, Harvey
Widell, Polly Widertnan, Hilda Wigder,
Natalie Wigler, Jerome Wilkins, Ed
Williams, Miriam Wills, Geraldine
Wilson, R. Wirte, R. Witre, Susan
Witner, Joseph Wohl, Jerry Wolf, Lois
C. Wolf, Miriam Wolf, Helen Wong,
Mabie S. Wood, Elaine Woodbura,
Mildred Woogen, Barbara Wortman,
Rosa Wrinfricki, Frances Wunder,
Lionel M. Yard, Shirley Yasner, Ann
Youdovin, J. Zaddin, Stanley Zelman,
Allen Zelon, Stan Zibulsky, Julius
Zieger, Eva Zlesk, Alex Zimmerman,
Marsha Zimmerman, Frances Zippin,
Helen Zirilsteln, · Esther Zlatchin, J.
Zoflln, R. Zucker, Lester Zwicker.
For additional information, oontact Teachers Committee for Peace in Vietnam, cochairmen: Sandra Adickes, Norma Becker, 520 East
12th Street, New York, N.Y., 10009.
A GOVERNMENT OF MEN

Mr. ROBERTSON. Mr. President, I
predicted in this Chamber a year ago
that the real meat ax in the 1964 Civil
Rights Act was title VI, which enables
officials in Washington to determine
what constitutes discrimination in any
program or facility receiving Federal assistance.
I expressed the opinion then that if the
1964 bill became law it would change the

kind of government the people of Virginia have known, and the kind of government that had its origin at Jamestown in 1618.
I said that under title VI every little
bureaucrat could say, "This is my rule
on discrimination." Supporters of the
bill disagreed with me, pointing out that
the President would have to approve all
of the rules and regulations.
But, regardless of who makes or approves the regulations, Virginians have
found out recently how far reaching
title VI is in its application.
For example, the doctors and hospital
officials of Virginia and adjoining Southern States were told recently by an official of the Public Health Service how
completely they must integrate any hospital receiving Federal funds.
In a separate development, the
Augusta County Board of Supervisors
recently found it necessary to seek the
advice of members of the Virginia congressional delegation in clearing up
what they regard as ambiguities in some
of the pledges they are being asked by
State and Federal officials to sign.
One of the questions raised by the
county supervisors was whether they
should be required by the State to sign
an agreement relating to the use of certain Federal funds for educational purposes which are expended by local school
boards. The county supervisors argued
that they have been asked by the State
to execute an agreement concerning
which they would not have full responsibility for compliance.
The county supervisors also contended
the wording of the agreement was not
clear as to whether it imposed personal
liability for compliance on the individual
signing it on behalf of the board of
supervisors.
A second question raised by the Augusta County Board of Supervisors relates to the renting of office space in
county facilities to various Federal agencies, such as the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.
I am informed that the county entered
into a compliance type of agreement
. covering such rented space indicating
that they do not engage in discriminatory
practices. But the supervisors are objecting to additional provisions being
placed in the lease in regard to damages
in the event of a breach of the compliance
agreement.
In regard to hospitals, I have just received a copy of a paper prepared by
Assistant Surgeon General Harald M.
Graning, chief of the Division of Hospital
and Medical Facilities, Public Health
Service, in which he outlined to officials
of the Carolinas-Virginias Hospital Conference what they must do under title VI
of last year's law if they receive any
Federal aid funds.
The Public Health official gave the following as examples of some of the questions "you may find useful in examining
the facilities with which you are
associated":
Are patients admitted without consideration of any factor pertaining to race, color,
or national origin?
Are the same entrances, admission offices,
waiting rooms and other general service fa-
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cilities available to and used by Negro and
other patients?
Are patient room assignments made wit out regard to race, color, or national origin?
Are patients assigned to semiprivate fourbed bedrooms and wards without regard to
race, color or national origin of the other
patients?
Are all services and facilities available to
patients without regard to race, color or national origin?
Are dining spaces and cafeterias available
to and used by patients, staff, trainees, and
employees without discrimination?
Are all clinics, emergency, and outpatient
services available to and used by Negroes and
other outpatients?
Are professional qualifications and character the only criteria applied in granting or
denying staff privileges?
Do Negro physicians having staff privileges
serve on a rotation basis in clinics and emergency and outpatient departments on the
same basis as other physicians?
Are trainees, interns, or other trainees assigned to service with patients without regard to their race, color or national origin?
These are only some of the questions which
should be asked. As you can readily see from
this sampling, every effort should be made to
comply with both the spirit and letter of the
law.

Mr. President, if these are only "some
of the questions" which should be asked,
it is difficult to imagine any that were
left out.
These recent developments indicate I
was not exaggerating when I spoke last
year about what would happen under
title VI.
RETENTION OF SECTION 14(b) OF
TAFT-HARTLEY ACT
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, I have
recently received communications from
two important chambers of commerce
in my State. Both express support for
retention of section 14 <b) of the TaftHartley law. I fully agree with the views
expressed by these chambers. In order
that other Senators may be advised of
the depth of Texas feeling on this subject, I ask that there be printed in the
RECORD a letter from the Athens chamber and a newsletter from the Lamar
County chamber.
There being no objection, the letters
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ATHENS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

Athens, Tex., May 25, 1965.

Senator JOHN TOWER,
Senate Office Building,
Vlashington,D.O.

DEAR SENATOR TOWER: The Board of Directors of the Athens Chamber of Commerce
wishes to go on record opposing any change
in section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act.
We object to any proposals that will either
delete this section from the act or to any
change that will destroy its effectiveness.
It ls our feeling that this section adds materially to the freedom of choice by American
working men and women. We do not believe
that membership in any organization should
be a requirement in getting a job just as
we do not believe that membership in a
chamber of commerce should be a requirement for operating a business.
We respectfully bring this to your attention and ask that you oppose any changes
in this section.
Very sincerely,
LINDEN R. LEWIS,
President.
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pulsory open shop.• This ls like saying the in view of the U.S. balance of payments
compulsory right to vote or the compulsory and outfiow of gold problem, it would be
right to bear arms or the compulsory free- useful to review the treaties, contracts
Pam, Tez'# Ma311965.
The repeal of section 14(b) of the Taft:- dom. of rellglon. Even under t.he ha.ted secHart1ey Ae1 · would eliminate the tight-to- tion. anytime a. worker gets 1Jred of non- and .a rrangements under which we own
and generate foreign currencies.
work law in Texas, and force any man or unionism he may join .a union.
The inquiry was made to the SecreCompulsory unionism relieves labor leadwoman getting a job with a business in
which employees are represented by a union, ers of the responslb111ty Of ma.king their taries of Treasury and State, and a copy
unions
and
the
union
benefits
attractive.
to join the union and pay the initiation fees
was sent t.o the President. The Treasand dues; or to look for work somewhere Under compulsory uniomsm. the worker ls ury report, received under a letter dated
else. Under the existing law he .h as the not guaranteed anything in return for his May 21, 1965, is self-explanat.ory.
choice to join or not join and his job can- union dues. He is only guaranteed that
I ask unanimous consent to have the
not be taken from him because of his deci- there will be union dues. In short. compulsory unionism destroys the incentive of la.bar ·r eport and the preliminary correspondsion.
ence published as part of these remarks
How can unions give service to members leaders.
Also it must be recalled that given the in the body of the REcoRD.
when their membership is compulsory, and
there will be no need to prove that they can conditions of a. closed shop, it is easier to
There being no objection, the report
maintain the coercive discipline on which and correspondence were ordered to be
serve the people?
The .repeal of section 14 (b} of the Taft- militant unions depend in time of strikes.
printed in the REcoRD, as follows.:
Trade unions have been a dynamic force
Hartley Act could lessen the desire of large
THE SECRETARY OP THE TREASURY,
firms to locate in Lamar County or Texas in the development of the United States.
WaM.fngton, D.C., May 27, 1965.
because the right-to-work law makes for bet- During the early days of the industrial revoHon.
HARRY
P. BYRD,
lution, unions did cure many infilcted labor
ter working conditions.
Repeal of section 14.(b) is contrary to sec- wounds by management. But 1n recent Chairman, Committee on Finance,
tion 703(a) of the Civil Rights Act which years, the main function of unions has been U.S. Senate,
states that you cannot have unlawful em- to push the wage-price spiral further up- Washington, D.C.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The enclosed report
ployment practices that discrlminate ·against ward. Since businessmen cannot combine
any µidlvtdual with respect to terms, condi- forces llke unlons, there would be nothing to ..Utilization of U.S. Government Foreign
stop labor leaders from accelerating the CUrrency Balances.. supplements the matetions, or privileges of employment.
spiral, and with it, in1lation, under closed rial provided by the Secretary of the Treasury in his letter to you on March 12. It was
Mr. TOWER. Mr. President, the shops.
Irving News Texan recently published a
The arguments against compulsory union- prepared in cooperation with the Departments
of State-AID, Defense, Agriculture,
strong and reasonable editorial advoca- ism are many, but one may be cons1dered
the Bureau of the Budget.
ting retention of section 14(b) of the basic. And this argument is the cornerstone and
You will note that the actions underway
Taft-Hartley law. This editorial has to our entire society. Is this to be a truly a.re not in terms of final accomplishment
country, or must a. man under duress,
been called to my attention by a number free
need a union card to earn a living and sup- but rather involve continued search a.t all
of distinguished Texans, including Mr. port a family?
levels for further progress.
.
Phillip Reid, chairman, of the board and
I know that you will welcome the efforts
If President Johnson and the Democrats
president of the Irving Bank & Trust Co. intend to pursue the repeal of section 14(b}, to effectively use our foreign currency balIn order that other Senators may share then let them do it under some label other ances to benefit our 'International payments
the views expressed by the News Texan, than "liberalism.'' It ls pure and simple position in ways which wm not involve &n
adverse withdrawal of resources from counI ask that the editorial be printed at this tyranny.
tries 1n whose economic development we
Point in the RECORD.
Mr. President, I have received a most have a great interest and to which we ·e xtend
PRESIDENT Is PAYING ONLY LIPSERVICE TO
impartant letter from the employees of foreign assistance.
FREEDOM IF SECTION 14(b) Is REPEALED
I deeply appreciate your concern and value
the Roy Klossner Co., of San Antonio.
A great deal of lipservice is paid to free- In it they most emphatically support re- most highly your active cooperation in our
dom by the present administration. But tention of section 14(b) of the Taft- efforts to further strengthen our international payments position.
President Johnson's recent declaration favor- Hartley law.
Sincerely yours,
ing the repeal of section 14 {b) of the TaftI am in full agreement with them,
HENRY H. FOWLER.
Hartley law certainly should make voters
and
in
order
that
other
Senators
may
be
wonder just who all this freedom ts for.
advised
of
the
urgency
with
which
conUTILIZATION OJ' U.S. GoVERNMENT FOREIGN
Apparently, it is for those groups and orCURRENCY BALANCES
ganizations which make the most monetary cerned Texans view this matter, I ask
that the letter be printed at this point
contributions to campaign funds.
NATU'U OF THE PROBLEM
Repeal of section 14(b) would write off the in the RECORD.
How can our foreign currency balances be
books the right-to-work laws of 19 States,
THE Roy KLossNER co.,
used to provide additional benefit to our
including Texas. But even more unjust, it
Sa1' An.tonic, Tez., May 21, 1965.
balance of payments?
would force into labor unions thousands of Hon. JOHN Towm,
On December 81, 1964, the U.S. Governworkers who do not desire membership. It, U.S. Senate,
ment owned the equivalent of $2,937 milllon
1n essence, gives American workers the choice Senate Office Building,
in foreign currencies. Of this total, $1,556
of either going union or not working at all. Washington, D.C.
million is committed under our !<>reign ald
The public has given President Johnson
DEA.a Sm: We urgently recommend that program for use by the aid recipient countries
strong support ln committing this coun:- section 14(b) of the Taft-Hartley Act remain for economic development and for the comtry's Armed Forces to the preservation of free- as it now stands.
mon defense. The balance, $1,381 million, ls
dom throughout the world. But here at
We as employees of the Roy Klossner Co. designated for U.S. Government use; and, of
home, the President evidently gives a dif- feel that the repeal of this act would take this balance, $1,239 million is in the currenferent definition to the word freedom.
away one of our precious liberties. Any- cies of the eight so-called excess currency
Compulsory "anything" ls not a corner- thing tha.t you can do to help retain this countries: Burma, Guinea, India, Israel,
stone for strength. It is a license for abuse. law will certainly be appreciated.
Pakistan, Poland, United Arab Republic, and
Just how strongly the President feels about
Yugoslavia. This concentration of $1,239
Very truly yours,
the abolishment o! the right-to-work secmillion of excess currencies 1s further accenTHE EMPLOYEES OF THE ROY
tion in the Tait-Hartley law ls really not
tuated by the fact that 85 percent of it ls
KLOSSNER Co.
known. He made only passing reference to
held in three of these countries-India,
it in Tuesday's labor message to Congress.
Pakistan, and Poland. In contrast to our exHowever, the "Johnson treatment" of Con- REPORT OF SECRETARY OF THE penditures in the Western European coungressmen does not always involve loud pubtries, which greatly exceed our supply of
TREASURY ENTITLED "UTILIZA- their currencies, it is in the eight countries
lic J:>roclamations. What the President 1s
doing behind the scenes is much more imTION OF U.S. GOVERNMENT FOR- listed above that our balances are in excess of
portant.
the nonnal opera.ting expenditures of the
EIGN CURRENCY BALANCES"
The reason behind the request for repeal,
Government.
of course, is the Democratic Party's obThese fOl'eign currency balances have acMr. BYRD of Virginia. Mr. President.
ligation to labor for support in the past I am in receipt of a report from the Sec- crued primarily under our food-for-peace
national election. It is the shame that a po- retary of the Treasury, the Honorable program and have increased in total as the
litical party must tamper with the freedom
program has continued over the yeal'S. Sales
of thousands of American workers just to Henry H. Fowler, entitled "Utilization of of agricultural commodities under Public
U.S.
Government
Foreign
Currency
Balremain in power. But this is what is hapLa.w 480 oontrtbute substantially to the total
ances."
pening.
U.S. oversea aid effort which, in turn, is
The
report
is
in
response
to
an
inquiry
One union publication recently referred
designed to strengt;hen the economies of reto the retention of section 14(b) as "com- I made on March 1, 1965, as to whether, cipient countries and hasten the day when
CHAMBER 011'
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they can finance their import requirement.s
on commercial term.s. Meanwhile, sales are
made for payment in foreign currency to
countries which cannot pay for their needed.
food requirements in dollars. Most Of these
countries are recipients Of dollar assistance.
OBJECTIVES OF UTILIZATION OF LOCAL CURRENCY

The essential pro:>Iem we face ls one of
finding means by w:O.ich to utilize the foreign
currencies we own so as to further save oversea expenditures in dollars, strengthen the
economic position of aid recipients, harmonize usage of the currencies with other
U.S. aid programs and advance our foreign
policy objectives.
Basic to consideration of the problem of
increased U.S. use of foreign currencies is the
fact that under the food-for-peace program
the United States utilizes the foreign currency proceeds by agreement with the country whose currency is involved. Against this
background our reexamination shows that
although some further progress is possible
it will be modest even with modification of
both existing U.S. legal requirements governing certain types of expenditures and our
agreements with other countries. The economic position of the developing countries
is not strong or rich enough to warrant their
agreement to extensive use of U.S. holdings of
their currencies in ways which would de.prive them of foreign exchange receipts or
affect stability of their economies.
The direct and immediate benefit to our
balance of payments of use of foreign currencies received under food for peace and
other aid programs has amounted to more
than $2.5 billion over the past 10 years; such
savings amounted to about $300 million in
fiscal year 1964. However, recopnizing the
importance of increasing this balance-of-payments benefit wherever feasible, the major
categories of U.S. use of its foreign currency
_holdings have been reexamined.
UTILIZATION FOR OFFICIAL U.S. GOVERNMENT
EXPENDITURES

The operating expenses of e.ll U.S. missions
abroad as a matter of policy are being paid
in U.S.-owned foreign currency wherever such
currency is available. · All exceptions to this
policy are being reviewed to determine
whether or not they are stlll justified and
whether satisfactory alternative arrangements can be made. A notable exception
to this pollcy is in the payment of quarters
and other statutory allowances for military
personnel which under U.S. law must be paid
in dollars even though in some countries the
.United States h~ an ample supply of foreign
currency.
Current U.S. Government regulations require that payment for official travel and
transportation be made with excess U.S.owned foreign currencies whenever such currencies are available for such purposes, even
when only a brief stopover -in an excess currency country is involved. While we have
been successful in including a provision for
such travel and transportation payments in
·many agreements, some difficulties liave
arisen with respect to the burden imposed on
the foreign country's foreign exchange position by the subsequent conversion for U.S.
airlines of these payments into U.S. dollars.
UTILIZATION

FOR

PROCUREMENT

U.S. procurement abroad financed with
U.S. foreign currency holdings is being expanded. Government-owned furnished housing acquired with foreign currency is being
increased so as to save the cost of transporting household effects of U.S. Government
civilian personnel stationed abroad. Also,
Department of Defense nonappropriated fund
activities, including post exchange and service stores, have made substantial use of U.S.owned foreign currencies for the purchase of
goods and ·merchandise for resale for dol·lars through their outlets. Efforts are be·ing made to identify exports of goods and
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services that could be purchased with U.S.owned foreign currency at competitive prices
and without creating a foreign exchange loss
or 1n1lationary pressure in the exporting
country which would prejudice the achievement of other important U.S. foreign policy
objectives. Such exports are being sought
not only for U.S. use in third countries but
also for use as U.S. financed aid to third
countries. For example, allocations of U.S.held Indian rupees for use in the AID program in Nepal totaled $41 million from
1960 through 1964.
One problem which we are seeking to resolve is that of expanding official procurement in excess currency countries with benefit to the U.S. balance of payments and without excessive cost in relation to available dollar appropriations. An AID group has recently visited several of the excess currency
countries to explore the possibllitles of procurement there for AID prograins in third
countries. As a result, plans are being made
for such procurement in Israel and Pakistan,
and negotiations are in process to arrange for
it in several other countries.
In most of these inconvertible currency
areas where we hold excess currencies, there
are opportunities for some increased procurement, but only at higher cost to the
agency's appropriation. Under current establisl;led policy requiring acceptance of the
lowest competitive bid, awards usually go to
the hard currency countries, primarily because the prices in those countries are more
attractive when converted into dollars than
are those in the soft currency areas.
It ls anticipated that greater uses of U.S.owned foreign currencies can be found if the
Congress authorizes the use Of foreign currencies without charge to appropriated funds
as requested in the President's 1966 budget
proposals. Under this plan it ls proposed
that the President be authorized to spend,
for additional special activities of authorized
programs, up to 5 percent of each excess foreign currency. This experimental proposal
'would promote for all activities increased
uses of these currencies in addition to the
programs which are financed from special
foreign currency program appropriations,
and could in particular provide an incentive
toward offshore procurement with benefit to
the U.S. balance of payment.s.

lent. The rate of usage of Cooley loan funds
varies from · region to region on the basis of
U.S. investor interest. In the Latin American region 90 percent of the funds allocated
for Cooley loans had been lent as of February 28.
AID is examining its policies and procedures with respect to Cooley loans to see
how they can be simplified and expedited,
especially as regards applications covering
expenditures abroad which U.S. companies
originally planned to make in dollars out of
their own resources.
Moreover, in order to obtain an immediate
balance-of-payments benefit from foreign
currency balances held for .C ooley loan purposes for which there is no prospect of early
utilization, approaches are being made to
.the various foreign countries concerned to
obtain their agreement to including Cooley
balances in those covered by the "unfunding procedure" authorized by the last session of the U.S. Congress. By the unfunding
procedure, foreign currency balances formerly restricted for particular uses are unrestricted and made available for expenditure
without affecting in any way the programs
or obligations for which the funds were
originally earmarked. This unfunding will
increase the amount of foreign currency
available for immediate use for U.S. operating expenses and will thus reduce U.S. dollar
·expenditures in the nonexcess currency
countries.

USES BY U.S. TOURISTS AND BUSINESSMEN

. All formerly restricted U.S. use foreign
currency balances being held for specific
purposes were unfunded as of March 31,
except for $27.4 million, of which $25 million in Japanese yen was acquired under the
GARIOA settlement (not related to Public
Law 480) and is committed by special agreement for cultural and educational purposes
in Japan. It is on deposit in American
banks in Japan and in Japanese banks o.t
5¥2 percent interest, providing earnings of
$1,375,000 annually, which will be used for
regular U.S. operating expenses in Japan.
The annual cultural program will be covered
out of the principal. Unfunding U.S.-use
foreign currency accounts in calendar 1964
saved our balance of payments about $105.2
million.

In future guidance to businessmen on the
President's voluntary balance-of-payments
program, the Commerce Department will
pc;>int out the availability of certain U.S.owned foreign currencies for use in lieu of
dollars either through purchase or through
Cooley loans. Sales of local currency for
business purposes are being made in Israel
and India, while sales to tourists are in effect
in Israel, India, and the United Arab Republic. To extend the potential effectiveness of
the program of sales Of U.S.-owned foreign
currencies in those countries where agreements to do so exist, the Secretary of the
Treasury is revising the present criteria for
determining which currencies are available
for sale to U.S. citizens under section 104 (s)
or (t) of Public Law 480 so that additional
amounts will become available. Sections
104(s) and lo4(t) have been included in all
title I Public Law 480 agreements since section 1()4(t) was added to the Public Law 480
legislation last October and are being included in all new title I agreements.
UTILIZATION OF COOLEY LOAN FUNDS

AID, which is responsible for the management of Cooley funds, has established a
"Businessmen's Information Center" to get
information on the Cooley loan program to
American business firms. It also issues periodic press releases listing the countries
where Cooley funds are available . .
As of February 28, some 287 loans had
been made and 69 percent of the funds presently allocated for this purpose have been

UTILIZATION OF OTHER COUNTRY USE FUNDS

A careful check has been made of the
status of other undisbursed "country use"
·Public Law 480 proceeds (104(g) loan funds).
This indicated that with few exceptions
·such balances have been committed under
the terms of the agreements for agreed project purposes. These projects are the outcome of intensive bilateral planning and
often have required legislative action. · It
would, therefore, be inappropriate and impractical to try to revise the agreements 'to
switch these country use proceeds to · U.S.
use. Efforts are underway where possible to
unfund those country use balances which are
not expected to be disbursed in the near
future.
PRESENT

STATUS

OF RESTRICTED
BALANCES

U.S. USE

HIGHER U.S. VSE PERCENTAGES AND CONVERSIONS

During the last year the pere<entage of
Public Law 480 sales proceeds for "U.S. uses"
has generally been increased except in the
agreements with the excess currency countries and special cases such as Vietnam
where other factors are involved. Over the
past year there have been numerous instances
of 30 to 35 percent for U.S. use, and two
agreements provided for 50 percent U.S. use.
The present policy is to increase this percentage within overall U.S. foreign policy
objectives wherever it will benefit the U.S.
balance of payments. Although there is a
limit to the extent to which the terms for
Public Law 480 title I sales· can be hardened
without jeopardizing potential sales, in some
countries it has been possible to obtain agree-
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men t to the con version of a portion of the
Public Law 480 sales proceeds into other
currencies. Efforts will be continued to increase the magnitude and scope of these
conversions and to require the payment of
interest on sales proceeds held in U.S. accounts where possible.
TITLE IV PROGRAMS
. Title IV sales of surplus agricultural commodities are ma.d e for dollar repayment and
are, therefore, a dire<lt benefit to our balance of payments. It is the purpose of title
IV, Public Law 480, to stimulate and increase
the sale of surplus agricultural comm.odities for dollars and to utllize surplus agricultural commodities to assist the economic
development of friendly nations. In recognition of this, most sales agreements provide
that the local currency proceeds of the sale
of title IV commodities within the country
will be used for economic and social development programs as agreed upon by the United
States and the borrowing government.
The financing of local costs is highly important in many AID programs. To the
extent that title IV local currency can be
used in lieu of currency generated through
AID dollar expenditures in financing such
programs there is a potential beneficial effect upon the U.S. balance of payments.
Such additional balance-of-payments benefi.ts are, of course, limited since AID is already
employing devices which assure that virtually all of the dollars used to generate
local currency are spent to finance exports
from the United States. However, AID ls
continuously studying the more systematic
treatment of title IV local currency and it is
possible that as a result of this effort the
beneficial effe<lts of title IV upon the U.S.
balance of payments may be enhanced.
An important additional factor with regard to title IV programs has been the recent
emphasis· given to larger initial payments
under the program. Since the beginning of
the current fiscal year 6 of the 14 government-to-government title IV agreements
signed provided for larger initial payments
amounting to 20 to 25 percent of the value
of the agreement. This trend toward larger
initial payments will continue to be emphasized under title IV programs.
CONCLUSION
Our reexamination reveals that while some
further tightening up of food-for-peace
terms and provision for increased U.S. utilization of foreign currencies is possible, the
resulting increase in U.S. balance-of-payments benefit ls likely to be modest. Determined effort has already exhausted most of
the possible means of using the currencies
to that end. This stems from the fact that
U.S. requirements are small in most of the
areas in which excess currencies are held.
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MARCH 1, 1.965.
Hon. DEAN RusK,
Secretary of State,

·and
Hon: DOUGLAS DILLON,
Secretary of the Treasury.

MY DEAR MR. SECRETARY: You know of my
long-standing and continuing concern over
our balance-of-payments deficits and the
o:utfl.ow of our gold.
If it has not been done, would it serve a
worthwhile purpose to review all of the
treaties, contracts, and arrangements under
which we own and generate foreign currencies with a view to renegotiation for more
constructive use under current circum.:.
stances?
It is not my intention here to be critical
of earlier policies which were involved. The
fact is that conditions have changed, and if
it would help, renegotiation may be justified
and acceptable.
You have my very best wishes.
Faithfully yours,
HARRY F. BYRD.
THE WHITE HOUSE,
March 3, 1965.

DEAR SENATOR: Thank you for sending me
copies of your letters of March 1 to Secretary
Rusk and Secretary Dillon suggesting that
consideration be given to the advisability
and usefulness of renegotiating treaties, contracts, and arrangements under which we
own and generate foreign currencies as a
means of lessening the balance-of-payments
deficit.
I appreciate your thoughtful suggestion
and assure you that it will be thoroughly
explored.
Sincerely,
LYNDON B. JOHNSON.
THE WHITE HOUSE,
March 6, 1965.

· DEAR SENATOR: This is a further answer
to your good letter of March 1 about foreign
currencies. I want you to know that I have
personally ordered an intensive reexamination of the agreements under which we carry
out the Public Law 480 programs, the source
of most of the money. I am determined that
we shall make the best possible use of these
funds.
We have already made some progress. The
agreements negotiated during the past year,
mostly involving currencies not in excess
supply, provide for a general increase in the
share reserved for U.S. use. Further, some
of the money will be available for sale to
American tourists and nonprofit institutions.
Since 1960 annual U.S. expenditure of local
currency has risen by $100 million, to $333
million in fiscal year 1964.
As you know, however, a good part of this
money consists of the · currency of poor
countries, desperately short of the resources
Mr. BYRD of Virginia. The corre- they need to get their own economies growspondence relative to the. advisability, in ing. India and Pakistan are the most imview of the U.S. balance of payments· and portant examples. We have an important
stake in their security and development.
gold situation, of reexammmg the When
we demand payment from them in
treaties, contracts, and arrangements dollars, or spend our holdings of their curunder which the United States owns, rency in lieu of dollars, we take aw.ay with
generates, and uses foreign currencies one hand resources we give them with the
other, through our assistance programs~
follows:
- By selling developing countries our farm
MARCH l, 1965.
products for local currency, we provide esHon. LYNDON B. JOHNSON,
sential support for their development efforts.
President of the United States.
MY DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Please find en- They simply could not afford to buy these
closed a self-explanatory letter relative to the goods on commercial terms without stunting
balance of payments and outflow of gold, their growth.
significant part of our balances
which I have sent today to the Secretary of is Another
in Polish currency. All of this is already
State and the Secretary of the Treasury. subject to conversion and repayment in dolCopies o~ these letters are forwarded to you lars on a fixed time schedule.
for your information.
On the other hand, and as suggested in
With warmest · personal regards and my your letter, there may well be situations
very best wishes. ·
where it would be possible to improve our
Faithfully yours,
arrangements. I intend to find those situaBARRY F. BYRD.
tions and ·act accordingly.

. In sum, we must continue both to make
dollar savings and to use our agricultural
abundance to advance our interests in the ,
developing world.
During the early part of next week you will
be receiving a more detailed report about
the overall foreign currency situation from
the Secretary of State and the Secretary of
the Treasury .
Sincerely,
LYNDON B. JOHNSON.
MARCH 10, 1965.
Hon. LYNDON B. JOHNSON,
President of the United States.

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: Thank you for your
response to my letter of March 1 relative
to the advisability, in view of our balanceof-payments situation, of reexamining the
treaties, contracts and arrangements under
which the United States owns, generates and
uses foreign currencies. May I commend
you for the promptness of your action, and
express my appreciation for it?
I know you have shared our concern over
the continuing deficits in our balance of
payments and withdrawal of our gold since
these developments first came under examination by the Finance Committee in 1957.
This is a deep and serious problem. Turning the use of currencies in our accounts
abroad into more positive effect on our balance in itself, of course, would not solve the
problem. But if it is feasible it would be
a needed step in the right direction which
would be beneficial to both the United States
and friendly nations.
Your reference to currencies generated under Public Law 480, for example, brings to
mind the provision in that law for the sale
of these currencies to tourists which might
be made more useful to mutual advantage.
I hope the more detailed responses from
the Secretary of State and the Secretary of
the Treasury will find merit in the suggestion. Meanwhile, I am among those who are
grateful for your active interest.
You have my very best wishes.
Faithfully,
HARRY F. BYRD.

RULE OF REASON SHOULD BE FOLLOWED IN CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
the Texas Legislature is concluding its
current session with passage of a bill on
congressional redistricting that should
give new dimensions to the word "gerrymander." That word is not strong
enough to describe what has
done
to the new Texas congressional districts.
It is a new example of "sa.lami" tactics, of
slicing a metropolitan area into as many
pieces as possible, combined with a taffy
pull, stretching a district with city
suburbs at one end as far as possible toward an area having such differing occupations, geography, and trade interests
as to have no similar interest with the
remote dismembered county.
I have some reluctance to criticize the
actions of another legislative body, for it
is all too easy to find fault with the work
of many weeks of hard work done under
the most intense pressures. Yet the
Texas Legislature has produced a congressional redistricting plan that has
been greeted by few shouts of enthusiasm
and a great many cries of "take it to
court." The new plan will undoubtedly
be taken to the Federal courts. · We may
validly ask whether a redistricting plan
that !~mediately draws such a response

been
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does in fact represent a reasonable -exercise of the legislature's power. The
adoption of plans as unsound basically
as the new Texas congressional districts
is a new invitation to abdicate redis- trioting to the Federal courts, where
citizens observe that some standard of
reason and fairness applies.
I have supposed that there might be
some good reasons for violating a rule
of population equality in legislative districts if the purpose were to put in-one
district a cohesive area based on social,
geographical, and historical considerations where that area -fairly should be
entitled to send a distinctive regional
representative to the legislative body.
I even see no great vice in seeking to
assure the continuity of service of a
distinguished legislator who has accumulated valuable seniority. But what
can be said of a redistricting plan which
tosses out these principles and, while
achieving a superficial mathematical
equality, attached metropolitan suburbs
to a district stretching away fo-r hundreds
of miles? Should not one principle of
redistricting be to keep · metropolitan
trade areas under as few districts as
possible, rather than carving them into
as many segments as possible?
Look at the new congressional districts in Texas: one suburb of Dallas in
Dallas County has been attached to a
district reaching 250 miles to the west
almost to Lubbock, while another Dallas
suburb also in Dallas County is attached
to a district going 200 miles south to
the outskirts of Houston. The northern
part of Bexar County and San Antonio
is made the heavy end of a strip going
over 300 miles almost to New Mexico,
while the southern part of San Antonio
in Bexar County goes to a district going
almost 200 miles to Old Mexico. In
southeast Texas, two major competing
port cities a hundred miles apart, Galveston and Beaumont, are put in one
coastal strip district, while their respective natural trade areas are stripped
away to make other districts. The Texas
Legislature has carved up counties and
cities and attached small pieces of
counties and cities to such remote areas
as to make the word "gerrymander" obsolete. This is such a governmental disaster that nothing but the word
"Texaster" can describe what has been
done in Texas by the Texas Legislature.
One 11-county district resembles a giant
fishhook in shape; shoestring districts
are common, the dismemberment of
cities and counties reduced to a butcher's art.
When a proposal can be analyzed on
its face as a deliberate striped, or an
awkward cookie-cutter pattern, or a
long-reaching arm to pull in noncontiguous territory, then it is obvious that no
attempt was made to protect the democratic interests of the people, nor the
interests of democracy.
The interest of the people cannot be
best served if an elected legislator represents varying territory having no geographical propinquity to his own residence. .
If a State legislature cannot logically
or fairly _d ecide -apportJpnment districts,
a serious doubt is cast as to whether they
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should be-trusted with this responsibility if the interests of good government
are blinded by self-interest.
The Senate now has before it a meritorious bill that would make it possible
for such monstrosities as this Texas
plan to be tested by fair and reasonable
standards in the courts. H.R. 5505, the
Celler bill, in addition to other provisions, directs that congressional districts
"shall at all times be composed of contiguous territory, in as compact form as
practicable," and directs that the districts can vary no more than 15 percent
in population from the State average.
This is a highly desirable bill; I strongly
urge its passage by the Senate. It
would provide standards by which the irresponsible acts of the State legislature
can be tested in an impartial forum. I
am reluctant to admit it, but today I and
a great many other Texans are thinking
more and more highly of judicial review
of congressional and legislative redistricting.
TUNISIAN INDEPENDENCE DAY
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. President, tod,a y the
Republic of Tunisia is celebrating its independence day. All Americans should
join in saluting this brave little country
which, less than a decade ago, regained
its freedom from colonial domination.
During a written history dating back
to the 12th century B.C., Tunisia has
been occupied and overrun many times,
but she has maintained her identity as
a nation.
The modern Republic of Tunisia, under the leadership of President Habib
Bourguiba is now embarking on a bold
4-year plan of economic development at
home, and undertaking a unique initiative in her relations with her neighbors in north Africa and the Middle
East. President Bourguiba, leader of a
country which is a member of the Arab
League, has urged progress toward a Middle Eastern settlement under which the
Arab countries and Israel could live side
by side in peace.
The United States should give all possible support both to Tunisia's efforts to
bring peace to the troubled Middle East,
and to her programs to develop her own
economy and provide jobs for her people.
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Not much Interpretation ls needed ·to discover this meaning 1n Wirtz' comments to
Congress.
He said that State right-to-work laws cause
disruptive industrial competition among theStates.
What competition is there for Industry,
today that could be defined as disruptive?
That which attracts companies to new locations.
The South in recent years has become a
vigorous competitor for the industrial prosperity which has long been the good fortune
of the North.
Mr. Wirtz' view . ls all the more striking
when you define further the meaning of his
phrase.
Who is disrupted by this competition for
industry?
Of course, no community likes to lose a
plant and the Job opportunities it provides.
Spartanburg, when seeking to have a company locate in this county, surely doesn't
enjoy seeing it decide to go to Greenville,
much less to North Carolina or Georgia.
When a firm ls going to build a new facility
1n one of two communities, one of the two
is going to be happy and one of them disrupted, in the Secretary's word.
Presumably, the Federal Government holds
no favorites among the communities which
make up its Nation. Why should the Department of Labor concern itself with obstructing one town from attracting an industry which might otherwise build elsewhere?
The Nation will gain the same number of
jobs, whether the plant goes in Ohio or in
South Carolina. Secretary Wirtz should be
as happy for South Carolina as he would be
for Ohio.
But there are some people who would be
considerably more disrupted than others by
a management decision to come South.
These are the moguls of big labor, who
have squeezed the goose unmercifully in the ,
highly industrialized areas of the North. :
They don't want to see business migrate to ·
tht? South. If it remains where they have
viitually complete control, they have no
worry about maintaining union membership.
It ls nearly automatic. The man who wants
to work Joins the union.
The
independent-minded
southerner
hasn't capitulated to this type of subservient
membership without free choice. Many
southerners do belong to unions, but they
have their own personal choice in the matter.
It is this choice that President Johnson,
Secretary Wirtz, and big labor want to declare undemocratic.
There are 19 States 1n the Union which
have right-to-work laws. Which means that
31 do not have.
The 19 do not suggest it to be the right of
Federal Government to impose these laws on
the 31. Why do you think the 31 propose to
enforce their view on the 19?
Not for the benefit of the 19, you can be
sure.

RIGHT-TO-WORK LAWS
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, the
Spartanburg Herald, of Spartanburg,
S.C., published in its May 26, 1965, issue
THE HOUSING BILL
a very discerning editorial analysis of
Mr.
DOUGLAS.
Mr. President, last
the administration's opposition to the
right-to-work laws. I ask unanimous Friday, the Washington Post published
consent that the editorial be printed in an editorial which complimented the
Banking and Currency Committee of the
the RECORD following these remarks.
There being no objection, the editorial House for its improvements on the adwas ordered to be printed in the RECORD, ministration's housing bill. I join in
these sentiments, and say that once again
as follows:
[From the Spartanburg (S.C.) Herald, the House Banking and Currency Committee has demonstrated its fine sense of
Ma.y ~6, 1965)
workmanship and diligent devotion to
REAL MOTIVE SHOWN ABOUT RIGHT To WORK
the public interest.
Secretary o:r: Labor Willard Wirtz, probably
I call particular attention to the elimiunwittingly, has identified the most basic
motive In big labor's drive against the rlght- nation of the income floor from the adnilnistration's proposed - rent subsidy
to-work law.
It ls to brunt the dynamic Jn,dustrlal plan. Under the administration's origigrowth of the Southland.
nal proposal, the plan would apply only
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to families with incomes too high for ad- United -Nations grave plight was taking
mission into public housing. This pro- place.
vision thus would automatically exclude
On other occasions I have risen on this
the vast majority. of poor famllies who floor to point out the growing concern
are in the most desperate need of such of the American people for the fate of the
assistance.
United Nations. Daily editorials and
I commend the leadership of the House letters to the editor reveal the anguish
Banking and Currency Committee for its with which Americans view the creeping
removal of the income floor. It is also rigor mortis facing the United Nations.
noteworthy that the bill reported by the
I wish to have printed in the RECORD
House subcommittee has achieved broad this very thoughtful editorial from the
bipartisan support. Only one Republi- Baltimore Evening Sun and a letter to
can member of the subcommittee voted the editor from one of Maryland's most
against the bill.
distinguished doctors, P'almer Futcher.
I ask unanimous consent that the text
These expressions of concern for the
of the Post editorial be reprinted at this United Nations are part of an increasing
point in the RECORD:
awareness on the part of the American
There being no objection, the editorial people that we must do something afwas ordered to be printed in the RECORD, firmative to save this vital world orgaas follows:
nization.
[From the Washington Post, May 28, 1965]
Mr. President I ask unanimous consent
to have these two items printed at this
HOPE FOR HOUSING
Solid workmanship, rather than creative point in the RECORD.
brilliance, 1s the House Banking CommitThere being no objection, the editorial
tee's style. It has, characteristically, greatly and the letter were ordered to be printed
strengthened the weakest aspects of the ad- in the RECORD, as follows:

ministration's housing bill. :aut it has simultaneously dulled one of its most interest- [From the Baltimore (Md.) Evening Sun,
Mar.25,1965]
ing innovations, the new towns proposal.
SHORING UP THE U.N.
Perhaps the cammlttee may be correct in
thinking that the country ls not yet ready
The United States has decided, news stories
for new towns; · certainly the old cities are from Washington say, to contribute some
not, for they sent their mayors to the Capitol $200 million to the United Nations and its
With tears in their eyes to plead that the new various agencies this year despite the long
towns constitute unfair competition. The continuing controversy over the refusal of
committee kindly deieted that intlammatory Russia, France, and a number of other counphrase, "new town," to pacify the mayors. - tries to pay their assessments for peaceBut it substituted Federal land mortgage in- keeping missions. It ls a. decision wisely
surance up to $12.5 million i'or a single de- taken. No doubt it will meet With some
velopment; mortgages for undeveloped land criticism but it is in keeping with the belief
have never before been insurable. Since to which this country has been committed
$12.5 mllllon is nearly the cost of the land on for 20 years. The belief is that the United
which Reston is being built, the committee Nations, despite its defects and failures, is
can hardly be said to have abandoned the the best hope the world has for preventing
idea of a Federal new towns policy altogether. war and that support of it is very much in
The bill wm, no doubt, be attacked chletly our own national interests. On the whole
on its courageous proposal to subsidize the the record over the past two decades justifies
rents of fammes with low incomes. TP,e ad- the belief.
ministration had originally intended to give
This year is a critical one for the orgasubsidies only to fammes with too much in- nization that now counts 115 members, S
come to live in public housing, but the ab- times the number that brought it into being
surdity of that pollcy is obvious in a country in San Francisco in 1945. The General Aswhere the volume of public housing falls sembly is in recess until fall. The efforts to
fearfully short of the need. The committee reach an agreement With Russia on the
has, very sensibly, proposed subsidies to the special assessments for the operations in the
very poor as well as to their comparatively Congo and the Middle East offer small prosmore fortunate neighbors.
pect of a settlement. The organization faces
A series of new departures in publlc hous- severe financial difficulties which, if unsolved,
ing will permit local authorities to buy or could seriously curtail all its activities and
rent existing homes for· fam111es who can pay perhaps cause a gradual Withering of such efonly part of their rent. Through an in- fectiveness as it has had and of such reliance
genious system of pooling mortgages, the as its members have upon it. The reduction
committee expects to increase the amount of of it to a feeble shadow of a. collection of
private money invested at low rates in non- states at this time would not only deprive the
profit housing. The administration has ap- world of a useful if imperfect instrument of
parently been persuaded . not to give up its international conc111ation but would probprogram of housing through low-interest ably undermine other modes of cooperation.
mortgages, a program that is only now be- Certainly it would be extremely unwise to let
it die .simply for lack of money.
ginning to pick up momentum.
Earlier this month the United States reOn balance, the bill is stronger now than
when the committee took it up. It gives versed its position on withholding its share
great promise of becoming a landmark in the of the amount needed to keep the program
development of a broad and imaginative Fed- of technical assistance in operation. Now it
is once again ready to put up its full share
eral housing policy.
of the regular budget and other funds. Because this is a large share-about a third of
the United Nations' expenses-it is an imTHE UNITED NATIONS
portant prop. Moreover, it expresses this
Mr. TYDINGS. Mr. President, a few country's continuing determination to try
weeks ago I had occasion to have printed to keep the organization alive and functionin the RECORD a letter to the editor, and ing; it sets an example that should hearten
an editorial from the Bel Air Aegis, con- other members to renew their support of it
cerning the saving of the United Nations.. and their faith in it. At least for the time
At that time I indicated that I was dis.;. being the money can be counted as soundmayed that so little discussion of the ly invested. ·
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[From the Baltimore (Md.) Sun,
Mar.26, 1965]
PEACEKEEPING FuNCfION

Sm: In this time of world crisis, the United

Nations is incapacitated in the political area;
while a 33-nation committee reviews one of
its most important functions, that of peacekeeping.
The United States was sufficiently aware of
defects in the operation of the United Nations to spearhead the action which led to
the present impasse over payments for
peacekeeping activities. It is imperative
that President Johnson give frequent affirmation that this action emanated from a desire to improve the peace-keeping capacity
of the United Nations rather than to impair it. Yet more than a month has passed
since the adjournment of the · Assembly
without a forceful indication from the administration that it Will take leadership in
support of a greater role for the United
Nations in maintaining peace.
Does President Johnson now disavow the
protestations by him and his presidential
predecessors that the development ·of the
United Nations is necessary to the rule of
law in the world and is hence of supreme
importance to the United States? Or wlll
he reaffirm _this conviction, preferably by calling for a conference of foreign ministers to
review the organization and authority of the
United Nations With the goal of making it
a. more effective instrument of world order?
PALMER H. F'uTcHER.
BALTIMORE, March 23.

.

BffiTH CO~L
Mr. TYDINGS. Mr. President, on
April 10, a letter to the editor. written by
Dr. Edwin G. Riley. was published. in
the Baltimore Sun. In his ·letter, Dr.
Riley asked this question:
If it is considered immoral to give a woman
birth-control materials and information, and
thereby prevent or take a life, in one sector
of our society, why ls it moral to take a life,
in another sector of our society, without
question, simply because accepted reasons
exist?

I ask other Senators to read Dr. Riley's
letter and to look deeply into their own
consciences, in the light of today's world
population problems.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that Dr. Riley's letter be printed at
this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
(From the Baltimore (Md.) Sun, Apr. 10,
1965]
MORAL

RESPONSmILITY

Sm: The moral problem of whether to give

birth-control materials to unmarried women
is not one of the morals of the women, but
rather the moral responsibillty of society toward these women and the problems created
by their actions.
No one questions the desirab111ty of the
moral stricture on fornication. It would,
seem that after almost 2,000 years of moral
preachment, far too many of our people have
not seen fit to follow this precept. The problem of illegitimacy has been with us and will
continue to be with us. The community
spends much time, money, effort, and concern with its unfortunate results.
From much of the material that has appeared in the press it appears that not giving the control is moral and giving it is immoral. This ls not the case. The choice is
between two immoralities. By giving we
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contribute to the immorality of the mother.
There being no objection, the letter,
By not giving we forgo our moral responsi- biographies, and remarks were ordered
bility to every child that it have the oppor- to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:
tunity to be wanted, cared for, loved by his
MAT4, 1965.
mother.
Certain results of immoral sexual relations Maj. Gen. w. c. GARBISON,
are less punishable than others. No one Commanding General,
questions the treatment of syphilis, which in Headquarters, X U.S. Army Corps,
almost all cases arises from irregular sexual Fort Lawton, Wash.
DEAR GENERAL GARRISON: I deeply regret
relations. It would even be more moral to
allow this, since both partners of the act that, due to a longtime commitment to parcould su1Ier the consequences. This, of ticipate in the dedication of the Everett port
course, is ridiculous. By the same token, facility, it will not be possible for me to be
why should Just the woman suffer this other on hand for the ceremonies in connection
result of her immorality which is a burden with the U.S. Army Reserve Center at Bellon her and a worse burden on the innocent ingham, Wash., on Sunday, May 9.
I do wish to take this opportunity to say
child?
There is no question that this is a matter how pleased I am by the decision of the
of preventing or taking a life, which is not commanding general of the 6th U.S. Army
within the right of humans. It is done in to name the new facility "Stevens Hall" in
other segments of our society without ques- memory of Gov. Isaac Ingalls Stevens,
the first Governor of Washington Territory,
tion where accepted reasons exist.
Above all the other tenets of Christianity and of his son, Brig. Gen. Hazard Stevens,
is that of love. Allowing unwanted, un- Medal of Honor winner during the Civil War.
loved, neglected children to come into the All of us can be proud of the great contribu..
world is not an act of love on the part of tion this family has made to our country
society and is not moral since the child is from the inception of the Republic. The
the family accomplishments ls one
foreordained to punishment through no record of parallel
in American history. The
fault of his own. This is an Old Testament without
contributions
~e family are legion, both
concept which is not repeated in the New. in the militaryof field
and the area of stateIt is cruel.
craft. We in the State of Washington are
The idea o! birth control with the present especially honor€d to have Robert T. Stevens,
easy methods is new. It must be remem- former Secretary of the Army, · present to
bered that at one time Christian authorities represent his illustrious family. Secretary
took the position that nothing should be Stevens is a personal friend of mine, a man
done to save life since it interfered with the I have admired and respected not only for
will of God. Later these authorities disap- his distinguished service to our Nation in
proved of easing pain in childbirth since it peace and war, but for his great integrity and
was the will of God that a child be brought devotion to his country.
into the world amid travail. Even today we
The Ste.vens name will be a continuous reread of certain sects that refuse blood trans- minder to the men who utilize Stevens Hall
fusion because it is "against the will of of the great respons1bil1ties of American citGod ...
izenship. It is an example that I hope and
It is only by a very limited line of moral trust the members of the Armed Forces who
thought that withholding birth control train there will endeavor to emulate at all
methods can be justified. If a woman ls less times.
burdened with the products of her misdoing,
With all good wishes.
even she may have an opportunity to learn a
Sincerely yours,
better moral level of conduct.
HENRY M. JACKSON,
EDWIN G. RILEY, M.D.
U.S. Senator.
DENTON, April 5.
BIOGRAPIDCAL SKETCH OF ISAAC INGALLS

DEDICATION OF STEVENS HALL, U.S.
ARMY RESERVE CENTER, BELLINGHAM, WASH.
Mr. JACKSON. Mr. President, on
Sunday, May 9, at Bellingham, Wash.,
the new U.S. Army Reserve Center was
dedicated. It was named "Stevens Hall",
in honor of Gen. Isaac Ingalls Stevens,
the first Governor of Washington Territory, and his only son, Brig. Gen. Hazard
Stevens. The principal speaker at the
ceremony was the distinguished former
Secretary of the Army, Robert T. Stevens, who is a direct descendant of Governor Stevens and his son, Brig. Gen.
Hazard Stevens.
The Stevens family have a long record
of distinguished public service to their
country-in peace and in war. Robert
Stevens stands in that rich family tradition.
I ask unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD my remarks contained in a letter addressed to Maj. Gen.
W. C. Garrison, the commanding general
of the 10th U.S. Army Corps, Fort Lawton, Wash., which was read at the ceremony, and also the biographies of
Governor Stevens and his son, Brig. Gen.
Hazard Stevens, and the dedicatory remarks of Robert T. Stevens.

STEVENS

Isaac Ingalls Stevens was born on March
25, 1818, in the State of Massachusetts. He
was an honor graduate from the U.S. Milltary
Academy at West Point, class of 1839, receiving a commission in the Corps of Engineers.
He served with distinction in the Mexican
War rising to the rank of brevet major; he
was credited with developing the plan that
successfully breached the defenses of Mexico
City during that campaign.
Following the Mexican War, President
Franklin Pierce appointed Stevens to three
positions simultaneously: Governor of the
Territory of Washington, Chief of the Northern Pacific Railway Survey, and Superintendent of Indian Affairs for the Territory.
He was eminently successful in each of the
three positions, including negotiations with
the British on boundary disputes, arrangement of treaties with the Indians, and as
the result of his popularity as Governor, was
elected Delegate to Congress for Washington
Territory in 1857 where he served until the
outbreak of the Civil War.
Following his resignation from Congress,
Governor Stevens was appointed a colonel by
President Lincoln and assumed command of
the 79th Highlanders of New York. By July
1862 he was promoted to major general. On .
September l, 1862, General Stevens was
killed in action while leading a charge
against greatly superior forces under the
command of Gen. Stonewall Jackson during
the Second Battle of Bull Run.
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BIOGRAPH1CAL SKETCH OP liAzARD STEVENS
Hazard Stevens was born in Newport,
R.I., and entered the service at Olympia,
Washington Territory. He was appointed
1st lieutenant, 79th New York Infantry, in
August 1861; and was promoted to captain
and assistant adjutant general on October
16, 1861. While serving in this capacity he
was awarded the Medal of Honor on June 13,
1864, for gallantry in action in leading a
party that assaulted and captured Fort
Huger, Va., on April 19, 1863. He was promoted to major on October 13, 1864; to
brevet lieutenant colonel, U.S. Volunteers,
on August 1, 1864; to colonel on October 19,
1864, and to brigadier general on April 2,
1865. He was honorably mustered out of
the service on September 19, 1865.
REMARKS BY ROBERT T. STEVENS, PRESIDENT OP
J. P. STEVENS & Co., INC., AT DEDICATION
OF STEVENS HALL, BELLINGHAM, WASH.,
MAY 9, 1965
Last month, at Appomattox Courthouse in
Virginia, descendants of Generals Grant and
Lee took part in marking the lOOth anniversary of the end of the American Civil War.
Not far from Appomattox, one of the men we
honor here today lost his life in the Battle
of Chantilly on September 1, 1862.
Here in Bellingham, nearly 103 years after
his death, we dedicate this armory, Stevens
Hall, in gonor of Gen. Isa~c I. Stevens, and
his only son, Gen. Hazard Stevens.
Gen. Isaac Stevens, first cousin of mine,
twice removed, was the first Governor of the
Territory of Washington, a soldier, engineer
and diplomat, a true pioneer of the great
Northwest and a brave officer of the Union
Army, who gave his life to a cause in which
he stoutly believed.
During his short life of 44 years~ Isaac
Stevens accomplished far more than most
men accomplish during twice that time. He
had a brilliant record in the Mexican War
of 1847. His trips overland to Puget Sound,
his two appointive terms as territorial Governor, his two elections as first territorial
Delegate to Congress and his efforts in this
outstanding area of our young Nation, including his negotiations with the Indians,
contributed an important chapter in the history and early knowledge of our Northwest
Pacific frontier.
Hazard Stevens, a fine son and heroic officer of the Army, ls remembered as a recipient of the Congressional Medal of Honor,
awarded him on June 13, 1864, for gallantry
in action in leading a party that assaulted
and captured Fort Huger, Va., during the
devastating Civil War.
Along with you, those of us who are
descendants of these gallant men take great
pride in their accomplishments. Like others
of uncommon valor, they are the inspiration
of brave men everywhere and, personally, my
own interest in mllltary affairs, including
service in both World Wars and as Secretary
of the Army, stems in part from the accomplishments of these two Stevens generals,
father and son. I cannot forget that your
first territorial Governor stoOd first in his
class at West Point.
Today, in farflung outposts of the world,
brave Americans continue to carry forth the
honor of America. Each of us is gratefUl
that our men in uniform, supported by the
vast majority of American people, under the
leadership of a resolute President, are on
the job in full support of freedom and an
honorable peace.
Both Generals Stevens were prodigious
writers and readers and, in his second year
at West Point, Isaac also displayed a keen
sense of devilish wit. In a letter to his
cousin, Charles, he wrote: "The professor's
cherries are now dead ripe and by some
means or other, quantities of them disappear every night-in such things as these,
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you know it is wicked to call names, but this
I can ·say that last night I ate a fine lot
of them."
In his fin.a l minutes of life, Isaac Stevens
was to die as he had lived-a brave man dedicated to the code of West Point--duty, honor,
country. The official files reveal that.
"The colorbearer being shot, Stevens seized
the colors, regardless of the wounded Highlanders at his feet who exclaimed, 'For
God's sake, don't you take the colors, General, they'll shoot you if you do,' and, leading
his men to the charge, thus he fell in the
hour of victory. His body was found after
the battle; his hands closely grasped the
staff, and the flag had fallen over his head
and shoulders."
These early pioneers and defenders of the
Nation have been hondred in many places,
among them Stevensville, Mont., Stevens
County and elsewhere in Washington. On
behalf of each General Stevens' descendants,
I am certain they would, as I am, be proud
of the designation of this new U.S. Army Reserve Center as Stevens Hall. I am very
proud to represent the Stevens family on this
memorable occasion and very proud that the
name Stevens means so much in this great
State of Washington.
Thank you very much.

ffiGHWAY DEATHS
Mr. HARTKE. Mr. President, more
than 460 Americans died this weekend
on our highways. We have become
numb to statistics such as these; but I,
for one, mourn the loss of each single life.
We could have prevented many of these
deaths.
A life lost on the highway is a life
wasted. Accidents can be prevented.
Lives can be saved. It is time for the
people of this country to stop wringing
their hands in despair, and to take positive action to implement proven programs of highway safety. We who serve
in Congress must have the courage to do
what is necessary in order to make our
highways as safe as possible.
More than half the people who died
this weekend would be alive now if Congress had done what it had the Power to
do. Proposed legislation now before us
can reduce· thousands of highway death
zones, can improve automobile safety
standards, and can eliminate the hazards
of unsafe tires. Each of these proposals
can save precious lives.
The greatest livesaver ever instituted
ls the interstate highway program. The
death rate on these roads is less than
half that on older highways. Thousands
of lives have already been saved. This is
a step in the right direction; but we cannot rest here. We must plan now to extend the interstate system; and the
Hartke highway bill would do just this.
My bill would add 19,000 miles to the
presently projected 41,000-mile system.
Based on current statistics, this increase
will save 3,800 lives a year. The saving
in property damage alone would amount
to several billion dollars a year.
The past weekend, American motorists
traveled some 12 billion vehicle-miles;
but almost 85 percent of that travel was
on old, unsafe rural roads. It was on
these roads that most of the 460 lost their
lives.
More lives were lost this weekend than
those lost in the entire course of the war
in Vietnam. We are shocked and saddened at the loss of even one pilot 1n
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southeast Asia; but a life lost on the
highway is an everyday occurrence.
The tragedy is that this loss need not
be~
Our Nation's abundant resources
can be focused on highway--safety pro•
grams. We have the power to cut the
toll in half. Let us now resolve to do
everything within our power to make our
roads as safe as humanly possible.
THE KEPPEL GUIDELINES FOR INTEGRATING SOUTHERN SCHOOLS
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, the
Greenville News, of Greenville, S.C., has
published another excellent editorial on
the subject of the Keppel guidelines for
integrating southern schools under title
VI of the so-called Civil Rights Act of
1964. On May 19, 1965, I had printed
in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD,. on page
10997, an editorial, from the Greenville
News, on the same subject.
I ask unanimous consent that this
editorial, entitled "Keppel Versus Law
and Commonsense," be printed in the
RECORD at the conclusion of these remarks.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[From the Greenville (S.C.) News, May
25, 1965]
KEPPEL VERSUS LAW AND COMMONSENSE

It may be possible that the request of nine

southern Governors through their Senators
and Representatives in Washington for
modification or a reasonable interpretation
of the Federal guidelines for desegregation
to qualify for Federal aid for the public
schools will bear fruit.
Commissioner Francis Keppel, of the Office
of Educa tion of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, however, has his
bureaucratic back up and says he will not
bow to political pressure.
He does not deny that his rules and regulations which under the general precedents
have the effect of law, go beyond the prevailing court decrees.
But he says they are perfectly legal under
titles IV and VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1963-64 which forbid racial discrimination
in public facilities and permit the Attorney
General to initiate suits where discrimination is charged in the public schools.
If so, and if Mr. Keppel succeeds in holding
his ground, then the Civil Rights Act is
worse even than we thought. The Commissioner himself ls employing both political
and economic pressure and refusing to listen
to reason.
·
For, as we pointed out at some length here
a few days ago, the Keppel "guidelines" go
far beyond even the most extreme of the
Federal court decrees. They go beyond the
language of the Civil Rights Act.
The courts have forbidden the schools to
discriminate against individuals on grounds
of race in assigning pupils to schools and
classrooms, or to discriminate in considering
requests for transfer from one school to
another.
The Civil Rights Act, likewise, stops at the
point of forbidding discrimination. Although it may be interpreted as compelling
deliberate integration, such an intention is
not spelled out in the language used by Congress. That, goodness knows, goes far
enough in invading property rights and personal privacy and interfering with the right
of individuals to choose their associates.
The distinction here is that the Civil
Rights Act and the Federal court decrees
are aimed at ending discrimination by for-
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bidding denial of certain individual rights as
defined in Supreme Court decisions.
The HEW Federal aid guidelines would
discriminate in the opposite direction by
compelling the schools to mix the races deliberately for the sake of achieving integration (called desegregation, which is not in
any dictionary). Integration is the primary
objective and assistance to education is given
second place.
A clear legal light is provided by the most
recent court decisions on the subject. On
April 7 the U .S. Fourth Circuit Court 'of
Appeals upheld the "freedom of choice" plan
of the Richmond, Va., schools whereby children are permitted to attend any school they
choose anywhere in the city.
It also upheld the Hopewell, Va., plan
wherRby children are assigned to the schools
in or nearest their residential neighborhoods.
In the Richmond case the Negro plaintiffs
argued that many Negro parents prefer to
have their children attend predominantly or
entirely Negro schools and that this results
in a continuance of segregation.
On this point the second highest court in
the land for this region said:
·
"To that extent, they (the plaintiffs) say
that, under any freedom-of-choice system,
the State permits segregation if it does not
deprive Negro parents of a right of choice.
"It has been held again and again, however, that the 14th amendment prohibition
is not against segregation as such. The
proscription is against
discrimination.
Everyone of every race has a right to be free
of discrimination by the State by reason of
his race.
"There is nothing in the Constitution
which prevents his voluntary association
with others of his race or which would strike
down any State law which permits such association. The present suggestion thn.t a
Negro's right to be free from discrimination
requires that the State deprive him of his
volition is incongruous."
The Court having gone so far, it is reasonable to add that it also is incongruous to
deprive whites of "freedom of choice" in the
matter of schools and to compel integration
of the races when one or the other or both
don't want it is downright ridiculous.
The Office of Education, however, is going
that far and further. While the courts have
repeatedly said that choice of a racially
mixed school is an individual right to be
individually asserted, Mr. Keppel says the
school authorities must take the initiative
and completely integrate the schools in a
short time, regardless of the preferences of
individuals.
The integrationists are given some comfort
by the partial dissent in these decisions by
Judges Sobeloff and Bell. They said the
plans were experimental only and added that
the school officials should bear the burden of
achieving integration.
In a further statement they seem to be saying that if not enough Negroes go along with
those who want to integrate, they can't extricate themselves from segregation, the school
officials should transfer enough to keep them
company in white schools, or transfer whites
to Negro schools.
There is nothing in any of the Supreme
Court decisions to justify this. And, certainly, sound school administrative practice
doesn't warrant it.
With respect to the assignment of children
to schools geographically nearest their homes,
the Court said:
"The Constitution does not require the
abandonment of neighborhood schools and
the t ransportation of pupils from one area to
another solely for the purpose of mixing the
races in the schools."
It is notable, too, that while the Keppel
guidelines would compel integration of administration and faculty personnel, the circuit court sidestepped the issue. Instead of
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ruling on this aspect of the pleadings of the
plaintitis, it said that assignment of teachers
could be expected in time to follow the pattern of the assignment of pupils.
This is the law as defined by the courts.
Insofar as appears possible at this late date
in applying the decisions and laws forbidding
segregation by State or local law or administrative practices, it is plain commonsense.
The school districts of South Ca rolina and
other States have agreed to comply with
these laws and the courts are ready to step in
again if they fail to do so. It is neither legal
nor sensible to ask them, or t h e pupils and
their parents, to do more.

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
CHURCHES
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President, I
call to the attention of other Senators
an editorial entitled "NCC's Tax Exemption." The editorial was published- recently in the Indianapolis Star.
This editorial raises a very pertinent
question about the tax-exemption status
of the NCC in view of the many political
stands that have been taken by the
council, including the approval of a resolution recommending withdrawal of
armed services from South Vietnam.
I ask unanimous consent that the editorial be printed in the RECORD following these remarks.
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
NCC's TAX EXEMPTION
The leadership of the National Council of
Churches should stop hiding behind the argument that the council is a religious organization in its successful efforts to avoid paying
taxes.
The council professes to represent some 38
million members of more than 30 Protestant
and Eastern Orthodox churches. The council enjoys tax-exempt status. But organizations not obligated to pay taxes are also not
expected to lobby for pending legislation or
propagandize for political causes.
Among other movements endorsed by the
council have been the recognition of Red
China, elimination of right-to-work laws, repeal of the McCarran-Walter Immigration
Act, and the barring of featherbed practices
in labor. It also urged Congress to strike
out the loyalty oa th provision of the National Defense Act. Before the 1964 Civil
Rights Act passed, the council lobbied in its
favor.
In December 1960 the council accepted a
report which said, " The fact that (Fidel)
Castro took land without paying for it, that
he is hostile to American capital, does not
necessarily make him a Communist." The
report did not add, as it might have by sheer
logic, "but it necessarily makes him a thief ."
One would have thought that the council's
governing board would have condemned Castro in the "thou shalt not steal" basis, if ·on
no other grounds.
The council denies being either Red-tinged
or the consistent patsy for Communists. It
once actually called for immunity from criticism as if it were some sacred institution
created by divine will of God. On February 26, 1959, the council's governing board
proclaimed that it is the right of church
groups "to discuss freely and to express
judgments without exposure to attacks upon
motive or integrity for daring to exercise
the right to do so."
No one who believes in a society of free
men can deny the council's right to "discuss
freely and express judgments." But no one
who believes in a free society can go along
with the councils belief that its motives or
judgments should be immune to attack. The
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judgments and motives of even the President
The !ate Fred .. Vinson, Sr., was Secretary
of the United States are open to question and. of the Treasury when Truman appointed
to criticism.
him Chief Justice of the United States, Edwin
The councils most recent resolution put its L. Weisl, Sr., of New York, L.B.J.'s longtime
38 mmion members on record as being for personal lawyer and adviser, served as aswithdrawal of U.S. troops from South Viet- sistant attorney and special assistant atnam. This is, of course, exactly the same torney general in Chicago during the late
stand being taken by Mao Tse-tung as well twenties, later on the War Manpower Board ,
as the Daily Worker, a New York Communist and in 1957-59 as chief counsel for the
newspaper.
Johnson Preparedness Committee, a sena Whether the leadership truly represents its torial group which performed such an out38 million members is up to the membership standing job that it started L.B.J. toward
to d ecide. But whether the council should the Vice Presidency. Weisl is now Democon tinue to h a ve tax exemption while it cratic national committeeman for New York.
propagandizes for changes in the Nation's
The younger Weisl recalls his first meetl aws, adding new burdens on our taxpayers, . ing with the future President this way: "I
is a m a tter for the Internal Revenue Depart- was about 5 years old when I saw a big
ment to decide.
Texan talking politics with my father in the
living room of our New York apartment,
and discovered that he was planning to sleep
OUTSTANDING MEN IN THE DE- in my bedroom.
PARTMENT OF JUSTICE
"He has the same man then as now. He
never stopped talking politics and the naMr. TYDINGS.
Mr. President, the tional
even after he went to bed
phrase "distinguished son of a distin- and theinterest,
lights were out. He taught me all
guished father" has, perhaps, never been I know about politics."
more aptly applied than it was in Ruth
Young Weisl worked as an assistant counMontgomery's recent article on the Jus- sel to his father on the Preparedness Comtice Department. It is a bright day, in- mittee, after graduating from Yale, taking
deed, when such intelligent young men, his law degree at Columbia, and serving a
inspired by parental public service, de- 2-year stint in the Navy as a lieutenant.
cide to serve their country. The Justice He then went into private law practice in
York, and as a Democratic delegate
Department is properly proud of the :fine New
voted for L.B.J. for President, in 1960
names these young men bear, and of the twice
and 1964.
excellent work for which they are well
His only child, Angela, was born the
known.
day before President Kennedy's assassinaI ask unanimous consent that Ruth tion. One of L.B.J.'s first acts after he reMontgomery's article be printed in the turned to Washington as the heavily burdened new President was to telephone conRECORD.
There being no objection, the article gratulations, send flowers, and write a letwas ordered to be printed in the RECORD, ter to the 2-day-old baby.
The nominations of Weisl and Vinson as
as follows:
assista nt attorney generals await Senate
[F'rom the New York Journal American,
confirmation, but both are starting to work
May 16, 1965]
under interim appointments.
L .B.J. DEALS ACES TO JUSTICE DEPARTMENT
Ramsey Clark, the No. 2 man at Justice, is
a t all Texan like the President, but consid(By Ruth Montgomery)
WASHINGTON.-A good many sons have fol- erably more laconic. After swearing in the ·
lower f amous f a thers into distinguished pub- 37-year-old man he has known for three
lic service since the days of the Adamses, but decades, L .B.J. asked Ramsey's 11-year-old
the Justice Department could well lay claim son whether he'd had any "best days" renow to some kind of a record in that cently. Young Tom promptly replied that
this was his best one.
category.
It was an old family joke. Once, after
Starting right at the top, Nicholas deB.
K a tzenbach, the U.S. Attorney General, is spending the day at the Johnson's, the
youngster
told the then Vice President that
the son of an attorney general of the State
of New Jersey, the late Edward L. Katzen- it was his "second best day." The best, he
b a ch. And four of his top aids similarly added solemnly, was when his grandfather
are sons of men who have made their marks let him drive an electric cart around a golf
course.
on American history.
The President consld.e rs that it was among
The four aids have something else in common-their fathers were long-- time friends the country's "best" days when the bright
sons
of old friends were lured into public
or colleagues of Lyndon Baines Johnson.
Deputy Attorney General Ramsey Clark service.
turned an ice cream freezer for the neighborly Johnson as a lad, Assistant Attorney
INDEPENDENCE OF TUNISIA
General Edwin L. Weisl, Jr .'s first recollection of the future President was sharing his
Mr. TYDINGS. Mr. President, on this
bedroom with the rangy Texan at the age day, June 1, the North African state of
of five.
Tunisia celebrates its national holiday.
L .B .J. kept a friendly eye on another future
Assistant Attorney General while Fred Vin- I think it appropriate that we recognize
son, Jr. copped eight letters in college sports. and acknowledge the progressive and
Clark, Weisel, and Vinson were recently ap- pragmatic way in which this country,
pointed to their posts by Johnson, who also under the leadership of Habib Bourguiba,
elevated Katzenbach from Deputy Attorney is creating its own solutions to the probGeneral to Attorney General. The fifth lems which it still faces.
member of this unusual group is Assistant
President Bourguiba, the man who is
Attorney General John W. Douglas, whose
father, Senator PAVL DOUGLAS, of Illinois, largely responsible for the fact that
served with Johnson in the Senate. The Tunisia is today an independent state,
younger Douglas, a star Princeton athlete, has, for over three decades, now, been
World War II Navy veteran and Rhodes concerned with the welfare of his
scholar, was a Kennedy appointee.
country.
In 1934, he founded the
The fathers of the three Johnson apNeo-Destour-New Constitution-Party,
pointees were not only friends of L.B.J. but
distinguished in the law. Ramsey's father, which was the primary vehicle for bringSupreme Court Justice Tom Clark, was At- ing about Tunisia's independence from
torney General under President Truman.
France in 1956, and for the extensive
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series of reforms which have been carried out in Tunisia since that date.
President Bourguiba has stated that·
his goal is "to raise the level of man, increase production, insure its distribution ·
in the most equitable manner, and-in a
word-build. a better rnciety."
In line with this goal, he proposed and
implemented a wide ranging series of reforms and programs for the development
of nearly every facet of Tunisian life.
Once again, the moderation and pragmatism of the Tunisian method of
achieving results is evident: Discussion,
accommodation with different viewpoints, and a realistic approach which
lacks the coercion and the violence so
often associated with progress in other
lands.
In fact, pragmatism and moderation
have become so characteristic of President Bourguiba's style that they have
given birth to an "ism"-Bourguibism.
"Bourguibism" is a realistic approach to
political problems, a progressive pragmatism, a conscientious striving to prevent
a confrontation with the opposition from
becoming a perm.anent rupture. However, it should not be thought that this
entails a weak will or a willingness to
sacrifice principle.
·
President Bourguiba's attitude toward
the independence of his country during
World War II is a good example. Despite the fact that he had spent many
years in French jails for his activities on
behalf of Tunisia, Bourguiba ignored the
Nazis, who sought his cooperation 1n
North Africa in return for promises of
future independence. First, he simply
could not accept the ideological premises
and the methods of the Nazis; second,
he felt that real independence for Tunisia could be obtained only from a free
France, once again ready to discuss
rationa.lly the gains for both sides which
would be the result of such independence.
Now, in 1965, we see, once again the
impeccable logic behind Bourguiba's
thinking: if one were to cut oneself off
completely from all discussion with one's
opposition, no positive results could ever
be anticipated. Rather, both sides would
then sit alone; their grievances against
each other would fester and grow in magnitude; and imaginary insults and complaints would take on the shape of reality.
Bourguiba alone, among the Arab leaders, has been willing to state publicly that
Arab and Israeli differences should be
discussed in hope that the outcome could
or would result in a rational solution.
Clearly, without discussions, without debate, without contact, a peaceful settlement would be impossible.
I believe that many of our world's developing nations would do well to follow
the example of President Bourguiba.
One of the most painful, and yet obvious,
lessons which the past has to offer is that
a lack of reasonable discussion between
opposing forces has caused more misunderstanding and bloodshed than was
ever necessary: Keeping open a "dialog,"
as Bourguiba himself terms it, presents
an alternative.
I therefore take this opportunity to
congratulate the Tunisians on the occasion of their national holiday. I hope
that under Habib Bourguiba, the remarkable progress which Tunisia has already

made will continue, and that the practices and programs of Tunisia will become
mod.els for other nations to follow.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. ·Is there
further morning business?
Mr. YOUNG of Ohio. Mr. President,
I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING . OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
HARRIS in the chair). Without objection,
it is so ordered.
W. J. B. DANIEL
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I

The PRESIDING OFFICER. After
the unfinished business is laid before
the Senate, there will be approximately
3 % hours remaining on the bill, and 1
hotir on each amendment that may be
proposed.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Utah yield, without
losing his right to the floor?
Mr. BENNETT. I yield.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll_.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. · President, is
there further morning business?
The PRF.sIDING OFFICER. Is there
further morning business? If not,
morning business is closed.

ask unanimous consent that the Senate
proceed to the consideration of calendar No. 24~, S. 304.
The PREsIDING OFFICER. The bill
will be stated by title.
The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (S. 304)
for the relief of W. J.B. Daniel.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there PUBLIC WORKS AND ECONOMIC
objection to the present consideration of
DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1965
the bill?
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
There being no objection, the bill was ask unanimous consent that the unfinconsidered, ordered to be engrossed for ished business be laid before the Senate.
a third reading, read the third time, and
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
passed, as follows:
objection? The Chair hears none. The
s. 304
Chair lays before the Senate the unfinBe it enacted by the Senate and House of ished business.
Representatives of the United States of
The Senate resumed the consideration
America in Congress assembled, That the
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and of the bill (S. 1648) to provide grants
directed to pay, out of any money in the for public works and development faciliTreasury not otherwise appropriated, to ties, other :financial assistance, and the
W. J. B. Daniel, of Pelahatchie, Mississippi, planning and coordination needed to althe sum of $1,600. The payment of such sum leviate conditions of substantial and pershall be for actual medical expenses incurred sistent unemployment and underemployby W. J. B. Daniel as a result of injuries re~ ment in economically distressed areas and
ceived by W. J. B. Daniel during World War regions.
II while serving as a civilian radar techniMr. BENNETT. Mr. President, I ask
cian with the United States Army Signal
Corps: Provided, That no part of the amount that the Senator in charge of the bill
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per yield me 12 minutes on the bill.
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to,
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I yield
or received by, any agent or attorney on ac- 12 minutes to the distinguished Senator
count of services rendered in connection from Utah.
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be gull ty of a mis~
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined in a sum not exceeding $1,000.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to have printed
in the RECORD an excerpt from the report
(No. 253), explaining the purposes of the
bill.
There being no objection, the excerpt
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
The purpose of this legislation is to authorize and direct the Secretary of the Treasury to pay to W. J.B. Daniel, of Pelahatchie,
Miss., the sum of $1,600, said amount representing actual medical expenses incurred by
him as a result of injuries received during
and as a result of World War II service as a
civilian radar technician with the U.S. Army
Signal Corps.
ORDER OF BUSINESS

Mr. BENNETT obtained the fioor. _
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, how
much time is allotted to the Senator from
Utah?

NEW

NAME-SAME

OLD

BOONDOGGLE

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. President, the
Senate is about to vote on S. 1648, the
Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965. Because of the time
limitations, I shall not attempt to discuss specific segments of the bill or
amendments suggested by the minority
members of the Banking and Currency
Committee on sections 2 and 4 which we
•
considered.
This is another of those bills whose
stated purpose none of us can oppose.
The purpose is to reduce persistent local
pockets of unemployment by using resources of the Federal Government to
create local job opportunities that could
not come into being without such help.
How does the bill propose to do this?
By continuing, under a new name, the
program that has been operated for
nearly 4 years now by the Area Redevelopment Administration within the Department of Commerce.
Before we face this decision and with
4 years of records to check, we should
have been given a clear picture as to how
well the old program has worked. But

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD since all local projects were labeled with
a political billboard, I suppose that is
too much to expect. The only measure
of success on which we can check is
found in the claim, made in the agency's
March report, that the program had created 70,000 jobs and even this does not
hold up under scrutiny.
As I understand it, if we were taking
all the projects that actually got underway and total up all the job estimates
that appeared on the original applications for those projects, we would get
this 70,000 figure. However, when the
Comptroller General made a sample
check on 80 of these projects, he found
the jobs were overstated by some ·9a percent. In other words, if that were true
for all projects, there would have been
only about 35,000 jobs, or half of the
70,000 estimate.
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT DIFFERS

Have we any other employment figures
against which to measure this accomplishment? Fortunately, we have the increase in civilian employment generated
without tPis special Government help
during those same 4 years. This figure
is 3~ million jobs-100 times greater
than the deflated ARA figure of 35,000.
Even 35,000 new jobs is an impressive
accomplishment if they have really been
created. But can we depend on this figure? Several questions remain unanswered. Are these 35,000 jobs permanent
or only temporary? Are the companies
supplying them operating successfully
or are they still running in the red, paying out borrowed money for wages?
When I have raised this question, I have
been told that it is improper to give out
such information about specific projects
because it might damage them. This
sounds to me like a significant admission that a very high proportion of all
projects are in trouble-an impression
that has been borne out by such specific
information as I have been able to get
on the outside.
There is another unanswered question
which is of basic importance. In spite
of all pious declarations against "pirating," how many , if any, of these jobs
represent a net gain in employment, -or
how many of the 35,000 simply represent
a transfer of activity and income from
j)eople already employed in the same industry? Of course, this goes on constantly between competitors in a free
market, but these switches are not
claimed as new jobs created.
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sponsored and subsidized by Government
comes into a community to divide rather
than increase the existing market whether it be for lumber, recreation, or motel
rooms.
What about these jobs? Are they
really new and are they permanent?
Mr. President, I realize this bill will
pass. It will be adopted because all of us
support its stated purpose, and promise
of more jobs L smaller, less industrialized communities, and because it fits into
the sociopolitical framework of the
Great Society. But it will continue to
fail to reach this goal because some of
its basic premises are unsound.
SLIGHT DIFFERENCES ONLY

It differs only slightly from the 1961
ARA bill. Some of the conditions and
standards have actually been lowered to
bring in more marginal applications with
less chance for ultimate success. I am
reminded of the old story of the man who
claimed to lose money on every sale, but
made up his loss by increasing his volume. Stripped to its essentials this bill
proposes to solve the problem of local unemployment in only one way-by distributing Federal money through grants
and loans and do it over broader areas,
on easier terms, and with ~nterest rates
directly subsidized to a level that could
go below the cost of money to the Government. Discussion of the bill also produced the concept that "sooial" considerations will be injected into the lenderborrower relationship.
Of course, this basic "social" credit
idea is not new. But in this bill it means
several things to me. It is an admission
that many present loans are going baJ
~nd sponsors want to have an explanation ready when it will be needed. It is
a tipoff to the borrower that the administration will not be a stern collector and
that part of the burden of repayment
can be avoided if he can have a list of
"social" beneft ts hand3·.
But there is a new twist to social values
· in this program. The bill is offered as
a means of protecting existing social capital. That is to s&.y that if a small community already has paved streets, water
systems, libraries, and schools, not now
being used to their optimum capacity due
to a drop in population caused by la~k
of employment opportunity, the funds
and forces of the Federal Government
must be brought to bear to restore the
population to its proper size, and thus
protect its "social capital."

UTAH EXAMPLE CITED

GUARANTEES OF GHOST TOWNS?

My doubts on this score have been confirmed, in part, by what has happened in
my own State-and this experience has
become for me the symbol of ARA in
action. We have a coal mining area in
Utah whose capacity is much greater
than its market, and whose most efficient
operators have not been able for years to
provide full weeks of work for their
miners. ARA provided funds to reopen
two smaller mines that had dropped out
of competition years ago. One of these
apparently went through all its new Government capital without really getting
into production and the account is being
liquidated. I can only guess what 1s
happening to the other one, or tO otl,ler
local situations where a new competitor,

I wonder if anyone in ARA or any Government agency has thought that one
through. Is the Great Society to be
created by freezing the status quo and
making every village like Henry Ford's
Deerfield Village? Do we want Government guarantees against ghost towns?
Can a sound flourishing future be built
on such a philosophy?

Should we ignore

the process that in 4 years created 100
times as many jobs as this one did? If
easy money is the key to job creation, why
have not the smart, successful American
business executives rushed in to seize this
golden opportunity? Couid there possibly be other foundation stones on which
to base a decision of where to locate a new
enterprise? Even though the philosophy
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of this bill ignores them, such factors as
climate, water, and power supplies, accessibility to raw materials, labor supply,
and to markets-and many other factors
must be considered together and given
proper weight. Access to private money
is seldom denied to men or companies
with records of proven judgment. How
do such men look at the bait this bill
holds out?
Listen to an excerpt from the testimony before the Banking and Currency
subcommittee of a company president
who has recently faced and made a plant ,._<
location decision:
My personal business experience has provided me with a background concerning industrial plant location decisions and problems involving the relationships of these
decisions to industrial development programs. At the moment, we are completing
a study which will result in our building a
sizable plant in Grand Island, Nebraska.
Through a consulting firm, we have carefully
studied the special inducements offered by
the Area Redevelopment Administration and
many indiviqual localities across the country and have come to the conclusion that
our decision should be based on unsubsidized
economics rather than on special artificial
inducements.

Mr. President, I am sure if we could
check the actual performance of the program against the promise of its purpose,
we would want to get much more information on its present success-or lack
of it-before we extend and ~roaden it.
Fortunately, an expiration date has
been included in the bill, and. maybe by
the time Congress votes on it again, I
hope we will be able to have a clearer picture of its weaknesses. Because I see
them clearly now, I must, as I did 4 years
ago-vote "No" on this particular bill.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD a
statement entitled "Area Redevelopment
Administration Revisited-or the Quest
for Truth in Spending," prepared by the
staff of the Senate Republican policy
committee.
There being no objection, the statement was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
AREA REDEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION REVISITED-OR THE QUEST FOR TRUTH IN
SPENDING
(Prepared by the staff of the Senate Republican policy committee; BomtKE B. HicKENLOOPER, chairman, Fred B. Rhodes, Jr.,
staff director, May 1965)
PREFACE
President Johnson, in his March 25, 1965,
economic development message, announced
the functions and powers of the Area Redevelopment Administration are being transferred-to a successor organization to be created by the Secretary of Commerce.
In his panegyric to the glory that was
ARA, Mr. Johnson looked to the bright side
of things, observing:
"Our experience with various forms of assistance under ARA and the accelerated
public works program has shown us ways to
improve our techniques and our tools for
-providing economic growth."
Perhaps. But new agencies, like young
twigs, must be so bent as to grow in the
paths Congress intends. The following
pages are a summary of four General Accounting Office reports on ARA's management of the accelerated public works program. They provide an object .lesson on
how to divert a program in directions quite
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differen~ from the intent of Congress when
it passed the Public Works Acceleration Act.
These GAO reports should be required reading for the new Economic Development Administrator and the new Secretary of Commerce.
The 1961 Area Redevelopment Act was the
first of the Kennedy-Johnson pump-priming
experiments, followed in 1962 by the second
big one--the accelerated public wor!:ts program. The Area Redevelopment Act was designed to give new · direction to the
economically stagnant sections of the country; accelerated public works was to provide
the shoulder on which to lean until the depressed areas were moving again.
Original taxpayer investment in accelerated
public works was $900 million. To handle
this money, the program was turned over to
the Area Redevelopment Administration,
which was given authority to formulate policies and promulgate regulations.
The idea behind accelerated public works
was to provide immediate, if short-term, employment in areas of the country where
existed a continuing hard core-approximately 6 percent or higher-of unemployment.
ARA and its adherents maintained a drumfire of publicity requesting additional funds
for both of its programs. As Congress squares
away to consider fiscal 1966 appropriations,
the achievements ARA publicists have
claimed deserve closer scrutiny with an eye
to learning lessons valuable in future
handling of public works programs.
The General Accounting Office (GAO) has
provided a partial review .along these lines.
In May, June, August, and October 1964,
GAO issued a series of four unfavorable reports on ARA pra.c tices. Before summarizing
the GAO reports, it might prove instructive
to consider two private assessments of ARA,
both issued after the first three GAO documents were made public.
In a September 11, 1964, editorial, the New
York Times expressed great concern that
Congress would not appropriate more funds
for ARA. It admitted ARA had a problem:
"It is not easy to devise workable criteria for
loans and grants to revive economically depressed communities, since, by definition, if
such communities could meet normal banking standards they would not need special
Government help."
Opaque prose such as this in 1961 might
have stopped the infant ARA in its tracks.
But since that time, the ARA did not let
prose of any kind, whether in law or editorial, interfere with its real mission: to spend
the money. And basically, the New York
Times agrees, when in effect it says Congress
must prove its sincerity by giving ARA more
money.
The Times cited impressive statistics.
ARA, it said, had retrained 35,000 workers
and helped create 110,000 new jobs. No
mention of any GAO reports to the contrary.
This leads us to a second, earlier report-August 3, 1964-of a group called the National Public Advisory Committee on Area
Redevelopment. (For the sake of brevity we
wm refer to this as the PAC report.)
Representative WRIGHT PATMAN, Democrat,
of Texas, hailed the glowing PAC report as a
careful and studied evaluation when he inserted the report in the CONGRESSIONAL REC- .
ORD, volume 110, part 17, pages 22191-22195.
The committee proved that ARA had not
promoted any pirating of industry from one
area to another. How? Merely by saying
the law specifically forbids this sin. The
committee also noted that ARA had been
criticized for loans to new enterprises in
fields already overcrowded and suffering
from excess capacity, but added soothingly,
"ARA has made strenuous efforts to correct
this and to develop a definitive policy in
this regard."
And if the conclusion here is in the great
tradition of committee prose-"this was a
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constructive development ·whlch needs ·continued attention"-it also is perhaps the
only place in the whole report · where the
committee hints there is any problem which
cannot be solved by larger appropriations
from the old miser, Congress.
The committee was also mQre prudent
than the Times as to the number O!f jobs
generated by ARA: "It is estimated that
when [the current projects] are in full operation, a total of some 110,000 jobs may be
generated-66,500 jobs created directly, and
an additional 43,500 indirectly." The committee explained that these estimates were
made by "applicants (for loans, who] are expected, subject to a review by ARA, to make
reasonable estimates of the number of permanent jobs that would be generated by
such financial assistance."
All in all, the committee report found little
wrong with ARA that more-much moremoney would not correct. It mentioned no
serious problems or Inistakes.
This is puzzling, indeed, and raises the
question as to who composed these congratulatory remarks. The ARA itself perhaps? For, as we mentioned earlier, those
persistent watchdogs from the General Accounting Office had already attempted to put
truth into the spending argument by issuing
critical reports in May, June, and August of
1964. From the PAC report, one could not
even find acknowledgment that there ls
such a watchdog agency as the General Accounting Office. The Times did carry brief
notices of the GAO_ findings but the hard
facts of re·a lity did not carry over. to the
editorial page.
Undismayed by this lack of attention, the
GAO issued thereafter another report critical
of ARA in October 1964, and January 1965.
It is time these reports be given careful
attention.
The first four GAO findings concerned the
ARA method of administering the accelerated public works program. By way of explanation, the accelerated public works program was designed to provide employment
in hard core depressed areas by means of
public works programs. The Community
Facilities Administration (CFA) was the
agency directing important parts of the program, subject at all times to control and
policy decisions by the Area Redevelopment
Administration.
HOW MANY JOBS HAS AREA REDEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION AND ACCELERATED PUBLIC
WORKS PROGRAM GENERATED?
In May 1984 GAO completed an investigation o! ARA's claims on the number of manmonths and man-hours of on-site and offsite employment crooted by the accelerated
public works program.1 PAC's report had
trumpeted. "These (APW) projects are expected by their sponsors to generate an estimated 220,000 man-hours of on-site and offsite employment."
Said GAO:
"We found that the ARA reports contained significant overstatements of jobs
estimated to be created by accelerated public
works projects approved by the Community
Facilities Administration."
"We found also that the reports contained
overstatements with respect to the number
of actual man-months of work created by
Community Facilities Administration approved projects already under construction." 2
A GAO investigation of 190 projects revealed the Area Redevelopment Administration overstated the man-months of work to
'!Je created ~Y 12,261, or about 128 percent.

The General Accounting Office found that
ARA had continued to use original estimates
either of applicants for funds or of the CFA
with no attempt to check a-0tual payroll
records. If a project was listed as 60 percent
completed, ARA reported actual on-site
man-months of work to be 60 percent of the
original estimate as to total man-months of
work the project was supposed to generate.
"OVERESTIMATE"-MORE APPROPRIATIONS
The influence of such grossly erroneous
claims is difficult to calculate, but the General Accounting Office points out at least one
possibility:
"The data contained in the September 1,
1963, directory of approved APW projects
was used extensively in ARA testimony before the House Public Works Committee in
October 1963, to demonstrate the progress
and accomplishments achieved under the
Public Works Acceleration Act with respect
to the creation of employment." 3
DID THE MOST DISTRESSED AREAS GET THE
MONEY?
In its friendly report PAC said: "The program was aimed to mitigate national conditions of unemployment by helping provide
temporary jobs in the areas that need them
most."
An article by Rowland Evans and Robert
Novak, appearing in the Washington Post
for February 10, 1965, was less complimentary to ARA, but they assert that ARA
Director William Batt · and his aids "stick
to the old formula that good money should
fiow to the poorest communities."
GAO agreed the intent of the Congress
was to provide jobs in areas "which suffer
from persistent and chronic unemployment."
But GAO reviewed ARA's performance to determine whether or not the
intent of Congress was obeyed by ARA.
Three investigations cover this matter.
1. In its June 1964 report GAO said:
"Our review disclosed that about $21 million in APW funds were obligated for 85
projects in areas which were no longer eligible at the time the agreement was consummated or which were due to become ineligible ·s hortly thereafter." 4
This report pointed out that the Department . of Labor determines the ·eligibility of
such areas and when an employment situation has so improved as to render such
areas ineligible. Formal announcement of
the latter .action is always preceded by an
early warning system which says the situation is improving. Such warnings, however, seemed merely to stimulate ARA, for

1 "Overstatement of Number of Jobs Created Under the Accelerated Public· Works
Program," report to the Congress of the
United States by the Comptroller General of
the United States, May 1964.
2 Ibid., p. 1.

Ibid., p. 13.
"Assistance Under the Public Works Acceleration Act to Areas No Longer Burdened
by Substantial Unemployment," report to the
Congress by the Comptroller General of the
United States, June 1964, p. 6.

GAO found that the Area Redevelopment
Administration had estimated 55,300 manyears of work for all projects approved as ·of
November l, 1963. If the same margin of
exaggeration held for all public works projects as for those audited, GAO projected that
the Area Redevelopment Administration
would have exaggerated the work created by
31,000 man-years.
Lest it be charged that GAO was indulging
in mere speculation, this report revealed
that on 497 separate projects under construction ARA had overstated man-months
worked by 23,000, or about 83 percent. ARA
had publicly reported 50,853 man-months
worked, whereas GAO had discovered 27,845
actually worked. Again, based on performance, GAO projected that if the same margin
of exaggeration· held, ARA claims of 131,942
actual man-month::; worked on projects then
under construction or completed were exaggerated by 60,000 man-months.

How to overestimate
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the GAO reported, "the procedure whereby .
ARA is informed by the Department of Labor
of impending termination of area eligibility
appears to have been used to expedite processing of grants to appllean-ts in such areas."•
In one instance GAO found projects -totaling •250,000 were cleared 1 full year after
the Department of Labor notified .ARA -an
area was no longer eligible. Thus, by such
gross maladministration, projects were
pushed through in ineligible areas, while
other areas with genuine chronic unemployment--truly depressed areas-found their
applications could not be acted on because.
according to ARA, funds were no longer
available.
Base conjecture, perhaps, but this would
appear to have been an .excellent metbod. to
get larger and larger appropriations; process
the borderline cases as fast as possible, exhaust the original appropriation, and use
the backlog of un.tllled applications from the
hard core depressed areas as justification for
more money.
So it is, the friendly PAC report (that
"careful and studied evaluation") could conclude, "because of its limitation in funds,
time, and purpose, the accelerated publle
works program has su~eded only partly in
meeting the publlc fac11lties needs in the
eligible communities."
2. In its August 1964 report GAO found
that at least $7 .4 million had been approved
by ARA for "projects in seemingly nondepressed areas." o Four States whose employment situation was such as to not make
them eligible for accelerated public works
assistance according to criteria laid down by
Congress and applied by the Department of
Labor were given grants because ARA felt
there should be at least one such project in
every State of the Union regardless of how it
measured up to depressed con ditions elsewhere. Again this meant less money for the
genuinely depressed areas.
3. In its October 1964 report, GAO found
that $26 m11lion had been committed to areas
after they had recovered from conditions of
substantial and persistent unemployment.7
THE DETROrr STORY

The prize example in GAO's investigation
is Detroit, Mich., where we learn:
·
"Through April 1, 1964, assistance of about
$44,700,000 under the Public Works Acceleration Act has been approved for the Detroit
labor market area, although it appears that
the area had recovered from its unemployment burdens at the time of the act was
passed." 8
By September 1962 Detroit's unemployment rate dropped below 6 percent and has
continued to drop ever since.
We also learn that "exclusive o! the State
· of Michigan, the Detroit area by itself had
received approval for more accelerated public works assistance than 47 of the remaining 49 States." •
This included projects in such "pockets of
poverty" as wealthy Grosse Pointe. Mich.
For reasons of its own, the U.S. Department of Labor would not finally delete the
Detroit area from the list of areas of substantial and persistent unemployment until
July 1963. Apparently A~A did not get the
& Ibid., p. 7.
• "Unauthorized Assistance to Seemingly
Nondepressed. Areas Under the Public Works
Acceleration Act and the Area Redevelopment Act," report to the Congress by the
Comptroller General of the United States,
August 1964, p. 3.
7 "Accelerated Public Works Assistance Approved for Areas Under Consideration for
Termination of Eligibility," report to the
Congress by the Comptroller General of the
United States, October 1964, p. 5.
8 Ibid., p. 9.
9 Ibid., p. 9.

message even then, !or not until '1 months
later, on February 20, 1964; did the Ar~a Redevelopment Administration terminate -the
Detroit -area's ellglbllity !or Area Redevelopment Act or Accelerated Public Works
assistance.
Thus, fully $23,400,000 in projects was
scheduled by ARA to start in October 1963 or
later, although the Labor Department had
declared the Detroit area as no longer eligible
in July 1963.10
Yet even after the Detroit area was declared ineligible, the city remained eligible
under an amendment to ARA regulations
dated December 31, 1963, whereby municipalities with populations in 1960 of 250,000
or over could be designated redevelopment
areas based on a correlation between the
unemployment rate for cities as determined
by the Bureau of the Census in 1960, and
the area labor market unemployment rate in
1960.11
Thus the money continued to flow under
this gimmick. The Department of Labor advised ARA in June 1964 that the city of
Detroit•s unemployment .rate was at an 8-year
low--3.3 percent in the "area," 4.6 percent in
the "city"-and questioned the advisability
of continuing Detroit's eligib111ty. In July
1964 the Department of Labor notified ARA
that Detroit's eligibility should be ended.
Thereupon ARA saluted smartly, took a reading on the upcoming elections, and roared
into action: it announced that 1f the unemployment drop continued, it would terminate
the elig1b1lity of Detroit .. on about January
15, 1965."ll
A SUMMING UP

These General Accounting Office investigation reports of June, August, and October,
1964 indicate that at the very minimum
about $50 million of Accelerated Public
Works funds were allowed by Area Redevelopment Administration to be expended contrary to the intent of Congress in enacting
the law. According to the watchdog GAO
this meant:
''Numerous areas burdened by unem?loyment rates of 9 percent or more in February
1964, had applications for accelerated public
works projects pending in June 1964. Many
of these applications had been fully processed by CFA early in calendar year 1963.
Accelerated public works grants to assist
these needy areas apparently cannot be made
because o! insufficient funds." ia
GAO cited as another specific example
Wheeling, W. Va., which has suffered "an
unemployment rate of between 6 percent and
over 12 percent since September 1962." Said
General Accounting Office:
"On June 18, 1964, CFA records showed
that seven projects totaling $3 m11lion were
pending for the Wheeling area. Some of
these projects had been fully processed as
early in the APW program as June 1963." H
West Virginia must certainly bear the
dubious distinction of having been promised
the most, most often, while delivered the
least, most often.
One other point. The 1964-65 national debate topic for all colleges and universities
was: "Resolved: That the Federal Government Should Establish a National Program
of Public Works for the Unemployed."
The timing of this national debate topic was
especially significant 1n · view of the enormous public works programs pushed by the
Johnson administration. It is hoped that
all these GAO reports were included in the
recommended bibliography for college debate teams. An Informed public is equally
as important as an informed Congress on
this leading question.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
.
.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
yield 4 minutes to the Senator from
Arkansas.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President. i:
wish to say a few words in support ol
the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 of which I am pleased
to be a cosponsor.
This legislation means a great deal
to sections of my State . and to other
areas of the country which fail to share
fully in the great pro:q>erity our country
now enjoys. I believe the tools which it
provides for State and local governments,
development groups, and private industry are appropriate to the tasks at hand.
The bill before us builds on the experience we have gained in the relatively
short period of time the Federal Government has been in the business of doing
something for the underdeveloped areas
of our country.
· ·
I would be less than honest if I said
that my support for this legislation was
not predicated on the substantial benefits which the State of Arkansas has
derived from its legislative forerunners.the Area Redevelopment Act and the
Public Works Acceleration Act. Primarily because of the initiative of local leaders in Arkansas, my State has profited
from both these· programs to an exceptional degree. Twenty-one ARA projects involving $5,691,850 in public facility loans and grants and $10,507 ,770 in
industrial loans attest to this fact. The
result is well ·over 4,500 new jobs for
Arkansas people.
But the usefulness of the ARA pro- .
gram in Arkansas should not be gaged
solely by statistics. These payrolls and
their multiplied effect on local economies
have brought new hope. new enthusiasm, and even greater initiative to manycommunities in Arkansas. The ink was
hardly dry on the Area Redevelopment
Act of 1961 when the first projec~for
the Nation as well as Arkansas--was approved. Through a c-0mbination loan
and grant for an addition to the water
system in Mountain Home, Ark., the MarBax shirt factory was located in that
community. Four years later the company employs in the neighborhood of 850
people and the city of Mountain Home
has become one of the most successful
communities of Arkansas. A large
pha rmaceutical factory has located in
the community of its own initiative,
without Federal assistance. Many other
towns and cities in Arkansas have benefited from the ARA program and I mention Mountain Home merely because it
is a classic example of the stimulating
effect of proper Federal investments in
local public facilities.
Most of the credit for these successes
rests with the leaders in these towns and
cities who have shown faith in the futures of their communities. I would like
also to pay tribute to ·the ARA field
coordinator in Arkansas, Mr. John Opitz,
for the truly remarkable job he has done.
Mr. Opitz has shown industry and
imagination in working to build his
native State and we are grateful to him
for the tremendous amount he has accomplished.
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Mr. President, there is -no 'P oint in my
reviewing in detail the provisions of this
bill. This task has been admirably performed by the chairman of the Public
Works Committee and the very able
senior Senator from Illinois who is unquestionably the Senate's expert in this
field. I think the Senate is indebted to
both of them and the committees they
represent for bringing to the floor a very
good -bill.
If our past experience in the field of
economic development has taught us
anything it is that there are no quick,
simple, and effective solutions to the economic ills of the less developed areas of
America. The bill before us largely
deals with the physical aspects of economic growth-water and sewer facilities, roads, airPQrts, industrial parks, and
the like. Earlier this year the Congress
passed the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 to ·more fully provide for the development of the most
fundamental of economic resources-our
people. The Hill-Burton program for
hospital construction, the highway program, the Vocational Education Act and
the ManPQwer Development and Training Act all contribute to the strength of
our economy and each has special implications for sections which lack the
revenues needed to provide the public
services on which private investments
depend.
By the enactment of the legislation
before us the Congress can add another
set of tools to the overall Federal-Statelocal effort to see that every able Amertcan has a skill to sell and a place to
sell it.
I strongly supPort those provisions of
this bill which generally modify and extend the ARA program. Several useful
changes have been made. I am pleased
that this legislation will permit the Secretary of Commerce to enlarge the Federal share of public facility grant projects
to a Federal maximum of 80 percent of
cost. If properly administered, as I am
sure it will be, this provision will mean
the difference between life and death for
many small communities which did not
share in the benefits of the accelerated
public works and ARA programs because
of their inability to come up with the
local matching funds.
This bill provides a solution to one
problem which inhibited the ARA program. On several Arkansas projects the
companies planning a new plant or an
expansion found themselves hard pressed
for working capital. The ARA was preeluded from making working capital
loltns. This new legislation will permit
Federal guarantees of working capital
loans to companies offering new employment in eligible areas. I strongly support this provision.
I am very pleased that title V of the
bill authorizes the creation and funding
of regional action planning commissions.
When the Appalachian regional development bill was considered, I urged the
Public Works Committee to include in it
funds for further regional planning
through Federal-State cooperation and
particularly to provide for the ·creation
of a development program for the Ozark
mountain region of Arkansas, Oklahoma,
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and- Mis5ouri. -Title V of the pending
bill is th'e fulfillment of a commitment
made at that time to satisfy this appeal
in separate legislation.
When the pending bill was considered
by the committee this year, I was privileged to testify on the prospects for an
Ozark regional commission. Testimony
was also received from Dr. John Peterson, of the University of Arkansas, and
representatives of the States of Oklahoma and Missouri in support of this
proposal. I believe the record clearly establishes the general economic condition
of this region and provides a base from
which a regional action planning commission can begin its work.
The bill does not specify the regions
for which commissions will be organized.
Rather authority is vested in the Seeretary of Commerce to designate such
regions in which economic growth can
be fostered by this device and which
meet the general criteria set forth in
section 501. I believe this is a wise
course. Those of us who have worked
for the creation of an Ozarks commission have not tried to say that "this
county 1s in" or "that county is out."
These decisions should be left to the
Governors and the Secretary-backed
up by sound economic counsel at all
levels.
Mr. President, I hope that once this
bill is enacted the Secretary will move
promptly to develop a regional commission for the Ozarks by the initiation of
discussions with the Governors of the
States involved. He will find complete
cooperation at the State and local levels.
It is appropriate to point out that the
Arkansas and Oklahoma State Legislatures have both adopted resolutions supPorting this concept.
Mr. President, the Public Works and
Economic Development Act holds great
promise for the Ozarks region, for Arkansas and for less than prosperous
areas throughout the country. In truth,
this bill is designed to bolster our overall
economy which in the final analysis is
no stronger than its weakest links. I
hope the Senate will give this legislation a substantial vote of approval.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I yield
2 minutes to the Senator from Colorado.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, I
cannot support S. 1648, the so-called
Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965.
Under this proposed act, which we are
told is patterned after the Appalachia
program, the Department of Commerce
would inherit and be directed to expand
the ill-fated and much discredited area
redevelopment and accelerated public
works programs. If we have learned
anything from our experience with area
redevelopment and accelerated public
works, we know that they simply have
not worked. We have seen Government· subsidized competition drive out legitimate business, inflated claims of creating new jobs which have never materia.lized, political juggling with public
funds, vast numbers of highly paid Govemment officials running about the
country accomplishing little, and a general waste of your tax money and mine.
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Now it is proPQsed to regroup these two
dubious programs under a different
name, pattern them after the Appalachia
program, which has not yet even tested
its bureaucratic wings, and expand the
entire pottage.
ARA and APW were just a drop in the
bucket compared to this proposed program. This bill would authorize the expenditure of $2 billion over the next 5
years, just under title I alone. It also
would authorize the expenditure of $265
million per year indefinitely. Thus, the
program will cost about $3.5 billion over
the first 5 years and after that it is anyone's guess. But even these figures do
not accurately measure the entire cost of
this program because the administrative
expenses are not included in the bill.
These expenses will be picked up by the
Department of Commerce through the
regular appropriation process. The
Committee on Public Works in its report
gives us an indication of its thinking on
administration of the act on pages 18
and 19. There the committee proPoses
that the Department of Commerce create a new Assistant Secretary whose sole
function would be to assist the Secretary
in the administration of this act. The
committee also said and I quote:
The oommittee further is concerned that
sufficient supergrades be allotted for the conduct of this program. The committee did
not specifically designate the number in the
bill but it would be considered inadequate 1!
less than 20 supergrades were assigned to the
administration of this program.

This sounds like an open invitation for
the administrators of this program to go.
into competition with the poverty program to see who can hire the most highly
paid administrators.
Many of the defects of this bill have
already been ·pointed out in the process
of debate. However, a few of these certainly bear repetition and emphasis. For
example, there is a provision in the bill
authorizing loans with a 2-percent interest subsidy. As I pointed out in the debate, it is entire~y possible that, under
this provision, one company could come
into a depressed area and receive a subsidized interest rate and another company in competition with that company
go into another depressed area and not
receive a subsidy.
Section 203 establishes an economic
development revolving fund to be available for loan assistance under sections
201, 202, and 403. Our past experiences
with revolving funds of this nature have
been quite unsatisfactory. It has always served as a good coverup as to just
how much is being spent on a particular
program.
Unlike the Area Redevelopment Act,
this bill sets up only an annual rather·
than monthly review of eligible areas.
But the bill does not even mention when
the first such annual review shall take
place. There is a suggestion made in the
committee report but this is certainly not
binding on anyone. Nor does the bill
provide for the termination of applications after an area becomes ineligible for
assistance. This is certainly a loose way
to write a law for such a gigantic program.
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Mr. President, many of the points that
I have covered have been the subjects of
reports issued by the Comptroller General over the past several years. His informative and useful report on this bill
is contained in the supplemental views at
the end of the committee report. And
yet the majority report of the Committee ·
on Public Works dealt at great length
with refuting or attempting to discredit
the Comptroller General's recommendations. As we all know, the Comptroller
General, as the head of the General Accounting Office. is an arm of Congress.
He is often referred to as the "watchdog
of Congress." But what good can a
"congressional watchdog" accomplish if
we insist on muzzling him at every turn?
Mr. President, this bill is simply a rehash on a grand scale of two of the most
discredited programs ever turned out by
Congress. The taxpayers of this country
do not need and certainly do not deserve another program enlarging the
same defects in two such failures.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
yield 3 minutes to the Senator from New
Mexico.
Mr. MONTOYA. Mr. President, we in
New Mexico and in the United States
have come a long way from the conqitions which caused Anatole France to
say that, "The law, in its majestic equality, forbids the rich as well as the poor
to sleep under bridges, to beg in the
streets. and to steal bread." But we
have not yet come far enough. And
the American dream of real individual
dignity and real equality of .opportunity
would be closer to complete fulfillment
upon S. 1648-the Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965-becoming law.
This bill is of great importance to New
Mexico, where drought, depressed commodity prices, and unemployment have
combined to render local communities
unable to make the public improvements
which are essential to the restoration of
a healthy and viable economy.
S. 1648 combines the best features of
the Area Redevelopment Act and the Accelerated Public Works Act which have
proved their worth to New Mexico. In
addition, this bill provides for regional
development as outlined in legislation
enacted this year for the Appalachian
region.
Two constructive amendments were
written into the bill before the Senate
Public Works Committee acted.
One amendment will insure that five
additional Indian reservations in New
Mexico, as well as other smaller com"'.
munities throughout the United States,
will be eligible for economic aid under
the act. Originally, the benefits were
limited to areas of 1,500 or more population. That would have eliminated the
Jemez, Jicarllla, Mescalero, Ramah, and
Santo Domingo reservations in New
Mexico. But, with the generous cooperation of my distinguished colleagues in
the Senate Public Works Committee, I
was successful in having the bill amended
to lower the population figure to 1,000.
This important amendment will bring
these five reservations, and many other
smaller communities elsewhere in the
country, within the benefits of the law.
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We were also successful in increasing
the 1irst year's funding from $250 million
to $400 million for grants to help local
governments construct essential public
works.
In addition to the $400 million which
will be available for public works grants,
the bill provides for $170 million in loans
to poverty stricken areas to assist in development of plants and facilities which
will create employment.
Earlier this session, Senator Moss and
I introduced an Appalachia-type bill to
develop the Four Corners area of New
Mexico, Utah, Arizona, and Colorado.
S. 1648 replaces our bill by providing for
larger scale regional development of all
areas where economics and geography
indicate that an interstate approach is a
sound one.
The Four Corners region is ideally
adaptable to the regional approach
This high plateau country, which is rich
in natural beauty and natural resources,
is seriously hampered by an inadequate
road system.
The area is sparsely populated and
lacks the assets to develop the road system so vitally needed. By opening this
area through an adequate highway system, many new job opportunities would
be created and the overall economy of the
area would be vastly improved.
Economic growth and development of
the Four Corners in northern New Mexico will do much to relieve the other
economic ills of New Mexico, as well as
Arizona, Colorado, and Utah. New Mexico borders on other areas in these three
States which together comprise one of
the largest land masses of chronic unemployment and underemployment in
the United States.
Many towns and cities in New Mexico
have indicated the ~xtreme need which
exists for grants for public works and
development facilities.
A great need exists throughout the
country and in much of New Mexico for
community-type facilities ranging from
water projects to youth and aged recreation centers, libraries, gas systems, and
the entire range of community facilities
necessary to make life more decent and
dignified in the smaller communities of
the areas of unemployµient and underemployment.
Indian tribes in New Mexico on the
Acoma, Isleta, Laguna, Jemez, Jicarilla.
.Mescalero, Ramah, Santo Domingo, Zuni.
Santa Clara, and Navajo Reservations,
no less than other disadvantaged New
Mexicans, suffer from substantial and
persistent unemployment and underemployment.
Federal financial assistance, including
grants for the development of reservation and community facilities, establishing of industries and enterprises, particularly where there· are self-help features, should do much to alleviate poverty and to help the people become selfsufficient. It will, indeed, as the bill
states, "enable such areas to help themselves achieve lasting improvement and
enhance the domestic prosperity by the
establishment of stable and diversified
local economies and improved local conditions...
We wholeheartedly support the view
that such assistance should be preceded
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by and be consistent with sound, longrange economic planning and that under
the provisions of this act new employment opportunities would be created 'by
developing and expanding new and existing public works and other facilities
and resources rather than by merely
transferring jobs from one area of the
United States to another.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
yield 2 minutes to the Senator from
Alaska.
ALASKA INDllNS AND ESKIMOS Wll.L BE HELPED
BYS. 1648, THE PUBLIC WORKS AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT ACT OF 1965

Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, we
are about to vote on S. 1648, the Public
Works and Economic Development Act of
1965. This bill will help us wage a more
aggressive war against domestic poverty.
I hope this proposed legislation will be
enthusiastically endorsed by the Congress and sent to the President promptly.
We need the tools provided by S. 1648.
The Association on American Indian
Affairs, Inc., through its executive director, William Byler, communicated with
the Alaska congressional delegation for
clarification of the population requirement in title IV of S. 1648. The association wanted to make certain that the
benefits of S. 1648 would apply to the
scattered Indian and Eskimo villages in
Alaska. The Senate report on the bill
specified:
Areas or less than 1,500 population shall
not be eligible for designation under this
program except in the case of Indian areas,
which may be considered !or designation 1!
ihey have a population o! 1,000 or more per-

sons.
It is expected, however, that the secretary
would not consider !or designation several
separated or widely scattered very small Indian areas that ln total would meet the 1,000
persons population requirement.

The association pointed out in its May
21, 1965, letter:
I! the 1,000 persons population requirement ls applied to native villages, then
clearly only a very few will qualify for designation under this program.

The bill clearly specifies that the Secretary of Labor shall designate as redevelopment areas those with substantial and
persistent unemployment or those where
the loss of industry for reasons of removal, curtailment, or closing shall cause
unusual and abrupt rises in unemployment.
The State of Alaska, with the exception of Juneau and its immediate vicinity
is designated by the Area Redevelopment
Administration as a depressed area.
Conditions have not arisen to change the
economic picture of the State. Most
Alaskan Indian and Eskimo villages are
in election districts which qualify for
area and district eligibility as redevelopment areas.
To clarify the situation I asked the able
chairman of the Senate Committee on
Public Works, the distinguished senior
Senator from Michigan CMr. McNAMARA]
to comment on the population requirement in title IV of S. 1648, area of district
eligibility for redevelopment areas.
Chairman McNAMARA concluded that the
population limitation of 1,500 applies to
the smallest area of eligibility which in
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the case of Alaska is the election district.·
Thus, Indian and Eskimo villages located
within an election district would be qualified.
I ask unanimous consent that the full
text of the le~ter sent to me on May 21._
1965, by tne Association on American In"'.
dian Affairs, Inc., my letter o! May 24,·
196fr, to the chairman of the Senate Public Works Committee, and the chairman's
response of May 26, 1965, be printed in
the RECORD at this time, to dispel any
doubts as to the eligibility of the Alaskan
Indian and Eskimo villages.
There being no objection, the letters
were ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
ASSOCIATION ON AMERICAN
INDIAN AFFAIRS, !NC.,
New York, N.Y., May 21, 1965.

Hon. ERNEST GRUENING,
U.S. Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR GRUENING:. Knowing of your
vigorous support for S. 1648 and your strong
interest in the welfare of Alaska's native
communities, I am writing you to seek clarificatio:r.. of the population requirement in
title IV of the blll.
Senate Report No. 193 (p. 16) states~
"Areas of less than 1,500 population shall
not be eligfble !or designation under this
program, except in the ease of Indian areas
which may be considered for designation if
they have a populati.o n of 1,000 or more persons. It is expected, however, that the Secretary would not consider for designation
several separated o:r widely scattered very
small In.dian areas that in total would meet
the 1,000 persons population requirement."
We are concerned that the benefits of this
legislation be extended to the many scattered native villages. If the 1,000 persons
population requirement is applied to native
villages, then clearly only a very few will
qualify for designation under this program.
Is it your understanding that, the above
quoted language notwithstanding, scattered
native villages with populations less than
1,000 persons wnr qualify for assistance
under the terms of the legislation?
Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of this inquiiry.
Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM BYLER,
Executive Director.

MAY 24, 1965.

Hon. PAT McNAMARA,
Chairman, Senate Committee
Works, lVashington,D.C.

on

Public

DEAR MR. CHAmMAN: The Association on
American Indian Affairs, Inc. seeks clarification of the population requirement in Title
IV: Area of District Eligibility for Redevelopment Areas, of S. 1648, as interpreted
in Report 193, page 16, which states:
"Areas of less than 1,500 population shall
not be eligible for designation under this
program except in the case of Indian areas,
which may be considered for designation
if they have a population of 1,000 or more
persons.
"It ls expected, however, that the Secretary would not consider for designation sev.eral separated or widely scattered very small
Indian areas that in total would meet the
1,000 persons population requirement."
The bill clearly specifies that the Secretary o! Labor shall designate as redevelopment areas those with substantial and persistent unemployment or those where the
loss of industry for reasons of removal, cur'tailment or closing shall cause unusual and
abrupt rises in unemployment.
The State of Alaska, with the exception
of Juneau and its immediate vicinity 1s desCXI--768

ignated by the Area Redevelopment Admin-

istration as a depressed area a.nd conditions
have not ~isen to change the economy ot
the State.
·
Most Alaskan Indian and Eskimo villages·
are in election· districts which qualtry for
area and district eligibility as redevelopment areas. I will! ~ppreciate yo.ur clarifying
this matter for the members of the Association on American Indian Mairs, Inc. 'A
copy of the• letter I received from Executive Director WilUam Byrer is enclosed.
Cordially yours,
ERNEsT GRUENING.
U.S.

SENATE,

COMMITTEE ON PuBLrc WORKS,
May 2tr, 1965.

Hon. ERNEST GRUENING,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: I have your letter of May
24 requesting clarification of the population
requirement in title IV of S. 1648 with spe-

cific reference to the limitation on Indian
areas.
The population limitation of 1,500 applies
to the smallest area of eligibility which. in
the case of Alaska, would be the election districts, or a labor market area defined by the
Secretary of Labor.
The exception to this ls where there ls an
Indian area of at least 1,000 population
which ls not within an area designated and
eligible for aid but which otherwise meets
the eligib1lity requirements.
It should be understood that Indian areas
of less than 1,000 population located within
otherwise designated areas are eligible for
specific aid, and may themselves be applicants for such aid.
The report language to which you refer
was so stated so as to preclude from designation, Indian areas of less than 1,000 population scattered over a wide geographic area.
It would be considered illogical to group such
small areas, in order to come within the 1,000
limitation.
Unless the election districts to which you
refer are themselves less than 1,500 in total
population, those Indian and Eskimo villages
located within them would be qualified.
Sincerely,
PAT McNAMARA,
Chairman.

Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Will the
Senator state out of whose time the
quorum call is to come?
Mr. McNAMARA. I ask unanimous
consent that it be charged to neither side.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the order
for quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
RECESS UNTµ.

2

O'CLOCK

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that. the Senate
stand in recess until 2 o'clock p.m.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.. Without objection, it is so ordered.
· <Accordingly, at 12 o'clock and 46
minutes p.m., the Senate took a recess
until 2 o'clock p.m. today.)
·
·
~ At -2 o'clock p.m., the Senate reassembled, when called to order by the
Presiding Officer <Mr. BASS in the chair).
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. From
which side will the time necessary for
the quorum can be taken?
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the time necessary for the quorum call not be charged
against any Senator.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I ask
unanim.ous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
'I'he PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr.
MOSS. Mr.
President,
on
Wednesday last I proposed five amendments to S. 1648, all amendments having
the objective of insuring the maximum
involvement and participation of local
government in the program provided by
this legislation. It seemed to me that
these amendments were in keeping with
the basic principles of the program, as
outlined by President Johnson in his
message on area and regional economic
development. In that message he stated
that no economic development district
would be designated unless the State and
local people want it to be designated, no·
plan would be approved unless it has the
approval of State and local authorities.
I realized that even without my
amendments many of the economic development programs would be developed
by "economic planning and development
groups" composed of, or responsible to,
the elected officials of units of general
local government. I also realized that
in some areas constitutional and statutory limitations would preclude local officials from undertaking these proposed
activities. Furthermore. in other areas
the officials may demonstrate a complete
refusal or a reluctance to provide the
necessary leadership. These limitations
of our local governments have been adequately recognized in the committee reported bill. But I felt that we have failed
to provide sufficient congressional em~
phasis on the positive role of local government, specifically in the development
and implementation of the economic development programs themselves.
This should be done byFirst. Encouraging and giving preference to economic planning and development groups, composed of elected officials of units of general local government
within whose jurisdiction such groups
are authorized to plan an economic development program.
Second. Where the appropriate units
of general local government are not represented on the economic planning and
development group the proposed economic development program should be
submitted to them for their review and
comment and consideration of such comment by the economic development and
planning group prior to the formal submission of the program.
This is not a requirement for the
formal approval or rejection of the local
governments, rather a procedure to assure their awareness and participation in
a program which is designed to utilize
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the combined resources of an area or district. To prevent ·unwarranted delays,
such comments must be made within 60
days, otherwise the requirement would
be waived.
This additional effort appears to me
not excessive. It would provide a onetime requirement for a program with
long-range objectives and commitments.
, Any initial delays created by these
amendments would be more than compensated for in- the program's actual
implementation.
In addition, these requirements would
assist in the coordination and correlation of the economic development program with the existing programs and
plans of the constituent local . governments. it would be these local governments who will continue to have the responsibility of zoning, transportation
planning and a host of other governmental functions which are the ingredients of a successful economic development program. Included within the resources of local government are the
matching funds called for in title I of
the bill.
There is another potential of this legislation which should not be overlooked
and my amendments were designed
greatly to aid in its realization. That is
'with respect to the economic development district. It is not 'o nly in the area
of economic development that we can
gain by having our local governments
working together to solve common problems, but it is also true in such areas as
health, water and air pollution, roa~s
and highways, education, planning, and
so forth. By encouraging our local governments to plan and work together in
the field of economic development we
can assist in providing the framework
for other forms of increased cooperation.
This cooperation will be slow to come, if
at all, if the elected officials of the local
governments are not an integral part of
the leadership of any such effort.
It could be argued that the important
role of local government is inherent in
the program and need not be spelled out
in legislative language. To me, their role
is too vital for it to be assumed.
Mr. President, my concern of this situation is shared by the U.S. Conference of
Mayors and the National League of
Cities the National Association ·of Counties, ~nd the Advisory Commfssion on
Intergovernmental Relations, all of
whom support these amendments.
In the intervening time since Wednesday of last week I have spent some time
consulting with the Senator from Maine
[Mr. MUSKIE], and with others. The
Senator from Maine [Mr. MUSKIE] is
one of the principal sponsors of S. 1648
and has been a leader in its development
and consideration. Based on our discussions, I have modified my amendments. . Therefore, I shall not call up
the printed amendmen~ at the desk but
in their stead I offer four revised amendments. I ask unanimous consent that
these amendments be considered en bloc,
that a full reading of each be dispensed
with, and that I be permitted to explain
each.
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. Rus~
SELL of South Carolina in the chair).

Without objection; the amendments will
be received·and considered en bloc; and,
without objection, reading of the amendments will be waived.
The amendments offered by Mr. Moss
are as follows:
On page 31, between lines 17 and 18, insert
the following:
"(3) to encourage participation by appropriate . local governmental authorities in
such economic development districts."
On page 7, between lines 5 and 6, insert
the following:
"(f) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations which will assure that appropriate
local governmental authorities have been
given a reasonable opportunity to review and
comment upon proposed projects under this
section."
On page 10, between lines 18 and 19, insert
the following:
. " ( e) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations which will assure that appropriate
local governmental authorities have been
given a reasonable opportunity to review and
comment upon proposed projects under this
. section."
On page 32, betw~en lines 10 and 11, insert
the following:
" ( ! ) For the purpose of this Act the term
'local government' means any city, county,
town, parish, village, or other general-purpose political subdivision of a State."
On page 32, line 11, strike "(f)" and insert
"(g)" before the word "There" .
On page 32, line 15, strike "(g)" and insert
"(h)" before the word "In".

Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, one of the
amendments I offer I shall try to relate
to the bill. The amendment would
come under title I of the bill, which refers to grants for public works and development facilities. At the end of section 101 of title I the amendment would
add an additional paragraph to be
styled as paragraph (f), and would read
as follows:
The Secretary shall prescribe regulations
which will assure that appropriate local
gover nment authorities have been given a
reasonable opportunity to review and comment upon proposed projects under this
section.

I would welcome at any point any comment the Senator from Maine or any
other member of the committee might
care to make on any of.the amendments.
The second amendment would be inserted on page 10 of the bill. This is
under title II, which is entitled "Other
Financial Assistance. Public Works and
Development Facility Loans."
On page 10, between lines 18 and 19,
which is at the close of section 201, would
be added a new paragraph styled paragraph (e), which would read:
The Secretary shali prescribe regulations
which will assure that appropriate local
governmental authorities have been given
a reasonable opportunity to review and com:.
ment upon proposed ·projects under this
section.

It will be recognized at once that the
language is similar in both amendments,
one applying to title II and the other
applying to title I, both having the same
purpose.
·
Since the term "local governmental
authorities" · has been used in both
amendments, and this term appears else-
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where in the bill, it is proposed, in the
third amendment which I now offer, that
on page 32, between lines 10 and 11, subsection (f) be inserted, which would
read:
For the purpose of this Act the term
"local government" means an-y city, county,
town, parish, village, or other general-purpose political subdivision of a State.

By reason of inserting :Paragraph (f) ,
the remaining subparagraphs in this
particular section would have to be redesignated-(f) to (g), and (g) to (h).
The fourth amendment would be inserted on page 31, between lines 17 and
18. It would be a paragraph (3) subdivision of paragraph (b), coming under
the Economic Development District prov1s1on. This subparagraph (3) would
read as follows:
To encourage participation by appropriate
local governmental authorities in such
economic development districts.

This whole section is designed to define and designate the economic development districts which would approve
the overall economic development programs.
The Secretary would be required to invite the States to draw up proposed district boundaries, ·t o cooperate with the
States in several ways, and to encourage
participation by appropriate local governments in such economic development
districts.
It is felt that these amendments
would, by writing into the legislation
these requirements for contact with and
comment by local governmental units,
bring the local governmental entities
into the program. It is highly important that the local people be consulted
and be concerned. As I have already
said, many of the requirements of Government that surround the development
of a program of this sort already lie with
. the local districts, such as zoning, roads,
highways, water supply, and other items
that are of great importance in planning
a development district.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Utah yield?
Mr. MOSS. I am happy to yield to
the Senator from Maine.
Mr. MUSKIE. The purpose of the
Senator from Utah is one in which I
think most, if not au; memb.e rs of the
committee would concur. I should like
to point out that these amendments to
S. 1648 constitute a further implementation of a purpose which was stated in the
committee report, page 16, as follows:
Local approval of development distr icts

Before the Secretary approves the establishment of any economic development district as provided under section 403, which
in most cases will consist of several counties,
municipalities, or other political jurisdictions, steps should be taken to obtain concurrence of the appropriate local governmental authorities in the counties, municipalities, or other political jurisdiction~
when such jurisdictions are wholly within
the proposed economic development district.

The first two amendments of the Senator from Utah are to the public works
section of the bill. As I understand
them, they would require that an application made by a private or a public
nonprofit organization or association
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representing any red~velopment area or
part thereof, and covering a public works
project tinder the bill, should pass
through the appropriate governmental
authority for review and comment.
Mr. M03S. That is c.o rrect.
Mr. MUSKIE. This is highly proper.
desirable, and indeed necessary, if we
are to get·a development program underway which truly reflects local desires,
local hopes, and local sentiment. . So far
as I am concerned, these two amendments, dealing with the public work.a
section of the bill, are wholly acceptable.
The third amendment~ which deals
with the economic development district
provision of the bill, is also one that I
:find acceptable. The Senator's purpose
is that when an economic development
district is defined, it is likely to include
several units of local government, ranging from counties on down. It is the
Senator's desire that representatives of
the governments involved be brought into
the process by which designation would
be achieved, and also into the proc~
which would develop an overall economic
development program for the area.
The dimculty in dealing with this
amendment is that situations vary m different. parts of the country. For example, Aroostook County, Maine, which
is an eligible area under the existing Redevelopment Act. is 1 county involving 93 towns, each of which is a unit of
local government. This is a peculiarity,
perhaps, of New England, where the town
has been the :foundation of local government from the beginning.
An area. similar in size, involving a
similar number of people, in the part of
the country from which the Senator from
Utah comes, may involve only two or
three governmental units. So there
would be the problem of fewer governmental units than exist in New Engl'and.
Therefore, what the Senator :i'n>m Utah
and I have tried to devise is compromise
language which would make it possible
to work in both situations., and still insure that. local units of government
would be encomaged to participate in
the implementation of tbiB provision of
the act.
Do :I correctly understand the Senator's. purpose?
Mr. MOSS. Yes. I thank the Senator from Maine for his. comments. He
has analyzed the amendments and has
stated the purpose of otJering them at
this time. It was found, when we began
to discuss the amendments I submitted
last weekr that there was such a wide
variation of local go:vernmental organization in different parts of the United
States that perhaps my previous amendments were too broad. I should say that
diversity is one o.f our strengths in this
country~ and we must rec0gnize it and
deal with it. We must make certain at
the Federal level, when we begin to deal
with local areas, that we take into account the variances that exist in our local
governmental organization. But the
Senator from Maine is entirely correct
in saying that the objective of the
amendments is to involve, in planning
stages. the local authorities-the towns,
the counties, and ~e cities--where the
various activities are to be conducted.

not only · to be 1n close communication, .
but also to bring forth the strength of
local government.
In some instances., where there are tc>
be matching funds. it is of paramowit
importance that we begin, at the start,
with the local authorities~ who have the
control of local taxing power and local
funds
As I indicated, many governmental
activities are controlled by local authorities-zoning,. the providing of facilities,
roads, water, and so on. These governmental activities ought to be involved
and recognized so that we do not create
a development district or finance any
kind of project that. would be at cross
purposes or in competition with the appropriate local governmental. authority,
or not recognized by it.
In my discus&ons with various county
officials-and I was a county official before I became a U.S. Senator-I found
that there was a great desire to cooperate
with these types; of programsa At least,
those with whom I have talked welcomed the program. The predecessor of
this bill has been used very widely and
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effectively· in my State. Our towns and
counties desire that the program continue. They want to contribute to the
program and be a part of it.
Tba.t was another reason for writing
the requirement into the legislation that
the appropriate local authorities n,ot only
be advised of proposed projects, but also
be consulted and asked for their com- ·
ments so that they may particip.a te in
the projects from the beginning.
. Mr. _MUSKIE. Mr. President, I believe that the Senator from Utah has
stated what we each have in mind.
With reference to the arguments offered, I believe that it would be useful
to have printed at this point, in the
RECORD-and I ask unanimous consent
that this may be done--two tabulations
which indicate the number of local governments that could be involved in some
Potential groupings of counties under
the bill. This indicates the problem
that would be created by a. multiplicity
of governmental units.
There being no objectionr the tabulations were ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

Local governments
VERMONT
Total
(includin,county)

County

Caledania• • - - ----------·- --------------Essex __ - -- --------------------- -· __

Orleans_ ___ ---- ---------- ------- _-------- --------- _
Tota.I____________________________ _

Municl-

Town-

palilJes

ship&

37
17

G

M

9'

17
13
IS

SS

16.

48

1

NEW .HAMPSHIBE

---------------------------------------w

Carroll
•• - ---------- - - ------------ ---------Grafton___________________________________
Coos
__

18Q

2

Special
districts

2

11
2
2

6,

15

----.-

H20H20H

52 -------89
1l '

TotaL·------------------- -------;---

Schoof
distric:ts

18
37

1'1.
39

16
11

7~

711

a

n

ft

OREGON

Tillamook___________
_________________
Cl&t!oP'------------------------------------------Lincoln...
_________________________________

Benton__________________________
Cane.------------------------------------------Linn--------------------------Polk--------------------------------------------Marion- ----------------------------------------

YamhilL------------------------- ,

Total.________________________________________

51
40
3&
23
70'

78
25

93'.
41

8'

7
7
9
311
4
18
10

-------------------------------------------·
----------------------------------------------

'l
1
I&
12
-!7
10
f2

•

29
42
7
19

Ia

13

32
17

161

214

r-~~~1~~~-~~~~-1-~~~-1-~~-

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, notwithstanding that problem. we feel that
the Administrator and the Secretary
should use their discretion to do everything possible under the regulations to
encourage the participation of appropriate local go:vernments.
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, I am sure
that we are in agreement on that. The
amendments are offered so that. there
wo.uld be a large involvement, of appropriate local authorities from the beginning of any planning OF action. In this
way, there would not be misunderstandings at a later point.
' At this time, I send the amendments to
the desk and ask for their immediate
consideration.
.Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President., will
the Senator yield?

451>

75

Mr. MOSS. I yield.
Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President~ what
efiect would the amendments offered by
t.he distinguished Senator from Utah
have on bringing the establishment of
these regions in line with the Appalachian region? As I understand, under the
Appalachian program, we must have full
cooperation with the local governmental
authorities.
Is it the purpase of the amendments to
place the regions that would be created
under this bill in the same category as
Appalachia?
Mr.MUSKIE. Mr. President, I do not
believe that the concept of the economic
development district. which is a pan of
this . bill, was the_ basic concept of the
Appalachian bill.
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. The Appalachian program is a multiState regional project, for which Congress approved an overall program. The
economic development district proposed
in s. 1648, in most instances, would involve probably a few counties, or a large
number of smaller local units of government, such as towns and cities. However, it is not the regional concept, as in
the Appalachia bill.
Mr. ELLENDER. I understand that.
However, under the Appalachian program, an entire State, or two States, may
cooperate, particularly in roadbuilding
or other development projects of common
interest. Certain procedures are set out
to accomplish these purposes under the
Appalachian program.
Are those procedures of the Appalachian program the same as those provided to carry on programs in the regional areas of the country that would be
covered by this bill? As I recall, when
the debate was held on the Appalachian
program, many Senators desired to provide assistance for their own area. The
proponents of the Appalachian bill said:
"Do not offer your amendments now.
Later we will provide assistance for your
States under another program."
I believe that this bill is an answer to
Senators who desired to participate in
the Appalachian program.
How does the procedure under the Appalachia program differ from what the
Senator from Utah now proposes?
Mr. MUSKIE. First of all, the Appalachian program is a multi-State program. This development district program concept is not primarily a multiState proposal. All that S. 1648 would
do with respect to the formation of regional commissions similar to those established under the Appalachian program
would be to authorize the establishment
of regional commissions to study the
possibility of establishing programs in
the multi-State regions.
In my own State of Maine, we could,
if we were to meet the established criteria, form economic development districts wholly within the State of Maine.
That would be true in the State of Louisiana or in the State of Utah. Those
districts would involve combinations of
counties and towns, rather than combinations of States.
I believe that this same approach is
possible under the Appalachian program
in individual States-an economic development district.
This would be wholly within one State,
or a few adjacent counties in two States.
Mr. ELLENDER. Could it be on a
larger basis?
Mr. MUSKIE. Yes, this bill would
permit the establishment of a number
of development districts.
Mr. ELLENDER. Would the procedure in handling the money, if we were
to create the development districts that
we are now discussing, be the same as
under the Appalachian program?
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I hesitate to offer an answer that ·would constitute an interpretation of the Appalachian program. However, I should-say
that it is the intent of both programs
to encourage the participation of appropriate local units of government.

SENATE

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, would
States in the Appalachian region be able
to obtain funds under the program that
would be established by the bill?
Mr. MUSKIE. That is correct. The
Appalachian areas would not be excluded from participation under the bill.
They would be covered by the bill.
Mr. ELLENDER. Therefore, States
which are participating in the Appalachian program would gain extra benefits to the extent of more than a billion
dollars and be eligible for this program
also?
Mr. MUSKIE. Those areas of Appalachia which could establish eligibility
under the criteria of this bill would be
eligible for the type of assistance authorized by S. 1648.
Mr. ELLENDER. I was trying to find
out what the difference was between the
Appalachia program and the program
we are now considering, particularly in
the establishments of regions that have
been the subject of discussion on the
Senate floor today.
Mr. MUSKIE. I notice the Senator
from West Virginia is present. I would
like to have him correct me if I am wrong
with reference to the eligibility· for inclusion in the Appalachian program, it
was Congress which determined the geographic boundaries of the Appalachian
region, so that no finding of eligibility
for assistance can be made administratively. In contrast, under this bill, Congress .would establish the criteria for
eligibility. The actual designation of
eligibility would be made by the Secretary under the guidelines in the bill. So
not all areas included in the Appalachia
program would necessarily be eligible
under this program.
Mr. ELLENDER. Then the statement
that the bill authorizes an Appalachia
program for other regions of the country really is not correct.
Mr. MUSKIE. I refer the Senator to
title V of the bill. Title V, beginning on
page 32 of the bill, authorizes the Secretary to designate appropriate economic
development regions within the United
States with the concurrence of the
States. This title undertakes to create
authority for the establishment in other
parts of the country of development
regions similar to Appalachia.
This measure would authorize regional
planning programs. So to that extent
the bill does carry out the Appalachia
concept if other regions are qualified.
Mr. ELLENDER. And notwithstanding the fact that we are creating this
authority to establish regions similar to
the Appalachia region, areas within
Appalachia will still be able to obtain
funds under this program?
Mr. MUSKIE. This will be true also
of the other regions which might be
established similar to Appalachia. Those
regions can, under this bill, take advantage of these benefits and at the same
time begin the process of creating special
regional programs for those parts of the
country.
Mr. ELLENDER. But those regions
will not be able to obtain funds from the
Appalachia program.
Mr . .MUSKIE. No; and they will not
get any funds unless and until they have
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established an Appalachia type program
for their region which has been specially
authorized.
Mr. ELLENDER. Suppose, for example, there had been established an
Appalachia type regional commission in
the States of Indiana and Illinois.
Would those two States be able to obtain
money authorized for the Appalachia
region?
Mr. MUSKIE. No; they would have
to come to Congress for the approval of
a similar type of program for that region.
Mr. ELLENDER. Could it be done
under this act, without having to come
back to Congress?
Mr. MUSKIE. The process set up in
title V of S. 1648 would authorize the
designation of economic development
regions which would have the power
under the terms of the bill to research
and study their programs and submit
plans for their development. When such
plans are developed, they must come to
Congress, or the administration must
submit to Congress Appalachia-type programs for the various regions.
Mr. ELLENDER. Would it be necessary for us to provide additional appropriations or authorizations?
Mr. MUSKIE. Yes. We would be
premature in providing them now, because as yet there are no plans.
Mr. MOSS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. MUSKIE. I yield.
Mr. MOSS. We were talking about
the kind of economic development which
is usually within one State. Then we
come to the title V, which includes
regions in more than one State. Title V
is a total planning process. It has
nothing to do with putting the program
into action, but planning. Therefore, a
State or region under title V would have
to go back to Congress for appropriations
before anything could be done under title
V of the bill.
Mr. ELLENDER. So if these regions
are created, they will again come back
to Congress and attempt to obtain an authorization. Is that correct?
Mr. MUSKIE. It is not a question to
which we can answer precisely "Yes" or
"No." Direct loans for public works and
supplementary grants for public works
are contained in S. 1648. If a county or
region should qualify for such money
under this program, it would not be
barred from this assistance simply because it was also included within a special regional program.
Northern New England, which conceivably could be made an Appalachia.ntype region, could obtain exactly the
same kind of benefit as the Appalachian
region would get.
Mr. ELLENDER. But there may not
be any need to develop the region.
Mr. MUSKIE. The fundamental purpose of the Appalachia region bill is to
develop a particular region. The public
works projects covered by S. 1648 are
more local in nature.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. MUSKIE. I yield.
Mr. RANDOLPH. We cannot create a
program of development highways, as
envisioned under the Appalachia pro-
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gram, on a county-by-county basis . . The
Appalachia bill is focused upon the problem: of regional transportation, recognizing that some areas are, to a degree,
isolated, and it was designed to break
down those barriers. In Appalachia it
was thought that businesses and economic progress could not be generated
adequately without a sound transportation system. With reference to the Senator's argument, I think one program
complements the other, because in this
instance we shall be providing public
works to a degree and providing business
loans for those who need to develop their
areas. In the case of Appalachia, the
program was primarily a development of
the transport system.
I believe that is a fair analysis.
Mr. MUSKIE. Nevertheless, it may
be possible, under this bill, to build a
limited developmental road within the
confines of a State or economic development district. The Secretary of Commerce agreed that this was a part of the
concept. But when we speak of a multiState development highway program,
that would be developed as a regional
program under a special authorization
for that region.
There may be other projects in other
regions of the country that could be
more important at this time than developmental highways. We do not foreclose the development of any kind of
regional project in this bill.
Mr. ELLENDER. The region would
have to document its case. They have
to prove it; is that not true?
Mr. MUSKIE. The Senator is correct.
Mr. ELLENDER. What concerns me,
and the reason I am asking these questions, is that under the Appalachia program we are bound to spend-as I remember-a figure of $1 billion and $60
million.
Mr. MUSKIE. That is the total
authorization.
Mr. ELLENDER. Over 5 years?
Mr. RANDOLPH. Is the Senator
from Louisiana directing his question to
me?
Mr. ELLENDER. Yes. Is it $1.06
billion over a 5-year period?
Mr. RANDOLPH. The sum of $840
million is provided for the regional developmental· highway system. That has
to be taken out of the $1.06 billion total
authorization.
Mr. ELLENDER.
Notwithstanding
the spending of $840 million for roads,
do I correctly understand that the
States in the Appalachian region could
come in and get more money for roads
within their own boundaries under
title I?
Mr. MUSKIE. My impression is that
the States within the Appalachian region and the communities within those
States are eligible, under the Appalachia
program, for benefits which are similar
to these. If they establish eligibility
under the Appalachia program, they
cannot at the same time, for the same
project-let me repeat that-the same
project-and for the same purposes, establish eligibility and obtain the benefits which would be provided under the
pending bill. In other words, they can-

riot have assistance from both for the
sam~ project.
Mr. ELLENDER. I understand that,
but-Mr. MUSKIE. If the community is
depressed, it cannot first go to the Ap;.
palachia Administrator and have its program underwritten by that Administrator, and then take the exact same project to the Secretary of Commerce and,
under the pending bill, obtain additional
grants.
Mr. ELLENDER. I can well understand that.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield at that point?
Mr. ELLENDER. I yield.
Mr. COOPER. I should likE; to respond to the Senator from Louisiana,
speaking with respect to the points he
has raised. I believe that there is a distinct difference between the purposes of
the Appalachia program and the pending bill, at least in regard to titles I
and II. I believe that the distinction,
which has been alluded to by the Senator from West Virginia and the Senator
in charge of the bill, the Senator from
Maine [Mr. MusKIE], is this: The Appalachia bill looks toward the basic development of regions including developmental highways, multicounty hospitals,
timber management, and construction
of facilities to encourage investment.
Mr. ELLENDER. Schools?
Mr. COOPER. No schools, other than
vocational training, the basic kind of
development of a whole region is the Appalachian approach.
The emphasis of titles I and II of the
proposed legislation is to direct funds
toward community development and industrial facilities which will provide longterm employment. In the Appalachia
bill no funds are made available to a
State or subdivision of a State or to any
nonprofit organization for commercial
or industrial plants.
To me, that is the distinction between
the Appalachia bill and the pending bill.
The money will be spent in an attempt
to encourage either the location or expansion of plants-not relocation-along
with the generation of local investment
in commercial and industrial plants
·within a county or subdivision of a State
or an area. That is the distinction.
I believe that the other question the
Senator from Louisiana raised, concerning the building of roads under Appalachia, was whether a State could come
to the Commerce Department and secure
funds to build roads under the pending
bill.
If a county, or three counties, in an
Appalachian area should make application under the pending bill for funds to
locate or build an industrial or commercial plant in that area, and if it were
shown that it would be necessary to build
a quarter-mile or half-mile length of
road, or a road 100 yards long, as an
access road to that plant, then it could
secure funds under the legislation enacted, provided for in the Appalachia
bill.
.
Mr. ELLENDER. I understand that.
Mr. COOPER. I hope I have made it
clear.
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Mr. ELLENDER. When the Senator
stated the items that could be eligible
under Appalachia, and I said schools, I
had in mind, at that point, vocational
schools.
Mr. COOPER. Yes.
Mr. ELLENDER. We can spend quite
a bit of money under Appalachia on vocational schools.
Mr. CCX>PER. For vocational schools;
the Senator is correct.
Mr. ELLENDER. To go back to the
question of creating regions-if, as, and
when the regions are created throughout
the country on a basis similar to Appalachia- they then come back to Congress
for further authorization; is that not
correct?
Mr. MUSKIE. They would have to
obtain a special authorization from Congress for anything more than planning
funds and technical assistance.
Mr. ELLENDER. In other words, they
would have to make a case, as was done
for Appalachia?
Mr. MUSKIE. Exactly.
Mr. ELLENDER. So the amount of
money which may be authorized in the
future for the many regional areas which
may be created is somewhat indefinite;
it could amount to a large sum, could
it not?
Mr. MUSKIE. I cannot imagine that
Congress would let it go into a large
figure-at least not without full discussion and debate on the ftoor of the
Senate.
Mr. ELLENDER. The Appalachian
region includes certain areas in West
Virginia and seven or eight other States.
The amount authorized is $1,060 million.
Under title I of the pending bill for public works facilities and grants, $400 million a year would be authorized for 5
years, or $2 billion over that period.
Then, as I understand, under title II,
title III, title IV, and title V, the moneys
provided are for no specific time, but
would remain available indefinitely.
Mr. MUSKIE. Titles II and m have
been limited, under an amendment
adopted last week, to 5 years.
Mr. ELLENDER. I was not aware of
that.
Mr. MUSKIE. The major sections of
the bill are now under a 5-year limitation.
Mr. ELLENDER. So under the pending bill, the major authorizations are
limited to 5 years. I shall not ask any
more questions on that point, because I
am glad that that was done. The expenditure of as much as $665 million, as
I remember it, with an indefinite time
limitation in the authorization, was, I
thought, very unwise.
Mr. MUSKIE. I know. The Senator
expressed that concern the other day.
Mr. ELLENDER. Yes.
Mr. MUSKIE. His concern had something to do with adoption of the amendment to the pending bill.
Mr. ELLENDER. The reason I am
asking these questions is that I believe
the bill as a whole to be a good bill, if
properly administered. The only point I
wish to go into again concerns that portion of the bill which permits a community to obtain money from several
sources, for example, to build hospitals.
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I do not know what the comniittee had
in mind in permitting a communityi to
obtain money under this legislation, while
under the Hill-Burton Act as mn:ch as 80
percent of the construction cost can already be made available.
r am not clear about the necessity for
a community to be able to obtain funds
for up to 50 percent of the· cost of a
project under one law, and then, under
the pending bill, be entitled to obtain
30> percent more. Why make it possible
for that community to obtain 80 percent
from two sources, when it could obtain
80. percent from one source?
I should like to know the reason for
the committee's action. I do not yet see
the necessity for tying in any Hill-Burton
Act funds. The Hill-Burton Act has
been operating very wen, so far as r
know, and I am very proud of the part
that I played as a coauthor of it. This
bill is making it possible for funds to be
derived from two sources for one project.
That question is something that I believe
needs a little study. I believe that the
Possibility of obtaining money from any
other source than the mu-Burton Act
should be reconsidered.
Mr. MUSKIE. Let me explain what I
apparently failed to explain p:reviously,
and the reasons behind our action. In
the first place, a. public works program
under the pending bill must be related
to the Jong-range economic development
prospects of a community. This is not a
general supplement to any existing
grant-in-aid program. Fil:rthermore, it
is. limited to areas of high unemployment
or low income.
To the extent that existing gya:nt-inaid programs may be useful in aiding the
community develop those long'-rnn economic development prospects:, it can be
elieible under the bill.
I am trying to find the language in the
bill which is applicable.
Mr. ELLENDER. While the Senator
is looking for the seetion of the bHJ! he
Is discussing, I should like to say that
in the past, Congress has been very liberal in providing funds for use by certain
iocalities in connection with the construction of hospitals. That program
has worked very wen. I fear that if
we permit communities to obtain funds
from sources other than the Hill-Burton
Aet, we shall make it possible to have
them get 30 or 40 percent of the money
from the Hill-Burton Act, and entice
them to get the rest ol it from funds to
be obtained under the :pending bill. I
believe that whatever money is provided
in the pending bill~ particularly unde:r
title I, should be used to the fllllest extent to provide sewage facilities, good
water. and things of that kind, instead
of mixing it all! in with hospital construction.

there is rio indication that this would
be a great part of the program. It may
be that in an isolated area,. where it is
not possible to raise the necessary funds
locally l!lllde:r the Hlll-Burtan Act, the
area or community would be· able to get
money unde:r the pending bill. It would
be able to get some of that money r at
least. However, I do not visualize any
great program being developed in that
connection under the pending bill.
Mr. ELLENDER. They could get 8.0J
percent under the IDll-Burton Act,
could they not?
Mr. McNAMARA. They could get up
to 80 percent only with a, supplementary;
grant under this program~ However. we
do not visualize the building of a great
many hospitals under the projected program. Very few would be assisted under
this program.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, if I may
pick up the thought which I started to
develop a. while ago, this is the criterion
which the public works project must
meet under the act: It mtist "tend to
improve the opportunity in the area.
where such project is or will be located

Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

in such a situation it would be useful

1

Mr. MUSKIE. I yield.
Mr. McNAMARA. :r do not believe the
testimony that was presented t.o us in
committee indicated anyr great intent to
supplement hospital programs. 'The bfil
does not prohibit doing what the Senator would visualize so far as hospital
construction is: eoncenied. However,

for the successful establishment·· or expansi(l)n of industrial or commercial
plants or facilities ....
Unless a hospital' under the Hill.Burton program would tend to improve
the opportunity for the successfU] establishment or expansion of ind'u.strial commercial plants. or facilities, it would not
be eligible under the pending bill.
This is true of any other publie: works
facility with respect to which application
is made. This is a, more restricted criterion than that established under the
Hill-Burton program~ or under RllY other
grant-in-aid program, intended to support projects useful to sucb an area
In the second place, the conee:pt of supplementary grants is already a part of the
Appalachia program, which has been approved by Congress m principle.
With respect to the impact of the supplementary grant,. last Thursday I inserted in the RE.<L:ORD various. other programs and the ma.t cbing fonnl:Jlas. The
insertion is found at page :U9l5 of
Thursday's RE£,ORn. &>me typical public
wo:rks. and development facilities are as
follows:

I. Public works and ilevelopment faci1ities "directly" related to economic develapm.e nf
Exirling-11ranf-in-aid prC1g11am

Tupe: oJ project

Water works and water lines related tO> industrial and commercial
development.
Sanitary and storm sewers related to industrial and eommercial
development,
Industrial parks (land development and utilities)·----·----------Police and fire stations related to industriali and commercial development.
Research centers related to industrial and commercial deve!op:..
ment.
Tourism Cacilities·- --------·--------- --------------------Streets and roads related to industrial and commercial development.
Wa!<te treatment facilities relating· ta industrial and commercial
deyelopment.
Area vocatfona! schools_··---··--·-----------··--·-------------·-

None.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

50 percent from Bur~u o~ Fubh"e Road's if' on
Federal aid highway system..

Up to 30 percent from Public Health Service.

50 percent from Office of Edu~tl:on.
Airport~- --------·------------------·--·-------· -------- 5(). to 75 percent from. Fecieml A.viation Agency.
Watershed pTotec.tion and flood prevention related to industrial 30 t'olOO percent from Soil Conservation Service..

or commercial d'.evelopment.

Water works and water lines related tO' residential development__ None.
Do.
Sanitary and storm sewer!, primarily related to residential develop-

ment.
,
fltreets primarUyrolated to re.'tidentfal development·-·-----·----·- 50 percent from Bureau of Public RoadS if on
Federal aid highway system.
Waste · treatment facilities not related! to industrial or commercial Up to 30 percent from Public Health S'ervlce.
development.
Hospitals relate.di to community or distnct economic development_ 33' ta 66 percent, from Public Healtb Senice.

These are some of' the existing grantin-aid programs under which local public works projects can be built with Federal assistance. and some of them without Federal assistance.
The Senator has asked what the theory
is. If a. community or region or economic development district is deteriorating badly, either because of the Joss of its
essential element of economic strength.,
or because of technological change, the
community is less able to put up matching funds under existing Federal programs than a healthy, viable community
is able to do. If there is a public facility
available under an existing program
which wouid help that area. get back on
its feet and increase its prospects for
economicgrowth. the committee.felt that
and iustmable for the .Federal Government to supplement th~ existing program
and bring the Federal contribution up to
8.0 percent. That is the theory.
I raised this question ab€ll!It ~stance
for hospitals during the testimony of the
Secretary of Commerce before the Public
WOrkS committee. -

r asked whether or not hospitals would
be eligible.
Secretary Connor answered:
Secretary CONNOR. We were thfuking o!
those only if there rs: a total lack or adequate
hoopital facfiltieS" which seriously hampers
the economic needs of the commlmity. In.
that. ease a hospital pro1ect might be. eligi:'ble~
A case we have fins.need under· the ARA
program, as you know, were the hospitals.
the miners' hospitals in West Virginia and
ea:stern Kentucky. They were terribly: lnlportant to economic development.

Mr. ELLENDER~ When the Senatoz
says to bring it ll1P to 80 percent,. he
means cases in which a community
could not raise the necessary funds to
match the Government. in programs
other than this.. Is that correct~
Mr. MUSKIK I. assume that would
be one of the colilSiderations of the Sec-

ret.8il'Y in reviewing and evaluating the
project.
Mr. ELLENDER. I can understand
that, in many . areas the Go;vernment.
would be putting up everything except
the 20, percent of the money that. could
be obtained locally. That is one thing
we mu.st. be careful about.
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Mr. MUSKIE. Under the accelerated must be reason to believe that if money
public works program there was a grada- is put into a certain business, the bortion in the Federal contribution which rower will be able to repay it.
depended upon the ability of the comMr. MUSKIE. The Senator is correct.
munity to participate. Similar tests
Mr. ELLENDER. Suppose an applicawould be applied by the Secretary. The tion is made to the Small Business Ad80 percent is not mandatory.
ministration for a quarter-million dolMr. ELLENDER. I understand. That lars, and SBA does not believe that the
is why I thought that if the bill were industry which would be created would
directed to programs to improve a sew- return enough profits to repay the loan.
age disposal system or improve water, If a case like that were presented, would
we would be going far toward assisting it be possible for moneys to be loaned
communities to get back on their feet. under the proposed legislation in order
Because of a low tax base, I can see that to bolster a project which the SBA might
it is impossible for many small commu- think to be too risky?
nities to provide sufficient funds to conMr. MUSKIE. · It · is possible, because
struct adequate water and sewage facili- · the Economic Development Administraties. It was my hope that most of this tion, proposed successor agency to ARA,
money could be used in that connection, . would be the administrative unit, EDA
and that we could let the roadbuilding would be the ultimate administrator of
and hospital construction be done under the program. There has been some deexisting laws.
bate outside of Congress and within the
At first that is what I thought the b1ll committees as to whether EDA should
would do. I express the hope that the not have total jurisdictio~ over an. the
administrators of the program will see authority in the bill. The committee
to it that as much money as possible is felt that with the new arrangements
used to assist cities, towns, and villages to which have been established b.etwe~n
obtain good water supplies and sewerage SBA and ARA, the present relat1onsh1p
systems.
could continue. In some instances, the
Mr. MUSKIE. The Senator should be agencies have disa{$reed; but I do not
assured by the record of the public works think that they have disagreed to a deprogram under which a majority of the gree that should raise any alarm.
projects were for either water or sewers.
Mr. ELLENDER. As I understand the
I would expect that comparable experi- present act, there must be a reasonable
ence would develop under the proposed belief that the loans would be repaid.
legislation.
Mr. MUSKIE. The language is "a
Mr. ELLENDER. I had hoped that the reasonable assurance of repayment."
Senator could so provide by limiting the
Mr. ELLENDER. That is correct.
program.
The Small Business Administration could
Mr. MUSKIE. We did not do so be- lend a certain amount of the loan applied
cause we could not imagine all of the di- for and be almost entirely secured for its
versities of program that might be part; . but there :night be serious doubt
involved in communities. If a commu- as to whether or not, under the present
nity needs a vocational school, for proposal, any further loans could be reexample, and it could not obtain assist- paid. What does the Senator have to
ance under any other program, or if it say about that point?
could get aid under an existing program,
Mr. MUSKIE. All I can say is that
but could not provide the necessary the language of the bill is clear. The
matching funds, and if that were the language of the bill contains a mandate
critical additional public facility that not only to the SBA, but also to ARA.
that community needed, we did not wish Their credit standards are different, but
to make it impossible for the Secretary I cannot conceive of either agency deof Commerce to be of assistance.
liberately disregarding that mandate. I
On page 46 of the hearings of the Pub- suppose that there could be an honest
lie Works Committee, the Senator from disagreement between two individuals of
Louisiana will find typical examples of equal competence as to whether or not a
public facility projects which the Secre- particular loan is a viable loan. But the
tary believes would be covered and sup- policy is clear. ARA delegated the credit
ported ur1der the proposed program. The evaluating functions which it has under
Senator might be interested in examining the law to SBA primarily because SBA
that material.
has the manpower and the organization
Mr. ELLENDER. I should like to ask to do the work. But both the ARA an~
a · few questions in relation to title II. the proposed EDA programs are intended
To what extent would the Small Busi- to be developmental programs.
ness Administration have under its conMr. ELLENDER. Suppose the SBA
trol the distribution of funds for loans would loan a business up to 50 percent
and for the purpose of making industrial of the money necessacy to construct a
and commercial guarantees for working new facility. And suppose that the busicapital?
ness could only raise from its own sources
Mr. MUSKIE. As the Senator knows, an additional 30 percent of the total
there is now a division of responsibility amount needed, under the pending bill,
between the ARA and SBA in respect to would it be possible for moneys to be
that function. ARA makes the evalua- used to supplement the SBA loan to that
tion on the basis of the economic feasi- business?
bility of the project and its need in the
In other words, it is now possible for
area. SBA makes the credit evaluation. SBA to loan a certain amount of money
That procedure could continue.
which might not be satisfactory to the
Mr. ELLENDER. Under SBA the borrower. Could the borrower then
loans must be repayable. That is, there come in under the proposed legislation
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and borrow 20 percent more or 30 percent more, or whatever would be necessary in order that he might proceed to
construct the facility for which he had
applied, but for which the SBA had refused to loan all that he asked?
Mr. MUSKIE. We are talking about
industrial loans?
Mr. ELLENDER. We are talking
about industrial loans.
Mr. MUSKIE. The Senator is asking
whether or not SBA could supplement
the ARA loans-Mr. ELLENDER. No.
Mr. MUSKIE. Whether ARA could
supplement the SBA to support a given
project.
Mr. ELLENDER. Yes . .
Mr. MUSKIE. I cannot give the Senator from Louisiana an interpretation of
the law on that point; but, administratively, I cannot conceive that happening, because the EDA and the SBA together would administer this provision
of the law as the agencies have administered the ARA law. In the ARA experience, I do not know of any instances
of splitting individual loans.
Mr. ELLENDER. The SBA would
then administer the project with its own
funds?
.
Mr. MUSKIE. The ARA-or the EDA,
as it may be called-would have direct
authority over the industrial loan provisions of the bill, could continue to delegate to SBA the evaluation of the credit
risk of each of the loans. The two evaluations would finally determine whether
or not the loans should be made, so that
when the decision was finally made by
EDA under the proposed program, the
decision would encompass the total
financing for the project.
Mr. ELLENDER. The financing would
be obtained from two sources or only
one? That is the point I am trying to
develop. In other words, the borrower
under the SBA program may not be satisfied with the amount of money that he
can obtain from SBA.
Would one agency play against the
other?
Mr. MUSKIE. They could not do that.
Mr. ELLENDER. I want to be certain
about that, because if an application
were made, under the bill, for a small
business loan, the Small Business Administration . would handle it for the
Commerce Department.
Mr. MUSKIE. The Senator means
that there are some purposes for which
the SBA . can make loans and the ARA
cannot?
Mr. ELLENDER. Yes. And I wish to
be certain that the SBA is not placed in
the position of making unsecured loans,
or loans secured by another Government agency.
Mr. MUSKIE. The Senator understands that both SBA and ARA may be
in the financial picture of the particular
business, but they cannot play each
other off on any particular loan authorized under the bill.
Mr. ELLENDER. In other words, if
the Small Business Administration were
to say to a concern that was about to
start a new business, "All we can lend is
60 percent of your needs, because that
is all we believe you can pay back; you
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will have '00 put up: the. balance of 401 percent, ... it would not be p.ossibie, under the
bill, for the SBA loan to be supplemented!
from funds derived frnm. this source~
Mr. MUSKIE.. I would. say "No"' to
the Senator, based on my understanding.
Mr. ELLENDER. I do not. want it to
appear to be the intent of. Congress for:
the SBA to begin approvil!lg dangerous
loans arid thereby l~ing money.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (MJ!. Rusof South Carolina in the cha:ir).

SELL

The question is on agreeing to. the
amendments, en bloc, offaed by the Senator from Utah.
The amendments, en bloc, were agreed

to.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President,. 1 move
that the Senate reconsider the vote: by
which the amendments, en bloc, we:re
agreed to.
Mr. MOSS.

I move to lay that motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agyeed to.
SMALL TOWNS IN AMERICA ARE ENTITLED TO
THEIR PAm SHARE OP PUBLIC WORKS AND
ECONOMIC DE'JEJ!.OPMENT

Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
will the Senator from Maine yield time
to me?
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I yield
3' minutes to the distinguished Senator
from Texas.
Mr. YARBOROUGH. Mr. President,
it has been the historic function of the
American Government to rise to meet
the challenges of each age. When we
TABLE

were in the period of our g:reat national the health and comfort safeguards of
westward expansion, the Govenunent; pme wat.e.r and adequate sewage disposal.
gave away :bee land to settlers. to see such towns are mo11e nearly able to hold
to it that all sections of om vast domain thei:r own.
Towns may also :reeeive ai:d for fire
were settled. and gave a:way vast areas
of land to :railroads to see that trans- and police stations, U>urism facilities,
portation was available to all sections airports, watersheds and :Hood protecof our col!llltry. Today the American tion~ and al!'e.a. vocational schools. In
Government is taking action to insure other words, this bill spells SID'vival for
that these a:reas remain s.e ttled and pro- hundreds of smaller cities and to.wns of
ductive and not be abandoned to wast- America, which, lack the capital to build
age, but that they retain the prosperit~ these facilities alone.
which has been created there down
Mr. President, as a coauthor. of the
through the years by the hard work of Senate bill I strongly suppovt, the propioneer families and their descendantsa posed legislation. It should be passed
The Public: Works and Economic De- without further delay so that we can
velopment Act of 1965 will provide as- . get on with the task of revitalizing ou:r
sistance to communities that. a:re ·dis- small towns and rm-al a:reas.
tressed by low income and high unemMr. President, l ask unanimous conployment. This is. a do-it-yomself proj- sent to have pFinted at this point in the
ect. Local ccmmunities will work up RECORD, tables 1 to 8, on pages 1'Z6, 178,
overall economic development plans 179, 182, 184, 185, 190, and l!92, chapter
which will detail the steps they; will take V~ of "Essays in Southern Economic
to restore their economies to their form- Development,..' edited by Melvin L.
er healthy conditions. Then they can Gxeenhut and W. Tate Whitman, and
receive assistance in the form of loans, printed by the Univ,ersity of North Carto attract industry and grants for bad- olina Press. Chapter V is by George
ly needed public works.
Macesich.
The bill makes it possible for small
Table 4 is especially relevant. Protowns to obtain the funds for water j,ecting population migration in tbe
works and sewage treatment facilities. South for the period 1970-2020 ~ it shows
With our vast population, pure wate:r that migration from ru:ra1 areas will
and adequate sewage are necessary if continue, although at a decreasing rate,
our small towns are to be saved. With- unless action is takem to save our rural
out these health safeguards hepatitis areas.
and other outbl!'eaks or threatened outThere being no objection, the material
breaks of disease doom towns and small. was ordered to be print.ed in the RECORD,
cities to a gradual withering away. With as follows:
1

1.-'l'otaE, urban, and rural migration: 1950-60

Total
United States-__
SouttL _______________
Alabama________ _
Arki:ansas_______

Tennessee_ ______

Texas_----------Virginia
________
West Virginia____
Florida _______________
Ariwna _________
California ____________
Colorado __________ ___
Connecticut __________
Delaware ___________ _
District
of Columbia_
Idaho
_______________
Illinois ______________
Indiana______________
Io~--------------Kansas ___ ____________

Maine _- ------------Maryland
____________
M assacbusetts. __ ---Michigan_---------Minnesota_--------M issourt_ ___________
Montana ____________
Nebraska
__ ---------- I
Nevada
______________
New Hampshire _____
New Jersey __________
New Me.rico.____
New York_ ______
North Dakota_______

'

-9,Il2

0.16

1 O.'Z

-L69

2,.601

-5,854

- .75

1.20

-2.73

-368

166
:E7
260
67
223
77

-534!

-I.16.
-2.34
-.58
-1.30
-.17
-1.99
-.76
- .96
-.99·

L07
.25
1. 40l '
• 56 I
1. 27'
r.09
.84
1.13
~23;

-3 35
-3.93
-2.60
-2.58
-2.26
-3.49
-1.69
-3.75
-L77

.83
1. 91
1. 72'
-1.34'

-3.88
-1.74
-:187

. -5.0
-434
-328
-219
-222:
-273
lM
15·
-447

. 320

-94

330

I

383

63'

139

-228
-44
-66
320
-93·
156.

153.
-3?
326
-120
288

-n1
86
13>

rm

52'

210

-105

!66

1, 4.51
412
3,,364
219
197
53
-158
11

124

-25

-474
-45.7
-272
-511
-461
-365
-242
-410
-1!,019'
-3.00
-353

147
21
138
1, 133.

l,617

-97'
-130

456

13~

3, 145
161
234
64 n
-158
-4(1

I

-83

-219
-115
37
11
(1)
-51
-259
-75
-2.58
-197
-29

ao

I

I

-6

2'Z
-132
-285
-250

189

120
30
40
~

-55
-158

I

2

614 I

-37'
-10&
58
-127

12

160
152
22

l

I

-.so.

.13
• 0'4
-2'.31.

4. 30
3.30
2.4.2
l. 07'
1.04
L69
-2. 02
-.64
13
15
-.85
-.22
-.70
1.18
-.IQ

.22
-.30
-.32
-.40

-.86
3.97
.22
1.06
.6.5
.13
-1.68

5.52
6.30
3.10
2.&71
l.12!
2..l7
-2'.0Z
.391
.52
.22
1.33..

I. 70'

-.08'

.57

-.67
-2'.16
-1.69
-1.65

~
I

~53

-.71

-.2~ I

1.01
.59
6.04
.35
1. 29
3-Al!

all.
1.14

Ohio_---------------Oregon______ --------Pennsylv.ania
_______ _
Rhode Island ________
South Dakota________
lJtahl_________________
Vermont_ ----------Washington._-------Wisconsin __ ____ ______
Wyoming__________
1

I

Urban

409
16
-475
-26

-94 :
10

1

-3.8;

8&
-53

-20

Migration rates
(percent per year)
Total

Rura:1
-152
-130
-240

5.60

146'

-235
-5·
7
83
-6
186
186
11

11

Urban

0~ 89

.10

1. 53
-.30
-.00.
.28
1. 50
-.45
1.08
.83
.69

-.32
-Lil
. 13
-.99
.34

-.14

-.64

Rural

- - -- - -

Q\. 46.

-.«

-22

-1011
-72
-32
-98
-239
-31

I

-Q,61
-1.90
-.76
-1.SG
-2:.38
-3.14
-1.:n
-1.00
-1.66
-2'.16,

The: Distmict oi Colmnbia has no rural population.

-2.~

1.49
-2.48
-1.05
-2.4:t
• 'Z5
.84
(1)
-1.49
-L33
-.45
-1.93
-2.24

1.01
.45

Total

Rural

Urban

11, 733

-214

North Carolina ___
Oklahoma_______
South Carolina. __

Total

2, 62!

-aoo

I

Rnral

Urban

l.-Total, urban,, and rural migration: 1950-60-Continued
Migration
(thousands of persons)

-~247

~

Georgia_---------

f=~!~~======
MississippL
_____

I

TABLE

Migration rates
(percent per year}

Migration
(thousands of persons)

June· 1, L9 65

-.63

~34

-2.34
.28
.05
-.55
-3.25
.2
-2.94

TAB.LE

2.-Souther.n 1ru/r:al migration by, race, 1950-fJO
Migration
(thousands of persons)
White

&utlL---------------------Alabmna ____________________

~=~::::=============== I

ecit;t:::::=================

Mississippi_
-- ----------------North Carolina.
______________
Oklahoma_____________________ ,

South Carolina ____________ I

~=~s~~::::::::::::::::::::: I
VirginJa
__ --------------------West Virginia._...
_____________

Florida.. _________________________

11

Nonwhite

:Migration rates
(percent pell year)
White:

Nonwhite

-3',955

-1, 899>

-2'.40

-4.00

-315
-326
-241
-428
-I15
-203
-254.
-326

-219
-124
-233
-29
-157
-307
-206
-39

-2.82.
-3.63
-1.86
-2..52
-l'.47
-2.63
-l!.26
-<t.70
-.52
-2.16
-3.70
-l.42'
-27Z

-4. 60
-5.01
.- 4. 44
-4.12
-3. 76
-4.46
-292
-4.23
-3.53
-3. 75
-5.15

2. 32-

-2.09

-~

-20}1

-318

-6'ii
-171
-112
-34

210

-«

-344

-848

-194

:

-aSt

-6..02.
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3.-Urban net migration by race, 1950-60
Migration
(thousands of persons)
White

Nonwhite

TABLE

Employment (thousands}

J.950
9, 745

South _________ _: ___________________

2, 602

5

1.54

.03

189
29
255
76
181
82
147
133
49
145
1, 077
317
-78

-23
-11
5
-9
42
-5
-14
14
-29
-8
56
4
-16

1.80
.53
1.99

-.46

1, 285
397
2,984
266
157
48
-224
10
147
94

166
15
380
13
40
5
66
1
236
45
8
4
1
45
26
115
7
40
1
5
8
1
131
5
325
0
132
7
94
3
1
1
0
18
39
0

!:~~~;!!_-::==================
MisslsslppL ________ ------- ____

North Carolina ________________
Oklahoma__ ____ _______________
South Carolina ______________ __
Tennessee __ ______ --------- - --Texas ____ ------------------- Virginia_ ---------------------West Virginia----------------Florida: ________________ ___________
Arizona ____________________________
Caliiornia ________________________ _
Colorado __ --------------------- ___
Connecticut----------------------Delaware __________________________
District of Columbia ______________
Idaho ____ ------------------------Illinois ___ ------------------------Indiana _____ ---------------------Iowa ______
-----------------------Kansas
____________________________
Maine __ --------------------------Maryland
__________________________
Massachusetts_-------------------Michigan ________ --·- --------- ______

~~~~~~==================~======

Montana __ -----------------------Nebraska __ ----------------------Nevada __ ------------------------New Hampshire __ ---------------New Jersey
--------------------New
Mexico__
_______________________
New York _________________________
North Dakota_____________________
Ohio_----------------------------Oregon __-------------------------Pennsylvania
______________________
RhodP Island ______________________
South Dakota _____________________
Utah ____ ----- _________ ------ ______
Vermont __ ------------------------

:;r;!~o~--=======================
Wyoming______ -- __ -- _--- -__ -- ---- -

United States

Nonwhite

United States _______________

Alabama __ -- _-__ ------ -- ---- -Arkansas __________ ----- _______
Georgia ________________________

5.-Nonagricultural employment: 1950 and 1962 1

Migration rates
(percent per year}
White
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22

149
-39
282
-146
173
181
80
29
35
76
11
483
155
-173
22
128
139
-'329
-7
6
82
-7
168
146
11

1,988

0.96

. 71

1. 50
1.84
1. 26
1.13

.so

1.14
2.08
2.14
-1.19

6.11
6.39
2.98
2. 63
.93
2.27
-5.26
.37
.22
.39
.16
1. 39
-.80
1. 78
-.36
.38
.99
.34
.98
. 53
5. 83
.32
1.10
3. 42
-.14
1.13
. 75
1.49
-.47
-.11
. 25
1.51

-.45

1. 01
.67

• 71

1. 67

-.71

.08
-.64
. 77
-.18
-.35
1.16
-1.12
-.20
. 75
.10
-3.50
3.16
4.56
4.58
3.94
5.31
1.47
1. 90
2.83
2.85
2.12
3.86
.49
6.30
1. 34
2.82
2.07
3.19
1.30
3.80
2.03
9.29
8.52
3. 51
3. 10
2. 78
1. 26
2.16
3. 25
1.33
1.65
2. 21
.66
2.34
3.18
7. 72
-.14

1962

1970_______________
1980 _______________
1990_______________
2000_______________
2010 _______________
2020 _______________

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

-3,247
-2,847
-2,514
-2,237
-2,005
-1,811
-1,6(8

-.67
-.59
-.46

-.36
-.28
-.22
-.17

South

16, 783. 7
2,817. 3

2, 608.1
536.3

3, 259. 4
692.8

.80
1.53

1.86
2.13

3,879. 9
11,502. 4

854. 0
1, 990. 8

843.2
2, 502. 4

-.34
L67

-.11
1. 91

2, 793. 4

292. 2

518. 4

3. 46

4. 78

7, 724. 4
8, 973.1

1, 004. 4
1, 380. 5

1, 469. 8
2.126. 3

3.43
3. 31

3.17
3. 60

1 Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Emoloyment and Earnings Statistics for
States and Areas: 1939-62," Bulletin No. 1370 (1963).

TABLE

6.-Nonagricultural employment growth rates arid
differentials, 1950-62
[Average percents per year]
Growth
rate

South _______________ : _____________
Alabama
-------------------Arkansas__
_____________________
Georgia
__
--------------------Kentucky _____________________
Louisiana ____ ----------------Mississippi_ ___ ---------------Carolina ________________
North
0 klahoma_____________________
South Carolina ________________
Tennessee _____________________
Texas ____ --------------------Virginia
__ --------------------West Virginia
__________________

-- ~- -

1.10
1.11
1.22
1.31
1.39
1.45
1.60

Unlted
States

1962

1950

- - - - - - - - -------55, 123. 6
9, 098. 4 11, 753. 3
2.13
1. 70
-------------- 649. 4 ---432.1
-1.97
-2. 74
341. 0

TotaL _________ 44, 942. 3
Mining and oiL ______
902.6
Manufacturing _______ 15, 248. 2
Construction _________ 2, 343. 6
Transportation,
communication,
and public utBities_ 4, 041. 5
Trade ____ ------------ 9, 412. 6
Finance, insurance,
and real estate ___ __ 1,843. 7
Services
miscellaneousand
_____________
5, 115. 6
Governments ____ ____ 6, 034. 5

Florida ____________________________
Ariwna
____
--------------------__
California
__________
__________
TABLE 4.-Population and migration projections for the South:
1970-2020
.
Colorado __ -----------------------Connecticut
_______________________
Delaware __________________________
District of Columbia ______________
Population
Migration
Idaho __ --------------------------Illinois ___ ------------------------Thousands Percent
Percent Thousands Percent
Indiana ____ ----------------------Year
of persons
of total
of persons
rate
increase
Iowa
_______________________________
--------------------------Kansas
Maine _____________________________
Maryland
_________________________
Rural:
20, 522
-0.89
44.9
-5,878
-2.98 Massachusetts _____________________
1960--------------1970_______________
18, 946
-.80
37.1
-5, 181
-2.63 Michigan. __ -- __ -- ___ -- ---- ------ -1980 _______________
-4,619
-2.53 Minnesota.. _____ ----------- ________
17, 655
30.6
-.71
1990_______________
16,609
-.61
25.2
-4, 150
-2.42 Montana
MissourL___________________________
_------------------------·
2000 _______________
15,
773
-.52
20.9
-3,
758
-2.32
2010 _______________
15, 119
-.42
-3, 431
-2.22 Nebraska ____ -------- ______________
17.3
2020_______________
14, 626
-.33
-3,157
-2.12 Nevada __ ------------------------14.4
New Hampshire ___________________
Urban:
1960_______________
New Jersey ________________________
25,188
3.07
55.1
2,632
.88 New Mexico _______________________
1970_______________
32,145
2.43
62.9
2,aiU
.82
1980_______________
40,081
2.20
69.4
2,105
.59 New York _________________________
1990_______________
49, 225
1, 913
2.05
74.8
.43 North Dakota _____________________
20()()_ ___________ ___
59,849
1,
753
94
79.1
.32 Ohio_----------------------------1.
2010_______________
72,272
1.88
82. 7
1,620
.25 Oregon
______ ---------------------2020_______________
Pennsylvania..
_____________________
86,874
1.83
85.6
1,509
.19
Total:
Rhode
Island ___
-----------------1960_______________
South Dakota
_____________________
45, 711
51, 091
57, 736
65,835
75,622
87,391
101,500

Percent per year
growth: 1950-62

South

Utah_ --- -------------------------Vermont ___ ----------------------Washington----------------------Wisconsin------------------------Wyoming
_________________________
Source: See table 5.

Differential

Weight
part

Rate
part

2.13

0.43

-0.05

0.48

2.03
2. 36
2. 56
1. 54
1. 85
2. 58
2. 49
1. 94
2.29
1.99
2.ti5
2. 45
-1.35

.33
.66
.86
-.16
.15
.88
• 79
.24
.59
.29
.95
. 75
-3.05

-.06
.11
.05
-.26
-.01

.39
.55
.81
.10
.16
.68
.84
.24
.64
.22
.95
. 70
-2.19

5.62
6. 75
4.04
3.56
1. 78
2.07
1.08
]. 77
1.00
1.15
.95
1. 72
.83
2.34
.86
.63
1.68
1.12
1.10
1. 73
6.94
1. 64
1. 90
3.89
.98
1.30
.95
1. 50

3.92
5.05
2.34
1.86
.08
.37
-.62
.07
-.70
-.55
-.75
.02
-.87
-.64
-.84
-1.07
-.02
-.58
-.60
.03
5. 24
-.06
.20
2.19
-.72
-.40
-.75
-.20
-1.60
-1.79
.29
1. 74
-.70
.13
-.30
-.20

.33
.15
• 21
.19
-.09
-.13
1. 01
.07

.10

-.09
1.99
3.44
1.00
1.83
1.40
1.50

.20
-.05
.00
-.05
.07
.00
.05
-.86

-.06

-.21
.16
.02
-.01
.05
.05
-.19
.08
.06
.02
.30
.29
-.04

-.10

.22
.12
.40
-.13
.05
-.26

-.09
.41
.12
.02
.22
-.08
-.25

3. 59
4. 90
2.13
1. 67
.17
.50
-J.63
.00
-.64
-.34
-.91
. 00
-.86
.59
-.89
-.88
-.10
-.64
-.62
-.27
4.95
-.02
.30
1.97
-.84
-.80
-.62
-.25
-1.34
-1.70
-.12
1.62
-.72

-.09
-.22
.05
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7.-National image deviations: 1950 and 1962
total nonagricultural employment)
1950

South __ ------- ___________
Alabama _________ __ __
Arkansas_----------Georgia_------------Kentucky
____________
Louisiana_-----------

~~~si~s3>~!oiiiia::====

Oklahoma ___ -------______
South Carolina
Tennessee
______ ______
Texas_--------------Virginia ____ ----~----West Virginia_-------

Florida___ --------------Arizona_------ ----------California
____ -----------Colorado______________
___
Connecticut __ ----------Delaware_- - ---- ---- ----District of Columbia _____
Idaho ____________________
Illinois __ ---------_------Indiana __________ -------_
1 Source:

1

(percent of
1950

1962

6.5

4.9

9.8
3.5
11.8
11.9
10.0
11. 2
20.4
12. 2
3.4
15. 7
7.0
22. 7

4. 6
3.9
6.6
13. 8
6. 4
12.1
16. 7
13.0
3. 7
11. 8
5. 6
11. 9

20. 5
24.0
11.3
16. 7
16.4
12.3
38.6
·18. 3
5:2
11. 7

15. 0
15. 7
4. 6
13. 5
14. 4
7.3
36.6
13.8
4.9
10.6

- 5.2
- - -5.1-

------

Iowa_----- -- --- ----- -Kansas __ ------------Maine ___ ---- -·--------Maryland ______ ___ ---Massachusetts _________
Michigan ______________

~~~~r~~~~
~==========
Montana_-------------

Nebraska_-----------Nevada_-------------_
New Hampshire ______
New Jersey_---------New
-------New Mexico_York ____________
North Dakota___ ----Ohio_----------------Oregon ______ -------~-Pennsylvania __ ------Rhode Island _________
South Dakota _________
Utah __ -- ------------Vermont_-------------

;~c~i~~~-~~~=========

Wyoming_------------

10.3
14.3
10. 2
3. 7
7.9
15.4
8.9
6. 7
23. 2
19. 3
30. 0
13. 6
11. 7
28. 2
5.2
29. 7
10.2
5. 2
9.6
15. 6
25.0
19.1
7.0
9.5
8.6
29.1

TABLE

8.-Per capita personal income levels, 1950 and 1962
Personal income
(dollars per capita)

1962
6.3
11. 7
8. 7
4. 3
7.4
10.0
6. 2
4.1
18. 6
13.6
29.8
13.3
8. 7
24.3
5.6
25. 8
8. 7
5.8
7.9
9.8
22.3
13.9
4.9
5. 4
i.2
25.4

June 1; 1965

SENATE

1962

1950

Increase
Dollars

Percent
per year

United States ______________ _

1,491

2,366

875

3.85

Alabama ____ __ ------ ____ ---- _____ _
Arkansas _________________________ _
Georgia __________ __ ______ __ --- -___ _

867
805
1,016

1,567
1,504
1, 759

700

958

1, 712

1,089
729
1,009
1, 133
881

1, 705
1,285
1, 732
1, 905
1,545
1, 702
2, 013
2,018
1,810

4.93
5. 21
4. 57
4.84
3. 74
4. 72
4.50
4.33
4.68
4.47
3.39
4.18
4.19

~~~~~::

Mississippi_ =========
______ ___ _____________
==============_
North Carolina ___________________ _
Oklahoma _____________ ---------- __
South Carolina _____ ______________ _
Tennessee ____________________ --- -Texas ____ ------------------------Virginia ________ -------_-----_ -- -- West Virginia_--------------------

995

1,340
1,222
1,095

699
743
754
616
556
723
772
664
707
673
796
715

Source: Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business.

See table 5.

AMENDMENT

OFFERED BY
MR.
KENTUCKY

COOPER

OF

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I offer
an amendment which I ask to have read.
. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
amendment will be stated.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
On page 7, line 13, it is proposed to strike
out "$400,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof
"$325,000,000."

Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is the
time to be taken from the time of the
Senator?
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I withdraw the suggestion of the absence of a
quorum.
Mr. President, my amendment is not
difficult to understand. It would reduce
the amount authorized under section 1
from $400 million to. $325 million-a reduction of $75 million.
The President of the United States, in
submitting his message and request to the
Congress that this bill be enacted, asked
only an annual authorization of $250
million. The Secretary of Commerce
testified at length before our committee.
His testimony was comprehensive and
indicated a fine knowledge of the background and purposes of the bill. The
Secretary stated that $250 million would
be an adequate sum for this section, and
he supported his testimony with careful
data.
It may be asked then, if $250 million
was the sum requested by the President
and by the Secretary of Commerce, why
I do not move to reduce the $400 million
by $150 million? I shall be frank to say
that I believe that there is a greater
possibility that the Senate will consider
favorably a reduction of $75 million than
a reduction of $150 million. I say that
from my experience in the Senate and my
judgment of the programs under consideration. There are other substantive
reasons, which I shall now discuss.
In past years I have supported and now
support the various bills which are now
comprehended in this bill. As I said in
presenting the provisions of the bill on

the floor of the Senate, it is an extension
of three programs-the ARA, the Appalachian Regional Development Act, and
the accelerated public works program of
1962 and 1963, all of which I strongly
supported. I was one of the five cosponsors of the original ARA bill, first recommended by President Eisenhower and
later enacted under the leadership of the
senior Senator from Illinois [Mr.
DOUGLAS] in the Senate. I also cosponsored with other Senators the Appalachian Act, particularly· with the distinguished Senator from west Virginia [Mr.
RANDOLPH], and I comanaged with him
the bill on the floor of the Senate.
I speak as one who has supported the
legislation upon which the pending bill is
based. Nevertheless, I believe the record
will indicate that the sum proposed by
my amendment, $325 million annually,
a reduction of $75 million in the bill, wUl
be fully adequate. Neither the President
of the United States nor the Secretary of
Commerce asked for $400 million. Having worked on these bills in past years on
the Committee on Public Works, I know
that there are differences between the
pending bill and the earlier emergency
bills, which I believe, support my
argument.
This section of the bill differs from the
old accelerated public works program in
that it is not directed toward providing
emergency employment for a 2-year period, as was the old bill. The bill will be
effective for 5 years, and its criteria emphasizes the development of commercial
or industrial enterprises which will provide long-term permanent employment
in our communities.
The Secretary of Commerce said, in
his testimony before our committee, that
these criteria would be stricter than the
criteria used under the old Accelerated
Public . Works Act. The new criteria
must be developed f,or both the area, and
the specific project within the area.
It would be wise for the Senate to watch
the operation of this new bill for a year
to see if the new regulations meet the
needs, before voting for the full amount
over and above the requests estimated by
the administration.

The increase of $150 million over the
request of the President is not included
in the budget. It would be added to the
deficit which is now expected to exceed
$4 billion. That has some significance.
The President has also now requested
that the national debt limit be raised to
$329 billion, and the House has approved
only $328 billion. We must take these
facts into account and make some reductions as we go along, so that worthwhile
programs can be maintained and paid
for, and so the criteria that are applied
will enable people all over the Nation to
benefit.
The reduction encompassed by my
amendment is from $400 to $325 inillion
annually. I ask that the Senate agree
to this reduction. I ask this as one who
has been a cosponsor and a supporterboth in the committee and on the floor
of the Senate-of the worthy bills to
assist depressed areas and unemployed
people. I am the only Republican who
originally joined in sponsoring and introducing this bill in this Congress. Since
the committee work on the bill, Senator FONG has given his sponsorship, and
I believe that more than half of the
Republican Senators will vote for the
bill; but it is necessary that we do not
authorize more than is actually needed.
I believe that this is a sensible amendment. I notice my friend, the Senator
from Alaska [Mr. GRUENING], looking at
me. I know that he will say, "We are
giving the same kind of assistance to
foreign countries.'' In answer I say I
want to give this assistance to our own
people and communities. I shall vote to
reduce the foreign aid bill by the amount
needed to do so.
The Senator from West Virginia [Mr.
RANDOLPH] would tell us, and accurately
so, of the value of these projects. I
agree with him.
I support the bill, but I believe that
it is sensible for us to adhere as closely
as possible to the request of the President, so that the money will be spent
wisely.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield for a question?
Mr. COOPER. I yield.

. Mr. JAVITS. rgather that the Senator's amendment has no relation whatever to any other title of the bill than
public works.
Mr. COOPER. In no way at all.
Mr. JAVITS. May I ask the Senator
a question about title II, while he is on
his feet? I am deeply concerned about
the section's continuing to provide loans
for machinery and equipment.
Mr. COOPER. Yes. I know that was
brought out in the hearings._
Mr. JAVITS. We in the great industrial states are concerned about the
pirating of business; that is, the attraction to business which comes from liberal
o:ffers which can be an inducement to
establish new plants in other States.
Mr. COOPER. The Senator is directing attention to title II.
Mr. JAVITS. Yes.
Mr. COOPER. We discussed this
question quite thoroughly. As I remember, the old ARA did not permit loans
for machinery except in cases of demonstrated need. It was argued by the
Secretary that, unless the loan section
included provision for machinery, certain projects might never come into operation. A second Point discussed was
that loans should not exceed the life of
the machinery.
The committee unanimously accepted
the policy previously adopted by ARA in
this regard.
Has the Senator any particular
thought as to the value or lack of it?
Mr. JAVITS. We had a colloquy the
other day and have tlie implementation
in the RECORD enjoining the Secretary to
condemn and beware of pirating practices, and the section of the bill ref erred
to was implemented; but I was interested in the substantive part relating to
machinery and equipment. When I was
on the Banking and Currency Committee
I protested it. I sought to excise it from
the bill. I think it is a rather dangerous
point and requires great scrupulousness
in its administration. I wanted the Senate to have some concept of the way in
which the committee looked at it. I
gather that the committee assumed that
it would be used sparingly.
Mr. COOPER. That is correct. I believe we had assurances from the Secretary that applications for funds for
this purpose would be considered carefully, particularly
regard to the terms
of these loans.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
yield myself such time as may be required, which will not be long.
The Senator's amendment goes to
title I. Now we are getting into a discussion of title II.
Mr. JAVITS. Yes.
Mr. McNAMARA. I wish to comment
now on the amendment of the Senator
to reduce the amount from $400 million
to $32 5 million.
We believe that anY reduction in the
amowit of money proposed to be authorized for public works grants in this bill
would be a serious mistake. The Public
Works Committee has looked long and
hard at this subject, and believes that
the $400 million authorization is the very

m
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minimum needed· to accomplish the desired result.
Our examination indicated that there
is a backlog of at least $250 mi111on in
projects that could n\lt, because of exhaustion of funds, be financed under
the APW program, but would meet the
criteria of this bill. We expect that a
similar total of new applications will be
made in the next fiscal year. About
$100 million in projects that are received
next year should be processed to the
point of approval during the coming
year. That gives us a total of at least
$350 million in viable projects;
In addition, the committee felt that
there should be available an additional
$50 million in reserve to help finance
projects that may come in from areas
hit suddenly by economic disaster because of plant closedowns, the removal of
military establishments, or other causes.
The Senator from Kentucky discussed
the testimony given by the Secretary of
Commerce and the grants requested by
the administration. His remarks were
perfectly in order. However, there was
a great deal of other testimony given
before the committee that justifies the
amount of $400 million, which the committee recommended in the bill.
I now yield to the distinguished Senator from West Virginia [Mr. RANDOLPH],
who: I believe, has some thoughts on the
bill.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from West Virginia.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I
app11eciate the courtesy of the chairman
of the Public Works Committee in giving
me an opportunity to join in the refutation of the remarks on the amendment
o:ffered by our beloved colleague from
Kentucky, who would cut the amount
of the annual grant under the bill from
$400 to $325 million, the so-called public
works feature of the legislation coming
before us now.
It is important for me to say this at
the outset, because the Senator from
Kentucky [Mr. COOPER] has indicated,
at least by indirection, that the White
House would be displeased if the Senate
should vote $400 million, rather than
$325 million that the Senator would like
to have in the bill.
The White House will not veto this
legislation if $400 mil11on is included in
title I over the period of 5 years for such
a worthy purpose.
The Senator from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA] has indicated the amount of
accelerated public works projects which
are now, in a sense, on the shelf, ready
to be proceeded with, approval for which
has been given and local financing having been arranged. I think the Senator
has given a very conservative figure.
I like the presentation the Senator has
made, but frankly, I desire to have incorporated in the RECORD the table which
is found on page 44 of the hearings. I
ask unanimous consent that the table,
entitled, "Pending APW grant-in-aid applications in presently eligible redevelopment areas by States," be included at this
point in my remarks.
There being no objection, the table
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD.

Pending- APW gr-ant-in-aid applications in
. presently . eligible . redevelopment areas by
State

State
TotaL _----------------. Alabama______________________
Alaska___________ ____________ _
Arizona_______________________
Arkansas___________________
California ____ ~---------------Colorado______________________
Connecticut __ --------------Delaware __ ------------------Florida________________________

~:~1!ft======================

Number
of projects
2, 518

$!6i ·858

43
Z7

11, .~3 1

64
28
14
6
1
5

10, 373

22

7~

~~5========================
Indiana_----------------------

~
19

fo~~~~=================

Iowa__________________________
Kansas __ ---------------------

Amount
requested

7
11

8, 467
3. 948

7, 356
1, 408
1, 777
134
624
13,

11,

8~~

~~~

4, 091
499
l, 917

Maine_________________________
Maryland __ ------------------Massachusetts----------------Michigan______________________

:14

N: 709
g~~

12
Z7
102

16, 565

SiEt~~~~=:::::=::::::::::~

~

l~

~

~~:2, ~~
9Z7 -

2, 844
5, 417

Montana______________________
21
6, 452
Nebraska_-------------------28
1, 806
Nevada_---------------------- ----------- - -----------New Hampshire_------------8
2, 359
New Jersey___________________
108
29, 618
New Mexico_----------------53
6, 691
New York___________________
62
16, 805
North Carolina_______________
21
5, 667
North Dakota_________________
4
553
Ohio__ ____ ____________________
68
12, 341
Oklahoma____________________
M
7, 329
Oregon_______________________
34
4, 413
Pennsylvania_________________
416
88, 009
Rhode Island__ _____________ __
13
7, 298
South Carolina_-------------35
4, 795
South Dakota_________________
40
3, 680

~:~~~~===================~=

Utah __ ----------------------Vermont______________________
Virginia_______________ __ __ ____
Washington ___ ______ _.________
West Virginia_---------------Wisconsin_ _____ _______________
Wyoming___________________

'Z1
1
18

22

116
83
6

30
3, 031
3, 337
22, 153
6, 807
293

Guam _________________________ ----------- ------- ----

Puerto Rico __ ---------------251
22, 950
Virgin Islands _________________ ------------ -----------

Mr. RANDOLPH. I wish to comment
on the amount. It is not $250 million.
It is $467,858,000. We realize that there
is an attrition, and the chairman of the
committee has set forth his views on this
matter. But when we find that in the
State of Kentucky there are applications
pending for more than $27 million, we
realize that those applications are valid
applications. These are projects in Kentucky now that are ready to go, not a
year from now, not 2 years from now,
and not 3 years from now. They are
ready to go now. They are necessary
projects. They would strengthen the
economy of the area. They would provide employment. They would build an
economic base on which the community
could develop business, industry, and its
entire economy jn the years ahead, as
well as provide necessary employment.
With respect to the State of Michigan,
so ably represented by the Senator who
manages the bill, Michigan now has 102
projects ready to move, in the amount of
$16,565,000.

Mr. President, I wish the Senate to
realize that the $400 million in Federal
grants under title I of the pending bill is
not a figure arrived at out of thin air.
My beloved friend the Senator from
Kentucky [Mr. CooPERJ himself set $325
million as a figure. We believe that in
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the figure of $400 million · we are being
conservative.
The Senator from Alaska [Mr. GRUENING] who is now in the Chamber believes
that it should be $1 billion a year.
Mr. GRUENING. That is correct.
Mr. RANDOLPH. The Senator from
Alaska has introduced legislation looking toward that objective.
There are many Senators who, I believe, are of the conviction that $400 million is a conservative figure, that it is not
a high figure-and I am one of those
Senators.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent to have printed in the RECORD under
title 1, the report which was filed with
S. 1648 which covers this provision of
the pending legislation.
There being no objection, the report
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MAJOR PROVISIONS OF THE BILL
TITLE I-PUBLIC WORKS AND DEVELOPMENT
FACILITIES

The purpose of this title is to increase the
amount of Federal funds being expended
both for general improvement of the physical
structure of an area and for specific improvements related to projected economic development. The committee believes that one of
the greatest handicaps of a community, area,
or region can suffer when economically disadvantaged is the inability of its physical
plant and public services to support existing
industry, let alone new development.
"Indirect" as used in the language of this
title in section 101, as well as in section 201
of title II, is meant to.include those facilities
which commercial and industrial development depend upon, but which are not necessarlly related to a specific business enterprise.
For example, if a community has an inadequate sewage treatment plant it can
hardly hope to induce industrial development which would further overload its disposal plant, thus creating a health and welfare problem.
This type of investment cannot adequately
be measured in terms of jobs created. The
purpose in this case is not the immediate
employment gain, although that will be an
additional benefit. The purpose is first to
create public facilities that make a community attractive for economic growth,
capable of supporting additional population,
and of making the most of its natural and
human resources.
The grants are not limited to traditional
public works but are meant to include physical properties which will have a bearing on
industrial and commerical development.
Examples of projects

and sewage facil1ties related to residential
development, hospitals, vocational education
facilities, community centers, and in some
circumstances libraries and similar buildings.
Use of funds

The committee wishes to emphasize that
the funds provided under this title for
grants-in-aid are not to be merely substituted for funds avallable under existing programs. It would be contrary to the intent
of this act if other Federal agencies cut back
the amount of funds which would have gone
to designated areas if these additional funds
were not available. The General Accounting
Office ought to be concerned that the intent
of Congress in this respect ls carefully followed. The funds here are to be considered
additional to those which a designated area
might obtain under other programs.
This is a major reason for providing supplementary grants in this bill in addition to
the direct grants available. It is an important feature in this program over and
above previous programs, that supplementary
grants may be made for projects receiving
basic grants under this bill, as well as under
other programs. Thus the Secretary can
make grants up to 80 percent of the cost of
a direct grant project in areas of greatest
need. These supplementary grants are expected to be used for projects in designated
areas without regard to any limitation of
other laws, except that in no case will the
Federal share be greater than 80 percent.
Where supplementary grants are made to
direct Federal projects, such projects must
have been previously authorized. Direct Federal projects which can be useful include,
but are not limited to, watershed and flood
prevention, water storage, and land improvement.
The committee particularly notes the
grants can cover the cost of related equipment and machinery in development facility
projects as well as in industrial and commercial projects.
The funds authorized under this title
should be used for projects in eligible areas
even if those areas are in established development regions, but they should not be used
only for projects with reglonwide impact.
The same ls true for development districts
within regions. Projects of value to one
county, community, or a group of counties
should not be denied because of regional
assistance being given under another program.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President,
there is every reason for the Senate to
endorse the provisions of title I of the
pending bill. I believe that the amendment offered by the Senator from Kentucky will be decisively defeated by the
Senate, that the pending bill will be
agreed to by the Senate and House of
Representatives, that it will go to the
President of the United States, and he
will sign it into law.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
yield 1 minute to the Senator from
Alaska.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Alaska is recognized for
1 minute.
Mr. GRUENING. Mr. President, I am
in full accord with the statement the
Senator from Michigan, the chairman of
the Public Works Committee has just
made, which has been so well amplified
by the Senator from West Virginia who
has never ceased to work for this kind
of legislation which will put the unemployed to work, and give the economy a

Examples of projects which should be eligible for grants under section 101 (as well as
loans under sec. 201) on the basis of being
directly related to economic development are
waterworks and waterlines, sanitary and
storm sewers, industrial parks, police and fire
stations, research centers, tourism facilities,
industrial streets and roads, waste treatment
facilities, area vocational schools, airports,
and watershed protection and flood prevention. This list is not meant to be exhaustive
nor to imply that grants applied for under
these examples need be related to a specific
industrial or commercial project. They are
not limited to serving one new customer although that could be a possibility. Prospects for industrial and commercial development will more likely follow after these projects are undertaken.
Examples of facilities which if indirectly ·
related to economic development could be
eligible for grants under section 101 (and substantial boost.
loans under sec. 201) are streets primarlly
Whenever the Senator from Kentucky
related to residential development, water [Mr. COOPER] rises on the :floor, his words
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are entitled to the most respectful and
sympathetic consideration. We all love
and admire him. This happens to be one
of the rare occasions when I find myself
in disagreement with him. I must oppose his amendment to cut the annual
public works appropriation in this bill
from $400 to $325 million. As it is, the
amount provided is far from sufficient.
I find it particularly distressing that he,
who has been the only Republican, according to his own statement, to endorse
this measure, should spoil that beautiful
and unique record by now moving a reduction in the amount to be authorized,
which reduction is not quite so slight, because the reduction of the $75 million
he proposes will be an annual reduction
and will therefore go on through the
years.
This is one of the most important
pieces of legislation from the standpoint
of the national economy that we could
have. I have been fighting for the reenactment of public works legislation ever
since I came to the Senate. It has demonstrated its value. It means that people will be put to work on useful projects, that the economy will be stimulated,
not merely at the site of the project
where it goes into operation but at the
factory where the materials are produced and on the arteries of transportation in between. In Alaska particularly,
this will be important, because it will affect so many of the depressed areas
which need help, and all but one of
Alaska's areas are depressed areas. This
legislation will diminish the depression
and the unemployment.
I hope that the amendment will fail.
. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator from Alaska has expired.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Michigan yield?
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
yield 5 minutes to the Senator from
Pennsylvania.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Senator from Pennsylvania is recognized
for 5 minutes.
Mr. CLARK. Mr. President, one of the
biggest mistakes Congress made in recent
years, in my opinion, is that it did not
refresh and refinance the Accelerated
Public Works Act of 1962.
Under that act, speaking only for the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, a great
many projects were built costing many
millions of dollars. This money was
spent--and spent wisely-for essential
public works. The increase in employment which was generated by that
money is really startling. As soon as the
accelerated public works' bill ran out of
money, we had a recurrence o! unemployment in many of the areas of chronic
and persistent unemployment in my
State.
I believe that Republicans and Democrats alike in Pennsylvania will testify
today to the great economic benefit
which was brought to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania by the passage
and administration of the Accelerated
Public Works Act.
I was very much: disappointed when, in

this year's budget, there was not, to my
way of thinking, adequate refinancing
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and refurbishing of the accelerated public works principle.
The Senator.from Michigan, the Senator from West Virginia, a number of
other Senators and I were of the view
that we should at least reduce the program to the same amount as before;
namely, $1 billion plus.
I was vastly disappointed when that
was not done. I testified before the subcommittee of which the able Senator
from West Virginia [Mr. RANDOLPH] was
chairman, and with my enthusiastic support it increased the amount of the authorization for public works from $250
million to $400 million. I believe that
that increase was modest. I had hoped
that the amount authorized would be
substantially more, but he and I realize
the practical, pragmatic situation under
which we are operating, and it seemed
unwise to go further than we had. We
were also acutely aware of the fact that
all of the State of West Virginia is in
Appalachia, as well as much of the State
of Kentucky. It seems to me incredible
that Senators coming from States where
the benefits of the war against poverty
are so badly needed, where the Appalachia program is making some dent in
the war against poverty, where the major
part of the public works program in Appalachia is for highways, would not join
unanimously in supporting the increase
in the appropriation for public works in
this particular bill.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Pennsylvania yield?
Mr. CLARK. I am happy to yield to
the Senator from Kentucky, but the Senator must do so on his own time.
Mr. COOPER. That is satisfactory.
Mr. President, I yield myself 2 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Kentucky is recognized for
2 minutes.
Mr. COOPER. I joined the distinguished Senator from Pennsylvania and
the distinguished Senator from West
Virginia in supporting and sponsoring
these related programs, the area redevelopment program, the accelerated
public works program, the Economic
Opportunity Act, and the Appalachia
development bill; but I have submitted
this amendment for two reasons. One is
that it would cut back the authorization
to one-half of the increase which was
made over the President's recommendation of $250 million. Second, I am
aware of what Congress, and the Senate
in particular, has done in passing the
great bills which have helped my State;
namely, the accelerated public works
program, the Area Redevelopment Act,
and the Appalachia Development Act.
I believe that we cannot overdo it.
We just cannot expect that the country
will continue to provide ever larger
amounts before full needs and uses are
shown and proved. I believe that we
must keep these programs within some
kind of reasonable limit-and the most
reasonable limit wherever possible.
I have proposed a very reasonable limit;
namely, one-half the increase made by
the committee beyond the request submitted by the President.

Mr. CLARK. The Senator from Kentucky is one of the ablest members of
this body. I respect him in every way.
I honor his integrity and ability. In this
particular case, however, I believe that
he is dead wrong.
This is not an extravagant and unnecessary increase in a vitally needed
program. The provision as it now appears in the bill falls far short of the requirements for assistance in a number of
States, which come under the provisions
of the bill.
Mr. President, how much time have I
left?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Pennsylvania has 30 seconds remaining.
Mr. CLARK. I yield 10 seconds to the
Senator from West Virginia [Mr.
RANDOLPH].
Mr. RANDOLPH. In the State of
Pennsylvania, there are 416 projects at a
cost of $88 million which are now eligible
and ready to move. The able Senator
from Pennsylvania knows that this is the
situation in all States in the Union. I
congratulate him on his vigorous espousal of this moderate increase in the
pending bill.
Mr. CLARK. I thank my friend for
his helpful interest.
Mr. President, I hope that the amendment will be defeated.
UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT TO VOTE ON
COOPER AMENDMENT AT 4;45 P.M.

Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, will
the Senator from Michigan yield me
. one-half minute?
Mr. McNAMARA. I yield to the Senator from Montana.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the vote on the
Cooper amendment take place at 4:45
o'clock p.m.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. How is
the time to be allotted for further debate
on the amendment?
Mr. MANSFIELD. Whichever ways
Senators wish to use it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request of the Senator
from Montana? The Chair hears none,
and it is so ordered.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I yield
2 minutes to the Senator from New York.
Mr. JAVITS. The Senator from Kentucky has stated that he has supported
all these programs. He has been so preeminent in that support that I did not
wish to add my own voice at the point
when he was speaking, although it is a
fact that I have, on this side of the aisle,
also supported these programs, both in
committee, when I was a member of the
Committee on Banking and Currency,
and on the fioor of the Senate.
I am known, and proud to be known,
as ·a liberal, anxious to have my State,
which pays the most taxes of all the
States, support the well-being of the
country, notwithstanding the fact that
it is often said, in answer to my votes
that New York pays $3 for every dollar
that it gets back. As long as I am a
Member of the Senate that will never be
a factor in determining my vote.
However, I appreciate and am ready
to support conservation where conservation is appropriate in terms of these

.
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{>roj ects. When the President of the
United States requests $250 million, and
the amount is raised by the committee to
$400 million, I expect eventually to hear
facts stated that will support the increase.
The Senator from Kentucky, a strong
supporter of the bill, proposes to cut
the increase by 50 percent, on the theory
that it is necessary to have a good reason
to raise the figure by $150 million, and
that in the absence of such a good reason
the least that can be done is to cut the
increase by one-half. If one is to be a
liberal, he must be a hardheaded liberal. Therefore, I am glad to support
the amendment of the Senator from
Kentucky.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, when
the Senator from New York speaks of
facts as an essential element in deciding
the issue which has been raised by the
distinguished Senator from Kentucky,
I would say that both the Senator from
Kentucky and the other members of the
committee felt that they had a sound
factual basis for their conclusions.
Secretary Connor, when he testified
before the committee, advised us that
more than $700 million worth of APW
applications were pending when that
program ran out. The Secretai-y has
screened the applications, and has reduced the amount to a possible $450
million, or a little more than that which
might be eligible for assistance under
the pending bill, if it is enacted.
The $250 million figure obviously falls
short of that figure. We recognize that
the $250 million called for in S. 1648
would be an annual figure, running for
the life of the authorization, and that
the $450 million figure is also an annual
figure running for the life of the authorization.
·
I believe that in addition to the points
which have been made, it should be
pointed out that the $450 million in
APW applications ·will have .a running
start on whatever figure Congress approves for this bill. If it is the $250
million figure, the projects which can
be justified on the basis of needs developed since the APW program terminated
will have to fall behind and run behind
the projects that are pending in the
APW file. It has seemed to us that this
would militate against the many areas
of the country which have developed
needs since that program terminated,
and would militate against smaller communities and smaller towns which are
not in a position to develop projects as
rapidly as more sophisticated planning
departments are able to do in the larger
communities.
For that reason, in addition to the
others that have been advanced by the
Senator from Michigan and the Senator
from West Virginia, we felt we were
justified in increasing the figure to $400
million.
Mr. COOPER. To respond to that
argument, I should like to ask that the
analysis of the APW backlog, submitted
to the Committee on Public Works by
Secretary Connor, shown at page 45 of
the hearings, be included in the RECORD
at this point.
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have spent their whole lives in the unique
and rewarding experience of entrepreneurial ventures, who have behind them
skills and talents to assemble capital, to
development of management systems, to
train and assemble what is necessary to
make an enterprise work not being fully
used by our society. •
I might add at that point that many
leading executives in Minnesota who
have reached retirement age have come
to me and said, "Now, what do I do? I
am in good health. I should like to help
in some fashion. Is there some area in
which I can contribute my talents and
time?"
I believe that one of the most exciting
features of the Economic Development
Act of 1965 is the provision to use those
talents where they are most needed.
In addition, I was most happy to see
included in the bill language to insure
that eligible areas will not lose designation or have their eligibility removed in
cases where economic growth may be
short term or where the growth is primarily the result of increased temporary employment. In many areas, an
infiux of construction labor, with a corresponding rise of employment, will
cause a rise in unemployment statistics
which is purely temporary and passing.
Once the construction workers leave, affected areas would have to wait 3 years
for renewed eligibility, and many of the
good effects of the Federal programs
would be lost in the intervening period.
This amendment would allow a sufficient
period of time during which it could be
demonstrated with some assurance that
the expansive effects in certain areas
were not merely temporary.
I see this amendment as one of the
keys to the success of the program in
the State of Minnesota and in many other regions across the Nation.
I had specifically in mind the problem
with which we are confronted in northeastern Minnesota, in the heart of Minnesota's traditional Iron Range. There
we are experiencing the beginning of a
taconite development which stretches
across that range. Approximately five
persons will be engaged in construction
labor for every one person who is finally
employed in the taconite mines once the
industry is in full operation. There will
be several thousand construction laborers and workers in related construction
work on the range during the next few
years, and that fact would probably make
St. Louis County and Itasca County
technically ineligible under the ARA.
But once the plants were in full operation, I believe the statistics would reflect
that those counties would once again be
eligible.
What the amendment, incorporated in
the bill, would provide is that those
counties might contiaue to be eligible
during that period, recognizing the temporary nature of the employment.
Many Senators must share in the praise
for the drafting and work on this good
bill. As a member of the Banking and
Currency Subcommittee which considered titles II and IV of this legislation,
I think that my chairman, the Senator
from Illinois [Mr. DouGLAS] and the
other members of the subcommittee, the

Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. PROXMIRE] and the Senator from Maine [Mr.
MusKIE] are to be commended and congratulated on th.e fine result of their
work. I also thank the Senator from
Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA] for his excellent work in preparing this bill in the
Public Works Committee. I was most
happy to have had the opportunity to
play a role in drafting this legislation.
Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I yield
5 minutes to the Senator from New
Hampshire.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Senator from Maine has 2 minutes remaining on the amendment. Does he
yield 3 minutes on the bill also?
Mr. MUSKIE. Yes. I yield the necessary time on the bill.
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from New Hampshire is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. McINTYRE. Mr. President, I
wish to urge my colleagues to support the
bill before the Senate, S. 1648, the Public
Works and Economic Development Act
of 1965.
The citizens of Portsmouth, N .H., and
the Maine-New Hampshire seacoast area,
as well as the citizens of other communities which are about to be hit by the
loss of major sources of employment, will
all share my appreciation for the action
of the Senate Committee on Public Works
in retaining, and indeed, strengthening,
the language of my bill, S. 400, which
would have amended the Area Redevelopment Act.
I would like to express my own sincere
thanks to the distinguished Senator from
Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA]' the distinguished Senator from Illinois [Mr.
DOUGLAS], and my neighbor from Maine
[Mr. MUSKIE], for their assistance and
contributions toward the best possible
legislation for the problems facing Portsmouth.
What section 40l(a) (4) does is to provide the full assistance of the Federal
Government earmarked for redevelopment areas for communities such as
Portsmouth which are threatened with
severe unemployment because of the
planned, future loss of a major source of
employment. In the case of Portsmouth
and the seacoast area, such a threat has
been posed by the statements of the Department of Defense that the workload
at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard will
undergo severe drop by 1968.
The testimony before the Subcommittee on Production and Stabilization of
the Senate Committee on Banking and
Currency clearly brought out the seacoast region's need for this type of assistance.
Mr. President, again I urge my colleagues to support the pending bill.
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, will the·
Senator yield 5 minutes?
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I yield
5 minutes to the Senator from Mississippi.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Mississippi is recognized
for 5 minutes.
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I invite
the attention of the Senator from Maine

a
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[Mr. MUSKIE] to · my statement, which
will be brief. At the end of it I expect
to ask a question.
First, I shall support the bill. I believe that we should have good, strong,
permanent legislation in the field of public works. We might call it made-work,
or whatever we will. The program is
necessary particularly in view of the fact
that a great many areas are so depleted
financially and their resources are so
thin that they cannot modernize, if we
might use that term, fast enough to get
into the running and thereby support
a viable economy at the present time.
With a little lift they could get over that
barrier.
As the Senator from Michigan knows,
title IV establishes the basic standards
for designation of redevelopment areas
under the pending bill. The two primary
criteria are that an area first, must have
an unemployment rate in excess of the
national average; or second, have a family median income not in excess of 40 percent of the national family median income. I am aware that these criteria
were drawn purposefully to be more restrictive than the standards which were
established by the Area Redevelopment
Act and the Accelerated Public Works
Act. In addition they are concerned
with economic factors rather than labor
surplus standards.
Although I agree that the standards
under this bill should be more rei::trictive
than those of previous a~ts, I question
the particular standards set up in title
IV.
Under the operation of the bill, 20
counties in my State would not be able
to qualify. Some of those counties have
a relatively thin economic status and
standing.
As will be recalled, the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 adopted the standard that a family whose annual income
was less than $3,000 should be classified
as a poverty stricken family. Nationwide, 21.4 percent of all families had an
income of less than $3,000. The average
for the State of Mississippi, however, was
51.1 percent c,f all families, and every
county in the State exceeded the national
average of 21.4 percent. Therefore, all
of the 20 counties excluded under this
bill exceed the national average for
families with less than $3,000. For example, in Prentiss County 62.1 percent of
all families have less than $3,000 income;
in all of the 20 counties except one, the
percent of families having less than
$3,000 exceeds 30 percent. So it is clear
that 19 of these 20 counties far exceed
the national average for poverty standards as adopted last year when Congress
passed the antipoverty bill. In view
of these facts I believe it would be well
to consider modifying the standards.
I shall not offer an amendment, because this is a complicated subject to
deal with, and needs the benefit of the
consideration of Senators who are members of the committee and of their experts. I hope that as the bill progresses
through Congress, those handling it on
the part of the Senate will consider the
additional facts that the debate has
brought out, to see ·if some standard
could be adopted which would protect the
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Mr_ MUSKIE. Mr_ President, I yield
5 minutes to tne distinguished S.enator
from Massachusetts.
Mr. KENNEDY ofMassacnuse.tts. Mr_
President, I .support S. :t.6'48, which is a
very far-nea.chfng b.illI and perhaps one
of the most sig,mificant. pieces of proposed
legislation to come before Congress .thus
far. It mvolves economic development;
but more, ft puts the approving stamp
of Congress on pianning. This is impor-

taimt. Pl0Jill.J.1l.ida at, the ll'eglli).maill level;
planning at the mw1tic@u.mty level; alild!
P>lamning at the lacal le:vel. As in the
case of the· Appalachia legislation, it
looks to sound programs of public im.p:r<iwem.ents geaa;ed to, stimulating Ji)erma.Bent industrial gxei1wt:h and permanent employment.
S. 1648 rec<ilgn.i.zes that there ame 8Ji.eas
other than Appalachia which have not.
shared in the general level of our pros-

perity and s.eriousI:y need resource devel'opmemt thrOQ.gh Federal assistance.
This is the philaso,phy tFrat was shared
bY' many ot US' at the tmre of' the debate
en tihe Apparaefiis; lJfl.P. As- S'ena:tors
will' remember, it was- beeause such m
piece oi !egfsra.tion w.as; promised! by tfie
acfimnistration to co~er national needs.
tflat we field o:tr m expandmg the Appal'achm program to mclude our otfier
needy areas. S. 1'64'8 seelts to fuifill the
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promise and to expand the :policy of
regional rehabilitation.
l wish to eom:pliment the Senawrs and
other Members of Congress. who have
worked diligently and persistently to develop the concept. of :regional development for other areas of our Nation, a:nd
who have worked hard on the particular
bill before us. My particular gratitude
goes to the semor Senator from Michigan
[Mr. McNAMARA] and the junior Senator
from Maine EMr _MusKIEl who ha:ve done
an outstanding job in guiding this legislation in committee and on the floor.
s. 1648 is an excellent bUI. It provides for the establishment of regional
commissions to study the needs of our
less developed areas, and come up with
broad economic recommendations and
programs which can be applied above
and beyond existing Federal assistance.
It combines the better features of the
area redevelopment and accelerated
public works programs, placing primary
emphasis on public improvements that
will foster and expand industry.
It recognizes the importance of the
role that the healthier communities must
play in assisting the less fortunate areas.
The opportunity is provided for mnlticounty economic development districts
which could bring together eligible and
noneligible areas under special regional
and subregional plans for growth. This
type of economic, multicounty planning
is already underway in my State. The
planning and technical assistance money
provided in the bill will give these larger
areas a good opportunity to work out
coordinated programs.
The key to this new legislation is coordination; among the communities;
among the States; and between the
States and the Federal Government.
The goal of the legislation is to apply the
assistance to those areas and projects
where it will do the most good for the
long haul. This is a public works bill
with a. plan; it signifies an excellent approach ior the future. l sincerely urge
its :pa~ge.
Last March, I made a special address
to the Massaehnsetts Legislatme citing
the crucial need for a coordinated
regional development program for New
England, and for a regional commission
to implement this program. The response which I received to this suggestion
at that time was parlieularly encouraging. Today I am extremely gratified to
announce that the Massachusetts House
and Senate have adopted a joint resolution fully supporting S. 1648 and the
concept of a New England regional comm ission.
The joint resolution emphasizes that
th e economic status o:f New England more
than qualifies the :region for assistance
provided under S. 1648, and it supports
the principal that regional planning will
be effective and beneficial in coping with
our economic problems.
Mr. President, I think this expression
of approval from the Massachusetts Legislature is a splendid example of the way
many sections of the country feel about
this economic development bill, and I
would hope that other States in New
England, and in other areas, would follow the lead of Massachusetts in offering
State legislative support for this imporCXI- -769

tant legislation. I ask Wla.nimou oonsent that the full text of the Massachusetts joint resolution be placed at this
point in the RECORD.
Th& formal presen.tati<>n of this :resolution was made in the R:s-ccRD ea:rlie-:rr today.
There being no objectiom, the joint
resolution was ordered to be printed in
the RECORD, as follows:
REsOLUTION BY THE COM.l\40NWEALTH OY
MASSACHUSETTS
Resolutions memorializing the Congress: of
the United States to enact legislation providing Federal grants and assistance to
economically distressed areas and regions
Whereas the Congress of the United states
has recently launched an attack on certain
areas of poverty, undevelopment, and underdevelopment by the Appalachian Regional
Development Act of 1965; and
Whereas there are pending before the Con·gress of the United States two bllls, cosponsored by Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY, one
providing grants for public wmks and development facilities and other financial assistance to alleviate unemployment in other
economically distressed areas ·and regions (S.
1648)' and one providing for the use of public
works and other economic programs in a
coordinated effort to aid other economically
d!isadvantaged areas of the Nation (S. 812};
and
Whereas said bills provide for the creation
of regional commissions to plan and implement economic programs, designed to foster
regional productivity, and growth; and
Whereas such a regional commission for
New Engiand would be extremely effective
and beneficial in coping with serious economic problems which transcend St.ate
boundaries, and whfeh require Federal assistance founded on sound planning and
directed to projects that wm enhance longterm growth; and
Whereas at a joint session of the General
Court of Massachusetts on March 9, 1965,
Senator KENNEDY expressed his hope that the
general court authorize participation in a
New England Regional Commission which
would work for regional development and
cooperation, and his intention to sponsor
major legislation in the U.S. Senate to provide Fe<leral assistance for development of
the New England region; and
WheTeas said legislation is vital to the New
England region whose economic status m.ore
than qualifies it for the assistance provide<!
by said legislation, because of zrumy critical
problems, the more pressing Of which are
caused by the closing of military installations, slack growth, deficient transportation
becornlng more critical each day, Inadequate
water pollution control, high electric power
costs, a declining fishing industry, undeveloped natural resources, and unemploym e nt: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the General Court of Massachusetts respectfully urges the Congress
of the United States to enact Senate bill
1648 and Senate btll 812, thereby providing
for strong, effective regional developznent
commissions to ooordinate an attack on the
varled regional problems; and be tt further
Resolved, That the General Court of Massachusetts recognizes the importance of regional planning in connection with such
legislation, and looks with favor upon the
participation by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in a New England regional development commission; and be it further
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Commonwealth transmit forthwith copies of
these resolutions to the President of the
United States, to the Presiding omcer of each
branch of the Congress, and to each Member
thereof from the Commonwealth.
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts.

M;r. President, at the hearings before the
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Pnblie Works Committee, members of
the New England se:nsto::rial delegation
and representatives from industry, labor,
and the Governors of our various States
made a comprehensive presentation in
support. of S. 164& and S. 312. There
was bipartisan support> and it. was st1i0ng
support.
Mr. President, this regional approach
to solving economic problems was very
much a part of President Kennedy's
thinking. As a Senator, he devoted his
first speeches on this floor to outlining
New England problems, and calling for
a multistate approach to solving them.
He sought the united efforts of the entire
New England congressional delegation.
He supported the idea of New England
Governors' conferences, he backed the
New England Council, representing businessmen, all with the conviction that the
way to get New England moving forward again was to plan, and coordinate,
a:nd organize, and work hard. Above all,
he believed that New England's development would be' best obtained by regional
planning and sound Federal-~tate programs.
S. 1648, then, in large part, reflects the
President's hope for the future.
Mr. President, I think it would be very
helpful if excerpts of certain statements
and materials were placed in the RECORD
which would provide a picture of our New
England situation, and the strong support this bill has received in our New
England area. I ask unanimous consent
that these be printed following my
remarks.
Thank you very much.
There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
STATEMENT DELIVERED BY SENATOR EDWARD M.
KENNEDY, DEMOCRAT, OF MAsSACHUSETl'S, IN
SUPPORT OF THE PuBLIC WORKS AND EcoNOM.IC DEVELOPMENT Bn.L (S. 1648) AND
THE NEED FOR SUCH LEGISLATION IN THE
NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL AREA, TUESDAY,
APRIL 27, 1965
Mr. Chail'man. I am delighted to appear
before the committee this morning and express my supp0n for the administration's
economic development blll. As the chairman well lolows, many of us were seriously
concerned during the Appalachia debate that
other areas of the country, also lagging in
economic growth, should have the opportunity to develop regional programs similar
to Appalaehia. In fact, we were prepared to
introduce our own region amendments to
the Appalachian legislation, but held off on
this ruter assurances from the administration that we would be covered in a forthcomblg national development bill.
This we now have before us in S. 1648.
One of its most important provisions concerns the creation of regional commLssions
to plan and implem.ent. long-range economic
programs. For some time, I have urged that
the establishment of such a commission for
New England would be extremely effective
and beneficial. The administration b as
wisely chosen to extend the Appalachia approach of regional programing to other problem areas. In my opinion, this is one of the
most significant new steps m economic development legislation to come forward in
many years.
I would suggest that the oommittee seriously, consider bltegrating the language of S.
312 mto the administration bill. s. 8la, of
which I am a cosponsor, was introduced by
the senior Senator from Michigan [Mr. McNAMARA], wh~e knowledge and experience in
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this field is of the highest caliber. I feel that
this language would provide more effective
guidelines and greater flexibility in the selection of regional coIDm.issions; a stronger incentive for such commissions to come to the
administration and to Congress With a development program as soon as possible; and a
more specific description of the membership
of the regional commissions and of the power
of the Federal member in approving commission plans.
In addition to providing for regional development commissions, S. 1648 provides for
continuation of the better features of area
redevelopment and accelerated pubic works
assistance, on a more flexible basis with
greater emphasis on planning for permanent
industrial development rather than the mere
creation of temporary employment. This assistance would be available as soon as money
is appropriated, and for the most part, would
nat have to wait for long-range programs to
be developed by the commission. Continuing ARA and APW type of funding to assist existing redevelopment areas is of crucial
importance. My only major concern here is
that the annual money authorized for public
works and development facility grants is too
modest and thus should be increased substantially in order to develop a truly meaningful growth program.
S. 1648 has two other features which I like
very :nuch and which I feel Will be helpful in
implementing long-range growth programs.
One involves the recognition of economic development centers which although not dis-_
tressed, would still be eligible for development assistance if the projects would contribute to the alleviation of high unemployment and low income in surrounding areas.
The ather concerns the creation of multicounty economic development districts which
would bring together eligible and noneligible
areas under a kind of subregional development plan and program.
This type of coordinated area attack on unemployment could be extremely effective in
the Lowell-Lawrence-Haverhill area of Massachusetts, and in the Fall River-New Bedford-Providence area.
Of particular importance to my State, and
to New England, is the new provision for Federal assistance to those areas or military installation closings, or other economic emergencies.
Throughout the bill, there is the basic
philosophy that Federal assistance shall be
concentrated in accord with sound planning,
and directed to projects which will enhance
long-term growth. With this kind of assistance, and with the additional funding which
I hope will come from a New England regional program developed by its commission,
we have substantial reason to be encouraged
and hopeful.
New England's present economic status
more than qualifies it for the assistance provided in the pending legislation.
It is a six-State area, with economic and
cultural ties, separated from surrounding regions by its geographical location and its
topography. There is probably no more precise version of an economic region existing
in the United States today than New England. We have traditionally shared markets,
employment, transportation, :financial investment, education and other resources. In
size, the region covers only 2.2 percent of
the country's area, yet it has almost 6 percent of U.S. population, and much of this
is concentrated in its three smallest States.
Because it is a. small but distinct area, its
problems transcend local and State boundaries, and it is constantly in search of regional solutions.
Recognizing this, our New England Governors recently proposed a six-State regional
planning compact to deal with major New
England problems. This cooperative effort
on the part of our Governors, will be en-

ha.need and strengthened by the creation of
a New England Regional Commission adding
the Federal Government as a partner to our
regional efforts to solve problems and stimulate economic growth.
Details on New England's present ecanomic
condition will be set forth in exhibits and
analyses which have been prepared by the
Library of Congress, the Department of
Commerce, State agencies, the New England
Council and others. These materials will be
submitted for the record during our presentation. From this economic information I
should like to make some 'important gene;al
observations.
New England is a region which ls increasingly lagging behind the Nation's level of
growth. Unlike Appalachia, we were once
prosperous and productive, with a high level
of employment in manufacturing and agriculture. As the Nation expanded, our mills
moved elsewhere, our farming declined, and
there was not sufficient diversification of industry to take up the slack.
As a result, New England's increase in personal income is telow the national average.
Except for Massachusetts and Connecticut
its per capita personal income is considerably
less than the national :figt..re. Serious pockets
of poverty are prevalent in its northern rural
areas and in older ir_dustrial centers o.f
southern New England. Unfortunately, aggregate statistics cannot tell the true story,
because the metropolitan Boston area and
southern areas of Connecticut with heavy
populations are doing rather well, while
many other parts of New England are falling
far behind.
The most important single source of personal income in New England has been manufacturing. It has provided a base for the
trade and the service industries. It has developed a splendid force of skilled and semiskilled industrial workers. However, during
the past 15 years, industrial employment in
New England has fallen off by over 250,000.
Most of this decline has come from losses of
textile, shoe, furniture, jewelry, and ·other
traditional industries which were concentrated in relatively few urban centers. For
many, the impact has been catastrophic with
substantial unemployment continuing for
many years despite efforts to bring in new
industry. Almost half of New England's
labor markets are in this category.
Other factors contribute to New England's
economic distress. The region ranks close
to the last in new buildings for trade and
industry. Many of the old edifices which
housed the production of a great industrial
era now stand dilapidated and in some instances, unusable. New industry is not attracted to old environments. Existing industry lacks the incentive for expansion when
cities and towns cannot provide modern public improvements. Much private housing,
schools, and municipal buildings are of ancient vintage. All of these factors discourage new industry from moving into our labor
depressed centers.
We need a major redevelopment effort
through Federal assistance to provide the
opportunity for more and diversified industrial activity, and the development of our
human and material resources.
However, apart from its economic distress,
New England has a number of immediate
problems which need to be solved through
regional cooperation and planning.
We have a crisis in transportation. Our
major railroads are in or near bankruptcy
and need complete rehabllitation. We are
at this moment faced with the discontinuance of all intercity passenger service, and
the possibility of substantial abandonment
of freight service which could ruin forever
industrial development in hundreds of potential growth centers in New England. Our
only major airline is fighting for its life in
the courts. It needs permanent status as a
trunkline carrier, major financing for new
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equipment; and better airports with electronic guidance equipment. Air service from
New England to eastern cities is suffering
under this situation. Efficient air service
is a necessary part of economic improvement.
High-speed expressways are needed to open
up the resources of northern New England.
The Port of Boston is not being adequately
utilized. Many urban centers need new and
larger warehousing and handling facilities
for integration of truck, rail, and air freight
services.
All these things call for a regional program
of coordination and assistance to develop a
fast, efficient transportation network between New England centers, and to markets
outside the New England region. Industry
cannot grow without efficient transportation.
New England has an abundance of water-for human consumption, for industry,
for power. Yet water is one of its major
problems. Sewage and industrial wastes
make much of this resource unusable and a
peril to recreation, :fishing, and industrial
development.
Water collection and distribution systems
are inadequate. Many urban areas increasing their demands for clean water will be
faced with serious shortages. Again, we need
a regional program, substantially :financed,
for both pollution control, and water distribution and conservation.
New England is the highest cost electric
power area in the Nation. Its consumers
and industries pay almost 30 percent more
than the national average. While other regions of the Nation have benefited from
billions of dollars of Federal funds, for hydropower complexes, no major faclllty of
this nature has been constructed in New
England. Nor do we have any substantial
pr.ogram for buying power from other regions. Instead we rely on small and scattered power systems which must import
various fuels from long distances at increased
expense. This is another example of the
need for a regional plan to coordinate our
existing capacity, and to prepare major projects to meet the demand that lies ahead.
Cheap and abundant electric power ls fundamental to any regional economic development program.
New England has natural resources which
have not been adequately uti11zed. Perhaps it has been our preoccupation with
manufacturing that has diverted our attention away from this. We have more of our
land area covered by forests than does any
other region in the United States. This area
ls a natural for extensive recreational and
housing development for middle and lower
income families. At the same time, through
modern methods of forestry and transportation, commercial use of this resource can
be expanded. Since the early settling of
New England, commercial enterprise has
looked to the coastal areas and to the sea
for profit.
For many reasons, our :fishing industry
has been allowed to decline, when in fact
it should have moved to keep pace with
other regions of the United States and foreign countries. This decline has contributed
substantially to unemployment in Massachusetts, and other States. The Continental
Shelf and coastal regions abound in fish,
shellfish, minerals, and other resources.
Science has provided us with the technology
and know-how to modernize our :fishing fleet
and its marketing methods, and to begin
industrial development of our off~ore resources. We need now the program and
the initiative to move ahead. This, too, is a
regional responsibility.
Other problems concern our human resources. New England's severe unemployment situation in areas which had long been
dependent on a single industry points up
the need for an accelerated program of vocational education and manpower retrain-
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ing: This is particularly necessary- where
the industry we are attracting have .fob
opportunities primarily tn. the skilled categories. our special need here is for :regfonany
located vocational schools. training institutes, and community colleges, cl:vseiy integirated with loeaJ: ind:ustna:r deveropment
programs. New England can benefit: greatly
from a computerized assessment o~ its job
opportunities leading to :regional and subregional placement programs.
Boston is one of the world's most prominent medical centers, yet the rest of' New
England suffers substantially :from the· Iaek
of modern hospitals, medical schools, and
n'lll'sing care facilities. This creates a special problem because our regfon has one of
the highest percentages of citizens over 65,
which will need increasing care in advancing years. Many of these older people are in
the low-income cat.e gory. We will have to
develop a. network oi regional medical complexes. combining th.e la.test in paychiatJ:icr
medical and smgical care. and providing
special inexpensive diagnostic services. Our
State universities must, be encouraged to
develop medical school& a.ru:1 tzaining centers
at these complexes. Extensive centel's. for
aging, nursing care facilities, should be c.onatructed in each-of our population centezs.
A substantial :financial investment. is
needed with respect to oor human resources.
A community . which coopera.tes. with industry tl'.ains and places its wot:kers provides
top medical care, and looks. out. fo:r fue aging,
is a. community whieh is bound ta gro,w. 1t
is attractive to industry~ and to the professions which will give it, leadership.
Mr. Chainnan~ I have taken t.h e time to
explain some a! New Engiand"s problems i:n
order to place in perspective the importance
of regional planning contemplated by S.
1648. and the great need for s.ubsta,ntial Federal assistance to stimulate econcim!c activity
in our area.
In many ways we are d11f'erent :llam Appalachia. We once h.a.d economic success. but
now we are slipping behind the Nation. una.b le to offset fast enough the severe employment losses and industrial shifts dealt us
over the past 2.Q yeau. Appalachia never
got started. but now it is on its way. We
still have the economfc potentials--in human
skills, in resourees... in consumer strength. in
industrial sites. but we, need a new effort to
put these potentials to work. in a different
kind of economy.
Both Appala.chia and New Eng)and. like the
areas. of the upper Great Lakes, the Ozarks,
and others can benefit from the special assistance and guidance that Will eome from a
Federal-State regional: plannlng program.
S. 1648" wiU begin the task. It Is for New
England to take the lead :from there. We
will take that lead. and we wm succeed.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF CoMMEBCE..
AREA REDEVELOPMENT .ADMINISTRATrON,

Washington, D .C.,, April' 26, 1'9o5.

Hon.

EDWARD

M.
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shows mo.vement away, from Iand use. (agrlcul ture), labor intensive produ<:tion (textiles}. and outmoded . forms a! manufacture
and transportation. As. demand shifts, as the
service sector grows, and as automatk1n and
technological change takes place-these being concentrated in the metropolitan a.reasthe intraregional disparity in growth widens.
4. Economic activity is primarily; concentrated in the Boston metropolitan area and
in the Connecticut SMSA's. Aggregate indicators, therefore, understate the slow growth
and development in the region as a whole.
To lessen intraregional disparities and to
promote the growth of New England as a
whole, the slowly ~owing a.reas need to be
more closely integrated with and draw economic sustenance from growing areas.
Sincerely yours..

l. The decrease in employment In each
State- ts llSU&l!IYJ eoncenvated in one to three
indus.tties making up approximately 50 to 75
:percent Of the total. On the other hand,
the increase in each State is. distributed more
evenly, with smaller percentage for each.
2. Most. o1 the. major decreases. and -increases center around corresponding mGvements away from land use (agxicultme),
labor intensive Pl'oduction (textiles), and
outmoded forms Of manufacture and transportation (railroads) and toward tecbnologlc.a l and automated industry.
CHANGES

IN NEW ENGLAND EMPLOYMENT,
INDICATORS OP TuENDS JiN THE
REGION'S ECONOMY

1950-60;

DECREASES IN EMPLOYMENT

1. Of the three industries that represented

ROBERT T ', MIKI.
CHANGES IN NEW ENG1"AND EMPLOYMENT,
1950-6(),--!NDICATORS OF TRENDS IN THE REGION'S ECONOMY

The material in the following four pages
show that:

over 80 percent of the decreases in employment in New England as a whole, all are represented in each Staie, and at least one ts a
major cause of the decrease (in relation
to its percentage shal'.e and the num.ber of
industries in the total).
Massa.Ne.w
chusetts . Hamp' shire

Industry

Rho.de

Vermont

Island

_______________,____ ---- ---- - - - ---- -------•

I~es

_______ _______________________ _

TotaL------------~------------

oo. 7
33. 4
6. 2

M.9
17.0
6. 8

55.&

~iculture .-- -:- --- --------------------

18.1
8. 9

R.a ilioadimdra.ilroadexpress___________ _

53.1
8. 7
10: a.

35.1
34. 6
11. 0

18. 7
48. 2
S.6

76.5
2.8
2. 9

----------------- -82.0- ---7'2.}
82. 2' I
80. 7
75. 5
78. 7
70. 3

---- - - - - - - ---- ---- ----

Z. One other industry was. represented in the. decrease in every State, but the industry
share was usually less.

Industrny
i'orestry and1fisheries_____________

, New
ConnectEngland
icut
1

I

Maine

I

MJL5S&.
Ne.w
chusetts . Hamp.
shire

I

2.3.

1.1

5.Q

l. l

Q.3

h

3. Five industries were represented in the decrease in

New I ConEngJ.and ne.cticut

Industry

1

=
·~
Island

&_8

I

1.3

an but one State each:

Massa.Maille , chusetts

H=r
New

1

, Rhode

Ver-

mont

Island

----------1---1---f~-- - - - - - - - - - - - - 3. Q ,,~_________ _ I
Lumber and wood products_______ _
L.6,
10. 6
2.8
o.a
3. 6 ,______9.8
_
Other transportation.. ________ _____ _
2. 5
1.0
2.6

Food and dairy pl'Oducts _______________ _

~~1T=~::a~--===

.9

1.1

1.9

.7i

3.0

10. 7

TotaL _------------------ -------

3.6

.2

~9

3.3

1. 3

.8

2;6 - - - - - --

15. 0

8'.0

9.6'

l.5
.9
l.3

:t.6

15. 2

.9

2.9

.5

2

.7

I

ll.O

4. Total percentage share accounted for by the nine industries lis.ted above:

lndustzy

New
1England

9 industries' share _______________________

I

95. 0

c~-F.
icut

I

Maine

New

Massachusetts,

Hamp..

shire

I

~

91.4 '

88.8

89.0

Rhode
Island

Vennont

95.6

87.8

I

KENNEDY,

U.S. Sena:t~, Old S'enat~ Building,
Washington, D.C'.

Attached', as requested, are materials relating to the New
England economy.
SaHent points about the region's economy

CHANGES IN NEW

ENGl.AND EMl>LOYllllENT., 195()-6(); INDICATORS OF °FRENDS

DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY~

are:
1!. Personal rncome in the New England
States has been :rfsing, but more slowly than
the. Unit.e d States.
2. Only Connecticut and :Massachusett&,
among the several states. snow: significant,
associations between pers.oma:r income andi
gross national product. The pull of o.veran
national growth through stimulation or aggregate demand is likely -s till to leave behind
and to aggravate: the economic problems of
New England.
3. The trend al employment. as :rev.eated
by industrial patterns in the period 1950-60,

lN THE REGION'S

EcONOMY
lNCBEASl!S Dr E:MPLOYMENT

1. The increase in total employment was, distJ:ibuted more evenly o.ver several industrles
and not aD of' t-hem represented a major share o! the increase in each State.

Industry
Medical, educational, and other profes- i
stons _________________ ------- _------ __
Industry not reported __________________ _
Electrical and other mac:>.hinery _ --- - TI:ansportation equipment mauufactnr- I

~ci::F<>rCR$.--------======
TotaJi__ --------------------------

New C-Onnern- '
England , cut
Maine

Mass~
ch~tts

New
Ramp.
shire

:Rhode

ll'land

Vemwnt

---- 1- - - - ---- -------23. 7
18. 7
12. 0

20. 2
14. 2'

17.8
8. 8

8.9'
7A

20. Iii
2..6

6.6
21.1

z. 9
5.9

54'. :t

74_ 9

70. "f '

9_0,

00.6'

27.1
ZL&
15:4

18'. 8
15.()l
21.5

}g.4
21.6
5.1

27.8
8L3
12. 0

4. ()l

!

IO:.&

4.0
lt(J

-------a:i

I

69.9

64.1

51.2
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England Governors before you during your
deliberations on Senate bill 1648.
New England, by the dint of the magnificent efforts of our forebears and the
Yankee ini.enuity of our inhabitants. has
managed to share in the prosperity of our
American free enterprise system. New England as a region badly needs the assistance
of the current bill in order to maintain its
proper share of the Nation's bounty.
To this point, I invite the attention of the
body to that work with which you and your
companion New England Senators are familiar, the 1961 Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston Report: "New England at work in the
Space Age." AB so well stated by the author,
"Obviously the New England economic machine simply cannot work-and equally obviously, it does."

2. Five industries were represented in the increase in every State, but did not account for
as large a share of the employment increase:

Industry

New
England

Connecticut

Maine

MasNew
sachusetts HamPshire

Rhode
Island

Vermont

---- ---- ----

Food and kindred products manufa<'turing_ - -- - - - --- - - - ----- - --- ---- - -- Printing and publishing_--------------Chemicals and allied products___________
Other retail trade_-------------------- -Publications admlnistrai;ion__ ------ ---- TotaL _------------ -:- - ------------

2.9
2. 7
.5
2.8
3. 2

2.3
3.0
1.1
6.0
2.8

3. 7
2.1
.4
6.4
5. 7

2.2
2.3
.1
4.8
3.0

3.0
2.6
.1
.4
2.3

5. 4

2. 7
3.3
.4
10.5
2. 0

Rhode
Island

Vermont

3.6
2.3
.8

-------- ---- ---- ----------8.4
12.1
18.9
12.1
15. 2
18.3
12. 3

3. Six industries were represented in the increase in all but one State each:
Industry
Apparel, other fabric _____ ___ __ _______ __ _
Trucking service and warehousing _____ _
Communications ____ __ _________________ _
Miscellaneous manufacturing ___________ _
TotaL __ -------------- --------- -- -

ConnectNew
England
icut

Maine

Massachusetts

New
Hampshire

Disadvantages

- - -- - - - - ---- - - - - -------0.9
.7
.8
4. 6

-- --- - 0~6-

1.1

1.6

0. 6
1. 0
.4
5.0

3.8
.6

11. 5

1. 8
.7
.8
5.1

6.9

0.8
1.4
.2
10.9

12.8

8.4

7.0

11.3

13.3

---- ---~;; -

- - - - - - - - - - - - -------- ---- ---7.0

1. 7

4. Total percentage share accounted for by the industries listed above:

Industry

New
England

Connecticut

Maine

Massachusetts

New
HamPshire

Rhode
Island

Vermon

---- ---- ---- ---- ---14 industries' share ___ ___________________

89.8

THE NEW ENGLAND ECONOMY FROM THE
PERSPECTIVE OF AN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

The objective of New England, as a region,
and of its component States includes the
economic development of underdeveloped
resources and the promotion of more vigorous
development in growing areas, and the incorporation of lagging areas into growing
sectors.
New England is growing, but less rapidly
than the Nation as a whole. Over the long
run, as a consequence, its share in total
personal income has shrunk from 6.72 percent in 1948 to 6.44 percent in 1963. Concomitantly, nonagricultural employment has
fallen from 6.94 percent of the total in 1957
to 6.70 percent in 1964; manufacturing employment from 8.66 percent (1957) to 8.25
percent (1964). AB a region, New England
has been losing economic resources to other,
more rapidly growing regions.
1. Rhode Island, Maine, and Massachusetts
shares in total personal income have fallen,
while New Hampshire, Vermont, and Connecticut shares remain virtually constant.
2. The individual States have shared proportionately in the decline in manufacturing employment. In 1964, the percentages
of New England manufacturing were:
Connecticut ________ ------------------- 30
Maine_________________________________
7
Massachusetts------------------------- 46
New Hampshire________________________
6
Rhode Island__________________________
8
Vermont-----------------------------2
There have been wide sectional variations
within the region, for individual States experience different patterns and rates of
growth depending on their industrial composition and the growth rate of a region
within a particular industry-its regional
share. In general, New England's employment gain (195G-60) in general industry,
:finance, insurance, real estate, transportation equipment manufacturing, and government has been offset by losses in agriculture, textiles, railroads, railroad express service, and retail food and dairy products stores.

73. 5

85.4

91. 7

79.2

87. 5

82. 4

1. Connecticut, employment losses in agriculture, textiles, and miscellaneous manufacturing have been offset by long run gains
in machinery manufacturing, general retail, and finance, insurance, real estate.
2. New Hampshire's employment losses in
agriculture, textiles, lumber, furniture, wood
products, and railroads and railroad express
services were matched by gains in machinery
manufacturing and government, leaving a
positive total employment effect.
3. In the other New England States, however, losses in the several sectors (agriculture,
textiles, railroads and railroad express services, and retail food and dairy products) have
outweighed employment gains in manufacturing and other sectors.
The pattern, then, is one of slow employment gains, punctuated by employment rates
greater than the national average in Maine,
Massachusetts, and Rhode Island and pockets
of high unemployment in the several States,
as shown. If the unemployment rate in
"Maine, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island were
brought down at least to the U.S. average,
the gap between potential and actual output
would be narrowed and personal income
should rise. Similarly, an increase in employment in Connecticut, Vermont, and New
Hampshire, would raise the growth rate in
output and income.
The pockets of continuous high unemployment are especially significant for these
areas are not being pulled up by growing
areas via splllover benefits. A program of
public works and development facilities is
particularly well suited to assist in facilitating and accelerating the growth process by
providing a capital structure for the creation
of external economies in localities where
such economies are presently poorly developed, and the fostering of the location of
several enterprises in the same area.
PRESENTATION OP NEW ENGLAND GOVERNORS
BEFORE PuBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE, APRIL

27, 1965
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. PHILI,IP
HOFF, GOVERNOR, STATE OF VERMONT

W.

Mr. Chairman, it is a distinct pleasure and

honor to act as liaison of my fellow New
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Among the disadvantages New England labors under are its general lack of industrial
raw materials, and its disadvantageous location. I have presumed, Mr. Chairman, to
attach some core statistics (exhibit A)
which to me contain some important facts
which help highlight the need and desirability of· Senate bill 1648. Review of these
facts show:
( 1) Our declining share of population and
density of population; our slow rate of change
from agriculture to other income sources; our
failure to automate.
(2) Our eggs-in-basket dependence on
manufacturing; our decline in size of manufacturing work force; our low wage status.
(3) The substantial handicaps imposed on
New England's manufacturers, e.g., lack of
raw materials; high costs of fuel and power
(to which I shall turn in a later section of
my statement); our longer haul to market
and our ·crucial transportation problems.
(4) Our curiously structured work force,
with proportionately higher older workers
and female workers than is found elsewhere
in the Nation.
Added to our disadvantages, Mr. Chairman,
are those economic scars, infrequent we are
pleased to say, which are identified in the
pending bill as distressed areas. And, further, those areas of pitifully low incomes. It
is indeed encouraging to note that in legislation now being implemented, in the 31hyear history of the Area Redevelopment Administration, significant strides have been
taken. I am sure that this committee is well
aware of the well-documented report on this
matter issued in February 1965 by the U.S.
Department of Commerce Secretary, John T.
Connor, and Area Redevelopment Administrator. William L. Batt, Jr.
I have attached hereto interim and informal statistics as to New England's participation in this worthy program (exhibit B).
May I note, Mr. Chairman, that it was the
wise and judicious action of the Senate which
caused the so-called Proxmire amendment
to be added so that our rural areas incapable
of showing technical compliance with the
distressed area concept might also share in
the "operation bootstrap" improvements
made available to our low-income areas by
the original ARA bills.
I strongly urge that the pending bill might
well be subjected to minor amendment to
permit continuation of eligible areas designated under the Proxmire amendment. We
realize the annual review section of the
pending bill might be interpreted to divest
States, such as Vermont and New Hampshire,
of designations under the original ARA bill.
We in Vermont have had the benefit of the
Proxmire amendment by gubernatorial designation of a three-county area. This has
brought needed municipal improvements and
new industrial hope.
New flexibility

The pending blll enjoys much needed new
flexibility. We note, with appreciation, that
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grants and loans for municipal projects may
now be given to improve job opportunities on
a long-range basis, as well as the proven
validity of the providing of jobs concurrent
with the construction of the projects. The
previous job justification criteria, proven
somewhat unsatisfactory, has been eliminated. Also the area designations are more
flexible in that in addition to the pocketpoverty distressed areas, now areas contiguous may share in the designation-provided
the multiarea unit is a recognized economic
region.
The new bill also provides guarantees for
working capital to industries being aided.
We feel this will enhance participation by
private banking sources-in Vermont our recent amendments to our Industrial Building
Authority Act were passed on this premise.
In 1963 I had the pleasure of appearing
before the House Committee on Banking and
Currency in respect to the ARA bill. At that
time, I requested that technical planning
money be made available without matching
funds from the State or community. I note
with appreciation that the $15 million technical assistance program in the present bill
does not require matching funds.
Action remedies

In addition to the badly needed changes
which this new bill includes, this bill provides what we in New England believe to be
the key to the future. I refer to the regional action planning commissions we find
in title V.
The six New England States comprise one
region in the opinion of its inhabitants and
in the opinion of the Nation.
As was well said in an editorial in the
Burlington (Vt.) Free Press, on Tuesday,
March 30, 1965: "the eastern megalopolis now
stretching from Concord, N.H., south beyond
Washington, D.C. • • • In 1975, New England • • • in effect if not in fact • • •
will be one large State. Programs of regional
cooperation which are just in the discussion
stage now, will wipe away the stifling boundaries of traditional competition."
Over the years, valiant efforts have been
made to meet the regional needs of New England. We are all well aware of the significant contributions to our economy and unity
made by such groups as the New England
Council, our labor groups, and various regional committees and commissions.
With partnership between the Federal
Government and our State governments
made feasible by the Regional Action Planning Commission, we could begin to find action remedies for many of our problems. ·
Transportation

The transportation situation is but one of
a number of major interstate-Federal problems that ~re in evidence. Our air system
needs both planning and action. And, this
Senate is well aware of the staggering multiState impact of the proposed closing of rail
services on the New Haven Railway. You are
also well aware of the fact that with temporary economics in sight, some of our Federal agencies are curtailing use of rail services, such as now occurring to railway mail
operations in New England. This, despite
the fact that New England is so distant
from the population center of the Nationwhich continues moving westward-and New
England urgently needs a major improvement in surface bulk and passenger transportation.
Power

New England urgently needs massive improvements in electric systems. Our regional consumers pay as much as 20 percent
more !or electricity than the national average. Our industrial consUm.ers pay· 66 per-

cent more than the national average. Our
commercial enterprises pay 17 percent more
than the national average (exhibit C).
Again, the partnership among the New
England States needs the addition of the
Federal partner.

(c) Overall relatively lower output per
employee (failure to automate) .2
Gross product origi.nating per employee1960 dollars
1947

Planning

1967

As indicated above, the New England
States have realized the urgent needs for
regional action. I am proud to have led the
introduction of a New England planning
compact before the New England Governors.
This compact has been approved by each of
the New England Governors and is currently
pending passage in the several States (exh 1'bit D)
•
I hasten
to assure this body that the New
England planning compact is by no means
an instrument competitive with the Regional
Action Planning Commission, as viewed in
title V of this bill.
Viewed in one light, the planning compact
could serve a long-range purpose plan project
for New England. Viewed in another, the
planning compact could serve as one of the
arms of the New England Regional Action
Planning Commission.

New England ____________________ _
Middle Atlantic __________________ _
Great Lakes __________________ ___ __
Far West_ ___ --------------------United States_----------------- --Vermont _________ -- - - - - - - - - - ---- --

(b) Employment changes-nonagricultural
employment-1950--1960.1

2. Transfer payments (social security and
old-age benefits) large part of New England
personal income: 3
New England, 10.8 percent of population65-t-.

$5, 400

5,640

$6, 606
7, 414

6, 523

7, 535
8, 274

5,582

5, 350

4,357

7, 164
5, 681

2. Eggs-in-one-basket dependence on manufacturing for its livelihood.s
In terms of concentration on manufacturing-New England ranks No. 1:
Percent
New England current income from
manufacturing____________________ 38
Middle Atlantic current income from
manufacturing____________________ 34
Far West current income from manufacturing________________________ 27
U.S. current income from manufacturing_________________________ 28
Nonagricultural employment in manuThe ~ppalachia solution, to us, seems
facturing:
.
long overdue and most reasonable. The probN
E
d
39
lems of New England are not the problems
ew ng1an ----------------------of the Pacific coast. The enactment of legMiddle Atlantic____________________ 35
islation designed to meet New England needs
Far West___________________________ 2 7
is a real necessity. The joint Federal-State
3. Decline both relative and absolute in
effort is long overude.
· manufacturing work force. 3
While we in New England appreciate the
Percent change
significant contribution of ARA and APW,
we foresee the Regional Action Planning
195C-60 1947-62
Commission as the most significant device
for improving the well-being of our citizens.
New
England
____________________
_
·-2.2
A plan without a purpose is piffie. A plan
-6.0
United States __ _________ __ _______ _
+9.1
+7.8
without consideraition of regional impact is Middle
Atlantic __________________ _
-.7
-6.4
equally worthless, and overall action without Far West _________________________ _ +56.8
+10.1
proper planning and proper recognition of
the needs of our respective regions is reck4. Wage rates-differentials, hourly wages,
less.
I have attempted, Mr. Chairman, to ac- manufacturing: a
New England, $2.09 (a low-wage area).
curately reflect the combined views of the'
Middle Atlantic, $2.32, + 11 percent over
New England Governors. Factors of time
did not permit submission of the text of New England.
Far West, $2.62, -t-25.4 percent over New
these remarks to my fellow Governors. How- England.
ever, although we New England Governors
5. Handicaps imposed on New England
may have differences of opinion as to the manufacturers: s
priority of needs, I am confident thait I
a. Basic lack of industrial raw materials.
reflect our combined views when I urgently
b. Higher than average costs of fuel and
recommend passage of this significant legis- electric power.
laition.
c. Transportation costs higher because of
greater haul to mi;i.rket.
d. Distance from Nation's population cenEXHIBIT A
ter and from rapidly expanding consumer
NEW ENGLAND HANDICAPS
markets.
Basically--disadvantageous location; gen6. The general antiquity of its overall
eral lack of natural resources.
manufacturing equipment and to its lower
Specifically-1. Declining share in most of than average investment rate in new capital
the Nation's economic activities and vital equipment.3
MISCELLANEOUS
statistics.
(a) Population, 1950-60.1
1. Low agricultural employment and income-1960: a
New England, 3.4 percent of labor forcePercent Density
1.1 percent of total personal income.
United States, 10.0 percent of labor forceNew England ____________________ _ +12.8
166. 5
3.7 percent of total personal income.
Middle Atlantic __________________ _ +19.3
300.
1
Percent change-agricultural employment,
Great Lakes _____________________ __ +19.2
148. 0
1950-62: 4
+40.2
23.6
Pacific __ -------------------- -----+18.5
50.5
United States _---- -- -------------Vermont- _____________ - -- -------- New England---------------------- -42. 5
42.0 United
+3.2
States ______________________ -32. 5

Percent

New England----------------------Middle Atlantic _____________________
Far \Vest ___________________________
United States _______________________

+11.1
+ 9. 2
-t-43.9
-t-18. 2

i Department of Commerce-Bureau of the
Cens\is.
·

2 National Planning Associ<ation.
s Federal Reserve Bank of Boston-Annual
Report, 1961. .
4 U.S. Department of Laibor-Manpower Administration.
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About 8 percent of New England personal
income from transfer payments.
3. New England has older work force.

United ·States, 9.2 percent of population65+.
Vermont, 11.2 percent of population-65+.

Labor force partic;pation

All ages

Structure of labor force-percent distribution, 1960
Ag~groups

14-24

19.48

23.40

18. 74

2L60

35.47
33.69

16.52
17.16
17.51

LONG-TERM

United States, 11 percent of claimants were
65+.
4. New England has a larger female work
!orce.3
New England, 40 out of 100 women are in
the labor force (34.59 percent).

UNEMPLOYMENT CLAU4ANTS
COJ.14PENSAT10N 6

FOB

New England, 40 percent of clahnants were
over 55 years of age.
United States, 25 percent of claimants were
over 55 years of age.
New England, 25 percent of claimants were
65+.

23.59

29.4

United States _________ _
Vermont_ __ ------------

6.~

36.11

4~64

11. 5

45.8
44.0

10.8

10.4
10.2

47.0

26.0
.25.3

1_960

65+

.'il.1

28.0
25.5
26.9

Far West_____________ _

11.13
... 52

New England--------------------------------United States------ -- -----------------------------V ermont_ ______________ -- ____ ----- ---- -- --------- -

2L~

New England ________ _
Middle Atlantic _______ _
Great Lakes ___________ _

65 and over

45-64

25-34

ra.tes~femaZe,

'44.4

10. 2

48.8

12. 5

United States, 36 out o! 100 women are in
the labor force (3~.09 percent).
New England: Women accounted for more
than half of the long-term unemployment
claimants for compensation.11
United States: Women a~counted for only
two-fifths of the long-term unemployment
claimants for compensation.11
5 Federal Reserve Bank of Boston-New
England Business Revlew, March 1963.

a See footnote 3 on page 12175.

ExuIBrr B

ARA activity in 6 New England States as of Mar. 31, 1965

EmployNumber
ment
ARA
of projects investment potential

Number

of projecta

Number
ARA
ARA
investment of projects investment

Maine.
___ --------- -- ------- -----Massachusetts
____________________
New Hampshire----------------Rhode Island---------------------Vermont--------------------------

6
20
15
4
4
2

$5,693, 000
13, 156,428
3,257,683
991, 730
1,485, 784
119, 075

1, 510
4,185
1, 095
220
565
110

5
12
10
2
5
1

$73,480
213,967
463,631
102, 535
190, 590
400

TotaL-----------------------

51

24, 703, 700

7,685

35

1, 044,603

Connecticut . _-------------------~

New England-ARA totals:

Training

Technical assistance

Financial assistance

15

1, 212
754
738

3

44, 718

70

92

2, 566,333

3,908

[Percent paid above the national average]
Residential consumers:

Manmonth
employment

11

6,511
7,212
21,306
2,497
16, 554

288

47,648, 000

55,680

23

43

1,6~

A combination o! long winter nights, high
heating requirements, and high rates • • •
results in the commercial consumers paying
from 11.3 to 45.4 percent more in their electric bill than the national average.
[Percent pald above the national average)
Commercial
consumers:
l\4aine ____________________________
42

INDtJSTlUAL

ExHmIT C

Investment

$6,367, ()()()
4, 593, ()()()
20,857, ()()()
2, 116, ()()()
12,398, 000
1,317, 000

54
55
102

---------ff ----955~687- ------i;225-

COMMERCIAL

RESIDENTIAL

Number

of projects

$519,357
268, 925
777,646

[Percent paid above the national average]
Industrial consumers:
1
:M:aine - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 12.~
Connecticut------------·----------- 45. 7
Massachusetts---------------------- 57.1
New Hampshire-------------------- 41. 9
Rhode Island---------------------- 61. 9
Vermont-------------------------- 44.8
1 Source: Federal Power Commission pub11catlon, ... Statistics of Electric Utllittes in the
United States, Privately Owned, 1962."

POWER

Trainees

28
29

Number Of projects approved_
178
ARA investment ____________ $28, 143, 636
Employment potenttal (direct)-------------------7,685
Employment potential (direct and indirect)------12, 680
Number of trainees_________
3,908
New England-APW totals:
Number of projects approved_
288
APW investment __________ t47, 648, 000
Man-months o! employment_
55, 689

New England's electric consumers pay the
highest electric rates in the continental
United States.
Residential consumers pay as much as
20.2 percent more for electricity than the
average for the Nation.
Highest bills in the continental United
States for 250 kilowatt-hours are paid by
residential consumers of Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Rhode Island, in
that order.
As of January 1, 1968, Connecticut residential consumers' bills were 10.8 percent
above the national average for 250 kllowatthours.

APW assistance (Jan. 1, 1965)

1

Connecticut..----~---------------

17.2

Massachusetts-------------------New Hampshire---------·--------Rhode Island ______________ .:_____

31. 5

45. 4

48.?

Vermont---------------------- 11.3
1 Source: Federal Power Commission publication, "Statl:stics of Electric Utilities in the
Unlted States, Privately OWned, 1962."

In 1962 New England commercial enterprises paid 17.2 percent more than the national average for power.

Power purchased by manufacturing indUBtriu-196S
Kilowatt.
hours
purchased

Billion
313. 7

Total, United States________ ______________________

Total cost

Average cost
per kilo-

watt-hour

Mll1ion
$2,827. 1

Percent
above or
below U.S.
average

Orntl

O. 0013

1-~~~~11-~~~-1~~~~~1~~~~-

N ew England------------------------------------------West North Central.-----------------------------------Middle Atlantic_________________________________________
East North CentraL---------- ------------------------South Atlantic_____ ____________________________________ _
West South CentraL-----------------------------------Pacific________________________________________________
Mountain __ ------------------------------------------East South Central-------------------------------------

12. 0
12. 2
47. 7
81. 0
35. 4
20. 8
38. 9
8. 5
57. 2

180. O
151. 8
M5. .a
808. 8
327. 3
175. 9
277. O
60. 4
298. Ii

1. 4961
1. 2468
1.1431
• 9990
• 9250
• 8442
• 7121
• 7080
• 5222

+66
+38
+21
+u
+3

-6
-21
-21
-42

1

Maine - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 20.2
Massachusetts---------------------- 18.9
New Hampshire________________ 19. 8
Rhode Island-------------------- 16. 6

'Vermont--------------------------- 2.4
(Vermont's low figure 1s due to St. Lawrence and Niagara power.)
1 Source: •"Typtcal Electric Billa, 1963," a
Federal Power Commiaaion publlcatlon ( cltles
2,500 and more) •

Source: 1963 Census of Manufactures, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Commerce Department.
EXHIBIT

D

STATUS REPORT-LEGISLATIVE ACTION ON THB
NEW ENGLAND INTERSTATE PLANNING COMPACT BY STATE, APRIL 23, 1965

committee on State development has approved the compact and no opposition was
voiced at the hearing held by the senate
committee on Federal and intergovernmental
.relations.
·

Connecticut

Maine

Compact legWation has been submitted in
both the senate and the house. The house

After a hearing at which there was no
opposition the joint committee on State gov-
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ernment reportedly has a very favorable · reaction to the compact.
Massachusetta

Governor Volpe strongly 1mpported the
compact when he introduced the legislation
at a meeting of the joint assembly on April
5, 1965. The compact was unopposed at a
recent hearing held by the joint committee
on State administration.
New Hampshire

The compact, which has the strong support
of Governor King, ts presently in the house
rules committee.
Rhode Island

The necessary legislation has been submitted by Governor Chafee's office, in addition to ' the introduction of a supplemental
appropriation request to cover the State's
share for the operation of the interstate
planning commission.
' Vermont

The compact, considered to be one of Vermont's most important pieces of legislation
by Governor Hoff, has recently passed the
senate with extremely strong support. The
legislation is now in the hands of the house
conservation and development committee
which held its first discussion on the measure on April · 22. The house committee's
initial reaction appeared quite favorable.
NEW ENGLAND INTERSTATE PLANN-ING COMPACT
ARTICLE I

Findings

New England is by virtue of geographic location and other characteristics a great population, cultural, economic, and resource
ar~a which, with more intense use of physical,
social, and economic resources, increasingly
requires coordinated planning as a basic ingredient of effective .and orderly growth of
the region. To this end, it is the intent of
this compact to establish and provide for the
operation of an interstate planning agency ·
for New England.
ARTICLE ll

Purpose

It is the 'purpose of this compact to provide, in the New England region, improved
facilities and procedures for the. coordination of the policies, programs, and activities
of interstate significahce in the New England
region in the field of physical, social, and
economic resources, and to study, investigate,
and plan appropriate governmental activities
with respect to the conservation, development, and use of the same; to provide means
by which interstate conflicts may be resolved; and to provide procedures for interstate coordination of the interests of all public and private agencies, persons and entities in the fields covered by this compact,
and to provide an organization for cooperation in such coordination.
ARTICLE III

Creation of commission

There is hereby created the New England
Interstate Planning Commission hereinafter
called the commission.
·
ARTICLE

IV

Membership

The commission shall consist of one member from each party State to be appointed
and to serve, in accordance with and subject
to the laws of the State which he represents.
ARTICLE

V

Functions

To carry out the purpose of the contract
it shall be the responsibility of the commission to prepare studies and plans, and to
recommend procedures ·for implementing coordination of the policies and programs and
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activities of interstate significance in the
field of physical, social, and economic conservation and development in the New England region which may include the following:
( 1) Collection and interpretation of basic
data. ·
(2) Investigation, planning, and programing (including scheduling) of projects of
interstate or regional significance.
(3) Planning and scheduling of governmental services and programs which would
be of assistance to the orderly growth and
prosperity of the region, and to the wellbeing of its population.
(4) Encouraging of the referral of plans
or proposals for projects and programs of
interstate or regional significance to the
commission.
( 5) Studying and recommending means
for the most effective utilization of such
Federal assistance as may be available on a
regional basis or as may have an interstate
or regional impact.
( 6) Assisting the party States, or any of
them, in cooperative planning undertakings
with the Federal Government or any agencies
thereof.
To avoid duplication of effort and in the
interests of economy, the commission shall
make use of existing studies, surveys, plans,
data, and other materials in the possession
or the governmental agencies of the party
States and their respective subdivisions or
in the possession of other interstate agencies. Each such agency, within available appropriation and if not expressly prevented
or limited by law, is hereby authorized to
make such materials available to' the commission and to otherwise assist it in the perform~nce of its functions.
At the request
of the commission each such agency is further authorized to provide the commission
with information regarding plans and programs affecting the New England region so
that the commission may have available to
it current information with respect thereto.
The commission shall use qualified public
and private agencies to make investigations
and conduct research, but if it is unable to
secure the undertaking of such investigations or original research by a qualified public or private agency, it shall have the power
to make its own investigations and conduct
its own research. The commission may make
contracts with any public or private agencies
or private persons or entities for the undertaking of such investigations or original research within its purview.
The officers and personnel of agencies of
the party States, and of any other government or agency whatever, or private citizens,
or representatives of private organizations,
may serve at the request of the commission
upon such advisory committees as the commission may determine to create; and such
officers and personnel of any such government or agency, may serve upon such committee without forfeiture of office or employment and with no loss or diminution in the
status, rights and privileges which they
otherwise enjoy.
ARTICLE

VI

Cooperation with the Federal Government
and other governmental entities

Each party State is hereby authorized to
participate in cooperative or joint planning
undertakings with the Federal Government,
any appropriate agency or agencies thereof,
or with any interstate agency or agencies.
Such participation shall be at the instance
of the Governor or in such other manner as
State law may provide or authorize. The
- commission shall facilitate the work of State
representatives in any joint interstate or
cooperative Federal-State undertaking authorized by this article, and each such State
shall keep the commission advised of its
a.ctivities in respect of such undertakings, to
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the extent that they have interstate or regional significance.
ARTICLE

Vll

Voting

No action of the commission shall be binding unless taken at a meeting at which a
majority of the commission members are
present and a majority of the total number
of votes on the commission are cast in favor
thereof: provided that any action not binding by reason of failure to meet this requirement may be ratified within 30 days by the
concurrence in writing of a majority of the
commission members.
ARTICLE

Vlll

Finances

A. The commission shall submit to the
Governor or designated officer of each party
State a budget including a statement of all
funds expected to be available to the commission and their sources and, a request for
an appropriation to cover that State's share
of expenditures for such period as may be
required by the laws of that jurisdiction for
presentation to the legislature thereof.
B. With due regard for such moneys and
other assistance as may be made available
to it, the commission shall be provided with
such funds by each of the several States
participating therein to provide the means
of establishing and maintaining facilities, a
staff of personnel, and such activities as may
be necessary to fulfill the powers and duties
imposed upon and entrusted to the commission.
With due allowance for moneys otherwise
available, each budget of the commission
shall be the responsibility of the party
States, to be apportioned among them as
follows: 50 percent on an equal basis; 30
percent on the basis of population; 20 percent on the basis of area, either within incorporated places or places having units of
local government, such population to be determined in accordance with the last official
U.S. census of population.
C. The commission shall not pledge the
credit of any jurisdiction. The commission
may meet any of its obligations in whole or
in part with funds available to it under
article IX(E) of this compact, provided that
the commission takes specific action setting
aside such funds prior to the incurring of
any obligation to be met in whole or in part
in such manner.
D. The members of the commissiol! shall
be paid by the commission their actual expenses incurred and incidental to the performance of their duties, subject to the approval of the commission.
E. The commission shall keep accurate
accounts of all receipts and disbursements.
The receipts and disbursements of the commission shall be subject to the audit and accounting procedures established under its
bylaws. However, all receipts and disbursements of funds handled by the commission
shall be audited by a qualified public accountant and the report of the audit shall
be included in and become a part of the
annual report of the commission.
F. The accounts of the co:rllmission shall
be open at any reasonable time for inspection
by such agency, representative, or representatives of the jurisdictions which appropriate
funds to the commission.
ARTICLE IX

Administration and management

A. The commission may sue and be sued
and shall have a seal.
B. The commission shall elect annually,
from a.niong its members, a chairman, vice
chairman, and treasurer. The commission
shall appoint an executive director who shall
also act as secretary, and together with the
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treasurer, shall be bonded ln such amounts
as the commission may r<iqutre.
c. The commission shall appoint and remove or discharge such personnel as may be
necessary for the performance of its functions irrespective of any civil service laws
which might otherwise apply. The commission shall establish and maintain, independently by contract or agreement, or in conjunction with any one or more of the party
States, suitable retirement programs for its
employees. Employees of the commission
shall be eligible for social security coverage
in respect to old-age and survivors insurance
provided that the commission takes such
steps as may be necessary pursuant to Federal law to participate in such program of
insurance as a governmental agency or unit.
The commission may establish and maintain
or participate in such additional programs
of employee benefits as may be appropriate
to afford employees of the commission terms
and conditions of employment similar to
those enjoyed by employees of the party
States generally.
D. The commission may borrow, accept, or
contract for the services of personnel from
any State or the United States or any subdivision or agency thereof, from any intergovernmental agency, or from any institution, person, firm, or corporation.
E. The Commission may accept for any of
its purposes and functions under this compact, any and all appropriations, donations,
and grants of money, equipment, supplies,
materials, and services, conditional or otherwise, from any State or the United States or
any subdivision or agency thereof, or intergovernmental agency, or any institution, person, firm, or corporation, and may receive,
utilize, and dispose of the same.
F. The Commission may establish and
maintain such facilities as may be necessary
for the transacting of its business. The
Commission may acquire, hold, and convey
real and personal property and any interest
therein.
G. The Commission may adopt, amend, and
rescind bylaws, rules, and regulations for the
conduct of its business.
H. The Commission shall make and transmit annually, to the legislature and Governor of each party State, a report covering
the activities of the Commission for the preceding year, and embodying such recommendations as may have been adopted by the
Commission. The Commission may issue
such additional reports as it may deem
desirable.
ARTICLE X
Other compacts and activities

Nothing in this compact shall be construed
to impair, or otherwise affect the jurisdiction
of any interstate agency in which any party,
State participates nor to abridge, impair, or
otherwise affect the provisions of any compact to which any one or more of the party
States may be a party, nor to supersede,
diminish, or otherwise affect any obligation
assumed under any such compact; nor shall
anything in this com.pact be construed to
discourage additional interstate compacts
among some or all of the party States or the
establishment of intergovernmental agencies
in subareas of the region. Nothing in this
compact shall be construed to limit the jurisdiction or activities of any participating government, agency, or officer thereof, or any
private person or agency.
ARTICLE XI
Enactment
This compact shall become e1fective when

entered into and enacted into law by any
three of the States of Connecticut, Maine,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island, and Vermont. Thereafter it shall become e1fective with respect to any other

a-rorementioned state upon lts enacting this
compact into law.
AKTICLB XII
Withclrawai

This compact shall continue in force and
remain binding upon each party State until
renounced by it. Renunciation of this compact must be preceded by sending S yea.rs'
notice in writing of intention to withdraw
from the compact to the Governor each of
the other States party hereto.
ARTICLE XIII

Construction and severabiZity

The provisions of this compact shall be
severable and lf any phrase, clause, sentence,
or provision of this compact is declared to
be unconstitutional or the appllcabllity
thereof, to any State, agency, person, or
circumstance is held invalid, the constitutionallty of the remainder of this compact
and the applicab111ty thereof, to any other
State, agency, person, or circumstance shall
not be affected thereby. It is the legislative
intent that the provisions of this compact
be reasonably and liberally construed.
PREsENTATION OI' NEW ENGLAND CoUNcn.
BEFORE PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE, APRIL
27, 1965
STATEMENT OP EDWYN w. WEBBER, DIRECTOR or
INTERSTATE RELATIONS AND NATURAL RESOURCES, NEW ENGLAND couNcn.
Mr. Chairman, I am happy to appear before this committee on behalf of the New
England council, a private nonprofit organization with offices in Boston, Mass. The
council is composed of 2,200 members drawn
from business, labor, education, and government within New England, and is devoted to
the development of a sound and dynamic
region through full utilization of all its human, natural, and xnaterial resources.
It is an organization that seeks to represent all of the economic interests of the
region. The council is vitally interested in
s. 1648, the proposed Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965, for a number of reasons, not the least of which ls the
emphasis the act gives to regionalism as a
device by which joint Federal-State e:trorts
may be undertaken toward effective treatinent and solution of economic problems.
Regionalism has always been a meaningful concept to New England. It has been
made much more so in recent years, due to
the region's realization that total development of the region's potential is achievable
only through creation of a balanced and
viable economic system.
More specifically, this achievement is possible only through regional cooperation.
New England ls a small region, composed
of six small States. These States share a
close-knit identity, and a siinilarity of outlook and econoinic interest. There are, of
course, di1ferences among the various States,
some of which are economic, such as levels
of income and econoinic resources. But ln
general it may be said that their size and
compactness qualify them eminently for
regional planning and !or regionally based
programs of econoinic development.
These six States recognize this feature as
an integral part of their collective future,
and have been actively seeking regional solutions to a number of common problems,
lncluding regional economic development
and planning.
While our States have enjoyed some suecess in moving toward achievement of these
regional goals, much remains to be done.
We have many needs, and I would like to
enumerate a few of our more basic requirements of today.
First, we need an econoinic system by
which the benefits of econoinic growth ereated within those areas now enjoying high
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levels of economic activity can be spread to
include those areas in New England that
have lagged behind, often as a result of
structural changes in the economy.
The gradual reorganization of the region's
economy from manufacturing to nonmanufacturlng actlvlties has resulted tn shifts in
the location of our economic growth centers.
This process of change, in turn, has reinforced a trend of populatlon movement from
outlying towns and villages to our expanding
metropolitan areas.
The result has been that the areas .most
distant from these metropolitan centers
have experienced chronically high rates of
unemployment, as well as deterioration of
their public fac111ties.
The stresses and strains of making, up for
lost tax bases have created severe burdens
on the remaining economic elements of the
commUnity, now required to support faclllties such as schools, water and street systems, recreation facilities_. and downtown
rehabilitation programs.
The problems of tbe expanding metropolitan area and the decline of the small community suggests the need for new solutions.
The idea of organizing for development in
terms of growth centers, multicounty development districts, as well as the traditional
distressed redevelopment areas, seeins to hold
creative answers to hard probleins.
It must become possible to develop,
through more adequate transportation systerns and better technical services, a more
meaningful and complementary economic
relationship between economically weaker
commUnities and the growth centers. Such
a development would go far in applying effective treatment to one of our region's
basic needs.
Second, we need mechanisms by which all
levels of government can work closely together in devising the coordinated system
necessary for the effective, deliberate, and
orderly development of the region.
Governmental efforts must be coordinated
as well with private development e:trorts.
To this end, S. 1648 would provide authority
to create a series of joint Federal-State regional development commissions. This undertaking is unique in that decisionmaking
would be shared by the participating States.
In New England much exists upon which
to build an even stronger regional economic
program. Numerous Federal, State, local,
and private development e1forts are underway or are being proposed.
The need for more effective coordination
is clear. Before the present Congress there
are other legislative proposals which have
regional implications.
For example, there is the proposed Water
Resource Planning Act, S. 21, H.R. 1111, which
could lead to establishment of a New England
Regional River Basin Commission. This
agency would be charged with the responsibility for preparing comprehensive plans !or
the development of the region's river basins,
and for related land resources.
By comparing this program with the aims
of the regional commission envisioned by S.
1648, it is possible to see two activities, seeking the same basic ends, but quite possibly
utilizing conflicting and competing techniques. You cannot talk about regional' economic development on the one hand, and
regional water resource planning and development on the other, without running the
risk of repeating yourself.
There has been a growing recognition
within New England of the need to avoid
_ this type of confusion, and our New England
States on their own initiative have moved on
this problem by seeking creation of a New
England Regional Planning Commission.
The purposes of this interstate body are
to provide a mechanism by which the various statewide planning and development ef-
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forts may be coordinated, · and by which a
comprehensive regional plan may be. developed.
This proposed interstate grol!lp is but the
most recent and dramatic example of regional cooperation in New England in a
number of important areas. It is our belief
that already existing and proposed interstate
cooperative efforts can be an extremely valuable asset in mounting the type of effeetive
regional development program proposed by
s. 1648.
Against this background of general need,
n a mely, creation of a balanced viable economic system and coordination of .governmental efforts, It is possible to single out
some of New England's specific requirements. For the sake· of simplicity, they
m ay be categol!'ized as functionaJI and geographical.
A. Functi onal
1. Passenger transportation., both inter-

city and commuter sel"vice·.
2. Urban development, pa rticularly along
the circumference o:f our metropolitan areas,
and redevelopment of the downtown sections
in our older industrial towns.
3. Comprehensive multipurpose river basin development.
4. Water and air pollution control pla nning.
5. A regional :program to alleviate poverty.
6. A regional program for retra ining and
pla cement of workers.
7. A regional progra m for technological
development with particular emphasis on
rendering technical assistance to industries
and local governments in the outlying area s .
8. A regional program for health services.
9. A coordinated regional program for outdoor recreation planning and development.
10. Optimum regional development of all
power resources.
11. Development of adequate port and air
facilities.
B. Geographic

We have urgent need for action programs
in certain subregional areas in New England
which are geographic in their context, including the following:
1. Redevelopment of the Fall River-New
Bedford-Providence area which comprises
major portions of Rhode Island and southeastern Massa chusetts.
2. Development of northern Ma ine.
3. Development of northern Vermont.
4. Development of the Berkshire area, including Pittstleld and North Adams, Mass. .
5. Development of the fringe areas of Boston's metropolitan area which reaches northwa rd toward Maine and New Hamoshire.
It should be stressed that this list is selective r a ther than exhaustive and is primarily
intended to show the d imension and form of
developmental needs for our region . A more
complete p icture is needed, and can o n ly be
obta in ed by-systema tic study of the problem.
However, if even this small list of problems
is examined in terms of regional gr owth
trends, as projected to 1976, a picture of even
greater urgency :for action emerges.
According to recent studies completed by
the National Planning Association, the popu- ·
lati on of New Engla nd will be approximately
14 million by 1976, an increase of ap proxim a tely 3 million over the present.
As a consequence, New England will hav~
an increa se in its labor force of approxim a tely 1 1,4 million people by 1976. Approxim a tely 700,000 to 800,000 new and better paying jobs are going to be required in New
England if the increased population is to be
accommodated.
Furthermore, ·u.rba.niza tion will continue
to sprea d, and 78 percent of the population
in crea se will occur within these urban areas.
Today's major centers of population wm
continue to radiate outward, forming a n integra l part of what is referred to as the
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''megalopolis" of the Northeastem United
States.
More· urbanization means more need for
recreational opportunities; but it is. equally
obvious that. open space for such needs will
be in less sup.ply. This increased population
will require newer and expanded methods
of air and water pollution control, waste
disposal. improved passenger transportation.
and numerous other public· services.
It is no less. significant that there will be
an increase of approximately a quarter of a.
million people 65 years of age and older that
will have to be accommodated, and that additional health facilities will have to be
constructed.
Even more dramatic in its impact is the
proj.ected increase in number of our young
people. It is predicted that we will have approxima tely 1 million more children 14 years
of age or younger coming along within the
next 1 O years. We will need teachers and
schools in sufficient number and quality for
them.
- These problems are not limited to any
single region. Much of our frustration in
not finding quick and easy solutions to our
economic difficulties has been our failure
to recognize completely the regional dimensions of the task.
We believe that the willingness to experiment with new approaches to economic distress. on a regional basis represents a promising step toward balanced economic growth.
We would like to thank you for this opportunity to appear before the committee to
comment on certain aspects of this significan t legislation.

Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, will
the capable Senator from Massachusetts
yield?
Mr . KENNEDY of Massachusetts. I
yield.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, the
Sta te of Massachusetts is incorporated
certainly within an area that could well
provide a proving ground for these programs, including the program of public
works and development facilities.
At pr esent, 116 projects in West Virginia amounting to $22 million, are eligible for moving forward and employing ·
people in the construction of needed
facilities.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator has expired.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I yield
the Senator 1 minute.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Sena t or from West Virginia is recognized for 1 minute.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I am
most appreciative, as I am sure other
Senators are, of the support given the
pending proposal by the Senator from
Massachusetts.
Mr. KENNEDY of Massachusetts.
Mr. President, I appreciate the remarks
of the Senator from West Virginia. The
Senator is one without peer in understanding the concept of regional development. He has devoted his great
energy and conviction to this bill and
to the regional approach. The people
of my State--and the people of New
England-very much appreciate his understanding and support.
We recognize that New England must
come up with a program and the kind
of study that will demonstrate the need
for this special and far-reaching assistance.
I am convinced that we have the facts
to justify our program and receive the
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support of Congr~. All we ask is that
there be· tho::rough consideration of the
needs of our less developed areas.
Mr. President~ I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I yield
myself 30 seconds.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Maine is recognized for
30 seconds.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I compli!ment the distinguished Senator from
Massachusetts for the contribution
which he has made over the course of
the past several months to the development of the regional concept upon which
the important title V e>f the bill is based.
The Senator and I have worked closely.
I know that he has worked closely with
Senators from other areas of the country
which could conceivably take advantage
of that title, the development of the regional concept, the administration support for it, and the effort needed to bring
the legislation to the floor.
It has been a privilege and a stimulating experience for me to work with the
Senator. I congratulate him and take
this opportunity to make his contribution clear on the record.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. PresidentThe PRESIDING OFFICER. How
much time does the Senator yield?
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I yield
5 minutes to the Senator from Ohio.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Ohio is recognized for 5
minutes.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, I understand that the Senator from Kentucky h a'8 offered an amendment that
would reduce the aut horization of $400
million, provided for in title I, to $325
million.
Mr. COOPER. The Senator is correct.
That is the pending amendment.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, do I
correctly understand that if the amount
were cut to $3'25 million, it would still be
$75 million more than the administration
:requested?
Mr. COOPER. The Senator is correct.
The administration asked for an authorization of $250 million.
Mr. LAUSCHE. The bill, instead of
providing $250 million, would make $400
million available in the form of grants.
Mr. COOPER. The Senator is correct.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Do I correctly understand that there are other acts now on
the books that have a relationship to the
objective of this bill, which is, sup posedly, to help areas in which unemployment
exists. Those acts are the Appalachian
Act, the Economic Opportunity Act, and
the Manpower Ret raining Act. The
pending bill, if enacted into law, would
be the fourth program to cover the same
:field of activity.
Mr. COOPER. The Senator is correct.
The acts which the Senator has enumerated are related. However, they have
diiierent specific purp.oses.
We discussed on the floor today the
Appalachian program. That program
goes more to the basic structure of the
area--such as roads, multicounty hospitals, timber and land management,
vocational training, and local public facilities.
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The Economic Opportunity Act has
as its chief purpose, educational and
job opportunities. The Manpower Retrainnig Act would train individuals in
the development of skills. I know these
programs well, and I have worked in support of them.
The pending bill would appropriate
money for grants or loans to encourage
the establishment of commercial or industrial enterprises which would have
long-term opportunities. The bill has a
specific objective and differs from t.h e
other acts. However, it is true that they
are all related in that they try to improve
educational and employment opportunities for the people.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
time of the Senator from Ohio has expired.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I yield
myself 4 minutes.
·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Maine is recognized for 4
minutes.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, there is
very little duplication between the programs. They are all carefully separated.
For example, the ARA program, which
is current and has been in existence for 4
years, included a manpower. retraining
program which we eliminated from this
program.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I yield
myself 2 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Senator from Kentucky is recognized for
2 minutes.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. President, I did not
offer my amendment because a number
of bills contain similar proposals. I
merely ask that the amount be reduced
because the administration asked for
only $250 million and $325 million is
all that has been shown to be adequately
usable; after this program has been in
operation, there may be further use
shown to be required. This would be a
new program in the sense that its purpose is long time employment opportunities, rather than emergency employment
opportunities, and the money is to be
more carefully spent.
The pending bill, if enacted into law,
would develop new and specific criteria
which, I assume, will take some time for
the Secretary to apply and use to determine what additional use of money may
be needed.
I believe that it is reasonable to say
that the Government cannot successfully
spend more than $325 million on this
program, based on the information and
testimony given the committees. That
is my judgment. I have worked on these
bills and know something about them.
I know something of their practical
application.
With respect to the emergency public works program, we had to work
quickly and approve applications to put
people to work. That was the objective of the bill. However, this is a different kind of bill.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, were
there any new developments in the
economy that occurred between the time
the administration requested that $250
million be appropriated and the time the

committee recommended that $400 million be appropriated?
Mr. COOPER. Yes. I believe that
there was a small change in the unemployment rate after the bill was introduced. Second, there is a proposed
cut in excise taxes, which is designed to
stimulate the economy and to provide
additional work as demand increases.
Mr. LAUSCHE. If there were developments, they were developments that
would militate against the raising of the
request, and support a reduction of $250
million.
Mr. COOPER. That is correct.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
yield myself 2 minutes.
The real developments between the
time the administration sent the bill to
Congress and the time the committee
acted on it were during the hearings on
the bill. There were long hearings and;
on the basis of the committee hearings,
some members were convinced after
hearing the evidence that there should
be provided $500 million a year for a 5year period for public works; but we
were able to prevail upon those members,
after listening to the hearings, that we
could make a better case, and a good case,
for $400 million. I have already made
the case in the RECORD, so far as I am
concerned.
·
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield to me?
Mr. COOPER. I yield 1 minute to the
Senator from Ohio.
Mr. LAUSCHE. What the Senator
has said refers to no new developments
for the program. That which the committee had, the administration had when
it asked for $250 million a year. I do not
think it can be refuted that the economy
is stronger on this day than it was on the
day the President recommended $250
million.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I yield
myself 1 minute.
On the point just mentioned, I say to
the Senator from Ohio that the bill was
conceived in a period of unparalleled national prosperity. We needed no direct
evidence that the country was prosperous. But we felt, and still feel after all
the hearings on the bill that, in spite of
general national prosperity, there are
pockets of depressed areas, areas that are
not enjoying prosperity, areas of high
unemployment. The situation of such
areas has not improved since the bill was
reported from the committee.
Mr. LAUSCHE. But the administration knew about those areas.
I will ask another question. What will
Congress really do when we get into a
depression? What is it going to do when,
in a period of great abundance, we are
talking about spending that which revenues do not justify?
Mr. MUSKIE. We are trying to build
into the economic structure machinery
and safeguards that will avoid the heartrending depressions that destroy a country.
Mr. LAUSCHE. I have heard that
statement before. It touches the heart
and makes one sympathetic, but it is not
related to reality.
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Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I yield
2 minutes to the Senator from West Virginia [Mr. RANDOLPH].
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I
have listened to the remarks of the Senator from Ohio, as well as those of other
Senators.
· I say to the Senator from Ohio that
there are now pending in the State of
Ohio 68 projects, amounting to $12,500,000. We do not look upon those projects in any way as boondoggling, but as
investments. When sewage treatment
plants are built in a local community, it
is something that strengthens the economy in that community of Ohio. The
Public Works Committee in the past reported a bill in an amount far in excess
of what has been reported in this case
for accelerated public works. It was not
enacted, but the committee had done
that prior to last year. There are bills
containing larger amounts than that
contained in this bill. It was my intention that the amount of $250 million be
increased to $500 million. I o:ffered an
amendment to that effect, which is at
the table, and which has been signed by
25 other Senators. We have lowered the
amount to $400 million, as reported in
the bill before us, in an attempt to compromise.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Mr. President, may I
have half a minute to reply?
Mr. MUSKIE. I yield half a minute
to the Senator.
Mr. LAUSCHE. The Senator from
West Virginia pointed out that there
were 68 applicants.
Mr. RANDOLPH. Sixty-eight projects.
Mr. LAUSCHE. Sixty-eight projects.
The more money that is made available,
the greater the number of applicants.
There were no applicants before this bill
came into existence. If the amount were
raised to $650 million, there would be 130
applicants.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I do not know if
the Senator was against the accelerated
public works program, but I point out
that his State and the people of Ohio
were greatly benefited by it. I have
referred to pending projects, requiring
$12 % million.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
yield 2 minutes to the Senator from
Maryland.
Mr. TYDINGS. Mr. President, I take
this opportunity to congratulate the distinguished senior Senator from Michigan
[Mr. McNAMARA] for the excellent job
the Public Works Committee has done in
bringing this bill to the floor so quickly.
It will provide a great deal of assistance
to communities throughout the country
which are economically underdeveloped
·and distressed.
My own State of Maryland is now
benefiting from the Appalachia bill. But
Appalachia is not the only depressed and
underdeveloped area in Maryland. We
have in the Chesapeake Bay area, both
on the Eastern Shore and in southern
Maryland, serious economic hardship.
In fact, Mr. President, Maryland
shares with its sister States of Delaware
and Virginia a depressed economy in the
entire Chesapeake Bay area. The bay is
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our greatest naturai resource in Maryland, but it has been misused and abused
for many years. We now have serious
problems of pollution, obnoxious aquatic
plants, of drastica1ly reduced shellfish
and shellfish production. Many of our
bay fishermen find their catches dwindling every year. Our oyster catch last
year was one-tenth of what it was jn
1890.

Title V of the bill provides for the
creation of regional planning commissions to deal with the problems of depressed areas that occur in two or more
States. I note that on page 17 of the
committee report, the committee states
that this title was developed to meet the
needs of such depressed areas as the
upper Great Plains, the Ozarks, and the
upper Great Lakes, and perhaps New
England.
I would like to propound this question
to the distinguished Senator from Michigan: Whether this list is exclusive or
whether it might be possible for other
regions 1n the country to qualify for
assistance under the title?
Mr. McNAMARA. I assure the Senator from Maryland that this is not an
exclusive llst, but is intended to be merely a list of examples of areas. It does
not preclude such areas as the Senator
has in mind.
Mr. TYDINGS. Am l correct, then,
in assuming that if the Chesapeake Bay
area, including parts of Maryland, Virginia, and possibly Delaware, could
qualify under the standards set forth in
section 501 of the bill, it would be possible to establish a Chesapeake Bay Regional Development Commission under
title V?
Mr. McNAMARA. Yes.
Mr. TYDINGS. I am pleased to have
that assurance from the distinguished
senior Senator f:rom Michigan. As the
:record will show, there are a. number of
counties located in this. area that have·
already been designated as depressed
areas under the Area Redevelopment Act;
In my own State of Maryland, Somerset
and Dorchester Counties on the Eastern
Shore, and Calvert County in southern
Maryland, have already been so designated. In Delaware, Kent and Sussex
Counties have been designated depressed
areas under the Proxmire amendment
to the Area Redevelopment Act. Finally, in Virginia the northern neck counties of Westmoreland, Lancaster, Richmond, and Northumberland have· been
designated as depressed areas.
It would be my hope and expectation
that the States of the Chesapeake Bay
would be able to utilize the provisions of
this act to begin to solve some of the
problems of economic depression in the
Chesapeake Bay.
Mr. McNAMARA. The Senator mentioned title 5. I am sure the Senator
recognizes that this title provides only
for planning money. That is what the
Senator has referred to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who·
yields time?
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
yield 3, minutes to the Senator from West
Virginia.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr.
President, I wish to express my strong

su.pport of S. 1648, the Public Works and
Economic Development Act of 1965, wi.t.h
amendrilents as proposed by the· Senate,
Public Works Committee. This legislation is of historical significance in its
dramatic approach to the problems of
economically distressed areas, and I am
pleased to have joined as a cosponsor of
the measure.
This bill serves as a recognition on the
part of the Federal Government that the
vast majority of these areas cannot,
within their own resources, initially provide the basic communit~ needs which
industry looks for and has a right to expect when seeking new plant locations
for business expansion. The bill provides
an inducement to industrY, not only to
accelerate its expansion programs, but
also to locate in areas where new employment opportunities will have the
greatest economic impact.
The experimental Area RedevelOPment Act program has already demonstrated the value of Federal assistance
to those areas of high unemployment.
and low family income. It has given new
hope to the people in these areas and
provided a stimulus for uniting in a cooperative effort toward a common goalachieving economic stability.
The preparation of the overall economic development program under ARA
was a large undertaking. For many
areas of my State of West Virginia, it
constituted the first organized eifort at
long-range planning and practical, coordinated determination on the direction
t.o be taken in promoting economic
growth.
But the development of a program was
only the first step up the long trail
toward economic recovery and only a
few communities have been successfUl,
thus far, in attracting a new industry.
One of the greatest deterrents has been
the inadequacy of basic community services, such as water and sewage facilities.
Because of the intense competition for
new industry throughout the United
States, plant locaters wilI not even look
at a proposed site where basic community services do not already exist, or
cannot be readily expanded to satisfy
their requirements.
.
A further deterrent in many areas of
greatest economic need was the ARA
statutory requirement that 10 percent of
the project cost be provided by local or
State funds as equity capital or as a loan
repayable only after the Federal loan
had been repaid in full In some instances, intensive effort by the local development organization failed to raise
the amount of money needed and the industrial prospect located in some other
area. In other instances. the community was forced to turn away a second
industrial prospect because its funds
were tied up for such a long period as a
result of participation in an earlier project.
The people of West Virginia recognized
that ARA could provide them with an
opportunity never before envisioned to
help them on the road to economic reeovery and they worked tirelessly and
diligently to avail themselves of this
opportunity. Not all their efforts were
successful. but they have· made a start.
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They have been stimu1ated into activity
and are ready to intensify this activity
under the new legislation. ARA has approved 16 industrial and commercial
. loans; n public facility loans. and
grants; 30 technical assistance projects;
and 49 training programs in West Virginia, as of the first quarter of this year.
It has invested $42,111,000 in these 112
projects which will create 4,835 direct
jobs.
The accelerated public works program
provided an additional source of assistance for obtaining needed public facilities. And 303 projects were approved in
West Virginia with a total cost of $79,674,000, of which $42,543,000 was provided by APW. These projects will provide an estimated 52,125 man-months of
labor.
The Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 not only combines the best features of both ARA and
APW but it also fallows the concept of
the Appalachia Regional Development
Act by encouraging regional development
planning. It has my full and wholehearted support.
I wish to compliment my colleague
from West Virginia, the Honorable JENNINGS RANDOLPH, for his etfective and
constructive work on this. measure in the
Public Works Committee. I pledge my
fuU efforts toward securing the necessary
funding to implement this authorization
bill as such time as it may be before the
Senate Appropriations Committee, of
which I am a mem.ber.
It is my sincere belief that the planning and assistance envisioned under S.
164.8 offer the sorely needed further opportunity for distressed areas to move
toward long-range economic development and to consolidate pa.st gains made
under the previous Federal programs.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
yield 3 minutes to the Senator from Connecticut.
· Mr. DODD. Mr. President, I am extremely pleased that the Senate is moving surely toward final approval this
afternoon of the vastly important Public
Works and Economic Development Aet
o! 1965.
I have long supported legislation to
pro;vide the tools, the training. the advice, and the planning necessary to realize the full economic potential of every
area of om Nation.
I have been a sponsol" of bills to establish an effeetive :framework for Federal
State, and local planning to achieve the
n-ecessary .e nvironment and facilities for
establishment of improved. stable, and
diversified local economies and enhanced
living conditions.
My sponsorship and vote for the Appalachia bill and my sponsorship of the
predecessor bill to S. 1648 illustrate my
continuing interest in this approach to
loea.1, State> and regio.nal economic problems.
The signing into law of the Public
Works and Economic: Development Act
of 1965 will :represent. a milestone of
effective Federal Gevermnent cooperation with State and local governments
and private industry to bring all areas
of the American economy up to their
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potential, to· eliminate poverty, and to :
provide full employment . ...
This bill addresses . itself to the na-. ·
tionwide problem of underemployment .
of people, machinery, and .resources. In
short, it addresses itself to waste.
These problems of waste of human
and industrial potential are common to
many areas of our Nation.
They are of concern to all.
They prevent all our people from ful- .
filling and sharing in our national
wealth and prosperity.
They rob us all by retarding our full
national. economic potential.
These problems are a particular and
unique concern to New England, the
cradle of industrial America, and to my
own State of Connecticut.
The traditional technology and industry which New England nurtured for the
new America a century and a half ago
have been, in too many cases, outpaced
by technological advance, displaced by
lower costs elsewhere, or replaced by new
forms of industry employing fewer persons.
.
The textile, shoe, and fishing industries and the decline of railroad transportation are cases in point.
As a result, New England's employment has declined, its new investment in
plant has been retarded, and the personal income levels have lagged behind
the national growth rates.
I am gratified to be able to report that
industrial development and personal income in my own State of Connecticut
have set a faster pace than most other
areas of New England and by and large
compare favorably with the national
average.
But we in Connecticut have never
rested on our oars in pursuing full
utilization of ow· State's human and industrial potential.
We cannot afford to do so now.
This act will provide the people of my
State, the people of New England, and
the people of all the United States the
planning and the financing to bring
every area of the Nation up to its full
economic promise.
The Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1965 will help put an
end to waste of national resources--human, industrial, and natural.
By doing so, the act will provide all
our people a richer and fuller participation in our national life.
I hope that the New England States
will work together and with the Federal
Government, so that the people who live
in these six States can benefit from this
new program.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
yield 2 minutes to the Senator from
South Dakota.
Mr. McGOVERN. Mr. President, as
a coauthor of S. 1648 and as one who is
concerned with the development of an
e~ective area assistance act, I want to
congratulate the Public Works Committee on the pending bill.
I believe that the approach that has
been fashioned in this act for aiding
areas of lagging economic growth will
prove much more effective than the old
Area Redevelopment Act; · I am espe-

cially pleased that the criteria for ·qualifieation of areas of below average development have been modified to include
measures other than unemployment
alone.
. My own State of South Dakota is an
agricultural State. Decline in farm
numbers and farm employment in the
State has been barely offset by an increase in tourism and development of
minor industries. For the most part, industrial development has passed us by at
this point in our history.
. In spite of lagging economic growth,
we do not have excessive unemployment.
We train our young people, and they
migrate to other States in search of employment. Our outmigration of persons
seeking employment was slightly greater
than the total number of new entrants
into the labor force in the State in the
1950-60 decade. We have been transferring our employment problems-along
with a sizable investment in training and
education of young people-to other
areas. To the extent that the South
Dakota economy, and the whole Upper
Great Plains economy, can be developed,
we will lessen the problems of other
States and cities.
I am strongly of the opinion that the
measure now pending will be of real assistance to the Upper Great Plains, to
my State, and to the sound economic
growth of the Nation as a whole.
The Public Works Committee has reported a splendid bill, and I urge that
it be enacted.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, I
suggest the absence of a quorum, and I
ask unanimous consent that it be charged
to neither side.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? The Chair hears none, and
it is so ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BASS
in the chair). Without objection, it is
so ordered.
Mr. McNAMARA. Mr. President, on
behalf of the Senator from Kentucky
[Mr. CooPER], I ask for the yeas and
nays on his amendment.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, I suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to call
the roll.
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent that the order
for the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
The hour of 4:45 p.m. having arrived,
the question is on agreeing to the amendment of the Senator from Kentucky [Mr.
COOPER].
On this question the yeas and nays
have been ordered; and the clerk will call
the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
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Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I announce
that the Senator from North Carolina
[Mr. ERVIN], the Senator from Tennessee [Mr. GORE], the Senator from Hawaii
[Mr. INOUYE], the Senator from Washington [Mr. MAGNUSON], the Senator .
from Wyoming [Mr. McGEE], the Senator from Oregon [Mrs. NEUBERGER], and
the Senator from Georgfa [Mr. RussELL]
are absent on official business.
I also announce that the Senator from
New Mexico [Mr. ANDERSON], the Senator from Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND], the
Senator from North Carolina [Mr .
· JORDAN], the Senator from Connecticut
[Mr. RIBICOFF], and the Senator from
Florida [Mr. SMATHERS] are necessarily
absent.
On this vote, the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. McGEE] is paired with the
Senator from Nebraska [Mr. CURTIS].
If present and voting, the Senator
from Nebraska would vote "yea" and the
Senator from Wyoming would vote
"nay."
On this vote, the Senator from Hawaii
[Mr. INOUYE] is paired with the Senator
from Nebraska [Mr. HRUSKA].
If present and voting, the Senator
from Nebraska would vote "yea" and the
Senator from Hawaii would vote "nay."
On this vote, the Senator from Connecticut [Mr. RrarcoFF] is paired with
the Senator from Iowa [Mr. MILLER].
If present and voting, the Senator
from Iowa would vote "yea" and the
Senator from Connecticut would vote
"nay."
On this vote, the Senator from Florida
[Mr. SMATHERS] is paired with the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. SIMPSON].
If present and voting, the Senator
from Wyoming would vote "yea" and the
Senator from Florida would vote "nay."
I further announce that, if present and
voting, the Senator from North Carolina
[Mr. ERVIN] and the Senator from North
Carolina [Mr. JORDAN] would each vote
"nay."
Mr. KUCHEL. I announce that the
Senator from Nebraska [Mr. CURTIS], the
Senator from Iowa [Mr. MILLER], and
the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. SIMPSON] are necessarily absent.
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr.
HRUSKA] is absent on official business.
On this vote, the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. CURTIS] is paired with the
Senator from Wyoming [Mr. McGEEJ. If
present and voting, the Senator from
Nebraska would vote "yea" and the Senator from Wyoming would vote "nay."
On this vote, the Senator from Nebraska [Mr. HRUSKA] is paired with the
Senator from Hawaii [Mr. INOUYE]. If
present and voting, the Senator from
Nebraska would vote "yea" and the Senator from Hawaii would vote "nay."
On this vote, the Senator from Iowa
[Mr. MILLER] is paired with the Senator
from Connecticut [Mr. RIBICOFF]. If
present and voting, the Senator from
Iowa would vote "yea" and the Senator
from Connecticut would vote "nay."
On this vote, the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. SIMPSON] is paired with the
Senator from Florida [Mr. SMATHERS].
If present and voting, the Senator from
Wyoming would vote ·"yea" and the Senator from Florida would vote "nay."
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Gruening
Harris
Hart
Hartke
Hayden
Hill
Jackson
Javits
Kennedy, Mass.
Kennedy, N.Y.
Lausche
Long, Mo.
Long, La.
Mansfield
McCarthy
McClellan

McGoyern
Prouty .
Mcintyre
Proxmire
McNamara
Randolph
Metcalf
Russell, S.C.
Mondale
Saltonstall
Monroney
Scott
Montoya.
Smith
Morse
Sparkman
Morton
Stennis
Moss
Symington
Murphy
Talmadge
Muskie
Tydings
Nelson
Williams, N.J.
Pastore
Yarborough
Pearson
Young, Ohio
Pell
NAYS-12
Hickenlooper
Robertson
Holland ·
Thurmond
Jordan·, Idaho Tower
Mundt
W1111ams , Del.
NOT VOTING-17
Jordan, N.C.
Ribicoff
Kuchel
Russell, Ga.
Magnuson
Simpson
McGee
Smathers
Miller
Young, N . Dak.
Neuberger

[Mr. ERVIN] ,.the Senator from Tennessee
[Mr. GoREJ, the Senator from Hawaii
[Mr. INOUYE], the Senator from Wash[No. 100 Leg.]
ington [Mr. MAGNUSON], the Senator
YEAS-31
from Wyoming [Mr. McGEE], the SenaFannin
Prouty
Aiken
tor from Oregon [Mrs. NEUBERGER]. and
Hickenlooper
Robertson
Allott
Bennett
Saltonstall
Holland
the Senator from Georgia [Mr. RussELL]
Boggs
Scott
Javits
are absent on official business.
Byrd, Va.
Jordan, Idaho Talmadge
I also announce that the senator from
Thurmond
Carlson
Kuchel
Tower
Case
Lausche
Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND], the Senator
Williams, Del.
O'ooper
Morton
from North Carolina [Mr. JORDAN], the
Young, N. Oak.
Cotton
Mundt
Senator from Connecticut [Mr. RIBrMurphy
Dirksen
coFF], and the Senator from Florida [Mr.
Dominick
Pearson
SMATHERS] are necessarily absent.
NAYS-53
On this vote, the Senator from Ne- Allott
Bep.nett
Hartke
Morse
Bartlett
braska [Mr. CURTIS] is paired with the Byrd, Va.
Hayden
Moss
Bass
Dominick
Bayh
Hill
Muskie
Senator from Wyoming [Mr. McGEE].
Jackson
Nelson
Bible
If
present
and
voting,
the
Senator
Kennedy, Mass. Pastore
:Brewster
from Wyoming would vote "yea". and Curtis
Kennedy, N.Y. Pell
Burdick
Long, Mo.
Proxmire
Byrd, W. Va.
the Senator from Nebraska would vote Eastland
Long, La.
Randolph
Cannon
Ervin
"nay."
Mansfield
Russell, S.C.
Church
Gore
On this vote, the Senator from Con- Hruska
McCarthy
Smith
Clark
McClellan
Sparkman
Dodd
necticut [Mr. RrnrcOFF] is paired with Inouye
McGovern
Stennis
Douglas
the Senator from Iowa [Mr. MILLER].
~o the bill (S. 1648) was passed.
Mcintyre
Symington
Ellender
If present and voting, the Senator
McNamara
Tydings
Fong
Mr. RANDOLPH. Mr. President, I
Metcalf
Williams, N.J.
from Connecticut would vote "yea," and move
Fulbright
that the Senate reconsider the vote
Mondale
Yarborough
Gruening
the
Senator
from
Iowa
would
vote
"nay."
by which the bill was passed.
Monroney
Young, Ohio
Harris
On
this
vote,
the
Senator
from
FlorHart
Montoya
Mr. MUSKIE. I move to lay that
ida [Mr. SMATHERS] is paired with the
NOT VOTING-16
Senator from Wyoming [Mr. SIMPSON]. motion on the table.
Inouye
Ribicoff
Anderson
The motion to lay on the table was
If present and voting, -the Senator
Jordan, N.C.
Russell, Ga . .
Curtis
from Florida would vote "yea," and the agreed to.
Simpson
Magnuson
Eastland
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I
Smathers
Ervin McGee
Senator from Wyoming would vote
Miller
Gore
announce that if the Senator from
"nay."
Neuberger
Hruska
I further announce that, if present Washington [Mr. MAGNUSON] were presSo Mr. COOPER'S amendment was re- and voting, the Senator from Oregon ent and voting, he would vote "yea."
jected.
PASSAGE OF PUBLIC WORKS AND ECONOMIC
[Mrs. NEUBERGER] and the Senator from
DEVELOPMENT ACT
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I North Carolina [Mr. ERVIN] would each
announce that if the Senator from vote "yea." .
Mr. KENNEDY of New York. Mr.
Washington [Mr. MAGNUSON] were presMr. KUCHEL. I announce that the President, passage by the Senate today of
ent and voting, he would vote "nay."
Seriator from Nebraska [Mr. CURTIS], the Public Works and Economic DeThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The bill the Senator from Iowa [Mr. MILLER], velopment Act is most gratifying. I
is open to further amendment. If there and the Senator from Wyoming [Mr. voted for this bill because it offers the
be no further amendment to be proposed, SIMPSON] are necessarily absent.
communities of New York as well as of
the question is on the engrossment and
The Senator from Nebraska [Mr. the whole country an opportunity to parthird reading of the bill.
HRUSKA] is absent on omcial business.
ticipate in the economic well-being of
The bill <S. 1648) was ordered to be
On this vote, the Senator from Ne- the Nation. Under this bill, communiengrossed for a third reading and was braska [Mr. CURTIS] is paired with the ties and counties can band together in
read the third time.
Senator from Wyoming [Mr. McGEEJ. economic development districts to imMr. "MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I If present and voting, the Senator from prove employment and encourage the exask for the yeas and nays on passage Nebraska would vote "nay" and the Sen- pansion of industry. Cities and towns
of the bill.
ator from Wyoming would vote "yea."
will be able to build needed public faThe yeas and nays were ordered.
On this vote, the Senator from Iowa cilities such as waterlines, police and fire
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The [Mr. MILLER] is paired with the Senator stations, research centers and industrial
hour of 5 o'clock p.m., having arrived, from Connecticut [Mr. RIBICOFFl. If facilities.
the vote on the passage of 'the pending present and voting, the Senator from
· I am particularly pleased that the Senbill is in order. The bill having been Iowa would vote "nay" and the Senator ate accepted the committee amendment
read the third time, and the yeas and from Connecticut would vote "yea."
providing that counties eligible for assistnays having been ordered on the passage
On this vote, the Senator from Wyoof the bill, the question is, Shall it pass? ming [Mr. SIMPSON] is paired with the ance under ARA on or after April 1, 1965,
will also qualify for funds under the new
The clerk will call the roll.
Senator from Florida [Mr. SMATHERS].
The legislative clerk proceeded to call If present and voting, the Senator from act. Hamilton County, which was just
the roll.
Wyoming would vote "nay" and the Sen- designated as a redevelopment area,
would be eligible under the new program.
Mr. KUCHEL <when his name was ator from Florida would vote "yea."
called). On this vote I have a pair
The pairs of the Senator from Ne- Cayuga and Cattaraugus Counties, which
with the distinguished senior Senator braska [Mr. HRUSKA], the Senator from are losing their designation, would also
from Nebraska [Mr. HRUSKA]. If he California [Mr. KUCHEL], and the Sena- still be eligible for assistance under the
were present and voting, he would vote tor from North Dakota [Mr. YouNG] new program.
"nay." If I were at liberty to vote, I have been previously announced.
Another committee amendment which
would vote "yea." I withhold by vote.
The result was announced-yeas 71, the Senate accepted authorized $400 milMr. YOUNG of North Dakota <when nays
lion rather than the original $250 mil12, as follows:
his name was called). On this vote I
lion for the community development
[No. 101 Leg.]
· nave a pair with the junior Senato;r from
phase of the program. This larger sum
YEAS-71
Hawaii [Mr. INOUYE]. If he were preswill provide the needed funds for this imCotton
Burdick
ent and voting, he would vote "yea." Aiken
Byrd, W. Va.
Dirksen
Anderson
portant
work.
If I were at liberty to vote, I would vote Bartlett
Cannon
Dodd
It is now up to the communities of
''nay." I withhold my vote.
Douglas
Carlson
Bass ·
Ellender
Bayh
Case
New York and the Natiqn, to use this
The rollcall was concluded.
Church '
Fannin
assistance for the benefit of all our less
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I announce Bible
Clark
Fong
Boggs
fortunate citizens.
that the Senator from North Carolina Brewster
Cooper
Fulbright
The result was announced, yeas 31,
nays 53, as follows:
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NEED FOR NEW DEPRESSED AREAS
BILL

- The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill (H.R.
7717> to authorize appropriations to the
National Aeronautics and Space AdminMr. CLARK. Mr. President, the bill istration for research and development,
which the Senate has just passed provides - construction of facilities, and adminisf or new and streamlined redevelopment trative operations, and for other' purfor distressed.areas. In addition to i>ro- poses.
viding more effective help to areas with
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
high unemployment, it will also help question is on agreeing to the motion of
communities hard hit by defense in- the Senator from Montana.
stallations shutdowns and plant · cloThe motion was agreed to; and the
sures.
Senate proceeded to consider the bill,
The bill embraces most of the recom- which had been reported from the Commendations made last year by the sub- mittee on Aeronautical and Space Scicommittee of which I am chairman, the . ences with amendments on page 1, at the
Subcommittee on Unemployment and beginning of line 5 to strike out "$5 183 Manpower of the Committee on Labor 84i,850" and inse;t "$5,196,826,350"; in
and Public Welfare.
line 3 after the word "astronomy", to
It includes provisions for making Fed- to sttlke out "$4 537,121,000" and insert
eral economic ai~ available t? no~dis- "$4,533,350,000"; 'on page 2, line 1, after
tressed communities faced by 1mmment the word "Apollo", to strike out "$2,967 ,closure of a defense installation. Many 385,000" and insert "$2,973,385,000"; in
such communities, such as the q-reater line 3, after the word "astronomy", to
Harrisburg area in my own State, are not strike out "$160,500,000H and insert
presently eligible for such assistance. "$16p,900,000"; in line 12, after the word
With this assistance now available, a full "development" to strike out "$60,600,kit of planning, technical, and financial 000" and inse'rt "$63,600,000"; in line
aid will be available to help Greater Har- 14, after the word "procurement", to
risburg adjust to the impact of the clo- strike out "$179,50"0,000" and insert
sure of the Olmsted Air Force Base when "$178,700,000"; in line 20 after the word
and if it comes.
"systems", to strike out "$33,000,000"
The bill includes another of our sub- and insert "$27 ,000,000"; in line 24, after
committee recommendations by permit- the word "propulsion", to strike out
ting groups of counties or even groups of "$51,200,000" and insert "$36,200,000";
States to band together, pool their re- on page 3, line 2, after the word "acsources and launch a broad-scale attack quisition", to strike out "$242,321,000"
on their economic problems. Experience and insert "$246,200,0PO"; in line 5, after
has demonstrated how difficult it is for the word "utilization", to strike out
each separate county-hobbled by little "$5,000,000" and insert "$4,750,000"; in
money and little manpower-to rebuild line 8, after the word "acquisitions", to
its economy.
strike out "$60,675,000" and insert "$67,Congress has already passed another 376,350"; after line 10, to insert:
of our recommendations by consolidating
(2) Electronics Research Center, Camthe old area redevelopment retraining bridge, Massachusetts, $10,ooo,ooo;
programs with the Manpower DevelopAt the beginning of line l3, to strike
ment and Training Act, thus cutting red- out "< 2 >,, and insert "< 3 >"; at the betape to a minimum.
Finally, the bill is in closer accord with ginning of line 15, to strike out ''(3)"
our subcommittee findings on the need and insert
"(4) "; in line 16, after the
0
for public works assistance in distressed word F1orida", to strike out "$7,854,-.
areas than the original administration 4 oo" and insert "$8,195,000"; at the berequest. It has increased the ·authoriza- ginning of line 17, to strike out "(4)"
arid insert "< 5>"; at the beginning of
tion for public works grants from $250 line 19, to strike out .. <5>" and insert
to $400 million. This is much closer to .. <6 >"; at the beginning of line 21, to
the $4 70 million backlog of already strike out .. ( 6 >,, and insert " ( 7 >,, ; in line
approved but unfunded projects filed by 22, after the word "Texas", to strike out
distressed communities under the old "$ 3,953 ,300 ,, and insert "$4,180,000"; at
Accelerated Public Works program.
the beginning of line 23, to strike out
In Pennsylvania alone, we have an $88 "(7)" and insert "(8) "; in line 24, after
million backlog of approved community the word "Alabama", to strike out "$4,public works in distressed communities 291,100" and insert "$2,309,450"; on
awaiting funds. This includes $12 mil- page 4, at the beginning of line 1, to
lion for hospitals, $10 million for water strike out "(8)" and insert "(9) "; in line
lines, $30 million for sewers and sewage 2, after the word "Louisiana", to strike
treatment facilities, and $17 million for out "$269,500" and insert "$284,750"; at
streets and roads.
the beginning of line 3, to strike out
"(9)" and insert "OO> "; in line 4, to
strike out "$1,905,600" and insert "$1,AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIA- 910,450"; at the beginning of line 5, to
TIONS FOR NATIONAL AERO- strike out "00)" and insert "CU>"; at
NAUTICS AND SPACE ADMIN- the beginning of line 7, to strike out
ISTRATION
"(11)" and insert "(12) "; in the same
Mr. MANSFIELD. Mr. President, I line, after the word ''locations", to strike
move that the Senate proceed to the out "$19,871,400" and insert "$20,182,consideration of Calendar No. 175, H.R. 700"; at the beginning of line 9, to strike
out "(12)" and insert "(13) "· in line 10
7717.
The PRESID.ING OFFICER <Mr. after the word "for", to strlke out "$7,~
BASS in the chair) • The bill will be 215, 700" and insert "$5,000,000"; in line
stated by title.
11, after the word "operations", to strike
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out "$586,048,850" and insert "$596,100,000"; on page 5, line 15, after -the numeral "(2) ", to strike out "contracts
may be entered into under the 'Administrative operations' appropriation. for
maintenance anq operation of facilities,
and for other services, to be prqvided
during the fiscal year following that for
which the appropriation is made" and
insert "maintenance and operation of
facilities, and support services contracts
may be-entered into under the 'Administrative operations' appropriation for
periods not in excess of twelve months
beginning at any time during the fiscal
year"; on page 6, line 22, after the numeral "(10) ", to strike out "and"; in
the same line, after the numeral "(11) ",
to insert a comma and "and (12) "; on
page 7, line 2, ·after the word "of", to
strike out "$53,459,300" and insert "$62,376,350"; and on page 9, line 12, after
"SEC. 5.", to strike out "It is the sense of
Congress that it is in the national interest that consideration be given to geographical distribution of Federal research funds whenever feasible and that
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration should explore ways and
means of distributing its research and
development funds · on a geographical
basis whenever feasible and use such
other measures as may be practicable
toward this end" and insert "It is the
sense of Congress that it is in the national interest that consideration be
given to geographical distribution of
Federal research funds whenever feasible, and that the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration should explore ways and means of distributing its
research and development funds whenever feasible".
SEVENTEENTH INTERNATIONAL
PUBLISHERS CONGRESS
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, on September 20, 1963, the distinguished .chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee [Mr. FuLBRIGHT], together with the
then Senator HUMPHREY and Senators
CLARK, DlRKsEN, ERVIN, HICKENLOOPER,
JORDAN of North Carolina, Keating,
KUCHEL, SALTONSTALL, SCOTT, and myself, introduced a resolution (S.J. Res.
120> extending an official welcome to
the book and music publishers from some
40 countries throughout the world who
would attend the 17th Congress of the
International Publishers Association in
Washington, D.C., from May 30 to June
5, 1965. This resolution was passed by
the Senate on February 7, 1964, passed
by the House of Representatives on April
6, 1964, and enacted into law on April
17, 1964.
This week, the 17th International
Publishers Congress is meeting in Washington, D.C., under the sponsorship of
the American Book Publishers' Council~
Inc., and Music Publishers Association,·
Inc., in what will hopefully be a fruitful
exchange of ideas and the basis for warni.
and lasting relationships. The ineeting
marks the :first time in its 70-year history that the International Publishers
l ...ssociation will have conducted its meet-
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ing in the United States. It is attended
by approximately 800 publishers from
the United states and abroad. I believe
I speak for the SPonsors of that measure
and many other of my colleagues in extending a warm welcome to the publishers from abroad. I take particular pride
in expressing these words of welcome in
view of the fact that the State of New
York, which I have the honor of representing, is considered by many to be the
publishing center of the world and has
contributed greatly to the development
of publishing.
MAY 1-LAW DAY, U.S.A.
Mr. KUCHEL. Mr. President, the
lawyers of America have undertaken a
public service in sponsoring May 1 as
Law Day, U.S.A. In a recent issue of
the Los Angeles, Calif., Bar Bulletin, the
distinguished president of the Los Angeles County Bar Association, Mr. Edward S. Shattuck, wrote an excellent
article describing what May Day, U.S.A.,
imeans to every American, under the
Constitution, and contrasted it with
what May Day means to communism, on
the other side of the Iron Curtain.
I commend the article to the reading
of all Senators, and I ask unanimous
consent that it be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
MAY 1-LAW DAY, U.S.A.
(BY- Edward S. Shattuck)
May 1 is Law Day, _U.S.A. What will it
mean to the American people in this year
1965? What wm be its impact upon citizens
of other nations around the world? Can and
should the lawyers of the United States lead
a determined effort to make this year's Law
Day purposeful and effective both at home
and abroad? These are questions I have
asked myself over and over again and, with
your indulgence, I would now like you to
share my thoughts and con clusions.
May 1 has long been a day set aside by
Communist nations for bringing forth their
armed might and p arading it before the
world. It has been a day when Communist
dictators have wantonly indulged themselves
and their people in excessive abuses to our
country, falsely procla iming us to be imperialists and aggressors.
In this posture of May 1, the American
Bar Association suggested t h at we offset this
bawdy demonstration of the Communist
world by declaring through the President of
the United States that May 1 each year
should be set aside as Law Day, U.S.A.
Throughout the land we should utilize it to
give recognition and thanks for our government of the people, by the people, and for the
people-a government of law and not of
men-a government by our duly elected representatives, not a government imposed upon
us by self-appointed dictators. In this manner-so we reasoned-we would ca ll attention of peoples all over the world to the contrast between citizens living in our Nation
under the Constitution of the United· States
guaranteeing the individual rights of every
person, and the citizens living under Communist regimes wl,lere individual rights depend upon the whims of the dictators of the
moment.
Will May l, 1965, utilized for this purpof!e
in the United States, ring true in the minds
and hearts of our own people? wm it create

the worldwide image of contrast between our
people and people in Communist nationsthe objective of Law. Day, U.S.A.? I have
concluded that the answer depends upon
what action is taken by.the lawyers of Amer:.
lea-the very ones who conceived of Law Day,
U.S.A. in the first place.
On March 16, 1965, the President of the
United States, addressing a joint session of
Congress, stated the issue we must face on
Law Day in these eloquent and simple words:
"This was the first Nation in the history
of the world to be founded with a purpose.
The great phrases of that purpose are still
found in every American heart, North and
South: 'All men are created equal'-'Government by consent of the governed'-'Give
me liberty or give me death.' . Those are not
just clever words or empty theories. In their
name American have fought and died for
t~o centuries and today are risking their
lives.
"Those words are a promise to every citizen that he shall share in the dignity of
man. This dignity cannot be found in a
man's possessions or his power or his position. It rests on his right to be treated as a
man equal in opportunity to all others. It
says that he shall share in freedom, choose
his leaders, educate his children, provide for
his family according to his ability and merits
as a human being.
" To apply any other test-to deny a man
his hopes because of his color or race, his
religion or the place of his birth-is not only
to do injustice, it is to deny America and to
dishonor the dead who gave their lives for
freedom."
The Presiden t was addressing himself primarily to the fact that we have not carried
out the clear mandate of the 15th amendment to our own Constitution because we,
in some instances, have denied American
citizens the right to vote in the selection
of their leaders. The challenge of his speech
went much deeper. It said what should be
a nd , in m ost cases, is in the mind and heart
of everv American citizen. The time for
universal justice for every person in our Nation is n ow. The time to entl forever bigotry, intoler ance, and discrimination in Americi.>. is now.
Universa l justice, the end to bigotry, intolerance, and discrimination, which must
come unless we are to sound like hypocrites
before world opinion, cannot be · accomplished by laws alone. Laws will help, as they
always do when a few people resist the unaliena ble rights of others. The real challenge, however, is to arouse our conscience
and to implant a determination in the heart
and mind of every American that in his dayto-day life and in every way within his
power he shall seek justice for every American and do no act which may be rooted in
bigotry or intolerance or that could result
in discrimination.
If Law Day, U.S.A. in 1965 is to ring true
to our own people at home and to the people
a broad, we as lawyers must use our inherent
a bility to speak and write by reiterating
publicly in speeches and privately in correspondence our belief in the great purpose
of our country. We must let the people
know that our learned profession believes
deeply that all men are created equal, are
entitled to equal opportunity and must always stand equal before the bar of justice.
We must be willing and anxious, at every
opportunity, to defend the rights of Americans, all Americans, to vote, to the equal
protection of law, to petition the Government, to peaceably assemble, to pray in private or in public, and to exercise fully every
other right preserved by the U.S. Constitution. We must have the courage to insist
on these rights being recognized and at the
same time, to ·insist that we and those we
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seek to help, who are demonstrating, do so
in a lawful manner.
Cannot the members of the bar be effective in this fight for freedom for all? In
these turbulent days in which we live, cannot lawyers put their full strength back of
the wheel which is now in motion? I am
sure we can and we must if Law Day, U.S.A.
in 1965 is going to be impressive either at
home or abroad.
So, what can we do? As individual lawyers we can write letters all over the country. At the time of the American Revolution, and again when the great moral issue
of slavery confronted our Nation, and during this century; when we were called upon
to defend liberty throughout the world, lawyers exchanged letters with each other and
wrote profusely to their laymen fdends espousing the cause of freedom. If everyone
of our 6,000 members wrote 10 such letters
before May 1, 1965, and asked every person to
whom he wrote to do the same, the Los Angeles County Bar Association alone would
reach 600,000 people. wm you do it?
Will you also seize on every opportunity
to speak out? Lawyers are eloquent. Speak
out among your neighbors, at social gatherings and in public addresses. Give the leadership to public opinion. Our knowledge
of history and law is respected by our neighbors, friends and the public. We have a
unique influence because of our education
and our professional standing.
Finally, I have proposed to the board of
trustees-I hope that by the time this
reaches print the Board will have approvedthat the Los Angeles County Bar Association ask every major bar association in
America to join us in this "lawyers' crusade
for freedom."
A fire has been kindled by the President.
Can we make Law Day, U.S.A. in 1965 purposeful and effective so the fiame will heighten and the fire will spread? I know we can
and I believe we will.

EXTENSION OF BOUNDARIES OF
THE KANIKSU NATIONAL FOREST,
IDAHO
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I ask
that the Chair lay before the Senate a
message from the House of Representatives on S. 435.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BASS
in the chair) laid before the Senate the
amendment of the House of Representatives to the bill <S. 435) to extend the
boundaries of the Kaniksu National Forest in the State of Idaho, and for other
purposes, which was, to strike out all
after the enacting clause and insert:
That, the Secretary of Agriculture is a uthorized to acquire by exchange, purchase,
or otherwise, the real property described in
section 3 of this Act. Upon such acquisition
the boundaries of the Kaniksu National Forest are extended to include such real property.
SEC. 2. In the acquisition of the real property described in sootion 3, the Sooretary of
Agriculture shall be guided by the following
policies:
( 1) He should make every reasonable effort
to acquire the property by negotiated purchase.
(2) The property should be appraised at its
fair market value by the Secretary of Agriculture before the initiation of negotiations,
and the owner or his designated representative should be given an opportunity to accompany the appraiser during an inspection
of the property.
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SEC. 3. The real property authorized to be
acquired under authority of this Act ls more
particularly described as follows:
Township 63 north, range 4 west, Boise
meridian:
Section . 1a, southeast quarter southeast
quarter; section 19, northeast quarter northeast quarter, lot 3 (southeast quarter northeast quarter); section 20, southwest quarter
northwest quarter; section 33, lot 1 (northeast quarter northwest quarter), lot 2
(southeast quarter northwest quarter), lot
3 (northeast quarter southeast quarter), lot
6 (southeast quarter southwest quarter),
west half southwest quarter northeast quarter, west half northwest quarter southeast
quarter, southwest quarter southeast quarter.
Township 63 north, range 5 west, Boise
meridian:
Section 24, northeast quarter northeast
quarter, east half northwest quarter northeast quarter, northeast quarter northeast
quarter southwest quarter northeast quarter,
northwest quarter southeast quarter northeast quarter, lot 2 (northeast quarter southeast quarter northeast quarter), lot 3 (northeast quarter southeast quarter southeast
quarter northeast quarter).

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, on my
own behalf and on behalf of my colleague
from Idaho [Mr. JORDAN], I move that
the Senate concur in the amendment of
the House.
The motion was agreed to.
URGENT NEED FOR ECONOMIC POLICY: STATISTICS ON JOB VACANCIES
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, a
question that has concerned many economists and businessmen is the failure of
the Federal Government to provide statistics on job vacancies. Unemployment
statistics are vital ingredients of many
Federal policies. But unemployment
figures should be balanced with accurate,
reliable, authoritative figures from the
Federal Government to show what jobs
are available for the unemployed.
The National Industrial Conference
Board has taken up this issue recently
and has made an interesting interim report. The conference boar:l points out
that, until quite recently, practically no
information on this subject was available for the United States, while in most
developed countries of the world it is
available.
The conference board reports on an
intensive study of.Monroe County, N.Y.,
which includes the Rochester area. The
board chose this area because it desired to
ascertain what the job vacancy rate was
in a county with a tight labor market.
They found that th1.. job vacancy rate
was about 3 percent of employment. Unemployment was about 2.7 percent.
Therefore, by their definition of vacancy
rate, vacancies exceeded unemployment
in Monroe County during the period of
investigation they chose.

parison. I think both statistics are useful for analysis.
Furthermore, they compared the unemployment rate and the vacancy rate
with respect to unfilled job openings as
shown in the files of the U.S. Employment Service, which many people believe might serve as a good measure of
job vacancies.
Their comprehensive investigation disclosed that unfilled jobs listed in the U.S.
Employment Service covered only oneeighth of the vacancies, following their
comprehensive survey of the entire
county.
I should like to read the concluding
sentence of their report, because I believe it is highly appropriate:
Our experience with these surveys has led
us to the tentative conclusion that the collection of job vacancy statistics is a feasible
operation when the information is obtained.
by interview and the groundwork in the
community has been carefully prepared..
Employers were cooperative in almost all
cases and readily understood the concepts
and definitions. A preliminary analysis of
the results indicates tha t they are reasonable and consistent with other information.
Our final judgment, however, must wait
upon the results of the two additional sample surveys in Monroe County, one in May,
and the other in August 1965.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that this brief article be printed at
this point in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

[From the Conference Board Record,
May 1965]
C AN You MEASURE JOB VACANCms?
(Nori:.-Unfilled job openings totaled
nearly 8,000 in Monroe County, N.Y., in midFebruary. A sample survey conducted by
the conference board revealed large numbers
of vacancies in professional occupations and
in semiskilled jobs. Employers required at
least a high school diploma for most jobs
but were willing to accept persons with no
related experience 1n more than half of the
cases studied. Vacancies were found in all
industries surveyed; they were most common
in durable manufacturing and education.
The survey, which covered 401 employers,
will be repeated twice this year.)
Many questions have been posed in recent
years about the number and characteristics
of unfilled job vacancies in the United States.
The great interest in this subject has been
evidenced by articles in business and trade
journals, statements of businessmen and
public omcials, and in congressional hearings. Until quite recently, however, practically no information was available on this
subject for the United States. This is in
contrast with most other developed nations,
where data on unfilled vacancies are collected
and published regularly.
About 1 year ago, the conference board
undertook a study of the feasib111ty of collecting job vacancy statistics. The study is
to continue for 18 months and is financed
by a grant from the Ford Foundation. The
However, they point out that vacancies area chosen for field work is Monroe County,
included some jobs that would not be N.Y., which was coextensive, until this year,
available for several months. So they with the Rochester standard metropolitan
statistical area and the Rochester labor marmade another comparison, which ·they . ket
area. Among the reasons for selecting
felt would be valid for some purposes, for the Rochester area is the low unemployment
what may be called the immediate job rate that has characterized the area for sevvacancy rate. Here they found that un- eral years. That ls, it has been considered
employment was 2.7 percent, while the either a "tight" labor market or one in balimmediate job vacancy rate was 1.9 per- ance. This in turn suggests the existence of
cent. This makes an interesting com- a significant number of unfilled. job open-

ings. Our plans call for three surveys during
1965. This ls a progress report based on the
:first of these surveys.
A series of probing interviews conducted
during the fall of 1964 provided the basis for
our first sample survey, conducted last Feb-ruary. Information on job vacancies and
employment was obtained from 401 employers in the area. Almost all employers
were contacted by personal visit and the
information transcribed on the spot. The
survey covered all branches of industry except agriculture and private households. A
job vacancy was defined in our survey as an
unfilled job opening, present or anticipated,
for which the employer was actively recruiting an employee, on February 12, from outside his organization. Openings which the
employer expected to fill by transfer or
promotion of persons already working in the
organization were excluded. Job vacancies
include full time, part time, permanent, and
temporary openings. "Actively recruiting"
includes requests to employment agencies,
public and private, newspaper, advertising,
interviewing walk-in applicants, etc. Workers on layoff were not included.
There were nearly 8 ,000 job vacancies in
Monroe County on February 12. About 5,000
of these, or 62 percent, were for immediate
starting; the balance were for jobs to start
at later dates, ranging through January 1966.
There was a la'.rge concentration of jobs (over
1,000), with starting dates in September;
these were almost entirely connected with
education and they reflect the beginning of
the new school year.

Starting date

Number
of job

vacancies
Immediately (Feb. 12) ___________ _
Later in February ____ ___________ _
March_____ --------- ___ ------- ____ _

ApriL·----------------------------

May_____
----------- -- -- - - -- - - -_
June.
____- -____
- - ----- -_____________
July---------- -_______
-- - - - ------ - --- - - -_
August ________
____________

~:~~~:~966======================
Total. ___ ------ ---------- --1

Percent
distribution
of job

vacancies

4,989
328
306
1479
1569
125
126
11
1, 066
12

62.4
4.1
3.8
6.0
7.1
L6
L6
0
13.3
0

7,991

100.0

Statistically unreliable.

Corresponding to the :finding of 8,000 job
vacancies is a total employment figure of
260,000. As shown in table 1, 33 large employers, each with total employment of 1,000
or more, accounted for 39 percent of total
vacancies. Very small employers, each with
total employment below 10 persons, accounted for another 16 percent.
The "vacancy rate,'' d~fined as the number of job vacancies divided by vacancies plus
total employment, is a measure analogous to
the unemployment rate. The vacancy rate
relates vacancies to total labor demand (persons currently employed plus additional persons sought), while the unemployment rate
relates the unemployed to total labor supply
(employed plus those seeking work). In
Monroe County, we estimate the vacancy rate
a.t 3 percent in February. This figure permits
a rough comparison to an unemployment
rate of 2.7 percent in the area (without seasonal adjustment for the midweek of February), as estimated by the Division of ~
ployment of the New York State Department
ofLabor.1
1 "Rochester Labor Market Newsletter,"
March 1965. The unemployment rate estimate includes agricultural and household
workers; the industrial coverage is, therefore,
somewhat different from that of the NICB
survey. The comparable unemployment rate
for the United States for February is 5.7
percent (without seasonal adjustment).
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TABL"'E

L-Employment :si:.ze--Jdb va:cancies,-'11,-rumber of employer.s, and tl>tal employment :f>y _employ.m:ent '3i:ze

~wed '

oto 9--------------·-----·-------------------------------

108
41
51
38
47

10 to 19----------------------------------------------------------------20 to
50 to
100to'249-----------------------------------------------------------250 to 999-------------------------------------------------------- ------1,000'to "2, 499 ___ ------- -- - ------------ ---- -- -- • -- - - - -- -------- - __ T _____ 2,500 and over_-------------------------------------------------

49--------------------------------------------------------------99---------------------------------------------------------

9,526
1,092
710
237
156
87
20 .
13

83

20 .
13

Total, Monroe County ________________________________________ _

TABLE

Standard
·error of
num'bertiI
.lNmnber'Ol Jl:mplo.w;ment Nam'her:oI ' v.acimCJies
(E)
oemplo_yers 1
vacancies .CV:),
Estimated

Number.o'f
employers

'Employment mtie

11, 841

401

Vacancy
rate (V'S!I

Percent illstribution of

peroo:nt ot

total number

E+V)

'Dfvaamaiel

29,874
14, 536
19,892
16,338
22,416
43, 705
.30, 237
81,637

1,270
380
722
li72
579
1,254
ogg
2, 515

315. 00
103. 00
107. 00
71. 70
44.20
6.48
,g
0

4. 08
2.54
3.50
3.95
2.52
2. 79
J..94
2.99

258,635

7,991

.358. 00

'3.'.00 .

15.9
4.8
9. 0
8.4
7.2
15. 7
7.5
31. 5

l..00..B

12,;-Jndudtrry group-Job vacancies, .numoer of employersJ and tolal employmenl "b:y induslry JJroup
Estimated

Number of
.employers
interviewed

ilndustry group

Number of '
employers
f

94, 644

2,537

83.60

• 2.61

31. 7

10,803
52,874
30, 967

407
1, 585
545

JiO.W
20.60
62. 20

.3...63
2.91
1. 73

Ji.it
19.8
6.8

623

25. 458

408

10.40

l.li8

li.1

~

~(){8

5, 2?-5
12,il85

63
28
317

• 78
.53
-2.5'

.8
.4
4..0

1,1147

11, 536

966 '

'.1.83. 00

'U. '73

H.l

507
840

5,044
6,492

'95.~0

'558

156. 00

7.-48
7.91

$.l.
'7. 0

-405
3,678

10.rm
43, 317

11()8 '

201. 00
H3.00

JJ.'91

1,lllO

$.1
12.1

2l3

~,'333

220
lliO '

'26D

21

Pereent
distribution
ofnmnber
of vacancies

107 .
173
180

4.60

Finance, dnsurance, .and real-estate ____ -------------------------------·
Services------------------------------------------------------

Employment(E)

Standard
error ol
Vacancy rate
number of (Vas percent
Number o. ' vacancies . o!E+V)
-vacanctes'(V)

3.46
0
9•.80 '

·~

97

4, 910

'47

.Ii,~

359 •
ioo
311

4,838 .

I

6.48
6.00 \
102:00

'2.27
1.03
.il5

1.2
~6

~.91
a~

li85
.81'
1, 777

18,802

77.50

1.63

.2.5
3.9

720

~•.202

.266

li0. .10

51,399

2.006

156. 00

.2..81
3.86

a3
25.8

lt>4

4,388

Personal________ -----------------------------------------------_
Medical aird heruth_____________________________________ ___________
Education {public and private).--------------------------·- ----Other_----------_------_------------------ ___ -------------- -- _

12
2.2
'Zl

515
1, 718
161
l, 994

Total, Monroe CountY-------------------------------------------.

401

£1-.80

4. 5

1~---~-1-~~~~-1-~~~~~1--~~~-1-~~~--1---~~--1~~~~~

·4,009
10,650
20,412
16, 328

"328
il,319

:130

42.'80

.3.14
.2.,99
6. 07

l.7
".l
l.fi. ·5

1.2811

145. 00

1. 74

Jl "6

33.00
:i.'1.5

13
l==========ll==========l==========;l:=========l==========r-=========I==========
1220
2.47
4.1
~
il5. 70
13, 052 1
Go~ent_ ___ ---------- _-------------------------------------------116
l==========ll==========l=========l:=========F=========r-=========I==========
108.'()
-058•.00 .
11, 841
7,f991
258, 635 t

.3..oo

Total employmei;tt

Industry group

Number

Durable
1:n11nuracturlng
__ ----------- ____ --------- ____ ---------------------- ___ -------·
Construcrtion
_____ __ ___________________________________________________________
__

~4,644

Trade __ . _----- -- --- --- -- -- ---- -- ----- --- ----------- ------ --------- ---- ----- ----- Education_----------- -----------------------------------------------------------All other ____ -------- _____ ------- _____ ----------- ________ ------------ _____ -----

43, 317

11, 536
'20,412
188, 726

Percent
distribution
36.6
4. 5
16. 7
7. 9
34. 3

"lmmediatie" v~

Total -vacancies
Number
2, '537
1966

1,010
1,319
2, 159

I

Peret>nt
distribution
3L7
12.1
12. 6
16.o
27.0

Number

2.168
1302
882
135
1, 50'1

Percent
distribution
'3.5
6.1
17. 7
2. 7
"30.1

1--~~~-· 1-~-~~-1-~-~--1-~~---1-~~~--1-~~~-~

Total, Monroe -Conn't;y ________________ ___ ______ -------------------------------1

J

258,635 .

100.0

7,991

100.0

4,989

100.0

Statistically unreliable <Owing to large.relative size ~ standard .e.rror..
Statistically uureliable..

It should be noted, howevei:, that an unemployed person is defined, in official statistics, as a person lmmediate1y ava1lable "for
work. Our definition of job vaCS1ncies, on
the dther hand, 'includes positions !_or .later
starting dates. .Another compar1s.on, more
valid Ior some purposes, can be made between
the unemployment rate and what mi~ht be
called the immediate job vacancy rate. The
latter would relate jo.b vacancies !or · immediate starting to the sum of :total employment plus "immediate vacancies." This
computation _yields mi immedia-te vacancy
rate of 1.9 percent.
The (tota1) :vacancf rate was highest for
the group of smallest employers, but :fluctuated erratically between other size classes;
employers of 2,500 or more persons had an

CXI--770

overall vacancy rate of .3 percent, the same

as for all firms combined.
A measure of the rellab111ty of the sample
•estimates is provided by the standard errors
shown in each table. The standard error
indicates, approJdmately, the range within
which th.e (usualcy unknown) true value w.ill
be, with a given probability. For example,
the total number of ivacancies, estimated at
7 ,991, has a standard error Gf 3.58 (able 1) •
This means technicany·that ll.bout '68 percent
of all estimates of :to'ta1 vacanc'ies, wh1Ch
could be made from .aamplea <0! -400 firma
drawn like the NICB sample, vould fall wlthJn 358 of the true value. Also4 about 95 percent of all sample values would be within
716, or two standard errors, of the true value;

and about 99 percent would be within 1,074,
or three standard errors. Thus we can judge
the reliability, or accuracy, of a sample estimate by comparing it to its standard error.
When the standard error is small relative to
the sample estimate (as with the estimate
for total vacancies) , the estimate may be
taken to be reasonably reliable. When the
standard enor ls large relatlve ta "the -same
estJ.mate (see "personal services... in table 2),
not much ·confidence in the numerical value
of tbe estlmate is warranted.
On t-he survey ulll.lle, mo-re than one-third
of total 1mlployment (excluding agriculture
&,nd prlvate .households) was .in durable
manufacturing (table 2). This reflects the
importance of the photographic, optical, and
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instrument industrfes, for which the
Rochester area is well known. It is not surprising, therefore, to find 82 percent of total
vacancies in durable manufacturing and 20
percent in the photographic, optical, and
instruments industries. Another large concentration of vacancies was in services, edu-

cational services in particular. As noted
above, however, many jobs in educational
services were to begin in September and were
thus of a rather different nature than those
in manufacturing (tabfo 3).
The vacancy rate varied considerably between industries (table 2). The rate was

Total vacancies
Occupation group

Number

Total. _--- -- --- ------------ -- ---- - ------ ------- ------- -- ------ ------- ------ ------ ------ ---- ---TABLE

Percent of vacancies open to-

Percent distrlbution

2, 127
331
186
752
402
563
1,393
1, 730
507

Professional workers .. _______ -_. -__ -. ------- --- --• ---- -- - ---- ------ ------ -- -- ----- ------- ---- --- -- --Semiprofessional workers._--------.----. -- ---- ------. ---------.--. -----. ----. --- -- ---- -'-- . --- ----- -- ---- --_.-------------------------- ~--- --- ------- --- . ___________ __ _
Managers
and officials._----------Clerical workers
___________________________________
--- -- ________ -- ____ . _________ • ___ .• ______________ _
Sales workers. _______________________ • _______ -- ____ -- _______ ___ _______________ -- _-__________________ _
Service workers.. _________________________ -- -- __ -- -- ___________ -- _______ . ____ . __ -_. ___ --- _______ • __ __
Skilled workers. ____________________ -- _. ______ ---- ____ - ---- - -----. - ---- ----- -- --- -• ---- -. --- ----- ---Semiskilled workers ______ _____________ . _____ ---- _________ -.:.. _-- • ----. ---- • ---- -------- ----. ----- ---Unskilled workers. _____ -------------- --- •. ----- -------- ------- -- --- ------ -- ------- ----- -- . ---- -----.

~' 1965

June

very high in construction, auto dealers and
service stations, and education. In construction and education, this refiects seasonal
variation to a large ext~nt. The vacancy
rate was quite low in food-products manufacturing; this refie<:ted the seasonal low of
this industry in Monroe County.

Males

26.6
4. 1
2. 3
9.4
5.0
7.0
17.4
21.6
6.3

Females

15. 7
63. 7
71. 5
18. 0
63.4
36. ~
88.8
79. 4
84.8

Either sex

8.4
1. 8
3. 2
62. 2
9.0
31.6
4.6
15.6
12. 2

75. 9
34.4
25.3
19.8
27.6
32.1
6.6
5.0
3.0

1-------1------1------1------1
------7,991
100.0
53.9
15.9
30.2

3.-Industry and starting date-Job vacancies by industry group and starting date
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF JOB VACANCIES
Starting date

Industry group

Immedi- Later in
ately February March

-Durable manufacturing _______________________
Nondurable
Constructionmanufacturing.-----------------..• ---- _______________________ ---Public utilities and transportation.----------Trade, retail and wholesale-------------------Finance, insurance, and real estate ____________
Services, other than education ________________
Education, public and private.--------------Government. _____ --- _----- ________ --- ------ __
Total, Monroe County __________________
Standard error ortotaL _______________________

April

May

June

1965

July

August September

January

Standard
error of
total
number of
vacancies

Total

1966

------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------2,168
385
302
91
882
180
598
135
248
4,989
246

12
123
0
0

191
0
0
0
17
73
19
6
0

32
1
112
284
40
0
0
9
1

16
0
552
0
0
1
0
0
0

13
3
0
28
0
0
1
0
80

13
0
0
0
0
0
0
112
1

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
0
0
0
6
1,067
0

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2, 537
408
1966
2 408
1, 010
266
747
1,319
330

83. 6
10.4
183.0
201. 0
143. 0
50.1
150. 0
42.8
15. 7

328
48.4

306
41. 2

208

1569
136

126
0

126
0

0

1,066
42.8

12
0

7,991
358

----------

98
19
0
5
71

------- ------- ---- -------- ------ ------ ----------- ------ ------ ------12479
11

358. 0

HORIZONTAL PERCENT DISTRIBUTION
Durable manufacturing_---------------------85. 5
3. 9
7. 5
1. 3
O. 6.
0. 5
o. 5
O
0.1
0.1
Nondurable manufacturing_-----------------94. 4
4. 7
0
•2
0
•7
0
O
0
o
Construction __________________ __ ______________ ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------Public utilities and transportation ____________ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Trade, retail and wholesale____________________
87. 3
7. O
1. 7
4. o
o
0
o
o
o
o
Finance,insurance,andrealestate____________
67; 7
4.5
27.4
0
.4
0
O
o
o
O
Services, other than education_________________
80.1
16. 5
2. 5
O
O
.1
0
O
•8
O
Education, public and private ___ ------------10. 2
0
.5
•7
O
0
•5
0
80.1
O
Government_ _________________________________
75.2
O
O
.3
O
24.2
.3
0
o
O
Total. ____ ------- -- -------- -- ---- ------ -

62.4

4.1

3.8

6.0

7.1

1. 6

13.3

0

1. 6

0

100. o
100. o
(1)
(2)

100. o
100.0
100. O
100. o
100.0
100. 0 --------. -

VERTICAL PERCENT DISTRIBUTION
Durable manufacturing. _----------------- --- Nondurable
____ .---- ---------Constructionmanufacturing
_________________________
__ ______ _
Public utilities and .transportation ___________ _
Trade, retail and wholesale _____ ____ __________ _
Finance, insurance, and real estate.----------Services, other than education ________________ _
Education, public and private. __ ------------Government. ______ -------- ____________ -------

43. 5
7. 7
6.1
1. 8
17. 7
3.6
12.0
2. 7
5.0

5. 8
0
1. 5
21. 6
3. 7
37.5
0
0

62. 4
0
0
0
5.6
23.ll
6.2
2.0
0

Total.. __ -- ------- ---- --------------- ---

100.0

100. 0

100.0

1

29.!.l

---·------ ------------------------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------- ---------(1 2)

Distribution statistically unreliable owing to small number of reported vacancies.
TABLE

(1)

10.4
2.4
0
22.4
0
0
.8
0
64.0

10.3
0
0
0
0
0
0
88.9
.8

100.0

100.0

0.3
0
0
0
0
0
.6
99.2
0
(1)

31. 7
5.1
12.1
5. 1
12. 6
3.3
9.3
16. 5
4.1
(1)

100. 0

100.0

z Statistically unreliable owing to large relative size of standard error.

4.-0ccupation and sex-Job vacancies by occupation group and sex

Occupation group

Estimated number of vacancies open toMales

Professional workers. ____ ----- ______________________ ---- _________________________ ----Chemists
_____________
------------------------------------------------------------College
faculty
_______________________________________
------ ____ ----- ____ ----- ____ _
Engineers.--- ---------------------------------------------------------------------

f~~N$[t~~:i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Primary and
kindergarten
teachers.---------------------------------------------Secondary
teachers
and principals_
_______________________________________________ _

Either sex

Females
333
16
15
216
109
56

0
3
2

•

179

1

0
0
0
0
0

9
87

13

1, 615
40
105
211
34
98
30

111
409
307

Total
2, 127
57
120
427
143
154
30

123
498

324

Standard
error of
total number
of vacancies

Percent distribution of
total number
of vacancies

44.40
2.45
13.40
12.00
11. 50
3.46
7. 75
5.48
36.20
15. 50

2-6.6
.7
1. 5
5.3
1.8
1. 9
.4
1. 5
6. 2
4.1
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Estimated number'Of vacancies open to-

Occupation group

:F-emales

Males

Semiprofessional "WOtkers____________________________________________________________ _
Draftsmen.. ___ ----- ___ ------------------ _________ ------- ______ ------•_-----------Laboratory
technicians
__ --------------------------------------------------------Managers
and offi.cials
_________________________
,___________________________ _
Clerical workers ____ ------------------- __ --------- __ ------- _________ ---------- _
Clerks:
~neral -0mce _____ ------- ------- _____ -------------- --- --- --------- -------File- -- -------------------- - --- ------ - ---------- - - - - ---- --- -- -- - -----General industry __ ---------------------------------------------------------Operators,
office.and
macbines
__ -----------------------------------------------------Clerlr,
shipping
rece:v..:.ng
__________________________________ _
Stenographe:-s
mid typists--------------------------------------------------------Stock
clerks.. __________________________________________
_

114
16
63

8
1 1
12

85
16
2'4
81
2
72

37
2
1
4
1
30

36

lll

1!1
25

1i

10

.J
-9
178
1

0

$4

j)

Service
wm;kers_
_ _ _ _______________________________________________
_ _._
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_
Maids
andJ:musernen__

204 ,

Wlltters ·anti -wmtresses __ ----------------------------- - - -------------------------~
'.KitCb:en workers.. _____ --------------------- ____ --------_------ ___ _
.Practical nursesimd midwives_ _____________________________ _
SkiTied workers---------------------------------------------------Machmists ______ ____ ----- __________ ------ __ --- ------ --- ----- __ --------Tool and diemalters------------------------------------------------------------- ~

43
12
l,~ ,
59
.21)4

7
70
7
1,373 t
7
lU

Chauffeurs and drlvers----------------------------------------------------------Mecham<'ll
______________________
-·---- ____ ---- -------------------- -------- - -_
.Foremen
• .m:mmfa.cturlng_
_______________________________
Semiskilled workers.________________________________________.__
Textne fabrlcators 1 ___ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Launtlry
workers
____
------.____
--------------------------------------------------_
WarehoDSe
w-orJreni
_______
___________________________________________

1~

m.

Uns~f1~~i~:~;~~~~~~~~:~==---:::::::::::======--===--==----===

430

-a

Laundry workers ____ ----------------------------------------------------------PubTic '!!erVice worlrers ____ ------------------------------- -----------------------Laborers:
P.ackiQg and filling__ ______________ _;_ ________________ _

'2()

130

14.
2.45
11.50 1
5.48
2.45
17.00
2. 45 (
77. 70 I

0

'9D

~10

l5

4.24
71.10 .
'2.45
20..3'0 t

~63

1

11
115
-4.9

u
.[ '

0
0

11

u
0

L<t

.7
2.5
1.6
.'3

9.49

5\l.00
36.30
5.ll8
1.,24
.2.'5
'262. 00
"3.46
18.'30

24

71
10

1,7~

1~! :
14 1

,1)

.l
.21. 6
2.4
.1>
~2

.2.45

91

NJ7
14
~

6
0
-0

1.~

~.30 1

204

17
1
0
S7
-61
19 I
-0
0
15
2
'4

L!
.2
7.0
.l.
1.'2
_6
L2
17.4

21.00

124

l)

.2
.'5
.6
.2
1.3
.4
5.0

180. 00 \

l.,:393
U3
111
59

~

1.~

li~ i

re

63
jj2
4

4.1
1.1
1. 6
2.3
9.4

56 :

28
402

.l8l

,()

I

-4
60
101

Tl:ansportat1on
equipmenL-------------------------------------------_
Warelrou:se
___________________________________________________________________

21
60

101

14.00
M.40 ,
·4.'24
V.75

1.1
6. '3
.2

5.48
17.30
24.10

,l
:8
1.'3

...

County ______________________________________________ _1~----·1------1------1------1-------'~----~
1,.991 4, 311.
1,269
2,411 ,
358. ()() I
100.0
341. 00

Standard error of tota1-------------------------------------------------1

I

m '

13. 20
6.00
2.45
34. 00 I
77.10 I

19

llO

Pereent dis- tribution o!
total number
of vacancies

-331
88
130
186
fi62

37
'44
18
106

1 ,

li
17
64
0
0
0
0
ll
0
0
3
ZTO
127
45
0
0
62
9

'75 i

Electricia.ns-------------------------------------------Masons_
--------------------------------------------Carpenters
__________________________________________._____ :_ ______ _

~7

149 .

2

Standard
error or
total number
of "Vaeanmes

Total

6
0
6
6
468

255 ;

Insuranee---------------------------·- --------------------'no'conSil.IDllrs-----------------------------------------

Either sex

211 .
72
6'l
133
135 !

9;

Sale~i:=;------------------------------------------1

Total, Monroe

12189

73.20

82.60

------------' -------·- ---

358.00

Not elsewhere classified.

TABLE

5.-0ccupation and educativn-Job -va.ca.neies by occupation group and minimum ,education -requirement
ESTlMATED NUMBER OF JOB V.ACANCIES
standard ·

Years of-schooling required

Total ' err.or of 1t<ftal

Occupation group
.Uo7

0

Prolessiunal, semiprofessional, and managerial
-workers-----------------------------------Clerical and sales workers--------------------------Service worlrers ___ ---- ------------- _----- ___________
'Skilled workers------------------------------------Semiskilled workers---------------------------UnskiTied workers----------------------------------Total, Monroe County ________________________
Standard error oI .total-------------------------------

0
32
102

7
108
80
131

!140
l50

66D

181. 0

11

0

0

:29

35
14

195 .
93

.D toll

8

17.5
238
70 1

~6

1.M

1!7.4

'

13 tolli

17tol0

16

439
72
71
51
1

1,625
61
6

84

250
852
94
490
1i55
76

0

221. 0

2,417
174. 0

634
38.3

- -337
- ---------627
890
1, 079
35.6

12

i

20

182
0
0
0
0

0

13D
0
0
0
D
0

1,695
64. 7

130
13.6

182
0

-8
0

nmnberoI
v.acancies

"2.~

1i7.9
109.0
71.1
180. 0
'262. 0
84.4

1,154
568

l,$3
l, 730
.507

0

"7.'991 .
358. 0

I•

'358. 0

----------

RO.RIZOiNTAL .PERCENT DISTRIBUTION
Years of schoollng:requ:lred

Occupation group
1to7

0

8

9to11

12 .

13to15

Total

u

17 to 10

~an

years
of-schooling

--------------------'1---- ------------------------------- ____,______
I

Professional,
-sem'ipr_ofessional, mrd managerial 'Work-J
·ers ________________________________________

o

Clerical and sales workers_____________________
Service worlrers--------------------------------Skilled workers--------------------------------------'
.Semfsltilled workers..___________________________
UnSkiDed workers___________________________________

O
6. 2
l. O

TotaL---------------------------------~-------

0
.2.8
18.l
33.Ji
8.1
29.6

0. 3
9.4

9.5
73.8

14. '2
9.4
88. 7

16. 7
85.:2

18. 3

0.4
2.5
M.l
17.1
4.0
20.5

16. 6

3.7.8
1-0.D

· t. "!

"1.:S

11.l

18.5

-30..2

IL 3

16.6
6.2
12.6
'3. 7
.1
0

61.5
5.3
1.1
.2
0
0

t,g

0

'O

0
0

,o

6.0
0
0
0
0
0

I

I

--------------7.9
21.2
2.'3
Lll

100.0
100. 0
100.0
100.D
100.0
100.0

16
12
8
8
10
8

100.0

12
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5-0ccupation and education-Job vacancies by occupation group and minimum education requirement-Continued
VERTICAL PERCENT DISTRIB'OTION
Years of schooling required
Occupation group

Total
1to7

0

9to11

8

13 to 15

12

16

. 17 to 19

20

Median years
of schooling

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----1-----·1----·1----1- - - -1- - - - Professional, semiprofessional, and managerial workers-- --- -- - - - -- - - - ----------------- -- - - ---- ------ - - Clerical and sales workers_________ ________________ ___
Service workers--------- ---- -------- ---------- ------Skilled workers_------------------------------------Semiskilled workers_-------------------------------Unskilled workers __ ---------------------------------

100. o

33.1
14.4
7.0
17. 4
21. 6
6.3

TotaL-------------- ------------ -------- -- ---- 100,0100,0100,0100,01100,0100,0100,0100,01100,0

100. 0

Professional occupations were most in demand, in the Rochester area, followed closely
by semiskilled and skilled occupations. The
professional occupations reflect a large demand for teachers and engineers (table 4).
The vacancies for semiskilled and skilled
workers, on the other hand, were divided
among a large number of specific occupations. In table 4, only those occupations
are shown for which the number of vacancies
was reasonably large relative to the corresponding standard error; the · sum of the
vacancies in specific occupations does not
add to the group totals therefore.
More than one-half of total vacancies were
open only to men, 16 percent only to women,
and the balance, 30 percent, to either. The
proportion of vacancies for men was highest
in the manual occupations, skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled workers, as one might
expect. Equally Without surprise is the
finding that job openings for women were
relatively most important in clerical occupations. Jobs open to either sex were most
commonly found in the professional occupations, reflecting vacancies for teachers and
several other specific occupations (table 4).
The occupation title is often inadequate
in describing a job or job opening. This is
true for the jobseeker, · for example, who
wishes to compare his qualifications to employers' requirements. In order to provide
a reasonably complete description of available vacancies, we obtained the sex, education, and experience requiretnents for each
vacancy. The minimum acceptable number
of school years and the minimum acceptable
period of related experiences were requested
from employers in an- attempt to obtain
realistic measures.
A large number of job vacancies were
available to persons who had not graduated
from high school (table 5). O.ne-fourth of
all vacancies, on the other hand, required
at least 4 years of college. Jobs for those
without high school diplomas were concentrated in the manual occupations-service
workers and the three skill groups. Jobs
requiring some college training were concentrated in the professional, semiprofessional, and managerial group.
Years of schooling
required

Fewer than 12 ____________ _
12 __________ - - - -- - ---- 13 to 15_______________ _
16 or more ____________ _
Total_--------------

Total vacancies

0

O
10. 4

4. 2
67. 9
27. 6

1. 8
4. 6
27. 9
38. 0
11. 2
16. 6

36.6
30.2
7.9
25.1

7, 991

100.0

Another way of considering the relation
between occupation and education requirements is the percent of vacancies in an occupation group that requires high school
graduation, college graduation, etc. This
reveals that most of the vacancies (73 percent) in the professional, semiprofessional,
and managerial group require college graduation; all but 15 percent of the vacancies

7. 4
12.1
62. 0
7. 8

69. 2
11. 4
11. 2
8. O
•2
O

Years of schooling required
Related experience required

Fow"I
than
12

12

I

"t··· I
15

more

None_-----------1to11 months ___ _
1 or 2 years ________
3 years or more ___

28. 6
60.6
41.0
49.9

28.9
29.0
38. 7
26. 7

9.3
9.1
7.9
3.4

33.2
1.2
12.4
20.0

----------36. 7
30.2
25.1
100.0
7.9

44.9
19. 9
25.2

65.1
5. 8
22.8
16.4

67.2
6.9
17.8
8.0

76. 2
.3
8.8
14. 7

67.6
6.0
17.8
18.6

Total_----- 100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

10. 0

- - - --- --- --- ---

In each case where two or more alternatives were given for schooling and experience,
we used the alternative with the lower schooling requirement in preparing our tables. This
tends to reinforce the statement made above
that education requirements are more strin2

O
O

100. o
0

O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O

Many persons have suggested that the unfilled job openings in the files of the offices
of the U.S. Employment Service might serve
as good measures of total job vacancies. In
order to investigate this possibility, we requested that the New York State Division of
Employment provide us with the number of
unfilled job openings in Monroe County on
February 12, 1965. The data which were
kindly made available to us are shown below.
It is interesting to note that while the NICB
survey estimated a total nu:tnber of vacancies almost five times the number in the
State file, 3 the percent distributions by occupation group do not differ greatly. The State
file has a relatively large percentage of openings for service workers and clerical and sales
workers, while the NICB survey has relatively more openings for professional, semiprofessional, and managerial workers and
for manual workers. The greatest differences
are in the service group (more important in
the State file) and in the semiskilled group
(more important in the NICB survey).
Percent of vacancies in stated occupation
group
Years of schooling reqwred
Occupation group

Professional, semiprofessional, and
managerial workers_
Clerical and sales
workers ________ ----_
Service workers _______
Skilled workers _______
Semiskilled workers ___
Unskilled workers _____

Fewer
than
12

12

13 to 16 or
16 more Total

0. 7

9. 6

16. 6

73.3

100. 0

14. 7
69.6
61. 0
62.1
85. 0

73.8
16. 7
35. 2
37.8
15. 0

6. 2
12. 6
3. 7
.1
0

6.3
1.1
.2
0
0

100.0
100. 0
100.0

TotaL __________ 36. 0

30. 2

7. 9

25.1

100. 0

100. 0

ioo. o

----------

Occupation group

100. 0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Percent of vacancies with stated
schooling requirement
None _____________
1to11 months ___
1or2 years _______
3 years or more ___

95. 9
3. 6
•4
•2

Total

Percent of vacancies with stated
experience requirement

Percent
distribution

2, 933
2,417
634
2,007

10. 3
35. 3
3. 9
20. 3
27.1
3.1

10. O

in the clerical and sales group require high
school graduation; a large proportion (60
percent or more) of the vacancies in the
service and other manual occupations are
open to persons who have not completed high
school.
Fifty-eight percent of the job vacancies
in Rochester required no related experience
of prospective workers (table 6). Most vacancies for skilled workers (90 percent) required experience; one-half required 4 or
more years of related experience. The semiskilled -0ccupations and the clerical and sales
occupations frequently had experience requirements ranging from 1 month up to 2
years or more. In all occupation groups
other than skilled workers, however, less than
50 percent required any -related experience.
It seems clear, therefore, that employers with
unfilled job vacancies in the Rochester area
have more stringent requirements with respect to formal schooling than to practical
experience.
Formal schooling and practical experience
are substitute qualifications, to some extent.
The employers we interviewed frequently expressed this view, both informally and by
stating alternative job requirements. For
example, one job called for either (a) 12
years of schooling and 3 years of experience,
or (b) 14 years of schooling and no experience.2 Additional evidence for this statement is presented in the following summary
(derived from .table 7). Here we see that
vacancies with low education requirements
tend to have above-average experience requirements while vacancies with low experience requirements tend to have above-average education requirements.

TotaL _____
Number

o. 6

O

3. 6
11. 5
52. 4
15. 7
16. 9

New York
State
Employment
Service, job
openings
Number

Professional, semiprofessional, and managerial workers __ ------Clerical and sales
workers ___ ------ __ ----_
Service workers __________
Skilled workers __________
Semiskilled workers ______
Unskilled workers _______

NICB
survey,
estimated
vacancies

Percent

Number

Percent

--- --- ---

447

27.8

2,644

33.1

314
379
248
145
74

19. 5
23.5
15.4
9.0
4. 6

1, 154
563
1, 393
1, 730
607

14. 4
7.0
17.4
21. 6
6.3

Total_ -------- ----- 1,607

100. 0

7, 991

100. 0

- - - - - - - - - ---

gent than experience requirements in the
Rochester area.
a The total for the State may be slightly
understated, since job orders do not always
specify the exact number of workers sought.
In such cases, only one opening is included
in the State tabulation. There were only
three such cases.
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6.-0ccupation .and experience

JOB VACANCIES BY OCCUPATION GROUP AND ·MINIMUM EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENT
Minimum period of related experience

Less than 1 year

Occupation group
None

I

lto3, months
4to6
months

1 year

7to11
months

2 years

3 years

4 years

5 years

6 years

10 years

7 to 9
years

Total

or more

Standard
error of
total
number
of
vacancies

Estimated number of job vacancies
Professional, semlprofessional, and managerlal workers_________
Clerical
and
sales
workers
________________
Service workers __________
Skilled workers __________
Semiskilled workers _____
Unskilled workers ___ ____
Total, Monroe County_
Standard error of total ___

1,837

8. 0

2.0

1.0

iss. o

215

109.0

115. 0

119.0

17

36

27

2,644

57.9

696
437
133
1,003
497

21.0
0
4.0
104.0
2.0

83.0
12.0
13.0
140.0
1.0

25.0
12.0
48.0
3.0
3.0

134. 0
- 19. 0
166.0
43.0
3.0

117
74
141
352
1

30.0
1.0
144.0
70.0
0

13.0
7.0
383.0
8.0
0

32.0
0.0
133.0
7. 0
0

1
1
191
0
0

2
0

0
0
2
0
0

1, 154

109. 0
71.1
180.0
262.0
84. 4

35

0
0

563

1,393
1, 730
507

-----------------------------------------------1210
29
73
526.0
523.0
900
354. 0
291.0
139.0
251.0
92.0
7,991
4,603
358.0
64.1
58. 4
31.5
26. 2
55.4
222
141
42.5
34.4
0
209
6
358 ---------2

2

Horizontal percent distribution
Professional, semlpro!essional, and managerial workers ________
Clerical
and
sales
________________
- workers
Service-workers __________
Skilled workers ____ ___ ___
Semiskilled workers _____
Unskilled workers _______
TotaL _____________

69. 5

0.3

0.1

0

60. 3
77.6
9.5
58.0
98.0

1.8
0
.3
6.0
.4

7.2
2.1
.9
8.1
.2

2.2
2.1
3.4
.2
.6

6. 0

8.1

4.1

4.3

4.5

0.6

1.4

1. 0

100. 0

11.6
3.4
11.9
2.5
.6

10.1
13. 1
10.l
20.3
.2

2.6
.2
10.3
4. 0
0

1.1
1. 2
27.5
.5
0

2.8
0
9.5
.4
0

.1
.2
13. 7
0
0

.2
0
2.5
0
0

0
0
.1
0
0

100.0
100 0
100. 0
100.0
100.0

- - - - -------- ---- -------- ---- ---- ---- -1.2
- ------------4.4
6.6
3.1
6.5
11.3
3.6
2. 6
.4
57.6
1. 7
.9
100. 0

----------

Vertical percent distribution
i>rotessionatci sewiproressional
workersan
_____managerial
___________
Clerical
and
sales
workers ________________
Service workers __________
Skilled workers __________
Semiskilled workers ______
Unskilled workers _______
Tota} ____ ----------

39.9

5.8

0.8

1.1

30.2

23.9

30.8

21. 9

40.9

15.1
9.5
2.9
21.8
10.8

15.1
0
2.9
74. 8
1.4

33.1
4. 8
5.2
55.8
.4

27.2
13.0
52. 2
3.3
3.3

25.6
3.6
31. 7
8.2
.6

13.0
8.2
ID. 7
39.1
.1

8.5
0.3
40. 7
19.8
0

2.5
1.3
72.8
1. 5
0

11.0
0
45. 7
2.4
0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

1 Statistically unreliable owing to large relative size of standard error.

TABLE

2

---------- ---------- ------------------- ---------- ------------------- ---------- ------------------- ---------- ------------------- ---------- ------------------- ---------- - - ----------

---(1)

(1)

33.1
14.4
. 7.0
17.4
21.6
6.3

---------(1)
100.0 ----------

Distribution statistically unreliable owing to small number of reported vacancies.

7.-Education and Experience

JOB VACANCIES BY MINIMUM EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMEN'l'S
Years of schooling required
Total
0

I

1to7

I

I "· I
11

8

I •• .. " I .I·"· •• I

12

16

20

Standarderror
or total
number
of job
vacancies

Estimated number of job vacancies
Minimum period of related experience:
Less than 1 year: None-----------------------------1 to 3 months_--------------------------------------4 to 6 months_------- -------------------------------7 to 11 months--------------------------------------1 year----- --- ------- ---- -- ------------ ------- - - - ----2 years----------------------------------------------3 years----------------------------------------------4 years----------------------------------------------5 years---------- ------------ ------------------------6 years----------------------------------------------7 to 9 years_----------------------------------------10 years or more------------------------------------·Total, Monroe County_ --- ---------- -------------Standard error of totaL---------------------------------See footnotes at end of table.

518
39
27
52

212.0
17. 0
95.0
0
0
3.0
0
0
0
0
10.0
0

311.0
0.0
8. 0
0
79. 0
65. 0
96.0
0
66.0
2.0
0
0

276
24
28
24
46
73
271
4
142
0
0

29
338

0

337.0

627.0
97.4

890

1,~

.35.6

2

181

12
22

23
11
8

1,331
52
51
37
273
277
78
152
92
41

1,355. 0
3. 0
2. 0
1. 0
22.0
101. 0
67.0
46.0
64.0
12. 0
16.0
6.0

66.0
0
0
0
1.0
18.0
10.0
16.0
9.0
2. 0
6.0
2.0

108
0
0
0
33
1
5
14
5
0

10

426.0
4.0
40.0
0
62.0
51.0
13.0
5.0
28.0
0
2.0
3. 0

2,417
174

634. 0
38.3

1, 695. 0
M. 7

130.0
13.6

23

4,603
139
251
92
523
900
354
526
291
1210
273

8

129

209. 0
42.5
34.4
26.2
55.4
222.0
64.1
58.4
31. 5
141.0
0
6. 0

182

7,991

358. 0

8

0

358 ----------
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7 ..-Education 'and Experience-Continued

T A B LE

JOB VACANCIES BY MINIMUM EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE REQUIREMENTS
Years of schooling required

110071

0

I otoll I I 13to15 I

8

U

Total

16

1170019

20

Stan dard error
of total

number

of job
vacancies

Horizon tal percent distribution
Minimum period of r elated experience:
Less than 1 year : Non~ ---- - ------ - ------ ---- - - -----1 to 3 m on t hs.------ ----- - ----- ------ ---- -- -- - - - -- --4 to 6 mon ths------- -- - - --- --------------- ------ - ---7 to 11 mon t hs.- -------------- -- --------------- --- --1 year _-- ------- ----- ----------- - ---- ----:. _______ ____
2 years------ - --- -'-- - ------------ - - - - -----------------

~years____ _ _ _ _ __ ____ _ _________ __ _ ___ ____ __ __ _ ______ __

~~~~===============================================

4. 6
12. 2
37. 8
0
0
.3

g

6. 8
O
3. 2
0
15. l
7. 2
~ 1

..

6. 0
17. 3
H. 2
2. 2
4. 6
5.1
~· ~

11. 3
28. 1
10. 8
56. 5
5. 5
37. 6

~J

28. 9
37. 4
20. 3
40. 2
52. 2
30. 8

:: g

9. 3
2. 9
15. 9
O
11. 9
5. 7

n

29. 4
2. 2
.8
1.1
4. 2
11. 2
1~.~

1. 4
O
O

0
.2
2. O
~·

g

2. 3
0
0
0
6. 3
.1
~·

*

a:

5
0
22. 7
1: 4
7. 9
31. 6
9: 6
zi 0
1
1: 7
6 years_ ______________ ___ ______ __ __ __ ______ ___ __ __ ____ - -- - ------ -- - ------- ---------- -- - - ------ ---- - ----- -- --- - - - -- ---------- ---- - --- -- ------ -~- 7 to 9 years_----------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------10 years or more _______ ____ ______ ___ _______ __ ___ ___ __ -- - ---- -- - ---------- - ----- - -~ - --------- - ------ ---- -------- - - --.------ -- - -------- ---- -----

Total_----------------------------- ----------------

4. 2

7.8

11.1

13. 5

30.2

7. 9

21.2

1.6

2.3

50. 8
0
0
0
.8
13.8
7. 7
12. 3
6.9
1.5
4. 6
1. 5

59. 3
0
0
0
18.1
.5
2. 7

100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100.0
100. 0

100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100.0

(1)
(2)
(2)

100. 0 - ---- - ----

Vertical percent distribution
Minium period of r elated experien ce:
·
Less than 1 year: None _- ----- -- ---- ---- - - - ---- - -- -- 1 to 3 months_----- -----------·--- - ----- - - - - - - - ----- - 4 to 6 months _--- - --- - ------ - -- - - -- - --- - - --- - -------7 to 11 months- ------------ ----- - --- ---- -- - --- - --- - - 1 year-----------------------------------------------2 years ______ -- - __ ___ ____ - _-- - -- _- - - - - - -- -- - - - - -- - -- -3 years __ ----- __ --- ____ - _- _- - -- -- - --- - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -

4 years _____ -- _---_----------------------------------5 years-- ---------- - ------------- -- - - ---- ~ -----------6 years----------- ------------ --- - -- - ---- -- - --- ------7 to 9 years ___ ----------------·- ---------------------10 years or more------- -- -------- -- ---- -- - -- -- - - - - - - -Total_ ---- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

62. 9
5. 0
28.2
0
0
.9
0
0
0
0
3. 0
0

49.6
0
1. 3
0
12.6
10. 4
15. 3
0
10. 5
.3
0
0

31. 0
2. 7
3.1
.2
2. 7
5.2
8.2
30.4
.4
16.0
0
0

55.1
2.2
2. 1
1. 5
11. 3
11. 5
3.2
6.3
3.8
1. 7
1.0
.4

67. 2
.6
6.3
0
9.8
8. 0
. 2.1
.8
4.•
0
.3
.5

79.9
.2
.1
.1
1. 3
6. 0
4, 0
2. 7
3.8
•7
.9
.4

7. 7

2. 7
0
4.4
4.4

57.6
1. 7
3. 1
1.2
6. 5
11.3
4.4
6. 6
3. 6
2.6
.9
.4

- --- - - - - - - -- ----- -- - - - - - ---- -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - 100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0
100. 0 ----------

Statistically unreliable owing to large relative size of stand ard error.
>Distribution statistically unreliable ow ing to small number of reported vacancies.

1

48. 0
3. 6 .
2. 5
4.8
2. 7
31.3
1.1
2. 0
2. 1
1. 0
.7
0

NOTE .-(1) D ata in all tables relate to Monroe County, N.Y. and to F eb. 12, 1965.
(2) Components do not necessarily add to totals owing to rounding.
(3) Unless otherwise stated, the source for all t ables is the NIC:B survey.
(See text.)
(4) All standard errors are rounded to 3 significant digits.

In Hanoi and Peiping, the Communists are
The sample for the NICB February survey the results of the two additional sample surwas designed to obtain reliable information veys in Monroe County, one in May and betting that Americans are short on both of
these qualities, and will not be able to match
from employers of an sizes a:nd in all major the other in August 1965.
JOHN G. MYERS,
their own Oriental fortitude.
industry groups. Nine different size groups
Senior Economist, Special Projects,
(in terms of employment) were used in the
It is a fact that Americans are not noted
sample design. In addition, 10 different inOffice of the Chief Economist.
for patience. Indeed, we have made a virtue
dustry divisions were separately sampled.
of impatience, and this doubtless has had
All employers with 250 or more employees
much to do with the Nation's greatness. Ours
were included in the sample. Of 416 em- AMERICAN PUBLIC PATIENCE BIG is a country in a hurry, as is exemplified in
ployers chosen, 10 were found to be out of
REQUIREMENT FOR SUCCESS IN the slogan:
business on the survey date, 3 were sea"The difficult we do immediately. TheimVIE'INAM
sonally closed, 3 refused to provide inpossible takes a little longer."
formation, and 1, a very small .employer,
This is admirable, but what happens if the
Mr. PROXMIRE. Mr. President, Edcould not be contacted by an interviewer.
war in Vietnam is a long drawn out one?
Substitutions were made for two of the re- ward T. Folliard, a columnist for the It could become the longest war in which
fusals, in medium-sized firms. Of those em- Washington Post, has written a thought- the United States has ever engaged. It cerployers available to respond, 99 percent did ful and wise article on the great impor- tainly will become that if Donald Johnson,
so. Of those responding, 48 percent re- tance of patience and stamina on the national commander of the American Legion,
ported one or more job vacancies.
part of the American public with regard is right. The Legion chief, who recently
The interviews were carried out by six to Vietnam. He says, in part:
visited South Vietnam, said .at the White
members of the staff of the conference board
The most important requirement for suc- House last week that he could envision the
and eight employees of Bernardine Slade
struggle going on for another 5, 6 or 7 years.
Market Research, Inc. Prior to the Febru- cess in Vietnam, aside from fighting men,
American intervention in South Vietnam
weapons,
and
diplomacy,
may
turn
out
to
be
arY survey a number of extensive explorabegan in the Eisenhower administration, but
tory interviews were conducted with Roch- patience and stamina in the United States. the current buildup lb. manpower . was orester employers. A pretest of 45 small- and In Hanoi and Peiping, the Communists are dered by President Kennedy, and the first
medium-sized employers was conducted in betting that Americans are short on both of American casualties were reported late in
January. Also, a conference boa.rd em- these qualities, and will not be able to match 1961. Therefore, if the fighting should conployee conducted a post.enumeration quality their own Oriental fortitude.
tinue for another 5 years, it would set a record
check after the February survey of 14 emI ask unanimous consent that the en- for American involvement with a foreign foe,
ployers previously interviewed.
tire article be printed at this Point in the exceeding in duration the Revolutionary War
Our experience with these surveys has led
(1775-83).
us to the tentative conclusion that the col- RECORD • .
President Johnson is eager for a settlement
There being no objection, the article
lection of job vacancy statistics is a feasible
operation when the information is obtained was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, in Vietnam, but he has vowed to hang on
there until the · Reds of North Vietnam and
by interview and the groundwork in the as follows:
community has been carefully prepared. PATIENCE, STAMINA: VIETNAM REQUIREMENTS their Vietcong allies end their aggression
against South Vietnam. He says that the
Employers were cooperative in almost all
(By Edward T. Folliard)
United States will "not be defeated" and will
cases and readily understood the concepts
and definitions. A preliminary analysis of
The most important requirement for suc- "not grow tired." Moreover, the Texan bethe results indicates that they are reason- cess in Vietnam, aside from fighting men, lieves that his successor, or successors, will if
able and consistent with other information. weapons and diplomacy, may turn out to be necessary carry on the struggle after he leaves
Our final judgment, however, must wait upon patience and stamina in the United States. the White House.
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That still leaves unanswered the question supply them. Nor can I understand the
of how the American people would behave if complaint that the President acted with too
the contuct is prolonged. It is an important much haste. Over many years I have been
question. In writing about the Korean war adjusted to the complaint of "too late with
in volume II of his memoirs, former Presi- too little." I ftnd it hard to make a quick
switch to the complaint of "too soon with
dent Harry S. Truman said:
"What a nation can do or must do begins too much."
with the willingness of its people to shoulder
I ask unanimous consent that the enthe burden."
The American people saw the Korean war tire article be printed at this point in the
through, but their patience was badly RECORD.
There being no objection, the article
strained. There were hawks and doves then,
too. But in between were millions of Ameri- was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
cans who just weren't persuaded that this as follows:
Nation's involvement was worth the cost in
DOMINGO REDS NEVER A MYTH
lives and treasure.
(By Eric Sevareid)
Sir Winston Churchill said later that this
one act by Mr. Truman-his boldness and
SANTO DOMINGO, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.swiftness in going into Korea-entitled him The tide of second guessing about the Amerto be listed among America's great Presi- ican intervention in Santo Domingo--as to
dents. It seemed at this time, however, that its justification, its size, its methods and
the Missourian never quite succeeded in ex- its aims-had reached oceanic proportions
plaining to the mass of his countrymen what by the time this writer managed to get to
was at stake in Korea, and he was jeered for the first European city established in the
calling the war "a police action."
New World. Here in what Columbus called
President Truman had strong backing "the land of God," had come the first teachwhen he first sent American troops to Korea ers and preachers, yet here remains, after
under the banner of the United Nations. five centuries, one of the political hellholes
But as the conflict dragged on, it became a of the hemisphere, its soiled streets once
political issue at home, and Senator Robert again thronged with armed men from abroad.
A. Taft and other Republicans began calling
The scenes of bitter sorrow in Santo
it "Truman's war."
Domingo have been well described; there are
In spite of this division, which carried over · other things, perhaps, worth putting down at
into the 1952 presidential campaign, the this late date. I thought I had rarely seen
Communists realized after a year of fighting such brave work by combat reporters, rarely
that the map of Korea couldn't be changed such emotional involvement on the part of
by violence. After a signal from Moscow and some of them, rarely such a wealth of unPeiping, negotiations for a truce began on confirmable reports and rumors, rarely such
July 10, 1951. The negotiations continued a disasterous lack of contact between reportfor 2 years; finally, the armistice agreement ers and American officials who were not only
was signed at Panmunjon on July 27, 1953.
physically remote but for a long time
Back in the spring of 1951, President Tru- silenced by Presidential orders. And rarely
man had fired Gen. Douglas MacArthur as have I read such certain conclusions in
Far East commander. He disagreed with American press editorials about a phenomMacArthur's proposal to attack Red China enon in which so much was uncertain and
and he disagreed with MacArthur's shib- inconclusive.
boleth: "There is no substitute for victory."
For me it is impossible to believe that the
"The only victory we seek," said Mr. Tru- Communist threat was a myth, impossible
man, "is the victory of peace." But in say- to believe that a democratic and stable goving this, he insisted that the Communists ernment could have been formed by the imwould not be allowed "to keep the fruits of passioned leaders of thousands of armed and
their misdeeds." And so the war ended impassioned people, a vast number of them
where it began.
youngsters. It is hard for me to believe that
The war in Vietnam is very much different we could not have prevented the tragic fightfrom Korea. President Johnson's objective, ing in the northern part of the city, easy
however, is much the same as Mr. Truman's: to believe that we did prevent an even more
to show the Communists that they can't get awful bloodletting in the congested downaway with aggression against their neighbor. town region.
Mr. Johnson has said that the United
I cannot understand the cry that we put
States has no desire to conquer North Viet- in far too many men. An airport, several
nam and that "there is no purely military miles of corridor and a safety factor with a
solution in sight for either side." Barring long perimeter require thousands of soldiers
a change in policy, this would seem to leave who require other thousands to support and
the United States with only one course of supply them. Nor can I understand the
action: to hang on until the Communists complaint that the President acted with too
decide, as they did in Korea, that fighting much haste. Over many years I have
is no longer profitable.
been adjusted to the complaint of "too late
The Communist leaders of Hanoi and Peip- with too little." I find it hard to make a
ing, as has been said, are betting that Amer- quick switch to the complaint of "too soon
icans don't have the staying power to go with too much." I fall to understand the
the route. A generation ago, Hitler and editorialist who points out with disdain that
Mussolini were saying that the United States after all, there were only a few handfuls of
was "decadent."
Communists present. In a very real sense
their lack of numbers is their strength. It
was because they were few that former
L.B.J. IN SANTO DOMINGO NOT TOO President Juan Bosch had not bothered to
deal severely with them. It was because
LITI'LE OR TOO LATE
they were few that they could do much of
Mr. PROXMffiE. Mr. President, in their work undetected. It was because they
few that foreign opinionmakers coul<J
the Chicago Sun-Times of May 30, Eric were
make the Americans seem ridiculous and
Sevareid discussed the Santo Domingo give
us a propaganda defeat.
As former
situation. He said, in part:
Ambassador John Bartlow Martin reminds
I cannot understand the cry that we put us, Communists do not make revolutions,
in far too many men. An airport, several they take them over.
miles of corridor, and a safety factor with a
And their small number in various other
long perimeter require thousands of soldiers Latin American countries lies near the heart
who require other thousan~ to support and of the profound dilemma that confronts the
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United States for the future. Revolts are
brewing in other nations to the south. In all
these revolts Communist elements will be
present. Are we to put down every uprising
because a Communist threat is present?
Obviously we cannot, even though some of
these uprisings probably will produce Communist governments.
But nothing in this realm of human action
is inevitable; the game is not lost as long as
we act on the assumption that it can be won.
There are Latin societies strong .enough to
handle the Communists. Others will be galvanized into counteraction by Communist
victories or near victories close by their borders.
Meantime, the nonsense arguments should
stop. To say that the United States has kept
the Dominican Republic from enjoying a
free, stable democratic government is nonsense; we have given them another chance
to find their feet on the long, hard road to
democracy. To say that the real fear in Latin
America is of American gunboat diplomacy
is nonsense; every literate Latin American
knows that American interventions have always been temporary while communism is
permanent.
It is nonsense to indulge any longer the
self-conscious idea that Latin America's troubles are the fault of the United States. Some
are; most are the fault of Latin America.
Its ways of life are superior to ours in more
than a few respects, but not in respect to the
art of government. In the last century and
a half there have been in all of Latin America
approximately 3,700 coups, rebellions, and
civil wars.

INVESTIGATION OF ROBERT G.
BAKER
Mr. WILLIAMS of Delaware. Mr.
President, I ask unanimous consent to
have printed in the RECORD an editorial
which appeared in the May 28, 1965, issue of the Spokesman-Review, Spokane,
Wash., entitled "Justice Action on Baker
Overdue."
There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
JUSTICE ACTION ON BAKER OVERDUE
Well over a year ago, Senator JOHN J.
WILLIAMS, of Delaware, had urged continued
Senate investigation of Robert G. Baker,
former secretary to the Senate Democrats.
He wanted the Senate to be free Of criticism
that "someone high in the Government"
was being protected.
Senator WILLIAMS also noted then that it
was time for the Department of Justice to
begin criminal prosecution in the Baker case.
Earlier in 1964 the head of the Justice Department's criminal division had said his
office was conducting an important investigation into Baker's affairs "to ascertain the
possibility of false statements, confiict of interest, bribery, fraud against the Government and conspiracy."
Then late last year it was revealed that a
Federal grand jury in the national capital
had started an investigation of contuct of
interest and other charges against Baker.
The onetime protege of Lyndon B. Johnson had refused, under 5th amendment protections, to testify and to provide requested
information before the Senate Rules Committee. His refusal was legally proper because of the possibility of court action
against him.
The whole series of revelations-still far
from complete-came after a civil suit had
been filed against Baker in September of
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1963, a suit charging that he had used political influence in the award of contracts in
defense plants for a vending machine firm.
Since then there have been out of court
negotiations for settlement of this case.
It is no wonder now that Senator Wn.r.IAMS
is concerned over a pending summary report
from the Senate Rules Committee. From
unofficial leaks, he has come to the belief
that a desperate effort is being made to discredit him while the committee's majority
Democrats and the Johnson administration
are trying "to save Baker from legal prosecution at all costs."
There is no question that the Department
of Justice Criminal Division has had plenty
of time to probe the Baker case for possible
violations of Federal laws governing the
conduct of Federal employees.
Baker is reputed to have built up a fortune of about $2 million before he was forced
to resign his $19,000-a-year job for the Senate Democrats-a job to which he was appointed originally in 1955 shortly after Mr.
Johnson became majority leader of the
Senate.
Senator WILLIAMS has displayed great courage in demanding a complete Senate investigation of the Baker case-which now seems
impossible.
Senator WILLIAMS has displayed even
greater courage in demanding Justice Department action-which now is long overdue.

·

Diversionary smears against the Republican Senator from Delaware are no substitute
for honest prosecution of the Baker case,
and impartial enforcement of the law if
there has been substantial evidence of law
violation.
Obviously, the next move is up to the Department of Justice.

AUTHORIZATI;oN OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill <H.R. 7717) to authorize appropriations to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration for research
and development, construction of facilities, and administrative operations, and
for other purposes.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Mr. President, it is
with a certain degree of reluctance that
I take the floor to express my doubts
and uncertainties about the pending
measure which would authorize total expenditures for the following year of
$5,196 million for space exploration.
As I look through the specific purposes
for which the authorization would seem
to be directed, it is apparent that the
overwhelming proportion of the authorization would be for the purpose of landing a man on the moon within the next
decade and returning that man or men
to the earth. The Apollo project, which
is quite explicitly for this purpose, would
authorize $2,978 million. The Gemini
program, which will kick off on Thursday, would authorize $242 million. There
are various other authorizations contained in the bill, the precise effect and
purpose of which are not easy to determine. However, they seem to be very
closely connected with the · proposal to
land men on the moon and return them
to the earth.
·
This authorization of $596 million for
administrative purposes seems to be

largely devoted to this purpose. I believe that it is probably safe to estimate.
therefore, that at least $4 billion of the
$5 billion would be devoted to the purpose of landing a man or men on the
moon in the next ·decade.
.
I know of course that this bill will
be passed. I know that, to the degree
that public opinion is awakened, it supports this measure. Nevertheless, I do
feel that it is my duty to express my
doubts.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, will the Senator yield?
Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, I have not had an opportunity to
study the need to put a man on the
moon. However, I have had an opportunity to study the bill.
The bill would authorize the giving
away of private patents in the amount
of $4,533,350,000 on research. The giving away of that much money for new
research could uncover something that
might be worth many times that much
money. We never know what will be
found in the course of research. Frequently, something is discovered that is
worth more than that which we tried to
discover in the first instance.
While I may have some doubts with
regard to whether we should put a man
on the moon and spend this much money
for it, I have no doubt that we have no
justification whatever for giving away
private patents on research, particularly
in the willy-nilly fashion in which the
Administrator of National Aeronautics
and Space Administration has proposed
doing. He would propose to sign contracts to give away contract rights before
he knows what he is giving away.
Mr. DOUGLAS. I expect to support
the Senator from Louisiana on this issue.
as I have done in the past.
It is perfectly true that research may
very well have byproducts. However.
the subject matter of the research makes
a great deal of difference.
I believe that the incidental results
to be derived from trying to put a man
on the moon would be less than if we
were to spend a fraction of the $5 billion on fundamental research in astronomy or in the ultimate nature of energy.
I shall support the Senator from
Louisiana. However, I do not believe
that we would be justified in spending
$5.2 billion primarily in putting a man
on the moon.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. In the
course of doing that, there may, and
probably will, be- contracts to develop
something like a fuel cell. A fuel cell
is a new type of generating power which
could make the use of oil and gas obsolete.
As I understand, with a fuel cell, a
person could manufacture all the power
he wanted with the use of water and
air. If that development were to be
successful, it might well be that it would
make all the modern automobiles. and
airplanes, as we know them, totally
obsolete.· Such a development would be
an entirely new means of providing
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power. It could be a basic patent that
might control the transportation and
fuel industries of the United States and
foreign nations.
If any such fantastic development
should be discovered with public funds,
it would seem to me that that development should be freely available to all
people so that they might all benefit
from its development, rather than have
someone charge 40 times the cost of a
product. This happened recently when
an individual engaged in health research
came forth with a patent on a little
device which had to do with rendering
assistance to mentally retarded children.
Mr. DOUGLAS. I agree with the
Senator from Louisiana. I am not arguing against research in the field of outer
space. From the information I have been
able to collect, the same results could,
however, be obtained by the expenditure
of a fraction of the amount called for
in this bill.
As I have said, I have consulted with
a number of scientists about the worthwhileness of putting a man on the moon.
I am informed that, as they see it, there
is no military value in putting a man on
the moon; tha't if the purpose is to hit
some spot on the earth, that spot could
be hit just as well from another spot on
earth as by going up into the heavens
and being in a position to rocket bomb
a particular area. In other words, it is
not necessary, for military purposes, to
put a man on the moon.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, will the Senator yield at that point?
Mr. DOUGLAS. I yield.
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. I am reminded of the story of the dog that kept
chasing automobiles when a highway
was built through a certain town. Every
time a car came through, the old dog
would jump up and chase the car. One
of the oldtimers of the town said, "I
wonder what he is going to do if the old
mutt ever catches one of those cars."
I suggest, if we succeed in getting a
man on the moon, what are we going to
do when he gets there?
Mr. DOUGLAS. Exactly. Scientists
say also that there can be no scientific
value to be gained by getting a man on
the moon. There would be value in
getting unmanned instruments on the
moon which would send back a sampling
of the geological construction of the
nioon.
We have already obtained valuable information by photographing the moon
at various distances and from different
angles, but there apparently is no scientific value connected with this program
of landing a man on the moon and then
returning him.
The real argument that is advanced
for placing a man on the moon is that
the Russians want to get a man on the
moon, so we must get there ahead of
them, or not very far behind them. In
other words, it is a question of prestige.
I never thought we should spend a
great deal of money in keeping up with
the Joneses when it will not be of a.ny
value either.to the Joneses or to us to do
what they aim· to do. It will not help us
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to put a man -on ft1re moon. Ut ..will 'llOt spent to lJUt a ..man ..on ·the mmcm ~
hl'1P -tth-e 1R11Bsilms to 'Ptit _11. 'lD.an 'Dll the turn out to •h-e~ood,::also.
.Ml:. Proesident, ther.e rs big -flifferenc.e
moon. But ·ff the "Russians are .going to
do it, it is said, we should do it rand inot
be 1e'ft 'behina. Why tshowd 'We :ra~e to
get to a J)lace where neither of us gains
~ ll.ITiVing there?
If the Rusaill.IIB, theretore, tWere to
C8I'l'Y on -experiments by cutting 'Off :a
part of -a "lllan's leg to see if it "COU1d .be
grafted to the rest of the man'); leg, :it
might l>e said that we should !lilso cut
men's lim"bs off to see if th·e y <eould be
grafted iback on !Rgain. TheBe were cexperiments '}Jerlorm-etl by -surge-ons "in Nazi
Germany.
What tis the use m -uompeting ·:with
utn'el' countries in exper.im-ents 'that ·nave
no :importance elther'to military security
l>r 'to lhuman improvement and where the
benefits are
ighly eonjoo'.ilural mid
CloubffuT?
'Five ti111ion, two 1rund:rea. 'lllillion dollars is an enormous sum of "Irron:ey, :of

whreh lJI'Obab!y $1 Dillion ICan 'be -esr-

mark"6d ·as being rconneatea with 1lhe at\empt to -put a man un ifilre moon. 'T,he
tecbiiical d:iftlculties al'e .t;r,eme11dnll6.
1Ilhe 'SUI'face "D'f tlie m-uon -tihanges from
-extreme heat ·to 'E!Ktrem-e eold. nrere -;is
])roba'bly an absence of mcygen on the
moon. Th~ are "Very iiiDicult problems
1io solve, but we-spend enormous amounts
of money ·to -solve difilctilt 'Problems
wnich nave no "V'&lue sholild we .solve
them.
Thirlk o'f what could be done-with fille
i ' to f5 bllfil>n eatih iyear. ~ •ls an
annual g;ppropriation. It ls now 1:965.
We Rim to get ;a man :on the moan by
·1910. "'.Chat ·means an expenditure df at
least $20 to $"25 l>fliion m th-e neXt.:S wears.
Think o'f what that -amount of "llluney
iWOUld rdo in the neld 'OI pubUc hea1th,
what it wolild -do in the field Of -education, what it wou1d do 'in the war on pov-e:tty. We could make of this country a
very much better .Nation >witb the :expenditure of those funds.
I thinlt it b; -a pity to have us 'largely
waste these resources w'hen they could
1>e turned ·to better account.
If the
money were left in the pockets df the
people, they cowa use it to build extra
rooms in their houses, for exampJe, to
send their child:ren to -college, to take a
-vacation with their families, to develop
a garden, 'to contribute to -their church,
and for a myriad of worthwhile pur-

pases.

Mr. LONG o'f Louisiana. Or it could
be used to relieve the -snorta:ge orhous1ng
in colleges.
Mr. DOUGLAS. Yes; it could be used
to eliminate such shortages; to give education to the needy; and to 'inu>rove
health. We could do all those things to
make this a better Nation.
I wish to express my thoughts and uncertainties .o n thi-s point. I remember
that when I first heard Df this prQPosal
some 4 years ago I expressed .doubts, and
was immediately reminded that the same
doubts bacl been .expresS"ed when $n0,000
was expended in the 18.fO's to help B. B.
Morse _start work on the telegrap'h. i t
"Was said "that much good had come 'from
"that. so it ls said that '$5 oillion a year

between $50,000 and .$5 billion a --ye11r..
'Somehuw :r think illre ..Amerlcsn people
hav.e .been :so jriflnenced m,y .:space, !SO
mesmerized J>y the ,great .ac:complishmantE if .sciencean sending ca.psuleslinto
or.bit, und :with theTomance:nf·the whole
procedure-:and. of coul'Se, .I admit it
is roma.n'.tic-that .I .belie:ve it .:is 'time to
question the fumlsm:ental :assumptions
upon \Which tthis -enormously cast:ty venture is l1asm:t ·so 'RB 11. lmmble !ibn:ellican
citizen ll.Dd as only cone of
hundr.ed
Senatms, I -want to show .my .n:oncern.
When iibe Cmmimss1ow.n RE.cmm :tomor-

row morning carries nzy :remarks, I want
to indicate that the11e :is at 1east one
Am~rican -wllo .:doubts whether the :1llmle
is"Worth he candle.
THE

.PRESIDENT'S FOBX.HRIGHT
..ACiI'IQNS :&N Y.IE'INAM
Mr. LONG ·of Louisiana. '"Nir. "Fre'Si-
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Rassage .that t.eemnect.s :us by the sea with
Latm.Ameriaa.
Thill :administration seems to .have rid itsel! mt um J.nhenited bm:den tbB.t also para1)1,Zed lJlll' nwn reaction to .the enemy's
avow.ea thr.eatJ;o htn"¥ llB.
Too many of us bad begun to half acce,pt
the propaganda. that lltheis1lic communism is
merely ~nother e@Illlmic tsylltem. We were
1Dld tthat ii:t .is not can im'enn&tional conspira:c_y but anises sp«>ntaneons~ in individual
countlrl.es 'BB .a .result Of .social .conditions,
and .that .the hoatillty between us and the

Soviet Union is due mostl-y to mutual misunderstandinES and suspicions.
'But Mr. Johrumn called communism an internattonru comipirncy -and -that is that.
!He !Dl'OS.t lrel'tamly -wfil lhe anCllB'ed of oversimlllifyJng -world sitn:a.tions. ll'o him,
things are either good or l>an. _narcy Goldwater suffered under a similar attack. He
too saw the enemy as-an-enemy.
Ir.he United -states "Wlll lhave to -go .on defending itself Jn all of -the world forums,
including tbe "Unitea Na'tions. "The United
Na.ttons .ts .the proper place. :and we .must do
it with 'Prlde snd 'V.igor. :Mean ::and .false
charges will be Jeveled a_gahuit us, And particularly :fr.om some countl:ies :which maintain their indeJNmden.ae olily because o! .our
power.
~ts "CUUiltry ts -strengtn-en~d Dy 'fts long
retlora in "the cm:mre "of 'freedom tor "all peopl.-es IUlll independence Tor :an natimrs.
'We :B.b:truld :mtve no ::apologies to Dffer .!or
guamntBehlg the fre:ed.o m .df "the DominiGan
, people.

dent, I ·ask ·unanimous eon.sent 'to ;have
printed in tlre RECORD >recent exi>ressions
df editoria1 opinion in support of tbe
President~ forthright action in IV~trmm
and the Dominican Republic. mreHe expressions 'Were ptfl)liShed in tne <Ban
Diego, Ca'lff., Vnion and the Eapi'd City,
s. 'Dalt., lJm.:.nm1.
I.From 'fh:e ".R@1d Uity TS. "Da'k:') J'ournal,
There being no obj'eetion, tbe -edito'lmly '2, "'.19lJS]
rials were urdered i;o l1e ·printed in -the
FIGHT :IN .ALL 'Dm.EC1'IONS
'RECORD, as 'follows:
.P.xesident J.obnson and many Americans
.[From tbe 'Ban DiE:go (Calif) Unl'tm, May '·
1965]
'ULXD4ATUM TD COMMUNISM: 'REDS 'MUST
Qurr HEMISPHERE

The "Unitea "States now bas a-ssumed J>01.icing ·duties 'that itlealists bail hopefully
])1m:ed -with the United Nations.
The U.N. Security Council 'Clm talk .and
-argue hut 'With bath ¢he '.!me wOl!ld and .:the
£lmnmunis.t world havJ.llg a veto <DVB :.each
-otherLs .decisions, .nothing much .can .come
out ..of jt_
.And the more :repr.es.enta.tiv_e Ileneral Assembly bas been paralyzed by refusals to
pay special assessments "for -policing -actian-s.
W..tth ·the -necessary 'assumption uI -an 1m1arg'ed Tesponeibil1ty against vaTious forms
of aggression, dn South VJ.etnam .ss -well ai
hi the JDominican .Republic, !bas ,,come at
Jast ·the .fl:ank reack.nowled,gement that com!Jllunism .is an international conspiracy di.rected --against all of the .free world and that
.it .advances ln proportion to our reluctance
to lace -up to that -fact.
Presiaent John-son decided the time had
<come to act first and talk later. Mr. Johnson told the Nation tha~
"The ~erican nations cannot, .must not,
:and "Will not permit establishment of another
Communist government in this hemisphere:"
.It .could .not ~ been made more simple
or:more.dir.ect.
.:r.h'e beginnings Of the .revolt in the Do.mlnican Republic are as -yet not '.ful.l.Y -ex_plaineft "but it was all 'to i:lem- thltt 'th-e 'Oom"'Inllnlsts 'had movetl into a enaotic stttllttion
"B.ntl thltt 'R sellond Cuba -was in the making.
By the time the UnitetLNatiom;na;d talkefl
-tlils tme out, the :Westmm .'llemispbel'e wOUld
have witnessed a second takeover~ the .tn.ternational Communist .conspiracy.
The ''germ" of..Cuba. had not been isolated,
a.s claimed, and the seizure 't>f the "Dominican Republic would have marked another
vital step in the closing olf o!-the Windward

hadJ:io_ped .!or a -peacefulwoI'ld .
The news -proves "that :11hi13 Na tiun i-s :embroiled or involved any direction 'the -citizen
cares to 1oolt.
'The sltu:atirln 1E gldbe.l. Hmv.ever, .the coml}lli:ca1liam; tDr ithe .Dominiaan ;Republic get
..us as ,close m home as any .island in the
C.aribbean .could ..be.
Castro still runs his is1ana. And Castro
bas .been named several times as th~ instigator df Tevolutton-s 'Ul' attempts "to overthrow goverru:nerits throughout -all 'the Lutin
-Anlerican nation:s. His Iunds :tmd e~ons
com-e ..from ·communist nations which t:a.n
:sqppiy m~ .and niunitions. :I:here .a.re
only two such-Bed China <And Jibe .Soviet
llnion.

The poor Chinese doesn't -care much about
conditions nr the poor ·Dominicans. He
doesn't know. The richel' RussiaDB sbould
be reminded ,that this Nation, the United
States n! Amerlca,.llas been heJping wherever
possible to .improve llvlng ..conditions ln the
,,neighboring .nations..
Marines moved into Santo Domingo to ,protec.t lives of .Americans there.
"President J'obnson asked: "Why must this
'Nation hazard its e"3.'Se, lts Interest, and its
_,power "for the sake of a °People so far away?"
He referred then t:o the lmn1Uct in .southeast
Asia. .Re <answer.ed :his -own 'lJtrestion by
::sa.ying: "We :fight oocauae we must if we are
:to ilive in world wllere every country can
shape .its own ..destiny. And only in such a
world will our own freefiom lina1ly be secure."
~e United States and each of its citizens
is committed as a leader in world affairs.
The Domtn1'Ca:n. people 'don't 4Teel so
-strongly moout their government tha"t so
.many Dominicans '.'Should get killed. The
:recl>rd pr.ewes Communists _prefer to agitate
and furnish some money ..and some guns.
But they have no rei?ponsibilit_y for tbe economy, education, or welfare of tne people.
Cuba 1-s 1ihe'J'rlirre ·exam1>1:e. Living was good
\Under <the ,J»evlous ilictator.
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If and when the United States must use
troops and weapons anywhere on the· globe,
then full support of those who believe in
freedom is necessary. There can be dispute
on strategy but there is little doubt as to
the enemy. Communists do this to us.

elated with the inefficiency of monopo- compared to .the cost of $6 at which the
listic power, including the right to with- kit was being m~nutactured in Louisiana
hold from the public the public's rights and Massachusetts by the hospitals there.
over private patents.
Compared to the cost at which the doctor
The Administrator of NASA, Mr. had been able to produce the kit, Miles
Webb, proceeded to issue an order that Laboratories was still charging an exMr. LONG of Louisiana. · Mr. Presi- he was going to commence waiving in travagant price for such a .Product and
dent, I approve emphatically of the ex- advance the patent rights on Govern- was still trying to get it, even though
pressions of support which these editors ment research without knowing what he the Department of Health, Education,
express, except for the statement of the was waiving patent rights on.
and Welfare moved in and asserted its
Rapid City Journal, that conditions unMr. President, when one waives rights rights under provisions which protect
der the previous dictator of Cuba were to the fruits of research at the time of the Government's rights to research.
praiseworthy.
contracting, he does not know what he
I am glad to state that this kind of
. The tragedy which has befallen the is waiving. It may be that a small re- highway robbery is no longer continuing.
Cuban people under Castro does not, search contract might turn up some- However, we have had innumerable exunfortunately, mean that the plight of thing of great value. It may be that amples down through the years of how
the common people of Cuba was ideal something will be discovered in research holders of private patents charge as
before Castro .came to power.
completely different from what one sets much as 100 times the cost of production
out to find in 'the first instance.
of a product over a long period of time.
For example, sulfanilamide was a real They contend that the price they charge
GIVEAWAY OF PRIVATE PATENT breakthrough
in antibiotics which came depends upon the maximum profit that
RIGHTS BY NASA
about in Germany in the effort to find a could be made, having no relationship
Mr. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. Presi- better dye. Someone was looking for a whatever to the interests of the Amerident, I have pending at the desk an better dye for clothes and brought about, .c an people, or the people of any other
amendment to H.R. 7717, seeking to pre- instead, the greatest breakthrough of the nation, insofar as they have a complete
vent the giveaway of private patent century in the field of medicine.
patent monopoly on their product.
rights on research done by the National
Therefore, a similar amount of effort,
Mr., President, I am not quarreling
Aeronautics and Space Administration. such' as was invested in finding a better with the right of a person to own a patWhen the authorization act for NASA dye for cotton materials, could well re- ent. I am not even arguing his ability
first became law, there was a difference sult in a discovery that might be worth to deny the public the benefits of somebetween House and Senate over the billions of dollars.
thing he discovered, because he might
measures which passed with regard to
But here comes Administrator Webb, have discovered it first. That is not the
patent rights. The provision of one finding that it is in the na·tional interest issue. It is his right, even though he
body asserted that there would be no to waive the fruits of research without found the idea 5 minutes sooner than
private patents on Government research even knowing what will be waived.
someone else, and had patent properly
under NASA. The provision of the
That situation should be stopped. It prepared, to deny the public its benefits
other body asserted that it was silent on is against the law. The only way on for 17 years, even though someone else
the subject, which presumaply would earth one could conclude such an atti- had been working on the same idea and
permit private patents to exist in Gov- tude to be in the national interest-to discovered the idea 5 minutes later.
ernment research.
waive the fruits of research without even That is the penalty, I believe, for urging
In conference, the conferees agreed to knowing what one would be waiving- _a nd encouraging the American people to
language which would provide that the would be on the theory that monopoly spend their money and devote their efAdministrator of NASA should have the must necessarily be good for the public. forts to developing new products and
power to waive patent rights when he The experience of most Americans has new commodities. I am not quarreling
determined it to be in the national ·been to the contrary.
with that. It is an accepted fact of life,
There are some who try to contend and I do not question it at this point.
interest.
Subsequently, representatives of NASA that if the Government were to waive
But it is also an accepted business
came before the various committees of patent rights to a private concern, the practice that whoever pays for the reCongress and asked that they be per- private concern would put a product on search is entitled to the patent rights
mitted to change their authorization so the market more quickly. All experience involved. If the people of the United
that they could waive private patent has been to the contrary.
States pay for the research, the conrights without having to have a finding
Experience has shown that when a tractor gets a contract for it and hires
that it was in the national interest. They new product is developed, it will be the men and women who, in turn, do
argued that some large concerns, many marketed more quickly if all competitors the research. Those who do the research
of which had been found guilty of anti- are free to put a similar product on the do not get the patent rights, just as
trust violations in one respect or an- market more quickly. The more compe- those who do research for the Federal
other, might not be interested in doing tition there is, the more rapidly each Government do not get the private
research for the government unless they competitor will try to get his product on patent rights. The patent rights should
could obtain private patents on govern- the market first, so that he will get a go to those who pay for them. If we did
head start and gain prior acceptance business the way a businessman would
ment research.
We studied their recommendation, and for his product. That is the experience do it, that is, if we operated the governso far as committee experience was con- in the field of commerce.
.ment the way a businessman would opcerned, I assured them that any proposed
In addition, by permitting competition erate his private business, we would inlegislation that would involve a waiver of in the field, lower prices can be obtained. sist that 192 million people in this counpatent rights without knowing what was An example of that came to light the try, having paid their taxes to make the
being waived would be resisted to the ·other day. A doctor working with public research possible, should have the beneutmost by those of us who felt that this funds in the field of mental retardation fits, instead of one person who might be
was public research and that the public, for small children, who had no interest ·a government favorite and obtained the
having paid for it, was entitled to its full in patents one way or the other, was contract without bidding for it-as oftenpersuaded that he should apply for a times has been the case with an indibenefits.
patent on a little kit which he had de- vidual who has been found guilty of
So we turned them down.
Nevertheless, they proceeded to un- veloped for testing children for a certain criminal violations of the law. The Gendertake a policy of merely waiving patent disease which could lead to mental re- eral Electric Co. was found guilty of vio.lating the law and defrauding the Govrights in advance, without knowing what tardation.
The cost of manufacturing the kit was ernment over a period of 10 long years,
they were waiving. This was done on the theory that mo- approximately $6, which included the and taking from the Government untold
millions of dollars, and then sending one
nopoly was good for the public, and that profit.
Miles LaboratOries succeeded in get- -executive to court to'plead guilty or nolle
the public should tolerate a monopoly
which would charge them higher prices ting ali exclusive license from this doctor, contendere with the sentencing judge
and impose upon them all the evils asso- and wanted te charge $262 for the kit, stating that the whole corporation is
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just _a.s -gulley; - Such :corj)orations and
·such people ~ve -enough in1luence even
to ·obtain tax rreUef, so 1lhat lfuey ::can 1P8JY
the treble·damagesfuatrthey are:requiretl
to pay. Such ..-colic.ertis an.e Gover.nment
ravorites to :th~ -extent that ibey c·a n get
such contracts.
'Then ·they ~ant pr.ivate -patent rightS
on many billions rUf wllars. 'I?ll.al "is mot
.right. ""?t can'be ;110 mor-e justified 'than •it
could 'be -justified fto mve tfille public domain to someone who :.had been P-ermitted to igo on it anft wander around ·on
it;, and give Jt to Jlim .at -a. g\:J.aranteed
profit, plus<eXpenses.
What I ·PJrQPOse ·in iihe 'BJilendment ~.
first, tnat wetprevent the waiver of property rights'Ull U.S. inventions made under
NASA contraut..s until the inventions are
made, cso t1mt we will know to what we
are waiVing the patent rights.
In other wordf?, there ·wolild heno..Pig. in-the-pcjke adva:ace -waivers. 'Such '"R
procedure 'Wal> never intended by law
anyway.
Second, 'Che amendment w_o uld re°qtiire
compliance by the Administrator of
NASA, -a1on_g with the other executive
·agencies, wfth ·section :207 of the Federal
Property Act. In other words, 'the Administrator of NASA would be required
to-submit·a'J)roposed waiver to the Attorney General of the Uni.tea States, for .ad"Vice as to antitrust implications. I l one
of these inventions, develo..Ped with the
$4-1/2 billion, should be something like -a
fuel cell, which'Would-give the holder ·of'"R
private patent a monopoly on the whole
transportation industry, or would displa-ce -automobiles -as we know them "toliay, ur airplane engines as we know them
today, or over the entire-world transportation industry, as we know it, with .re-suiting Iantastic antitrust implications,
the Administrator of NASA should have
the advice of .the man who is responsible
for protecting the taxpayers with regard
to antitrust 1mplicEttions, namely, the
Attorney Genera.I of the United States.
This ls required with. regard to Federal
.agencies generally, and snould be with
respect to the proposed giveaway by
NASA. .There ts ·no requirement that
the administration follow the advice of
the :Attorney ·General, but · at least ne
should know what ·-the advice is. We
have a right .to .complain about it if the
giveaway occurs.
In addition, the ·ain-endment would require that the Administrator, .before giving a waiver, should .find that ;the equity
justifies the waiver. It .should be found
that the person obtaining the waiver of
_patent ri_ghts would have done mo,re than
.merely spend F..ede"."Rl money .on a guar~
anteed profit ~basis plus expenses. He
would -1laYe had .to. put some. of his own
money into ·t, either be.fore or :.after the
contract, and be would have had to make
a contribution over·and beyond the Federal money he has received in order to
justify _the Waiv.er:
,
·The amendment. ·would, also _pr_ovJde
J;hat the waiver would ··pramot.e _the .us.e
of the invention •in the .interest of the
United States. This relates to the ~e
cious a.r g\unent ui those who £onteiid
that waivers are j.ustifi.ed because ·.a ·monopoli-,would place a pr.oduet more .rap-
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dly en 'the market ttnan wrould be 'the
-ease n -c.omi>etition prevmle:d. "Ille aTgUent .is .unsound. hl mzy vent, there
.Should not b.e <a wailrer \of rpnivate .p:atent
rights ·-under ~ -ODv.t?rriment researcn
contract :when tthe result 6f the waiver iB
to deny thel)Ubllc 1for .po:ssibly 1'1 31:ear.s
h-e benefit of-that ~orwhich it paid. If
<these 'People <ar.e to lll'gue that ·tney can
.make l>etter J.LSe ..of :Oov.ernment:reseal!Ch
:mrd Gover.mnent patents than :by mak.ing ·jhem a.¥ailablei.to the public,jt is·only
fair to insist that :they nut withhold discoverles from the public aml -then play
"dog in the.manger" as ,a result of ha\1ing
obtained private patents ml the r.esearch
efforts of the '.People of ihe United States
and paid for by the public.
That is theJeast weman ask . .It would
, till .be possible to have a waiver on :Priv.a.te pa.tents on Government research,
but at least we would get the camelts
nose .from under the :flap of the tent of
,EiYJng aw~y _something without knowing
what we were .gi\dng away. W.e would
,ha"\{e .s.ome ..adNice as to wllat the antitrust implications would be, and we
would insist !.hat ther_e be.some equity to
justity it, and we would ·insist that the
"invention ...slibject to the waiver ·be .not
ilenied the pulllic as a reslilt of the
waiv,er.
That .is the minimum that cauld 'be
r..equeste.d. · .I would Jike to -see a great
iileal more .done. .In the future "I _shall
·try to do more on this ..subject. However, now, in trying to stop gross abuses
Jn this field, I am hopeful that the -Senate will support my amendment to prevent the giving aw.ay .of _private patents
on the $4.~ billion Government research
program.
In line with the argument made by
tne Senator-from Illinois fMr. Douc...LAS],
wrth respect to ·putting a -man on the
mnon, which ls a somewhat dubious .Program at the best, and a ...somewhat ques'tionable program, it would pr.obably
mean spending -$25 billion between now
and-1976, and it is entirely possible tllat
this $"25 blllion·could be of fantastic value
to the people of this country, in the do'IIlestic -econollIY alone. It is for us to
decide whether the '$25 bilUon are to. be
·used for the benefit of the 190 million
people of this count:r;y or for the benefit
of the Government favorites wno obtain
contracts without _price competition,
•sometimes as the result of great influence,
and sometimes even as the result of
munificent campaign contributions.
Should such persons be permitted to
take "Unto ·themselves 'the overwhelming
advantage Tor every'fuing they can
squeeze from 'the 1'ruits of researcb, paid
for by 1.90 million peup1e, to the tune of
$25 billion"? in:my judgment the answer
is "No." The .public, having paid for the
Tesearch, is entitled to tlie full bene1It

.res-earch for the :eovernment .unless they
ha:ve 'IJ)tiva;te p.atents on th-e
TeSEal:Ch,
I
General Electric has ,alwa~ been the
.bell•cnw in,makingtiihat a:r:gument. Geneml Elect.nic lia.d about 15,0DO patents
that barred people from going .into competition with it. In World War Il Genera1 Electric was the b°ig hog in...suggesting
that it did ndt 'Want to do lUlY •research
for the Government, at a time when· men
were sacrificing ttheir .Jiv..es, unless they
-were given the ·ght they had been given
previously to make fantastic wartime
pronts.
-GeneraLElectric sent people before our
committee to 'Suggest that .it was not
interested in doing research if it..could not
nave private patents. We fo.und that
they were practically breaking down the
door to get .N~ to .give them research
·contracts, even lthoug'h they could not
get private patents. It willibe f.ound that
tihis same COI.l>mation is doing ..research
for the Atomic .!Energy Commission-I
believe I am col.'rect about this-even
though that agency is not :permitted to
:give them private_patents on the research
that is being done ior the Atomic Energy
Commission.
Oh, no, Mr. tPresident. II'ho&e people
do not wlsh to Jet .anyone -else get some
of the Government.money to.do.research.
They w.ant to get all of it. And theythat.is, theJargest ones-will take it upon
whatever .temns may be .necessary in
order to get the research money_ Having
obtained it, they wish to take every conceivable advantage they ·can of it. I l
they cannot get enough advantage as a
result .of the mono_polies achieved at public .expense, they will steal 1t- .and they
have beer,_ caught stealing it by conspiracies lasting over a period of 10 years.
They proceed to surrender some dispensable v!..:e president, and he ta"kes the fall
for it, as thougn he were responsible for
all of it. No one but th-e president, the,
chairman of the board, und the other
executives theoretically c.an ;do anything
about such .a ..Plan of conspiraGY between
themselves and their competitors. That
practice has gone on over a 1ong period
of time.
Now they sa"Y thut ·they aTe tne great
guardians of the _puJ:mc interest. They
would not be interested in doing research
unless they could be assured of every
conceiva01e hammerhold and advantage
over the public once they find or develop
something. When we call their hand,
we find what we suspected. 'They were
not telling the truth. It was a big falsehood. And yet they are up in front, the
·first in 1ine at the ·pie counter, once there
-are somei:goodies to be passed un to someone who m&"Y have signed nn a cost-plusnxe<hfee basis.
Mr. President, I .s hall debate the
l()f ;it.
runendment further tomorrow. I hupe
My amendment dues not miarantee it, Senators will review my remarks in the
·but it is 'R substantial step-in "t hat direc- RECORD.
1iion.
I hope Senators will Teat! tbe '"REcoitn '.EXPANSION OF "ECONOMIC ASSISTtomorrow and alert themselves to my
ANCE~ROGRAM-.MESSA.GE FROM
argunrent. ·I -shall unilertalre to respond
THE PRESIDENT GI. DGC. NO. 196)
i;o the arguments that nave been -mane
by others and "that -will be made, .
The PRESIDING OFFIOER (Mr. BASS
For example, it -will -Oe contended -that -in the chair). The Chair lays before the
:S-ome·.corporations .might. not want to lio Senate a message from the President of
~cuuld
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the United States. Without objection, of the Mekong River Basin. This is an
the message will be printed in the RECORD ·important part of the general pr_o gram of
without being read, and will be appro- regional development which I outlined
at Johns Hopkins University on April 7.
priately referred.
The President's message was referred This money will enable us to meet a reto the Committee on Foreign Relations, quest for half the cost of building the
Nam Ngum Dam, which the internaas follows:
tional Mekong Committee has marked
To the Congress of the United States:
"top priority" if the Mekong River is to
The American people want their Gov- be put to work for the people of the reermilent to be not only strong but com- gion. This will be the first Mekong
passionate. They know that a society power project to serve two countries,
is secure only where social justice is se- promising power to small industry and
cure for all its citizens. When there is lights for thousands of homes in northturmoil anywhere in our own country, east Thailand and Laos. The funds will
our instinct is to inquire if there is in- provide also for:
·
justice. That instinct is sound. And
Powerlines across the Mekong linking
these principles of compassion and jus- Laos and Thailand;
tice do not stop at the water's edge. We
Extensive studies of further hydrodo not have one policy for our own peo- electric, irrigation, and flood control
ple and another for our friends abroad.
projects on the Mekong main stream and
A vast revolution is sweeping the its tributaries;
southern half of this globe. We do not
Expansion of distribution lines in Laos.
intend that the Communists shall be3. Seven million dollars will help procome the beneficiaries of this revolt vide improved medical and surgical servagainst injustice and privation. We in- ices, especially in the more remote areas
tend to lead vigorously in that struggle. of Vietnam, Laos, and Thailand. South
We will continue to back that intention Vietnam is tragically short of doctors;
with practical and concrete help.
same 200 civilian physicians must care
In southeast Asia tpday, we are offer- for a population of 15 million. In Laos
ing our hand and our abundance to those the system of AID-supported village
who seek to build a brighter future. The clinics and rural hospitals now reaches
effort to create more progressive societies more than a million people. But that is
cannot wait for an ideal moment. It not enough. We propose to extend the
cannot wait until peace has been finally program in Laos, assist the Thailand
secured. We must move ahead now.
Government to expand its public he~lth
I know of no more urgent task ahead. services to thousands of rural villages,
It requires more of' us, more of other and to organize additional medical. and
prosperous nations, and more of the peo- surgical teams for sick and injured civilple of southeast Asia.
ians in South Vietnam.
For our part, I propose that we expand
Better health is the first fruit of modour own economic assistance to the peo- ern science. For the people of these
ple of South Vietnam, Thailand, and countries it has far too long been an
Laos.
empty promise. I hope that when peace
I propose we start now to make avail- comes our medical assistance can be exable our share of the money needed to panded and made available to the sick
harness the resources of the entire south- and wounded of the area without regard
east Asia region for the benefit of all its to political commitment.
people. This must be an international
4. Approximately $6 million will be
venture. That is why I have asked Mr. used to train people for the construction
Eugene Black to consult with the United of roads, dams, and other small-scale vilNations Secretary General and the lead- . lage projects in Thailand and Laos. In
ers of the poor and advanced nations. many parts of Asia the chance of the
Our role will be vital, but we hope that villager for markets, education, and acall other industrialized nations, includ- cess to public services depends on his
ing the Soviet Union, will participate.
getting a road. A nearby water well
To support our own effort, I ask the ·dramatically lightens the burdens of the
Congress to authorize and appropriate farmer's wife. With these tools and
for fiscal year 1966 an additional $89 mil- skills local people can build their own
lion for the Agency for International schools and clinics-blessings only
Development for expanded programs of dreamed of before.
economic and social development in
5. Approximately $45 million will be
southeast Asia.
used to finance increasing imports of iron
This money will serve many purposes: and steel, cement, chemi~als and pesti1. Approximately $19 million will pro- cides, drugs, trucks, and other essential
support electrification cooperatives near goods necessary for a growing civilian
three provincial towns--Long Xuyen, Da- economy. This money will allow faclat, and Nha Thang.:._in South Vietnam. tories not only to continue but, through
Co-ops, which have been so important to investment, to expand production of both
the lives of our rural people, will bring capital and consumer goods. It will prothe benefits of low-priced electricity to vide materials for urgently needed lowmore than 200,000 Vietnamese. We hope cost housing . . And it will maintain prothis pattern can be duplicated in towns duction incentives and avoid inflation.
and villages throughout the region. · I It is not easy for a small country, with
will ask that we provide further support a low income, to fight a war on its own
if the pattern meets the success we be- soil and at the same time persist in the
business of nation building. The addilieve possible.
2. Five million dollars will be used to tional import support which I propose
provide the first installment of our con- will help Vietnam: to persevere in this
tribution to the accelerated development difficult task.
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6. An additional $7 million will supp.l_ement the present program of agricultural development and support additional government services . in all three
countries, and will help in the planning
of further industrial expansion in the
secure areas of Vietnam.
· Much · of the additional assistance I
request is for Vietnam. This is not a
poor and unfavored land. There is water
and rich soil and ample natural resources. The people are patient, hardworking, the custodians of a proud and
ancient civilization. They have been oppressed not by nature but by man. The
failures of man can be redeemed. That
is the purpose of the aid for which I
now ask additional authorization.
We are defending the right of the people of South Vietnam to decide their own
destiny. Where this right is attacked by
force, we have no alternative but to reply
with strength. But military action is not
a final solution in this area; it is only
a partial means to a much larger goal.
Freedom and progress will be possible in
Vietnam only as the people are assured
that history is on their side-that it will
give them a chance to make a living in
peace, to educate their children, to escape
the ravages of disease and, above all, to
be free of the oppressors who f-Or so long
have fed on their labors.
Our effort on behalf of the people of
southeast Asia should unite, not divide,
the people of that region. Our policy is
·not to spread conflict but to heal conflict.
I ask the Congress, as part of our. continuing affirmation of Anierica's faith in
the cause of man, to respond promptly
.and fully to this request.
LYNDON B. JOHNSON.
THE WHITE HOUSE, June 1, 1965.
ADJOURNMENT
.M r. LONG of Louisiana. Mr. President, if there .is no further business to
come before the Senate, I move that the
Senate adjourn until 12 o'clock noon .
tomorrow.
The motion was agreed to; and <at
6 o'clock and 2 minutes p.m.) the Senate
adjourned until tomorrow, Wednesday,
June 2, 1965, at 12 o'clock meridian.
NOMINATIONS
Executive nominations received by the
·Senate June 1, 1965:
IN THE NAVY
The following-named officers of the line of
the Navy for temporary promotion to the
grade of rear admiral, subject to qualifications therefor as provided by law:
Thomas D. Davies
Thomas J. Rudden, Jr.
Fillmore B. Gilkeson Charles D. Nace
John R. Wadleigh
Paul A. Holmberg
Burton H. Shupper
Lloyd R. Vasey
Frederick E. Janney Ernest W. Dobie, Jr.
Robert B. Erly
Dick H. Guinn
Valdemar G, Lambert Maurice F. Weisner
Frank C. Jones
Roy M. Isaman ·· •
Ben B. Pickett
Frederick H. Michaelis
Le5lie J. O'Brien, Jr. Roy G. i\n.derson
George C. Bullard
William E. Lemos
William N. Leonard
Gerald E. Miller
Walter L. Small, Jr. Isaac C. Kidd, Jr.
Lucien B. McDonald D0nald M. Showers
Leroy V. Swanson
. James F. Calvert
Frank .w. Vannoy
Elmo R. Zumwalt, Jr.

